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THIS SALE

HOW TO CONTACT US:
1550 Carling Avenue, Suite 202,
Ottawa, ON K1Z 8S8 CANADA

Welcome to our Auction 24; it has the best value we
have oﬀered so far, with fewer lots and better overall
variety.
Of note in this sale are the holdings of two retired
dealers. One is oﬀered in its entirety with 120 lots
and the other is the first of two parts in 80 lots. We
spent many hours sorting and lotting these consignments and hope that their resulting organization
will be useful to our buyers. A nice Polar Region collection is oﬀered by country in several lots as well as
a seldom oﬀered Radio topical collection.
Our Canada and BNA sections are quite strong as
usual, with many rare and high quality stamps.
Our postal history section contains the second part
of the Sammy Whaley Newfoundland postal history
collection, the late Colin Pomfret’s Canadian military (mostly World War I) postal history collections,
a group of numerals in Maltese Cross postmarks on
cover, plus many more covers and cards oﬀered either in single lots or groupings.
In our lots and collections section you will find many
country collections including a lovely collection
of China and surroundings in several lots, strong
Great Britain (including one cataloguing $18k), Italy, Belgium, valuable Germany and more. Nearly
$40,000 worth of face value postage in several lots is
also certain to attract many bidders.
As always, we host thousands of high resolution
scans online at https://stampauctionnetwork.com/
IK/IK24.cfm where you can also follow our auction
and bid live during the sale. We look forward to
your participation!

Stéphane Cloutier

VIEWING SCHEDULE
Saturday May 13th ............10:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Saturday May 20th ............10:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Monday May 22nd .............10:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Wednesday May 24th ........9:00a.m. - 12:00p.m.

Please contact us for viewing
outside the listed hours.
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SYMBOLS and ABBREVIATIONS
**
Never Hinged with original gum (NH also used)
*
Hinged with original gum
(*)/UNU Unused without gum as issued or having gum fully re
moved.
o.g./OGOriginal Gum (p.o.g.= part original gum)

Used (includes full range of postally used, cancel-to-order,
precancels)
XF
Extremely Fine applies to stamps with exceptional quality
and margins well in excess of what would typically be found. This
term is used rarely and is not applied for modern stamps. The
term “Superb” is occasionally used as an adjective in the text of a
description.
VF
A stamp in superior condition which is well-centered and
without fault.
FVF
Applied to stamps that are somewhat less well-centered
than very fine, while taking into account what may considered as
typical margins of classic material. The term has also been applied
to multiples with individual stamps with range of grade or for larger
lots/collections.
F(ine)
Stamps having perforations that do not cut into the
design and without damaging faults. Items described as such may
have slight detracting features such as short perforation tips or
natural inclusion. Many better classic material naturally falls into
this category and may be expected to command prices similar to
those ascribed by catalogue values.
VG
Very Good Equivalent to “average”. Typically with poor
centering, heavy cancellation or faults such as minor thins, light
creases, etc.
Faulty
Applied to an item with tears, heavy crease(s), unsightly
postmarks, serious thins or surface scuffs.

Cover, which here embraces stampless folded letters
(SFL), mailed envelopes, first day covers (FDC’s) etc.
FDC
First Day Cover
E/P
Essay, Proof, Die Proof
UL
“Upper Left” and used in conjunction with corner of
sheet, block or individual stamp. The abbreviations UR LR and LL
are used similarly.
c.d.s.
“Circular date stamp” postmark
l.h.
lightly hinged
v.l.h.
very lightly hinged
h.r.
hinge remnant
perf.
“Perforation” tooth descriptor in the context of “short
perfs” or perforation measurement in the context of “perf 12.0 x
11.5”
Est.
Our estimate of the final hammer price if there is average
competition for the lot.
PR.
Prices Realized

Scan can be found online
MNG
Mint No Gum
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Province of Canada

6

 #2/11 1851-58 Group of Five Pence Issues, all used and
with faults to varying degrees: #2 (repaired corner at top left),
#5 (tear at top left), #7 (two rejoined halves), #8 (thins, etc.)
and #11 (deep thin in middle). Still a fairly presentable, and
high catalogue group.
............................................................................. Scott $7,200

7

 #2b 1851 6d Laid Paper Consort Pair on Cover, mailed
to Toronto (weak receiver on back) with a Kingston Steam
Boat Letter datestamp on front dated JUN.1.1854 (year slugs
are reversed). This large cover is franked with a vertical right
sheet margin pair of the 6d brown purple Consort Imperforate
on laid paper (rich colour but faults), paying 4 times the domestic rate, or 12d. Several creases and a few repaired tears,
still a scarce franking and catalogue value for two fine stamps
alone is $20,000. Accompanied by a 2015 Greene Foundation certificate.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

Pence Issue Scott #1-13

1
1

2

2

 #1a 1851 3d orange red Beaver Imperforate on Laid Paper, used with ideal 7-ring cancel, four large to ample margins, showing short transfer on left, very fine. A few tiny thins,
still an attractive example of Canada’s first stamp. Accompanied by a 2009 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600
 #2 1851 6d slate violet Consort Imperforate on Laid Paper, used, with ideal 7-ring cancel in brown red. This lovely
stamp has four large and even margins, and is extremely fine.
Ex. Daniel Cantor collection and accompanied by a 1978 BPA
(London) certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

3
3

4

 #2 1851 6d slate violet Consort Imperforate on Laid Paper, used with smudgy 7-ring target cancel, with sheet margin
at left, large right and bottom margins and top cut into outer
frameline. Fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000
 #2 1851 6d slate violet Consort Imperforate on Laid Paper, used with central 7-ring target cancel, three clear to large
margins plus just touching inner frameline at top. Fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

5
5

6

4

x6

 #2 1851 6d slate violet Consort Imperforate on Laid
Paper, used with 7-ring target cancels, three good to large
margins plus touching outer frameline at bottom. Fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

8

x9

8

 #4 1852 3d red Beaver Imperforate, used vertical pair,
with two 7-ring cancels. Close margin at top, three others are
quite large, very fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Richard Gratton
AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

9

 #4 etc. 1852-57 3d Beaver Imperforate Group, with #s 4c
(single with #16 in grid from Hamilton, signed by expert Aime
Brun, plus a horizontal pair with a tear at top of right stamp),
4d (horizontal pair with a few faults), 4i (single with natural
pre-printing creases) and 4ii (single). Mostly 3 to 4 margins,
catalogued as all fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,850

10

11

10

 #5 1855 6c slate grey Consort Imperforate, used with
4-ring #21 (Montreal), three good margins plus one cut along
outer frameline at bottom, fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

11

 #5a 1855 6d brownish grey Consort Imperforate, used
with centrally struck 4-ring #37 (Quebec City). Four margins
and very fine. Ex. Vincent G. Greene Sissons sale (Feb 1975).
Accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

12
12

13

14

15

16

15

** #8 1857 ½d rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, mint with
pristine full original gum, never hinged (scarce thus), with frameline just cut into at top right, fine. A very fresh and desirable stamp, seldom seen, ideal for the NH collector. Accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation certificate. Unitrade
prices a fine hinged single at $1,400.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

16

* #8 1857 ½d rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, mint, with
disturbed original gum, hinged. Three large margins, cut into
outer frameline at top, fine. Accompanied by a 2016 Richard
Gratton AIEP certificate stating “wove paper with ribbed effect
due to horizontal mesh”.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

13

 #5b 1855 6d greenish grey Consort Imperforate, used
with central 4-ring numeral 21 (Montreal). Margins vary between large and touching framelines, fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800
(*) #7 1855 10d blue Cartier Imperforate on Thin Paper, unused (no gum), with four margins well away from framelines,
very fine, but with small faults. Still a scarce unused stamp
and accompanied by a 2014 Greene Foundation certificate.
Ex. Colonel Edward Green (G handstamp on back) auction,
Part VI, November 1942, lot 422.
.....................................................................Unitrade $12,000

 #7iv 1856 10d blue Cartier Imperforate with Strong ReEntry on Cover, mailed at Quebec on APR.12.1856 to New
York City, through Montreal (same day transit on back), with
a red PAID handstamp alongside the stamp. Franked with a
10d blue Cartier imperforate, with strong re-entry from position 53, with close to large margins, just touching at bottom
left and showing next stamp at top. This is an unusual franking, as the single weight rate would have been 6d. A lovely
and rare cover, and accompanied by a 1981 Greene Foundation certificate. Ex. Daniel Cantor collection.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,500

17

18

17

* #8 1857 ½d rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, mint with
full original gum, lightly hinged. A nice stamp with large margins on either side and clear from framelines at top and bottom. Fine-very fine and accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100

18

(*) #8 1857 ½d rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, unused
(no gum), well centered showing large almost even margins,
with an expertly and almost invisible tiny closed tear mostly in
the bottom margin under “P” in Penny, otherwise very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

19

 #8 1857 ½d rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, used, with
neat Toronto square grid. This lovely stamp possesses four
large margins, showing next stamps at top and left, its printing is crisp and defined and the shade is deep and rich. Extremely fine and accompanied by a 2010 Greene Foundation
certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

7

Pence Issue continued

Cents Issue Scott #14-20
25

20
20

21

22

23

24

8

21

 #8a 1857 ½d rose Queen Victoria Imperforate on Horizontally Ribbed Paper, used with neat manuscript cancel.
Strong ribbing and three margins plus one just touching outer
frameline at bottom. Small tears at top and left, still a fine
stamp on the better paper.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500
 #9 1857 7½d green Queen Victoria Imperforate, used
with grid cancel. Three large to enormous margins, showing
next stamp at left and bottom, top touches inner frameline at
right. A lovely stamp, with bright colour, crisp paper and fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

22

(*)/* #14/20 1859 Group of Mint First Cents Issues, each
either without gum or with gum (most appear regummed),
with #s 14 (x 4), 15 (x 1), 17(x 1),18 (x 2), 19 (x 1, with toned
perfs) and 20 (x 2 shades). A few small faults, still a mostly
fine group with bright colours and mostly intact perfs. 
............................................................................. Scott $8,425

26

x27

26

 #14ii 1859 1c deep rose Queen Victoria on Thick Paper,
used with light grid cancel, perfectly centered and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

27

 #17 etc. 1859 10c Consort Group of Three Distinct
Shades, all used, with a red lilac (fine, with part red London
receiver and blue target), deep brown (fine, with light grid
cancel) and light brown (fine with part Peterborough duplex
cancel). A few tiny faults on first two stamps, still a nice trio.
.................................................................................... Est $100

23

* #11 1858 ½d rose Queen Victoria, Perforated 11¾, mint
with full original gum, lightly hinged and fine. A scarce mint
stamp, accompanied by a 2011 Greene Foundation certificate stating “gum somewhat disturbed in places” which we
qualify as harsh, as the gum is full and smooth, with a few
light hinge marks.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

28

29

28

* #17ii 1859 10c brown Consort on Thick Paper, Perforated 12 x 11¾, mint with full original gum, extremely lightly
hinged. There is a small series of indentations in the paper
at top, still a great rarity, missing from most advanced collections, especially in this condition. A fine stamp, accompanied
by a 2015 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $9,000

29

 #17vii 1859 10c red lilac Consort, used with target cancel and large part of imprint in the large margin at left. Fresh
colour, with a corner crease at top left, still a very fine stamp
with unusually large margins and perforations away from outer framelines.
...........................................................................Unitrade $240

30

#18a 1859 12½c blue green Queen Victoria, mint horizontal pair, with original gum residue, fresh and fine. A scarce
mint multiple, accompanied by a 2013 Greene Foundation
certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

 #13 1859 6d brown violet Consort, Perforated 11¾,
used with lovely intact perforations all around (rare thus) and
fine. Accompanied by a 2015 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,000

 #13a 1859 6d grey violet Consort, Perforated 11¾, used
horizontal pair, with manuscript cancel and ring cancels,
fine. A lovely and very rare multiple, with only two used pairs
known to exist, with great colour. A world rarity. Accompanied
by a 2003 Greene Foundation certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade $10,000

Queen Victoria Era
Large Queens Scott #21-33
35

31

(*)/* #21/30 1868 Group of Mint Large Queens, all either
without gum, or with gum (most appear regummed), with #s 21
(x 4), 22 (x 2), 22b (x 3), 23, 24, 25, 27, 27a, 28 (x 2), 29 and
30 (x 3). A few may have small faults, else mostly sound, with
good colour and overall fine centered. Catalogued as cheapest
variety, etc. High catalogue value and quite a useful lot. 
...........................................................................Scott $16,970

 #18a 1862 Trans Atlantic Mourning Cover, mailed Chateauguay Basin LC (JUL.31.1862) to Edinburgh, Scotland
(ideal AUG.14.1862 receivers on front and back) through
Montreal. Franked with a choice copy of a blue green 12 ½c
Queen Victoria perforated 11.75 (not tied but belongs). Cunard Line endorsed and nice lily of the valley design on backflap. A small tear on back and a light horizontal crease no not
detract from this lovely cover. Accompanied by a 2011 Greene
Foundation certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $300
36

32

36

(*) #22 1868 1c brown red Large Queen, unused (no gum),
with bright colour and well centered. There are two tiny specks
(one at top and one at bottom), still very fine and fresh.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

37

* #22b 1868 1c brown red Large Queen on Thin Paper,
mint, with full original gum, hinged and very fine. Accompanied by a 2016 Greene Certificate stating “residue of some
solution shines on surface”. This is relatively minimal, and
can be seen only behind the Queen’s head.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

33

32

(*) #19 1859 17c blue Cartier, unused (no gum), well centered, with deep, rich blue colour and quite fresh. Very fine
and accompanied by a 1977 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,800

33

E/P #19Pi 1859 17c blue Cartier Plate Proof with Vertical
SPECIMEN Overprint, trivial thin near “I” of overprint, otherwise very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

38

34

(*) #20 1859 2c rose Queen Victoria, unused (no gum), very
well centered with perforations clear of frameline on all sides.
Tiny mark above “E” in Cents but still quite attractive with its
four full margins, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

37

39

38

(*) #22b 1868 1c brown red Large Queen on Thin Paper,
unused (no gum), well centered, with a pulled perf at bottom
left, else very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

39

E/P #22P 1868 1c Large Queen Plate Proof in Red Brown,
on India paper, cut close on four sides, but clear of design
and with thins, still scarce. Accompanied by a 2016 Greene
Foundation certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $200

9

Large Queens Scott #21-33

46
40
40

41

41

 #23a 1868 1c deep orange Large Queen, used with light
duplex cancel, fresh colour and large margins, a very fine example of the first printing.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

46

(*) #25 1868 3c red Large Queen, unused (no gum), perfectly centered with a few nibbed perfs at right, else very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

47

(*) #25i 1868 3c orange red Large Queen, unused (no gum),
well centered and a pleasing stamp. Very fine and accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

48

 #27ii 1869 6c Large Queen on Thick Soft White Blotting paper on Cover, mailed Tiverton CW (red broken circle
AUG.21.1869) and addressed to Louisville, Kentucky, with
AUG.23.1869 Kincardine UC transit on back. The stamp,
which is rarely seen on cover, is just tied by a circular grid
cancel in black. Very fine and accompanied by a 2013 Greene
Foundation certificate. Ex. Stan Lum.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

(*) #24a 1868 2c green Large Queen on Watermarked Paper, unused (no gum), showing letters “LLS” of watermark,
fine. Accompanied by a 2014 Greene Foundation certificate.
A scarce mint stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

42

43

42

(*) #24b 1868 2c deep green Large Queen on Thin Paper,
unused (no gum) nicely centered and very fine. Accompanied
by a 2014 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

43

(*) #24b 1868 2c deep green Large Queen on Thin Paper,
unused (regummed), with crisp detailed impression, rich colour with a crease on bottom left perf and pulled perf at top.
Fine-very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

49

44

45

44

(*) #24b 1868 2c green Large Queen on Thin Paper, unused
(no gum), and well centered but with light soiling on a few perf
tips. Very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

45

(*) #25 1868 3c red Large Queen, unused (no gum), centered to left and with tiny tear in between perfs at right, still
very good.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

10

47

50

49

(*) #28 1868 12½c blue Large Queen, unused (no gum),
well centered and quite fresh, with a crisp and detailed impression, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

50

* #28b 1868 12½c deep blue Large Queen on Thin Paper,
mint with original gum and small hinge remnant, fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

Small Queens Scott #34-47

51

52

51

* #28i, ii 1868 12½c milky blue Large Queen, with No
Outer Frameline at Value Tablet, mint with full original gum,
lightly hinged. A lovely and fresh stamp, very fine. Accompanied by a 2014 Greene Foundation certificate stating “gum is
lightly sweated” which we believe to be harsh.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,550

52

** #30 1868 15c violet grey Large Queen, mint with full
original gum, never hinged. A well centered stamp, fresh and
very fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate stating “tiny red flecks on reverse”.
...........................................................................Unitrade $480

53

56

E/P c. 1891 2c Queen Victoria Lithographed Essay, in vermilion, imperforate single on very thin felt-like paper prepared
by the Canadian Bank Note Engraving & Printing Company.
Faults, common to this fragile paper and part of a company
cancellation at right, scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $200

57

#36, 39 c. 1880s Enameled Small Queen Lapel Pin, depicting a primitive image of two iconic stamps: the 2c green and
the 6c brown Small Queens. Both are mounted on a very old
style single lapel pin. Rare, and almost certainly missing in
every serious Small Queen collection. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

58

* #36iii 1890 2c green Small Queen on Yellowish Paper,
Imperforate horizontal pair, mint with full original gum, lightly hinged. The sheet margin at left shows a vertical cutting
guideline (scarcely seen). Fine-very fine and accompanied by
a 2015 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

59

*/** #37 Mid-1880s 3c dull orange red Small Queen, Perforated 12, mint block of 20 (5 x 4) with full original gum,
hinged only on top stamps, fine. There is a light horizontal
crease across third row, and light black adhesion on many
stamps, still a lovely appearing block, and certainly one of the
largest of this shade. Accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100

54

53

* #30c 1868 15c deep violet Large Queen on Thick Paper,
mint with full original gum, hinged. There is a light diagonal
crease, still a very rare stamp, especially in this very fine condition. Accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade $12,000

54

** #30ix 1868 15c grey Large Queen, mint with disturbed
original gum, hinged. This tall stamp shows a printer’s imprint
along the whole length of the bottom margin, very fine. Accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,000

55



#33 1868 3c red Large Queen on laid Paper on
Mourning Cover, mailed at Orillia CW (broken circle dated
AUG.27.1868) and addressed to Ingersoll (next day receiver
on back). Franked with a fine 3c on laid paper, just tied by a
7-ring cancel. A very fine and lovely cover, accompanied by a
2012 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

11

Small Queens continued

64
60

61

60

* #39 1872 6c yellow brown Small Queen, mint with full
original shiny gum, lightly hinged. A lovely stamp, with fresh
colour and well centered. Very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

61

* #40 1877 10c dull rose lilac Small Queen, Perforated 12,
mint with original gum (disturbed), very fine. Accompanied by
a 2016 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,700

(*) #42a 1891 5c grey Small Queen Imperforate, horizontal pair, unused (no gum as issued), with large margins all
around, showing part of next stamp at left, very fine. Accompanied by a 2016 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

65

62

63

12

*/** #40 1877 10c dull rose lilac Small Queen, mint plate
block of 8, with full original gum (bit disturbed). The centre
block and the lower right stamp are never hinged. There is
a 99% complete Boggs Type V plate inscription in the sheet
margin at right (perforated through). Plate blocks of the first
10c printing are exceedingly rare, and we did not see any
examples in the important Brigham, Nixon or Cantor Small
Queen collections. Accompanied by a 1988 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $7,750

(*) #41b 1891 3c rose vermilion Small Queen Imperforate,
horizontal pair, unused (no gum, as issued) with large margins and very fine. Accompanied by a 2016 Richard Gratton
AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

67

65

** #44a 1893 8c blue grey Small Queen, mint, with pristine
original gum, never hinged and fine-very fine. A fresh stamp,
rarely found in this condition as evidenced by the 300% Unitrade adds to this denomination in NH state (for VF). Accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,287

66

* #44d 1895 8c blue grey Small Queen, Imperforate horizontal pair, mint hinged and very fine. Accompanied by a
2017 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate stating “the right stamp
has a natural black paper inclusion in the Queen’s neck”.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

67

** #45a 1890s 10c rose Small Queen, mint with full original
shiny gum, never hinged. A lovely stamp with large, well balanced margins, quite fresh and extremely fine. Accompanied
by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

68

* #45b 1890s 10c dark rose Small Queen, mint horizontal
strip of three, with full original gum, hinged (middle stamp with
paper HR). Overall nicely centered with large margins, very fine.
Accompanied by a 2011 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate stating “there is a small stain on the upper right perforation”.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,700

69

70

(*) #45c 1897 10c brown red Small Queen, Imperforate left
marginal horizontal pair, unused (no gum) and very fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

x73
73

* #47a 1893 50c deep blue Widow Weeds, Imperforate,
mint single with full gum, hinged. This stamp possesses four
generous margins and is very fine. Accompanied by a 2009
Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. Unitrade catalogue value for
a pair is $1,800.
.................................................................................... Est $500

Jubilee Issue Scott #50-65

71

** #50 1897 ½c black Jubilee, mint never hinged, with deep
colour and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $420

72

*/** #50-60 1897 ½c to 50c Jubilee Part Set, mint. These
were purchased in 1897 by Ira W. Storr, Assistant Deputy
Registrar General of Canada and kept in their original envelope (included). Also included is a letter from the National Research Council, Chemistry Division dated 1951 describing the
stamps and giving their value (as of 1928 which was $11.80,
and another Scott valuation from 1947 at $19.80). All stamps
were catalogued as hinged, although they are never hinged
but all have slight to tiny gum disturbances. The 1c has all its
top perforations folded and a few others have perf soaking.
Centering is generally fine or better.
.............................................................................Scott $1,722

 #50/65 1897 ½c to $5 Jubilee Part Set, all used, with
½c, 1c (x3, including nice Brandon squared circle), 2c (x2), 3c
(2 shades), 5c, 8c, 10c, 15c, 20c (2 distinct shades, one quite
deep, rich colour), 15c (2 shades), $2 and $5. Nice overall
quality, with a variety of postmarks and centering varied from
fine to very fine. Catalogue value is for cheapest shade only.
............................................................................. Scott $3,049

x74
74

E/P #50P-65P 1897 ½c to $5 Jubilee Plate Proof Set, all in
issued colours, on card-mounted India paper, each with large
to comfortable margins and fresh, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $7,000

75

*/** #51-54 1897 1c to 5c Jubilee, all in mint blocks of
four. The 1c orange is never hinged, with one shorter perf at
right, else fresh colour and very fine. The other three values
were catalogued as fine only, although some stamps are better centered, and all stamps are never hinged except for the
top two stamps of the 2c block. Fresh group, with only a few
minor natural gum bends mentioned for the record.
...........................................................................Unitrade $872

76

** #52 1897 2c green Jubilee, mint never hinged block of
four, very fine. Missing bottom right corner perf and there is
a crease on one perf at top left, still a fresh block with nice
colour.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

x72

71

x75
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Jubilee Issue continued

82

77

** #59 1897 20c vermilion Jubilee, mint never hinged, with
sheet margin at left. Very fine. Accompanied by a 2005 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

** #53 1897 3c bright rose Jubilee, mint never hinged plate
pair, with full plate 12 inscription in top selvedge. A fine and
very presentable pair.
.................................................................................... Est $100

83

78

83

 #59 1897 20c vermilion Jubilee, used with a lovely socked
on the nose Guelph NOV.19.1898 c.d.s. cancel, fine-very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $182

84

*/** #59, 59iii 1897 20c vermilion Jubilee, mint upper left
corner block of four, with full selvedge on two sides, top two
stamps never hinged and bottom two hinged as well as parts
of the selvedge. The position 2 stamp shows the re-entry in
crown and P of POSTAGE and the selvedge shows OT of the
printer’s imprint at right. There is a tiny spot at bottom of position 2 stamp (not mentioned in the certificate), still a fine positional block. Accompanied by a 2016 Richard Gratton AIEP
certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

79

78

 #55 1897 6c yellow brown Jubilee, used with neat Ottawa
Canada datestamp SEP.19.1898, with NPB in time mark slot
(Newspaper Branch). A lovely stamp, with rich, deep colour,
perfectly centered and with only a slightly shorter perf at bottom left mentioned for accuracy. Extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $250

79

* #57i 1897 10c brown violet Jubilee with Major Re-Entry,
mint lightly hinged, from position 5, with large margins all
around, extremely fine. A lovely stamp, accompanied by a
2017 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

85

80

** #58 1897 15c steel blue Jubilee, mint never hinged and
fresh. There is a tiny pen mark at bottom mentioned for strict
accuracy (not mentioned in the certificate) still a lovely and
very fine stamp. Accompanied by a 2015 Greene Foundation
certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

81

* #58 1897 15c steel blue Jubilee, mine hinged, with one
shorter perforation, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400
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86

85

** #61 1897 $1 lake Jubilee, mint never hinged, fresh and
very well centered among four even margins. Extremely fine,
and accompanied by a 2008 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,600

86

* #61 1897 $1 lake Jubilee, mint hinged (disturbed gum),
with bright fresh colour. Fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

81

80

84

87

88

87

* #61 1897 $1 lake Jubilee, two mint hinged singles, fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

88

 #61 1897 $1 lake Jubilee, used with a Toronto AUG.7.1897
c.d.s. cancel, very fine. Accompanied by 2017 Greene Foundation certificate that mentions “tiny central surface scrape
on reverse”, which does not detract from the very fine appearance of this stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

92
92

 #62 1897 $2 dark purple Jubilee, used with smudged
cancel, very fine centered.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

93

 #62 1897 $2 dark purple Jubilee, used with Toronto Union
Station roller cancel, perfectly centered among four large
margins, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

94
89
89

90

90

 #61 1897 $1 lake Jubilee, used with face-free and unobtrusive c.d.s. cancel at top right, fresh colour and fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

 #62 1897 $2 dark purple Jubilee, used with roller cancel,
bright colour, fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

95

* #63 1897 $3 yellow bistre Jubilee, mint hinged, with a tiny
tone spot on gum side and a minuscule scrape above the A of
postage, else very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

#61F 1897 $1 lake Jubilee Engraved Forgery. A scarce
stamp with a realistic faked Toronto 6 roller cancel. Very close
to the genuine except eyes wrong, denomination letters thinner and paper a bit thicker. A nice edition to a specialized
Jubilee or forgery collection.
.................................................................................... Est $100

* #62 1897 $2 dark purple Jubilee, mint block of four, with
full original gum, lightly hinged. A spectacular block, with
fresh deep colour, great centering and extremely fine. Accompanied by a 1982 Philatelic Foundation certificate. Ex. Liechtenstein and Lilly. Not many multiples remain of these high
value Jubilees.
....................................................................... Unitrade $8,000

95

94

96

91

93

x97

96

* #64 1897 $4 purple Jubilee, mint hinged with vertical
crease, very good-fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

97

* #64-65 1897 $4 and $5 Jubilee Group, with a mint hinged
$4 (light diagonal crease), fine. A second mint hinged $4
(creases and small stains) and an unused (no gum) $5 (tear
at bottom and most unusual colour, probably a changeling).
Scott value for all three would be $4,300.
.................................................................................... Est $200
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Jubilee Issue continued

102

98

** #65 1897 $5 olive green Jubilee, mint never hinged, with
trivial fingerprint on gum plus natural gum bends, still a very
fine stamp. Accompanied by a 2013 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,000

99

103

102

E/P #69TCP 1898 3c Queen Victoria Leaf Trial Colour Proof
in dark violet, on thin stamp paper, with four margins. A few
very small faults do not detract from this rare trial colour
proof, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

103

** #70 1897 5c dark blue Queen Victoria Leaf, on bluish
Paper, mint never hinged and very well centered, with deep,
rich colour and quite fresh. A lovely stamp which is accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation certificate. Ex. Dr. Killean.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

100

99

 #65 1897 $5 olive green Jubilee, used with smudged roller cancel and fine-very fine. Back has a small owner’s handstamp (in purple ink) plus two pencil expert signatures, one of
them being by Alberto Diena.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

100

 #65 1897 $5 olive green Jubilee, used with light purple
c.d.s. in all four corners, fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

Leaf Issues Scott #66-73

104

105

104

** #71 1897 6c brown Queen Victoria Leaf, mint never
hinged, with sheet selvedge at top showing part of Plate 1
inscription. A very nice stamp with wide, even margins, very
fine. Accompanied by a 2015 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $675

105

** #72ii 1897 8c orange Queen Victoria Leaf on Horizontally Wove Paper, mint never hinged, with bright colour, very
fine. Accompanied by a 2015 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

x101
101

E/P #66P-71P 1897 1c to 6c Queen Victoria Leaf Plate
Proofs, in pairs, on card-mounted India paper, fresh and very
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,080

106
106

16

107

** #73 1897 10c brown violet Queen Victoria Leaf, mint
never hinged, nicely centered, with one perf slightly shorter at
left, still a very fine and fresh stamp. Accompanied by a 2013
Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

107

* #79 1899 5c blue Queen Victoria Leaf, mint hinged, fresh
colour, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

Numeral Issues Scott #74-84
108

* #74/80 1898 Group of Mint Queen Victoria Numerals,
mint lightly hinged, with ½c, 1c, 2c purple, 3c, 5c and 6c values. Catalogued as all very fine except for 6c (fine). 
...........................................................................Unitrade $695
113

109
109

113

** #80 1898 6c brown Queen Victoria Numeral, mint never
hinged, with sheet selvedge at left, large margins and very
fine. Accompanied by a 2015 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

114

** #81 1902 7c olive yellow Queen Victoria Numeral, mint
never hinged Plate 1 block of twelve, with full plate inscription centered in top sheet selvedge, overall fine-very fine and
fresh. A lovely plate block.
....................................................................... Unitrade $8,100

115

** #82 1898 8c orange Queen Victoria Numeral, mint never hinged, fresh and fine-very fine. Accompanied by a 2016
Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,100

116

*/** #84 1900 20c olive green Queen Victoria Numeral,
mint block of four, with both bottom stamps being never
hinged. A fine block, accompanied by a 2016 Richard Gratton
AIEP certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,800

111

** #75 1898 1c grey green Queen Victoria Numeral, mint
never hinged block of four, with all stamps nicely centered
and very fine. Accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation
certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $960

110

* #76iii 1898 2c purple Queen Victoria Numeral with Major
Re-Entry, mint with hinge remnants, imprint plate no. 1 strip
of 4 with position 1L5 showing major re-entry in E of Postage
(2nd stamp), fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $652

111

** #77 1899 2c carmine Queen Victoria Numeral, Die I,
mint never hinged, fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $270

112

115

E/P #78DP 1898 3c carmine Queen Victoria Numeral
Large Die Proof, die-sunk on wove paper, with full ABN Co.
Ottawa and die number below design. A rare die proof and ex.
Sir Gawaine Baillie.
.................................................................................... Est $750

Interested in consigning your material?
Please contact Stéphane Cloutier at:

stephane@sparks-auctions.com
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Imperial Penny Postage and Provisionals Scott #85-88

117

118

119

121

** #90 1903 2c carmine King Edward VII, mint never
hinged, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

122

 #90b 1903 2c carmine King Edward VII Booklet Pane, of
six, used with Brampton Ont roller cancels. The top right and
left stamps have been re-attached but belong. Owner notes
that “the lower left spandrel connector does not reach the
frame” (this is therefore Marler Type 5). Faults, including overall staining (on back only) and wrinkles affecting mostly top
three stamps only, still a scarce used pane. Catalogue value
is for fine centering and this one is better than average.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

123

(*) #90bd 1903 2c carmine King Edward VII Imperforate,
unused (no gum, as issued) pane of 12 with large margins a
top and both sides, being two tête-bêche blocks of 6 intended
to be cut for booklet fabrication. The upper left corner margin was cut diagonally, away from stamps and we mention
(strictly for the record) a small blotch of gum residue in that
area, barely touching the top left stamp. An extremely rare
block and the first we have handled. Accompanied by a 2013
Greene Foundation certificate. See photo below.
.....................................................................Unitrade $30,000

124

(*) #90c 1903 2c carmine King Edward VII Imperforate,
Type I, upper left corner block of four, unused (no gum, as issued), very fine. Accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation
certificate. Catalogue value is for two pairs only.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,200

** #85 1898 2c Map with Major Re-Entries, mint never
hinged block of four, with major re-entries “2A9” and “2A19”.
Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 #85i 1898 2c black grey and carmine Map, used on small
piece, with Ottawa Bickerdike machine cancel clearly dated
DEC.7.1898 (5 am), the official first day of issue. Catalogue
value given is that stated in Unitrade for a cover, and they also
state that only 10 are known dated that day. Very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500
*/** #86 1898 2c black, blue and carmine Map Group of
seven mint stamps, with one never hinged, two hinged and
four with with both minor gum disturbances to major creasing. Overall fine centering. 
................................................................................ Scott $370

King Edward VII Era -- Scott #89-95

x120
120

121

*/** #89-94 1903-08 1c to 20c King Edward VII, mint set
to the 20c, all lightly hinged except for the 2c which is never
hinged. A fresh set, with a minor gum bend on the 7c. Catalogued as all very fine centered.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,380

Lot 123
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Quebec Tercentenary Scott #96-103

125
125

127

** #91i 1903 5c indigo King Edward VII on bluish Paper,
mint never hinged, with three large margins, fresh and very
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

129

E/P #96DP-103DP 1908 ½c to 20c Québec Tercentenary
Set of Die Proofs, all in colour of issue, with comfortable margins, including the die number under each stamp. All eight
stamps are mounted on an archival card, with a label “Engraved and Printed by American Bank Note Company”. Undoubtedly unique and desirable.
.................................................................................Est $5,000

x130

126

** #92 1903 7c olive bistre King Edward VII, mint never
hinged Plate 2 block of 15, with full plate inscription centered
in top selvedge, including some crossed-out order numbers.
A fresh and rare plate block, with bright colour and fine-very
fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade $23,737

127

* #93 1903 10c brown lilac King Edward VII, mint hinged
(HR) and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

128

** #94 1904 20c olive green King Edward VII, mint never
hinged, with fresh, deep colour and very fine. Accompanied by
a 2001 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,375

132

130

* #96-103 1908 ½c to 20c Québec Tercentenary Set, mint
hinged. These were purchased in 1908 by Ira W. Storr, Assistant Deputy Registrar General of Canada and kept in their
original envelope (included). Also included is a letter from the
Department of Revenue Excise Division dated 1937 describing the stamps and giving their value (as of 1928 which was
$3.98). The 20c has some perf problems and is not included
in the catalogue value, rest have mostly fine or better centering, with a few having creases or disturbed gum.
.................................................................................Scott $748

131

** #97 1908 1c green Québec Tercentenary, mint never
hinged block of four. A very fresh block, with each stamp
perfectly centered, extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2016
Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

132

** #102 1908 15c orange Québec Tercentenary, mint never hinged, trivial spot of gum disturbance, else very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,050

19

Canada Die Proofs

Detail Lot 136
136
Detail Lot 133
133

E/P King George V Large Die Proof, sunk-in on card measuring 127 x 171 mm, with “SPECIAL - G - 362” die number below design, printed by the American Bank Note Co. N.Y. There
is a light pencil notation on back “$1 Gov. of Newfoundland
1920” but the design looks like the 1915 Canada Law Stamp
issues.
.................................................................................... Est $250

E/P 1c King George V Large Die Proof Essay, in deep red on
glossy white card measuring 105 x 114 mm. Plate number
X-G-587 below image, plus Canadian Bank Note Co. Ltd. The
image resembles the series issued in 1935. Small wrinkle at
left, still rare and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

King George V Era
Admiral Issues Scott #104-140

137
Detail Lot 134
134

E/P Die Proof, sunk-in on card measuring 108 x 85 mm, with
die number below the image plus “American Bank Note Co.
Ottawa”. The vignette depicts a plow with some bounty, including wheat, corn, etc. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

137

** #105 1922 1c orange yellow Admiral, Wet Printing, Die
I, mint never hinged block of 16, with luxuriously fresh gum
and colour, very fine with many extremely fine stamps.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,920

138

** #106 1917-22 2c carmine Admiral, mint never hinged,
with large margins at top and bottom, very fine and fresh.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $120

139

20

E/P Coat of Arms Large Die Proof, sunk-in on card measuring 153 x 231 mm, with die number below the image and
“Canadian bank Note Co. Ottawa”. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

140

139

** #107e 1923 2c green Admiral, Dry Printing, mint never
hinged block of four, fresh, small stain on bottom right stamp,
otherwise very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $360

140

** #111 1914 5c dark blue Admiral, mint never hinged, very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

Detail Lot 135
135

138

141
141

143

** #112a 1924 5c violet Admiral on Thin Paper, mint never
hinged block of four, with all stamps being quite fresh and
well centered, extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2016 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

142

* #112b 1922 5c violet Admiral, Imperforate horizontal
pair, mint with full gum, hinged. A fresh pair, with deep colour,
large, even margins and extremely fine. Accompanied by a
2017 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

143

** #113a 1913 7c olive bistre Admiral, mint never hinged,
very nicely centered, fresh and extremely fine. A lovely stamp,
accompanied by a 2017 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $360

146
146

** #117a 1922 10c blue Admiral, Dry Printing, mint never
hinged, very fine and fresh.
...........................................................................Unitrade $210

147

** #117a 1922 10c blue Admiral, Dry Printing, mint never
hinged block of four, quite fresh and well centered, very fine.
Accompanied by a 2016 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $840

148

144

** #116 1912 10c plum Admiral, mint never hinged, fresh
and very fine. Accompanied by a 2016 Richard Gratton AIEP
certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

145

** #117 1922 10c blue Admiral, Wet Printing, mint never
hinged, fresh and extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $240

149

148

** #120 1925 50c black brown Admiral, mint never hinged,
very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $390

149

** #124i 1913 2c carmine Admiral Coil Paste-Up Pair, mint
never hinged, bottom stamp with partial short gum, fresh colour, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

150

*/** #128a 1924 2c green Admiral Part Perforate Coil
Group, with one mint never hinged block, and hinged with 3
pairs, one block of four and one block of six. Catalogued as all
very fine although a few are more fine. 
.......................................................................... Unitrade $440

145

144

147
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Admiral Issues continued

Confederation Series Scott #135, 141-148
155

151
151

152

153

** #135 1917 3c brown Fathers of Confederation, mint
never hinged block of 14 (2x7), with sheet selvedge at bottom
showing “943D” plate number. Catalogued as all very fine.
See scan on page 37.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,940

152

* #130a 1924 3c carmine Admiral, Perforated 8 Vertically,
Vertical Pair Imperforate Horizontally, die I, wet printing,
mint with bottom stamp never hinged, very fine. Accompanied
by a 2017 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

Detail Lot 156
156

E/P #144DP 1927 5c violet Laurier Large Die Proof, sunkin on card measuring 151 x 158 mm, with number X-G 170
below image. Corner crease at top left, still a rare die proof.
.................................................................................... Est $750

157

** #146b 1927 5c violet D’Arcy McGee, Imperforate Vertically, mint never hinged plate block of 12, containing 6 horizontal pairs, all imperforate vertically plus a full printer’s Plate
2 inscription on selvedge at top. Very fine and quite fresh.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,300

** #137 1924 2c green Admiral Imperforate, mint never
hinged right sheet margin block of four, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

** #137 1924 2c green Admiral Imperforate, mint never
hinged upper sheet margin pair showing guide arrow, very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

Scroll Issue Scott #149-161

Admiral War Tax Scott #MR1-MR7

154

22

** #MR3a 1916 2c + 1c carmine Admiral War Tax, Die II,
mint never hinged, nicely centered and very fine. Accompanied by a 2016 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

x158
158

** #149-157, C1-C9 1928-1929 1c to 20c Scroll Issue and
1928-1946 Airmails, part set of the Scroll issue and complete
set of 9 airmail stamps, all mint never hinged and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,071

Arch-Leaf Issue Scott #162-183

163

* #163d 1930 1c deep green King George V Arch, Imperforate, Die II, mint horizontal pair, hinged with large margins all
around and very fine. Accompanied by a 2015 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

164

(*) #173a 1930 10c olive green Parliament, Imperforate
unused (no gum) horizontal pair. Fresh, with pencil signature
on back and very fine. Unitrade states only 50 pairs known
and catalogue value for a mint hinged pair is $2,000.
.................................................................................... Est $750

x159
159

160

E/P #149P-159P 1928 1c to $1 KGV Scroll Issue Set of
Plate Proofs, on India paper, all in blocks of four (rare thus),
with the 12c and the $1 being sheet margin blocks, the latter having an additional cutting arrow at bottom. A lovely and
highly desirable set of plate proofs.
.....................................................................Unitrade $10,000

** #153a 1929 5c deep violet King George V Scroll, mint
never hinged booklet pane of 6, fresh, and very fine for this.
...........................................................................Unitrade $525

165
165

** #176 1930 50c dull blue Grand Pré, mint never hinged,
fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $412

166

** #177 1930 $1 dark olive green Cavell, mint never
hinged, fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $412

x161
161

 #158-159 1929 50c Bluenose and $1 Parliament, each
in a used block of four, very fine centered.
...........................................................................Unitrade $760

166

Medallion Issue etc. Scott #184-210

162

** #159b 1929 $1 olive green Parliament, Imperforate
Vertically, mint never hinged horizontal pair, fresh and very
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,350

167

** #192i 1932 3c deep red King George V with Broken E in
a mint never hinged lower right corner Plate 2 block of eight.
Very fine. 
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

168

** #192i 1932 3c deep red King George V, mint never
hinged block of four showing the “broken E” variety, F-VF and
a plate No. 2 block of 10, mint never hinged, fine. 
...........................................................................Unitrade $240
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Pictorial Issue Scott #217-230

Queen Elizabeth II Era (1953-) -- Scott #321 and on

x169
169

E/P #217P-227P 1935 1c to $1 King George V Pictorial
Issue Plate Proof Set, all in issued colours, on card-mounted
India paper, each with large margins, including sheet margins
on the high values, fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,800

172

E/P 1958 4c Native Indian Unissued Essay imperforate top
sheet margin horizontal pair, gummed and never hinged. Very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

173

** Group of Essays, Etc. with a block of 10 and an imperforate-between horizontal pair of the Baby Sisters (circa 1967)
in brown red (straight edge at right and left and sheet selvedge at top). Also a group of 1866-1966 British American
Bank Note commemorative stamps depicting Queen Elizabeth II and Queen Victoria. This lot includes four complete
sheets of 50 (one in rose, one in green and two in purple, all
folded in half with a few having small perf separation), plus 4
blocks of 15 (two green and two rose) and a commemorative
card with a history of the company. 
.................................................................................... Est $200

174

E/P #1-ST-P 1983 Stick N Tic Label Proof, cc.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x170
170

E/P #217P-227P 1935 1c to $1 King George V Pictorial
Issue Plate Proof Set, on card-mounted India paper, all in
gutter blocks. The 1c to 8c values are gutter blocks of 8 (with
4 stamps on either side of the gutter) and the 10c to $1 values are gutter blocks of 4 (with 2 stamps on either side of
the gutter). A lovely and fresh complete set which would look
great mounted in an exhibit or collection. Unitrade suggests
a catalogue value of $11,126 (for singles only) and does not
take into account the rare and ideal gutter presentation offered here..
.................................................................................Est $6,000

x175
175

171

24

E/P #226DP 1935 50c Victoria Parliament Unhardened
Large Die Proof, in a slightly different colour than issue,
printed on a card measuring 86 x 73 mm. Signed by Clifford
H. Dawson at bottom right of the card. Very light staining at
bottom, still a rare die proof.
.................................................................................... Est $750

** #455xx 1967 2c Centennial Precancel, mint never
hinged matched set of corner blocks, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $720

Detail Lot 179

176

179

** #575aiii 1975 8c Subarctic Indians Se-tenant Pair,
Imperforate Between, being a mint never hinged strip of 5
stamps, (2x 574 and 3x 575), with the right most stamp’s left
vertical perforations shifted to the right by 36mm, resulting
in the right hand pair being imperforate between. A dramatic
variety and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,250

180

/** #605 1974 10c dark carmine Queen Elizabeth II Coil
Varieties Collection, with four mis-cut strips (two mint and
two used, ranging from strips of 6 to 11), plus a selection of
various mis-cut singles and pairs, some being quite dramatic
(mint and used). A scarce group. 
.................................................................................... Est $200

x177

176

** #468Ac 1969 6c orange Centennial, mint never hinged
imperforate strip of 4, very fine. A scarce item, fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

177

** #522pii, 525pii 1970 5c and 6c Christmas, mint never
hinged center blocks, Winnipeg tagged, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

Gum Side Lot 181
181

178

E/P #556 1971 (10c) Christmas Snowflakes, full mint pane
of 50, with all silver inscriptions missing, leaving only a deep
carmine square. Full, never hinged gum, untagged and very
fine. Rare, with only a few panes known, most of which have
been broken down. Retail value for each single stamp is
$100.
............................................................................Retail $5,000

** #619i 1973 8c Scottish Settlers on Yellow Paper, mint
never hinged corner block of four, from the bottom right of
the sheet. An extremely rare modern variety (the first we have
seen), and especially so in a corner block, as Unitrade notes
that only 150-200 stamps exist. The paper is strikingly yellow
on the back. Very fine and accompanied by a 2007 Richard
Gratton AIEP certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,250

x182
182

** #704T1 1977 25c Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee, Untagged set of matched plate blocks. These are quite scarce
and ex. Saskatoon Stamp Co, with their description and price
tag of $395.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

25

Queen Elizabeth II Era continued

183

** #726var 1979 $1 Fundy National Park, mint never
hinged block of six, with sheet selvedge at right, with all
stamps having a black ink smudge, from the printing process.
Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x187
187

** #1174a 1989 59c Musc Ox Perforated 13.1 on Slater
Paper, mint never hinged matched set of four plate blocks.
Very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $260

188

** #1174i 1989 (Fall) 59c Muskox on Slater Paper, Perforated 14.4 x 13.8, mint never hinged complete pane of 50.
Both of the upper plate blocks have minor creases, rest are
very fine. Plate blocks catalogue $250 and individual stamps
catalogue $15 each. See scan on page 38.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,510

Detail Lot 184
184

** #729 variety 1977 12c blue Parliament Coil in two
joined strips of 7 showing double perforations between 5 of
the rows, mint never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x189
189

x185
185

** #929i 1983 48c Cradle with Brown Background Colour
Change, mint never hinged matched set of plate blocks, very
fine and accompanied by a 2001 Greene Foundation certificate. Scarce.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

 #1194Cg, 1395a 1991, 1993 Covers Franked with
Imperforate Singles, two covers, first with 40c imperforate
single, properly tied by machine slogan cancel (with inverted
dater hub), from Montreal to Montreal (trimmed at bottom).
Second with a 43c imperforate single properly tied by a machine slogan cancel, Beauport to Quebec city (legal size).
Scarce duo.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x190
186

26

** #950 var 1982 30c Maple Leaf Coil, mint never hinged
pair, dramatically mis-cut by about 7.5 mm, resulting in CANADA being at the bottom of the stamps. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

190

** #1250ii 1989 38c Regiments, never hinged matched set
of plate blocks, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

191

** #1250ii 1989 38c Canadian Infantry Regiments Sheet of
50, with full imprint blocks. Unitrade states there are less than 50
full sheets with inscriptions blocks known. The sheet has been
folded in half and has a small ink inscription “2” in top corner
selvedge, mint never hinged, very fine. See scan on page 38.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

x196
196

192

** #1370a 1995 71c American Chestnut, Perforated 14.4
x 13.8 mint never hinged upper left field stock corner block of
four, very fine and rare.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

198

192

** #1359f 1994 43c Flag over Prairies, mint never hinged
vertical pair imperforate between from mis-cut booklet pane
of 25 (BK154A), perf 14.7 vertically, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

193

** #1366i 1996 (Oct.) 52c Fruit Tree, Perforated 13.1, mint
never hinged full pane of 50. Unitrade states plate blocks are
very scarce and catalogues them at $150. Individual stamps
catalogue $6 each. Very fine. See scan on page 38.
...........................................................................Unitrade $804

x197
197

** #1370a 1995 71c American Chestnut, Perforated 14.4
x 13.8 mint never hinged lower right field stock corner block
of four, very fine and rare.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

198

** #1396a 1995 45c blue green Flag Coil, Imperforate
vertical pair on hibrite paper with bright tagging, mint never
hinged, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

199

** #1407ai 1992 World Philatelic Youth Exhibition Signature Souvenir Sheet, group of 9 mint never hinged souvenir
sheets, very fine.
.......................................................................Unitrade $1,125

x194
194

** #1366i 1996 52c Gravenstein Apple, Perforated 13.1,
mint never hinged matched set of four field stock corner
blocks, very fine and scarce. Unitrade price is for plate inscription blocks.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

x195
195

** #1366i 1996 52c Gravenstein Apple, Perforated 13.1
mint never hinged set of matched plate blocks. Very fine and
described in Unitrade as being very scarce.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

27

Queen Elizabeth II Era continued

200

** #1522a var 1994 88c Cycling with Incomplete Gold Inscription, a mint never hinged block of 13 from right of sheet,
plus a single, all with the gold impression partially missing, as
if on purpose to create a shadow effect. Quite a striking and
interesting error, even if not completely missing. Catalogue
value given is for completely omitted gold inscription, which
often have disturbed gum - the gum on these is pristine. Accompanied by a 2008 Greene Foundation certificate stating
“incomplete transfer of gold inscription during production, on
each stamp”. Very fine and also accompanied by a regular
stamp for comparison.
.....................................................................Unitrade $35,000

x201
201

28

202

** #1534ii 1994 52c Unissued Christmas Denomination,
mint never hinged group of 10 copies, 4 of which have sheet
margins at top. Very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

202

(*) #1700var 2000 47c Flag over Inukshuk Imperforate
Vertical Pair, from booklet, without die cutting between both
stamps. Unitrade only lists a price for a complete pane of 10
(with omitted die cutting) at $2,500. Most of the remaining
self-adhesive gum is no longer sticking, still a rare variety and
accompanied by a 2009 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $200

203

** #1812/2086 Group of Mint Never Hinged Souvenir
Sheets, includes 1999-2000 Millennium issues #18121814i (55c sheetlet of 4 with minor creases), 1818-1834,
2000-2005 NHL All Stars Souvenir Sheets and Booklet Panes
#1838, 1885, 1935, 1971, 1972, 2017, 2018, 2085, 2086,
all are mint never hinged, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $357

204

** #1991De 2003 Alaska Cruise Picture Postage, 2 full
sheets of 10, unfortunately both with some creasing on right
side of pane. 
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

205

E/P #2188aP 2006 P Queen Elizabeth II Plate Proof, in colour of issue, on booklet cover paper, from upper left of pane,
with printer’s guidelines in margin. Scarce and very fine with
only a light fingerprint in margin.
.................................................................................... Est $300

206

** #2201a 2007 52c Year of the Pig with Missing Gold
Foil, mint never hinged upper right plate block, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

207

** #2299f, 2305f, 2366c 2010 Vancouver Olympic and
Paralympic Winter Games Limited Edition Souvenir Packs,
group of 5 packs, all still sealed with the bronze, silver and
gold overprinted souvenir sheets. Each pack catalogues $65
for the 3 sheets.
...........................................................................Unitrade $325

208

** #2847a 2015 Error Booklet and Corrected Booklet.
UNESCO $7.20 booklet of six, contains two of the $1.20 error
stamps. The booklet also pictures the Hoodoo error on the
cover. In an unprecedented move Canada Post recalled the
booklets and souvenir sheets with the stamps depicting inaccurate images. Some were sold before the recall and are now
in big demand. The withdrawn stamp is shown in most album
supplements as it was legitimately issued.
.................................................................................... Est $100

212

** #BK111A 1990 50c Flag Booklet, Perforated 12½ x 13
Variety, mint never hinged lot of 10. Very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

213

** #BK236 2000 43c Flag Over Inukshuk Booklet, with significantly shifted vertical and horizontal die cuts, resulting in
each stamp being cross cut in the centre. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

214

** #BK283F 2003 $1.40 Booklet of Six Postal Forgeries,
mint never hinged, on DURO coated paper, die cut, with general tagging on four sides and printed in offset. This is a Type
2 postal forgery, showing two little blue dots in the yellow traffic light. Accompanied by a 2007 Richard Gratton certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $100

215

** #BK317i 2005 51c Flag Over... Booklet without Gum,
with cover printed on gum side. Group of three complete
booklets, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

Back of Book -- Complete Booklets

209

210

209

** #BK31b 1937-42 King George VI French Booklet, without
a rates page, very fine never hinged, and with a tight staple.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $180

210

** #BK31e 1937 Mufti Issue French Booklet, Type II, with
three mint never hinged, very fine panes. Scarce.
...........................................................................Unitrade $210

Interested in consigning your material?
Please contact Stéphane Cloutier at:

stephane@sparks-auctions.com
211

** #BK63b 1970 2c, 3c Centennial Booklet, with vertical
and horizontal perforated gutter, mint never hinged, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300
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Back of Book -- Semi-Official Airmails Scott #CL1-CL52

Back of Book -- Registration Scott #F1-F3

x220
216

* #CL2a 1924 Laurentide Air Service Limited Booklet, with
7 of the original 8 stamps still inside. This is the Sep. 5th issue with no printing on the back cover. All 7 stamps are stuck
to the interleaving glassine. Minor staining around the staples
on both covers and notations on top of the front cover.
.......................................................................Unitrade $1,120

220

(*) #F1-F3 1875-76 2c to 8c Registration Set, all unused
(no gum) and fine centered. The 8c has minor toning on back
and note the odd nibbed perf.
................................................................................ Scott $866

x221

217

* #CL2b 1924 Laurentide Air Service Limited Complete
Booklet of 8 Stamps, issued SEP.8.1924. This is the booklet
with the printing on the back cover. All four panes of stamps
are stuck to their glassine interleaving and both the booklet
covers have some staining around the staples. Still a scarce
booklet.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

218

*/** #CL44/CL50 1928-1932 Group of Semi-Official Airmail Stamps, with CL44 (x2, both mint hinged), CL48 (x5,
including a block of 4 with bottom 2 stamps NH, plus a hinged
single), CL50 (mint hinged single) and two $1 Wayzata Newfoundland Air Mail stamps, both mint hinged. Nice group. 
................................................................................ Scott $199

221

 #F1-F3 1875-1888 2c to 8c Registration Group, all used,
and includes 2 shades of F1 (one with short perfs), a very fine
F1b deep rose carmine (could benefit from a soaking), an F2
with small faults, F2b yellow green (appears unused) and an
F3 with a few short perfs. Overall fine or better centering.
................................................................................ Scott $485

222

** #F1b 1888 2c deep rose carmine Registration, mint
horizontal pair, with full original gum, never hinged. A dramatically mis-perforated pair, with left stamp measuring 45mm
and right stamp measuring 49mm long. Deep, rich colour,
quite fresh and catalogued as two very fine singles.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

223

*/** #F1b 1888 2c deep rose carmine Registration, mint
horizontal pair, with full original gum, right stamp never
hinged. A dramatically mis-perforated pair, with left stamp
measuring 45mm and right stamp measuring 49mm long.
Right stamp has a natural vertical bend at right, still with
deep, rich colour, quite fresh and catalogued as one very fine
hinged and one very fine never hinged.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

Back of Book -- Special Delivery Scott #E1-E11

219

30

** #E3c 1927 20c orange Special Delivery, Vertical Pair
Imperforate Horizontally, mint never hinged, fresh and extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Richard Gratton AIEP
certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

Back of Book -- Postage Dues Scott #J1-40

x224
224

** #J32a 1969 5c carmine rose Postage Due, mint never
hinged matched set of plate blocks, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

229

** #O11 1950 50c Oil Wells Overprinted O.H.M.S. mint never hinged block of four, with sheet selvedge at top, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

Back of Book -- Officially Sealed Scott #OX1-OX4

Back of Book -- Officials Scott #OA1-OAE9, O1-O273,
OC1-OC9, OE1-OE11

x225
225

** O1i-O4i 1949-1950 KGVI War OMHS overprinted Officials, mint never hinged, narrow spacing in blocks of 6, very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $502

226

** #CO2 1950 7c Canada Goose Overprinted G Official,
complete pane of 50, with Plate 1 inscription at upper right,
very fine never hinged. A comparable sheet sold at the
Brigham auction for $1,150 (including commission). See
scan on page 38.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,467

227

** #O7/O261 Stock of MNH Officials, with singles, but
mostly in multiples, blocks, etc and some duplication of up to
35 copies of some. Includes G and OHMS overprints as well
as a few OHMS perfins (these catalogued using Unitrade).
Overall fresh and very fine lot.
................................................................................ Scott $407

x230

x231

230

* #OX1/OX4 1879-1913 Officially Sealed Group of Three
different, with OX1 (unused with part gum), plus OX3 (mint
hinged with small hinge thin) and OX4 (mint hinged). Mostly
fine or better group.
................................................................................ Scott $750

231

* #OX3-OX4 1907-13 Officially Sealed Issues, both mint
hinged, 1907 black on white paper and 1913 brown black,
both very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

Back of Book -- Federal Revenues

Detail Lot 232
232

228

E/P Export Large Die Proof in Dark Blue, with design measuring 148 x 17 mm, sunk-in on card, with die number above
the design. Very fine and rare.
.................................................................................... Est $200

** #O10 1950 $1 Train Ferry Overprinted O.H.M.S. mint
never hinged block of four, with sheet selvedge at right, very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $480

31

Back of Book -- Federal Revenues continued

Detail Lot 236
Detail Lot 233
233

236

E/P Export Large Die Proof in Dark Blue, with design measuring 148 x 14 mm, sunk-in on card, with die number above
the design. With inscription “Distilled in Bond by Hiram Walker & Sons.” Very fine and rare.
.................................................................................... Est $200

E/P 2½ Pounds Malt Syrup Excise Stamp Large Die Proof,
sunk-in on card measuring 230 x 155 mm, with die number
above the image. Very fine, and comes with a copy of a 1934
letter from the Toronto Produce Limited explaining that effective July 1st, 1934 all beverage malt extract will have to
be sold with a revenue stamp showing the exact tax amount
paid, etc.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Detail Lot 234
234

E/P 1 Pound Malt Syrup Excise Stamp Large Die Proof,
sunk-in on card measuring 230 x 155 mm, with die number
above the image. Very fine, and comes with a copy of a 1934
letter from the Toronto Produce Limited explaining that effective July 1st, 1934 all beverage malt extract will have to
be sold with a revenue stamp showing the exact tax amount
paid, etc.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Detail Lot 237
237

E/P 3 Pounds Malt Syrup Excise Stamp Large Die Proof,
sunk-in on card measuring 230 x 155 mm, with die number
above the image. Very fine, and comes with a copy of a 1934
letter from the Toronto Produce Limited explaining that effective July 1st, 1934 all beverage malt extract will have to
be sold with a revenue stamp showing the exact tax amount
paid, etc.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Detail Lot 235
235

E/P 2 Pounds Malt Syrup Excise Stamp Large Die Proof,
sunk-in on card measuring 230 x 155 mm, with die number
above the image. Comes with a copy of a 1934 letter from
the Toronto Produce Limited explaining that effective July 1st,
1934 all beverage malt extract will have to be sold with a revenue stamp showing the exact tax amount paid, etc. Upper
left corner is wrinkled, still very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Detail Lot 238
238

32

E/P #FEG1DP 1930 50c KGV Electricity and Gas Inspection Die Proof, in vermilion, die-sunk on card measuring 230
x 153 mm, with die number above the stamp impression.
Fresh, very fine and ideal for any revenue collection.
.................................................................................... Est $200

239

240

241

/* Collection of Revenues on Four Stock Pages, mostly
crammed full, with probably over 400 stamps, with a very diverse selection of different issues and values, both mint and
used, with interest in cancels, etc. Some duplication but still
a nice lot with many valuable stamps. Overall nice quality.
.................................................................................... Est $150
*/**/ Shoebox Full of Mint and Used, all sorted and identified in glassines, with quantities from 1 to several dozen.
An old time collection containing many better items such as
OGT12, OGT13, QV1-QV6 in quantities, FSC5, 8, 18 (x3), 21
(x6), 22, 24, 25, FPC1 (x22, mostly uncancelled), FU1-9, 17,
34, 39-47 (all in quantities), FB52a, 53, 54 just to list a few,
and there are many more. Inspection should prove rewarding.
.................................................................................... Est $200
*/** #FPS2/FPS22 1932-48 1c to 90c Postal Scrip Group,
of 23 stamps, there are two each of the 1c brown, 5c and
25c, all mint, mostly never hinged and fine-very fine. 
...........................................................................van Dam $217

Detail Lot 242
242

E/P #FWM61DP 1930 10c KGV Weights and Measures Die
Proof, in black, sunk-in on card measuring 230 x 153 mm,
with die number above the stamp impression. Fresh, very fine
and ideal for any revenue collection.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Back of Book -- Federal Wildlife Conservation Stamps
244

** Collection Of Complete Booklets in Binder, 1985 to
2014, with one of each year, except for 1985 to 1999 which
have two of each year. All displayed on Hagner pages and very
fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,435

245

** 1985-1995 Nine Canada and Québec Wildlife Conservation Booklets, includes FWH1 (x2), 2-5, 8 and 11 plus QW7.
All very fine never hinged.
...........................................................................Unitrade $225

246

** Canada and Quebec Wildlife Stamp Booklets, 19851993, includes 25 Canada booklets from 1985-1991, with
15 of 1988 and Québec booklets from 1988-1993 with 9 of
1989. Note one artist signed Québec booklet.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,105

Back of Book -- Provincial Wildlife Conservation
Stamps

247

** #AD1 1989 Alberta Duck Hunting Full Sheet of 20, mint
never hinged. Scarce in a full sheet. 3 sets of staple holes in
the left selvedge mentioned for the record.
.......................................................................... Van Dam $600

248

 #AW14/AW50 1965-1967 Alberta Wildlife Certificate
Stamps on Wildlife Certificates, with 1965 affixed with
#AW14, AW15 and AW17, 1966 has AW28, AW32 and AW33
and 1967 with AW45, AW49 and AW50. Scarce on license. 
.................................................................................... Est $100

249

** #MW1 1967 City of Winnipeg Wildlife Conservation
Stamp, sheet of 100, mint never hinged, misperforated. Also
11 colourful modern litho posters (retail $30 to $100 each)
and a framed colour portrait of Queen Victoria. 
.......................................................................... Van Dam $400

Back of Book -- Provincial Revenues

Back of Book -- Canada Precancels

Detail Lot 243
243

E/P #OL17P 1894 10c green Law Stamp Plate Proof on
Large Index Card, overprinted F.F. in yellow, the stamp is
printed on India paper, and mounted on card 230 x 152 mm,
with many inscriptions, such as INDEX COPY, an order date of
AUG. 26, 1894, Canada Montreal, etc. Ideal for an advanced
revenue collection.
.................................................................................... Est $300

250

 Small Box with Hundreds of Precancels, Admirals to KGVI
in envelopes, glassines, 102 cards, etc. Note Toronto and
Vancouver. Lots of duplication.
.................................................................................... Est $100

251

/*/** Stock of Precancels Filling a Shoebox, all sorted
and identified in glassines, in two sections: bar types and cities. Nice variety and quality throughout, with quantities ranging from a few to 150. Includes owner’s 2013 catalogue value
and inventory for bar types ($2,746) and cities ($493).
........................................................................ Owner’s $3,239

33

Back of Book -- Canada Precancels continued
252

/* Mint and Used Collection in a Gilbert Noble Album,
with many better items throughout, note many Small Queens,
QV issues, better town precancels with varieties, etc. Nice
and clean collection, with owner’s 2013 catalogue value of
$1,310 and complete inventory included. 
........................................................................ Owner’s $1,310

256

x253
253

 #7a 1866 3d pale blue Heraldic on Cover, mailed at New
Westminster, BC (oval dateless handstamp in blue, properly
tying stamp) to Victoria, with a large double circle (in blue
also) on back, reading “General Post Office British Columbia”
and dated NOV.7.---6. Slightly reduced at right and stains on
back, still a scarce cover, with two lovely cancellations and
very presentable. Accompanied by a 2015 Greene Foundation certificate. Ex. Ken Kutz (1997) and Jack Wallace (2014)
.................................................................................Est $1,000

(*) #47xx 1893 50c blue Widow Weeds with Toronto Precancel, group of 8 stamps, each unused (no gum), a few have
creases, else mostly fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

Back of Book -- Perfins
254

 Stockbook of Perfins, with approximately 1,100 stamps
including 480 private perfins, 597 4-hole OHMS and 6 5-hole
OHMS (including Loyalist and x2 Cartier (CV of the 6 $293),
also 16 from Newfoundland (13 of which are “AYRE” including
x2 #146 on piece, 226, 231). Also includes 10 covers. Several missing pins, and inverted noted. Overall fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $100

257

258

257

* #12 1867 50c on 3d violet Surcharge, mint with full original gum, hinged. A fine stamp, with only a few tiny black spots
at bottom and on B of British. Accompanied by a 2016 Greene
Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,800

258

* #15 1869 10 on 3d lilac rose Surcharge, mint with large
part original gum, hinged and fine. Accompanied by a 1980
APS certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

British Columbia and Vancouver Island

New Brunswick

255

 #5 1868 Wells Fargo & Co. Cover, being a 10c green
Washington stationery cover, mailed at Victoria on April 3,
1868 (docketing at left), uprated with a 5c rose perforated
QV adhesive (sheet margin at right and showing part of stamp
at top and bottom), tied by a #35 in grid (in blue), addressed
to San Francisco, received there on April 7th, as evidenced by
docketing at left, which also mentions this letter contained a
draft for $400. A lovely and desirable cover, in very fine condition and accompanied by a 2015 Greene Foundation certificate. Ex. Jack Wallace (2014)
.................................................................................Est $3,000

34

259

* #1 1851 3d red Heraldic Imperforate, mint, with small
part original gum, margins easily clear all around, close in one
corner, fine-very fine. Accompanied by a 2914 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $7,000

260

 #9b 1860 10c vermilion Queen Victoria with Over Inking Variety, used with grid cancel and fine. Accompanied by
a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate stating “strongly over
inked on right side producing a smeared kiss print effect”.
Listed in Unitrade but unpriced. A dramatic variety and the
first we have seen.
.................................................................................... Est $500

265

** #11 1860 17c black Prince of Wales, mint never hinged
block of 25 (5 x 5). A lovely and fresh block, with natural light
offset on back from underlying sheet during printing process.
Very fine and rarely offered.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,625

 #2b 1857 6d olive yellow Bisect on Folded Letter Cover,
mailed Sussex Vale NB on MAY.19.1857 to Hampton Ferry NB
(receiver dated MAY.20.1857). The stamp is properly tied by
an oval grid cancel (with faint #31 from Sussex Vale). Faults
and three W.H. Brouse owner’s handstamps on back in purple
ink, still a rare franking and fine. Probably one of the nicest
extant examples. Accompanied by a 2006 Richard Gratton
AIEP certificate. Ex. Dale.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,500

261

262

Nova Scotia

261

E/P #5Piv 1860 5c Charles Connell Plate Proof in Brown,
with Type B SPECIMEN Overprint in Red, on card-mounted
India paper, with four nice margins, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $250

262

E/P #5TCP 1860 5c milky chocolate brown Connell Trial
Colour Plate Proof, on thicker paper, with four margins and
near the issued colour. There is a pen notation on reverse.
Accompanied by a 2001 Greene Foundation certificate not
giving an opinion on the gum present on this proof, as they
“have no knowledge as to whether these proofs were issued
with gum”. Very fine, scarce and ex. Ron Saint (2000).
.................................................................................... Est $750

263
263

264

266

 #2 1851 3d blue Heraldic Imperforate, used with four
clear margins, showing large part of adjoining stamp on one
side, close at top left and bottom right corners, fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

267

 #2b 1857 3d pale blue Heraldic Imperforate, used, with
light manuscript cancel, three large margins plus one close at
top. Fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $262

264

 #7 1851 1sh cold violet Heraldic Imperforate, used with
light cancel, four clear to large margins, bright fresh colour
and very fine. A famous stamp, which graced the collections
of Alfred F. Lichtenstein, Dr. G.M. Geldert and the Skywalk
Collection. Accompanied by certificates from Royal Philatelic
Society (London, 1956), Raybaudi Experts (Rome, 1986),
Martin Eichele (Basel, 2010) and Greene Foundation (Toronto, 2016). Worthy of the finest collection.
....................................................................... Unitrade $8,000
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Nova Scotia continued

268

 #3 1858 3d blue Heraldic Imperforate on Cover, mailed
Wolfville NS (JUL.1.1858 datestamp on back) to Kentville NS
(same day datestamp on back) and franked with a 3d blue
Heraldic, tied by an oval grid. Couple of creases, still overall
clean and presentable.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

269

 #5 1860 6d dark green Imperforate on Cover, mailed
... St Mary’s NS on DEC.2.1860 and addressed to Wiscasset,
Maine, with a Halifax transit dated DEC.5.1860. The stamp,
which has deep rich colour has mostly clear margins and is
tied by a neat oval grid cancel. Small tape mark at top left and
overall aging, still very fine. This is reported to be the latest
usage of this stamp, and is accompanied by a 2004 Richard
Gratton AIEP certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

Prince Edward Island

271

** #6 1862 3d blue Queen Victoria on White Paper, complete mint pane of 30, with full original streaky gum, never
hinged, and full perforated selvedge all around. A nice pane,
scarcely seen, with fresh colour and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,050

272

E/P #7DP 1862 6d Queen Victoria Reprint Die Proofs, set
of ten, all in different colours, on small cards as listed in Unitrade. Very fine. 
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

Newfoundland

270

E/P #8DP 1860 1c black Queen Victoria Die Proof, on India
paper, fresh and very fine. Rarely seen.
.................................................................................... Est $500
273

 #3 1857 3c green Imperforate on Cover, mailed at St
John’s (red paid datestamp OCT.7.1857) and addressed to
Greensport. The stamp has deep colour, three margins, light
toning at top and a tiny crease at top, the cover has a light
vertical crease at left, still very fine. Accompanied by a 2009
Philatelic Foundation certificate stating “lifted and placed
back”.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

36

274

275

* #7 1857 6½d scarlet vermilion Heraldic Imperforate,
mint with full original gum, very lightly hinged. Four comfortable margins, bright colour and overall fresh, extremely fine
and scarce. There is a light pencil Alfred Diena expert signature on back, plus another next to it, also in light pencil. A
lovely stamp, accompanied by a 1986 Greene Foundation
certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade $12,000

277

** #20, 20ii 1861 6d rose Heraldic, Imperforate, complete
mint sheet of 20, with full, never hinged gum. Second and
third stamps show the “ST” of the Stacey Wise watermark
(and catalogued accordingly). The large selvedge shows a few
tape stains and minor creases, all well away from the stamps.
The sheet has once been folded horizontally between rows 3
and 4, not affecting the stamps. Very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,320

278

** #28 1870 12c pale red brown Queen Victoria on white
Paper, mint horizontal block of ten, with full original gum and
only one stamp has a small gum disturbance. Catalogued as
all never hinged and fine (some are better centered).
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

 #15 1860 1sh orange Heraldic Imperforate, with Stitch
Watermark, used, with four margins including two large at
bottom and right. Faults, including a small thin and extensive surface scraping, still a world rarity, with only two copies
known of this value. Unlisted in Unitrade, value for a regular,
non-stitch watermark stamp is $15,000. Accompanied by a
1992 Greene Foundation certificate.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

279

276

* #17 1861 2d deep rose Heraldic Imperforate, on soft,
opaque paper, mint hinged, from bottom left of pane, with
large margins, fresh colour. A very fine stamp. Stanley Gibbons lists this at £300 and mentions that these command a
considerable premium.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

280

279

** #28 1870 12c red brown Queen Victoria on white Paper,
mint block of four, with never hinged original gum and sheet
selvedge at right, complete imprint at lower right. Both right
stamps have an internal wrinkle, still a fine block with bright
colour.
...........................................................................Unitrade $320

280

*/** #28 1870 12c red brown Queen Victoria on white
Paper, mint block of four, with original gum, hinged only on
top two stamps. Bottom right stamp has part of the printer’s
imprint at bottom. Bottom left stamp has wrinkles, still a fine
block with bright colour.
...........................................................................Unitrade $160

37

Newfoundland continued

285

281

x286

285

** #48 1890s 2c red orange Codfish, mint never hinged,
well centered and fresh. Extremely fine and accompanied by
a 2017 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate
.......................................................................... Unitrade $180

286

*/** #61-74 1897 1c to 60c Discovery of Newfoundland,
decent set , mostly hinged from lightly hinged to hinge remnant but the 6c and 60c are NH. Includes the undervalued
1c on thin oily paper (fine-very fine and trivial corner crease),
mostly very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $587

*/** #28 1870 12c pale red brown Queen Victoria on
White Paper, mint sheet margin block of nine, from right side
of sheet and showing part of the printer’s imprint in margin at
top. The six leftmost stamps are fresh and never hinged, with
the top left corner block being very fine centered (rest are
catalogued as all fine). The sheet selvedge shows parts of the
gum on the front from improper handling during the gumming
process, affecting the bottom right stamp and a small part of
its north neighbor. A scarce multiple.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,880

287
282
282

283

283

*/** #28 1870 12c pale red brown Queen Victoria on
white Paper, mint block of four, two stamps with small spots
of gum disturbance, one with small spots of missing gum, well
centered for this issue, fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

288

287

E/P #78P 1897 ½c King Edward VIII Plate Proof in olive
green block of four, on card-mounted India paper with sheet
margin at left. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

288

E/P #85P 1899 5c Duke of York Plate Proof in blue block of
four, on card-mounted India paper with sheet margin at top.
Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

** #45a 1896 1c yellow green Prince of Wales, mint never
hinged, with large margins, fresh and extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $150

x289
284

38

** #48 1887 2c red orange Codfish, mint never hinged upper right corner block of four, fresh and very fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate stating “slightly
oxidized”. A very nice corner block.
...........................................................................Unitrade $720

289

*/** #115-126 1919 1c to 36c Trail of the Caribou, mint
set, mostly lightly hinged but a few are NH including #122 (no
NH premium added to CV), overall fresh and fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $287

x290
290

(*)/** #184c, 253a 1932 and 1941 1c grey Codfish Issues in Imperforate Horizontal Pairs, #253a has full, never
hinged gum and #184c has no gum (as issued) and has minor paper wrinkles. A very fine duo.
...........................................................................Unitrade $360

x291
291

E/P #212P-225P 1933 1c to 32c Sir Humphrey Gilbert Set
of Die Proofs, in black, on watermarked paper, with each having inverted Die number in margin. Average size is about 70 x
50 mm, very fine and rarely offered.
.................................................................................Est $5,000

292

*/** #C18 1933 $4.50 on 75c bistre Balbo Flight Surcharged, mint block of four, with bottom two stamps never
hinged. A very fine block, with only one pulled perf at top left.
Accompanied by a 2016 Richard Gratton certificate. These
stamps were surcharges in St John’s in blocks of four, so this
is as large a multiple as one can have.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,700

Lot 155
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British Commonwealth & Worldwide Stamps
Belgium
301

*/** Selection of Mint Special Issues, with a 1958 imperforate Europa souvenir sheet (cat. €40), group of four NH #s
E10, E11, E10a and 11a (cat. €185), regular issue set MH
#s 212-215 (Scott $152), a group of 13 essays of Leopold
I on different papers, including thin transparent, in different
colours, MH #E34-E37 (cat. €80), NH #E52 perforated and
imperforate (the latter is used, cat. €70) and lastly a set of
MH 14 1897 Brussels International Exposition in different
colours. A scarce group, with catalogue values and numbers
given from the Belgium Specialized catalogue.
.................................................................................... Est $200
x304
304

302

E/P #105P 1912-13 25c King Albert I Trial Colour Proofs,
with three bottom right sheet corner blocks of four, on glossy
white paper, in green, orange and brown. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

E/P #100DP 1912 1f orange King Albert I Die Proof, in colour of issue, on glossy white card measuring 80 x 70 mm. Very
fine and accompanied by a 2007 Sergio Sismondo certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x305
305

303

E/P #101DP 1912 2f violet King Albert I Die Proof, in colour
of issue, on glossy white card measuring 79 x 70 mm. Very
fine and accompanied by a 2007 Sergio Sismondo certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $100

E/P #105P, 115P 1912-13 25c King Albert I Composite
Plate Proof, a block of nine stamps, with all the surrounding
stamps being #105 and the centre one #115 (but with no
denomination), on gummed stamp paper. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Note:
All Scott Catalogue values are in US
Dollars. We have not converted into
equivalent Canadian dollar values.
Please bid accordingly.

x306
306

42

** #B521-B522 1952 Semi-Postals with Labels, mint never
hinged, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$320

Egypt

307

** #B605a 1957 5fr Dogs and Antarctic Camp Souvenir
Sheet, mint never hinged, very fine.
.............................................................................. Scott U$175

Bermuda
311

** #O64 variety 1952 5m brown Official Colour Trial with
Black Overprint, the issued stamp has a blue overprint. This
is an upper right corner block of 16 from the (apparently) only
sheet printed, mint never hinged and all very fine. This lovely
block was in the Farouk Royal collection and has his seal on
the reverse.
.................................................................................... Est $500

Estonia

308

 #97 1932 12sh6d King George V, used on piece, with part
1934 town cancel, a few pulled perfs at top, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$425

Bulgaria

x312
312

 #C3, C6 1923 Overprinted Airmails, with 15m overprint
on 5m single and the 45m overprint on 5m imperforate pair,
each used on piece with 1893 c.d.s. cancels, very fine.
.............................................................................. Scott U$247

Falkland Islands
x309

x310

309

** #273, 275-276, 278 1935 1l to 50l 8th Tournament of
the Yunak Gymnastics Organization, part set of 4 values including the key 50l value, mint never hinged, very fine. Scott
CV is for hinged only.
..............................................................................Scott U$192

310

** #C12-C14 18l to 28l Junkers Plane, Rila Monastery Airmail Set, mint never hinged, fresh and very fine. Scott CV is
for hinged only.
..............................................................................Scott U$152
x313
313

** #99-100 1948 2½d and £1 King George VI Silver Wedding Anniversary Set, mint never hinged, very fine and fresh.
..............................................................................Scott U$112

43

France

314

** #14 1853 10c bistre Napoleon Imperforate, mint horizontal pair with full original gum, never hinged. Clear margins on three sides, clear to just into frameline at bottom
and fresh colour. There is a small nick at bottom left, and a
vertical crease, not quite following the margin between both
stamps. Fine and unpriced in Scott for never hinged. Yvert
#13A (€1,700 for two singles)
..............................................................................Scott U$800

x317
317

 Voluntary SS-Legion 1944 Set of 5 Values with Tabs
on 2 Covers. The Feldpost cover with the French charity legion issues with labels of 1942 issued by the field post office of the headquarters of the French Voluntary Legion as
a surcharge for mail, particularly on the Eastern front. Two
with Plate date 2-4-1942. Michel #VI to X, Yvert #6-10. Rare.
Some toning, else fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

France -- Alsace-Lorraine

315

** #226b 1926 5f Paris Exhibition, mint never hinged center block of four from the souvenir sheet, very fine. Yvert #216
(€1,100)
..............................................................................Scott U$900
x318
318

* #N1-N7 1870 1c to 25c Set, with network pointing up and
POSTES measuring 12.5mm. A mint hinged set, with hinge
thins on the 1c and 2c, rest are fine or better. Yvert #1-7
(€1,540)
..............................................................................Scott U$835

France -- French Colonies
x316
316

44

* 1940 World War II Dunkerque Overprints, on two mint
hinged horizontal pairs, a 50c blue Mercury and a 50c red
Peace. Both pairs have an “Aimé Brun” expertization handstamp on back. Very fine.
.................................................................................Yvert €280

319

* Colonial Issues for 1937 Paris International Exhibition.
With 19 sets, including 2nd sets of Ivory Coast and French
India. Mint never hinged but with disturbed gum or offsets so
catalogued as hinged, else fresh and fine to very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$225

Germany

324

320

324

* #4 1841 2d blue Queen Victoria Imperforate, unused
(with part gum, probably original) and fine appearance, but
extensively repaired. Still a presentable stamp.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,500

325

 #4 1841 2d blue Queen Victoria Imperforate, used strip
of four, with #20 in a diamond in oval cancel. Clear margins
at right and across the bottom, but cut into design at left and
across the top. CV is for a block of 4.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,750

326

* #29 1859 2d deep blue Queen Victoria, Perforated 14,
Watermark Large Crown, a mint Plate 8 example, possessing a large part of its original gum. A lovely and fine stamp.
Accompanied by a 2012 Sergio Sismondo certificate. Stanley
Gibbons #45, £1,850.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,450

** #B104 1937 6pf Adolf Hitler Souvenir Sheet, with marginal inscriptions, mint never hinged, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$250

x321
321

326

** #C27-C34 1926-27 5pf to 3m German Eagle Airmail
Set, mint never hinged, fine to very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$967

Great Britain

x322
322

323

323
327

328

 #1 1840 1d black Queen Victoria, group of 4 used. Includes a four margin stamp with black Maltese cross cancel,
very fine. The other three stamps cut into on one or more
sides, very good or better.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,430

327

* #3 1841 1d red brown Queen Victoria Imperforate, Plate
XI, mint with full original gum, hinged. A fresh stamp, with
four margins and a light corner crease, plus a tiny scissor cut
at upper right, very fine. Stanley Gibbons Specialized catalogue number AS74 (cat £6,000). A lovely example of the 1d
red, printed from the 1d black plate. Accompanied by a 2015
Royal Philatelic Society certificate.
................................................................................. SG £6,000

* #29 1859 2d deep blue Queen Victoria, Perforated 14,
Watermark Large Crown, a mint Plate 7 example, possessing a large part of its original gum. A lovely and fine stamp.
Accompanied by a 2015 David Brandon certificate. Stanley
Gibbons #45, £2,000.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,600

328

 #109 1884 10sh ultra Queen Victoria, used with partial
registered oval date stamp, the odd nibbed perf, still very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$550

45

Great Britain continued

329

 #124 1891 £1 green Queen Victoria, used with Bard
Street JUL.23.1901 c.d.s. cancels, fresh colour, centered to
the left, fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$800

330
330

331

Ireland

x334
334

* #56-58, 78 1922-1925 Britannia Overprints, mint hinged,
fine or better. Includes #56-58 all with the 6.25mm overprint
and #78 the 5sh with a 5.5mm overprint. Note a few nibbed
perfs on the 10sh (#58).
..............................................................................Scott U$482

331

** #O67 1902 ½p grey green King Edward VII with I.R. OFFICIAL Overprint, mint never hinged with full original gum.
Small tear in margin at right, still very fine appearance and
catalogue value is for hinged only.
..............................................................................Scott U$160

x335
335

** #93-95 1935 2sh6d to 10sh Britannia Overprints, by
Harrison & Sons. Mint, never hinged, very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,550

* #O70 1904 3c King Edward VII overprinted Board of Education, mint hinged, fresh and very fine. We cannot attest to
the authenticity of this overprint, but if it is not genuine it is
very deceiving. Catalogue value is for a genuine overprint.
........................................................................ Scott U$31,500

Grenada

x336

332

* 1881 ½p purple Queen Victoria,mint showing the “OSTAGE” variety, missing part of gum, three margins, cut into
design at right, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $225

Hong Kong
333

46

** #225-228 1966 Winston Churchill, two sets of matching
lower right corner blocks for a total of 8 sets, all mint never
hinged, very fine. 
..............................................................................Scott U$544

x337

336

** #96-98 1937 2sh6p to 10sh St. Patrick and Paschal
Fire, mint never hinged, fresh and very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$700

337

** #96-98 1937 2sh6p to 10sh St. Patrick and Paschal
Fire, mint never hinged, fresh and very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$700

Italian Colonies

x343
x338
338

339

x339

** #23-31, C13-C19 1933 50th Anniversary of the Annexation of Eritrea, mint never hinged set of 16 which includes
the airmail values, fresh, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$832

343

** Tripolitania #C38/C42, CE1-CE2 1934 “Circuit of the
Oases”, mint never hinged airmail and airmail special delivery
issues, missing C40 to be complete, fresh and fine-very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,265

Italy

** #32-41, C20-C27 1933 10th Anniversary of Fascism,
mint never hinged set of 18 including the airmail values, fresh
and very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$542

x344

x340

344

** #324-328, C62-C65 1934 2nd World Soccer Championship, mint never hinged set of 9, including airmails, fresh and
very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$625

345

** #C42-C47 1933 Graf Zeppelin Airmail Issue, mint never
hinged set of 6, fresh and very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$330

x341

340

** #46-50, C29-C35 1934 2nd World Soccer Championship, mint never hinged set of 12 which includes the airmail
values, fresh and very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,375

341

** Italian East Africa #1-20, C1/E2 1938 Definitives, mint
never hinged set of 33 which includes the back of the book
issues, all are mint never hinged, #11 with rounded corner
and CE1 has a crease, otherwise fresh and fine-very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$987

x345

x346
346

 #C48, C89-C99 1933 Balbo and 1937 Airmail Sets, all
stamps have with partial cancels, fine or better. Sold as is,
catalogue value shown is for genuine used stamps.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,640

x342
342

** Italian East Africa #1-26, C1/E2 1938 Mint Sets, includes definitive set of 33 which includes the back of the
book issues and the Bimillenary of the birth of Caesar, all
stamps are mint never hinged, #8 and 11 with small faults,
#17 with horizontal crease, otherwise fresh and fine-very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,004

47

Italy -- Aegean Islands

x347
347

348

351

** Caso #17-26 1932 Overprinted Garibaldi Issues, mint
never hinged set of 10, #25 with a crease, fresh and fine-very
fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$475

352

** Castellorizo #80-89 1932 Overprinted Garibaldi Issue,
mint never hinged set of 10 stamps, fresh and fine-very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$625

x348

** #C15-C19, CE1-CE2 1932 Overprinted Airmail and Special Delivery Airmail Issues, mint never hinged, CE1 has a
trivial natural inclusion in gum, C18 with small fault on back,
else fine-very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,230
** #C20-C25 1933 Graf Zeppelin Airmail Issue, mint never hinged, #C25 with offset on disturbed gum, tiny corner
crease, balance are fresh and fine-very fine. CV is for hinged
only.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,440

x349

x353
353

** Coo #17-26 1932 Overprinted Garibaldi Issues, mint
never hinged set of 10, fresh and fine-very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$475

Italy --Trieste

x350
x354

349

350

(*)/** Calchi #17-26 1932 Overprinted Garibaldi Issues,
mint set of 10, never hinged except for #26 which is unused
(no gum), fresh and fine-very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$475

354

*/** #C13-C16 1948 100l to 1,000l Airmails, C13-15 are
lightly hinged, fine-very fine, C16 is NH but fine centering only.
..............................................................................Scott U$480

** Calino #17/26 1932 Overprinted Garibaldi Issues, mint
never hinged part set of 8, missing #22 and 23 to be complete, fresh and fine-very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$380

x355
355

x351

48

x352

* #Q1-Q12 1947-1948 1l to 500l Occupation Parcel Post,
set of 12, mint hinged with fine or better centering. A scarce
set.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,201

Korea (South)

x360
360

356

(*) Block 21 1950 Imperforate Souvenir Sheet, with stamp
similar to Scott #121 showing the flags of the United Nations
and Korea. Unused (no gum) as issued, horizontal fold at
middle.
............................................................................. Michel €600

** #B48-B54, C8-C13 1933 7th Sample Trade Fair, mint
never hinged set which includes the 6 airmail values, fresh,
fine-very fine. The 50c value has a stain on the gum mentioned for the record. CV is for hinged only.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,257

Liechtenstein

Lebanon
357

(*) #189-196, C101-C106 1946 Victory Issues. Wholesale
lot of 59 sets of #189-196 and 57 sets of C101-C106 in
sheets and blocks with some extras not counted. A few stuck
down the rest no gum. Fine. 
...........................................................................Scott U$2,977

Libya

x361
361

* #108-110 1933 Set of Three, mint hinged, fresh and overall very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$295

Monaco

x358
358

359

x359

** #64A-64G, C14-C18 1934 8th Sample Trade Fair, mint
never hinged set which includes the 5 airmail values, fresh,
fine-very fine. CV is for hinged only.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,248
** #B38-B47, C4-C7 1932 6th Sample Trade Fair, mint
never hinged set which includes the 4 airmail values, fresh,
fine-very fine. Gum bends on the 25c and 5l mentioned for
the record. CV is for hinged only.
..............................................................................Scott U$994

x362
362

** #B53, B53A 1949 75th Anniversary of the U.P.U., perforated and imperforate souvenir sheets. Not listed in Scott but
mentioned in footnotes. Both sheets are never hinged, the
imperforate sheet has stains at both left and right edge plus
a spot of gum disturbance, minor crease on perforated sheet.
.............................................................................. Maury €600

49

Monaco continued

Negri

x368
368

363

364

** #BK 5 1964 1fr Paris Universal Philatec Exposition Souvenir Sheet, containing a single perforated Scott # 580. Unlisted in Scott. Mint never hinged, fresh and very fine.
.................................................................................Yvert €915
** #BK 5 1964 1fr Paris Universal Philatec Exposition Souvenir Sheet, lot of ten sheets, each containing a single perforated Scott # 580. Unlisted in Scott. Mint never hinged, fresh
and very fine. 
............................................................................. Yvert €9,150

* #15a 1899 4c on 8c Tiger Head Surcharge, mint hinged,
very fine. Also includes Ceylon #248a with a double surcharge, mint hinged, minor toning on back (CV $85).
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,400

Netherlands
369

/** #332/369, B259/C12 1957 U.P.U. Presentation
Book for the Ottawa Conference, includes better sets #332339, 368-369, B259-263, B249-253, B264-268 and B291295. Collection is all mint never hinged except for 5 C.T.O.
from the International Court of Justice that were only available
as such. Book has some minor foxing but stamps all fresh. A
scarce book. 
..............................................................................Scott U$475

New Zealand

x365
370
365

** #BK 5, BK 7 1964 Group of Two Different Souvenir
Sheets, with a Tokyo and Innsbruck Olympics Souvenir Sheet,
Imperforate, containing Scott #s 592-595 plus C65, all imperforate. Also a 1964 1fr Paris Exposition Universelle Philatec perforated single souvenir sheet. Both are unlisted in
Scott. Mint never hinged, fresh and very fine.
............................................................................. Yvert €1,830

366

** #BK 7 1964 Tokyo and Innsbruck Olympics Souvenir
Sheet, Imperforate, containing Scott #s 592-595 plus C65,
all imperforate. Unlisted in Scott. Mint never hinged, fresh
and very fine. 
.................................................................................Yvert €915

367

** #BK 7 1964 Tokyo and Innsbruck Olympics Souvenir
Sheet, Imperforate, lot of ten souvenir sheets, each containing Scott #s 592-595 plus C65, all imperforate. Unlisted in
Scott. Mint never hinged, fresh and very fine. 
............................................................................. Yvert €9,150

50

 #34 1865 4d deep rose Chalon Head, Large Star Watermark, used and well centered for this issue, fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$300

Norway

x371
371

** #O9-O21 1933-1934 Officials, mint never hinged set of
12, the 15o and 20o are #O13a and O14a, 100o with blunt
corner, else all fresh and very fine.
.............................................................................. Scott U$576

372

* Trondheim 1864-1888 Braekstad Local Post Issues.
Group of 21 different each lightly adhered at the top to an old
time album page by their gum. Seldom seen issues. Fine to
very fine. 
.................................................................................... Est $100

Russia

Saudi Arabia

x377
x373
373

374

x374

* #71-72 1906 5r and 10r High Values, both mint very lightly
hinged, the 5r is very fine centered, the 10r is fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$400

377

* #264-273 1963-65 /2p to 9p Gas Oil Plant with Redrawn
SAUD Cartouche Set, mint hinged, fine or better.
..............................................................................Scott U$200

Somalia

** #531-532 1934 10k Sverdlov and 15k Nogin, set of 2,
mint never hinged, 15k with trivial internal crease, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$475

x378
x375
375

** #597-604 1937 3k to 50k Buildings, set of 8, all mint
never hinged, fresh. Centering ranges from fine (including the
key 15k value) to very fine. 50k with trivial offset.
..............................................................................Scott U$450

x379

378

** #138-155 1932 5c to 25l Definitives, mint never hinged
set of 18, 2l missing corner and the 25l with trivial gum disturbance, otherwise a fresh and very fine set.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,750

379

** #156-163 1934 10c to 25l Duke of Abruzzi Overprinted
Set, mint never hinged, fresh and very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$375

Spain

x376
376

** #2147-2151 1958-59 20k to 2r Airliner and Globe group of
ten complete imperforate sets, all mint never hinged, with a mix
of singles and multiples, including blocks. Fresh and very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$100

Note:
All Scott Catalogue values are in US
Dollars. We have not converted into
equivalent Canadian dollar values.
Please bid accordingly.

x380
380

** #605A-605F 1938 1p to 15p Submarine Issue, mint
never hinged set of 6, fine-very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$650

381

** #605A-605F 1938 1p to 15p Submarine Issue, mint
never hinged set of 6, 60 has a small hair in gum, 15p trivial
perf tip crease at lower left, else fine-very fine. 
..............................................................................Scott U$650

51

Spain continued

x386
x382

x383

382

** #606-614 1938 Set to Honour the Militia, mint never
hinged set of 9, all with control #A000,000 in black on gum,
fine-very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$800

383

** #606-614 1938 Set to Honour the Militia, mint never
hinged set of 9, all with control #A000,000 in black on gum,
fine-very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$800

384

386

** #C88-C89 1936 10c and 15c First National Philatelic
Exhibition Airmails, mint never hinged, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$600

387

** #C97 1938 5p on 1 Airmail Issue, mint never hinged,
small natural inclusion near top mentioned for the record,
else fine-very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$500

388

** #CB6 1938 5c Overprint on 45c + 2c Semi-Postal Airmail, mint never hinged, fine-very fine.

** #1088 variety 1962 5pt Sevilla Provincial Arms, mint
never hinged pair with design shifted to the right so the center
vignette is outside the frame lines and the perforations are
shifted even further to the right. A dramatic variety.
.................................................................................... Est $100

..............................................................................Scott U$650

385

52

*/** #C54var 1930 50c blue Air Mail Pane with Dramatic
Printing Fold, a mint pane of 25, from bottom of sheet, with
full selvedge except bottom left corner piece. The pane was
originally printed with a large portion of the bottom folded over,
resulting in 5 completely blank stamps plus 6 others having
only part of the impression. Most of the blank areas are printed on reverse. Some hinge reinforcing in margins and hinge
separation on several stamps, still an amazing item and ideal
for an exhibit or specialized Spain or Airmail collection.
.................................................................................... Est $750

389

** #CB6 1938 5c Overprint on 45c + 2c Semi-Postal Airmail, mint never hinged, a few perfs with minor toning, else
fine-very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$650

Transvaal

390

E/P 1884 Colour Trial Proof of the Enschede ‘Vurtheim’
1d Value, originally issued in rose, this is an imperforate full
sheet of 60, quality printed in yellow green on ungummed
wove paper. Small tear in margin at left (mentioned only for
the record), still very fine and scarce. Many reprints exist of
these issues, but we have never seen them in a different colour or imperforate.
.................................................................................... Est $100

394

 #20L14 1857 2c black on green Boyd’s City Express
Post Cover, the stamp is on a glazed surface paper, with four
margins, and properly tied to small Lady’s cover by a PAID /
J.T.B. handstamp (plus another free strike alongside). There
is also an oval handstamp Boyd’s City Express Post with date
plus a manuscript 26 in red crayon. A lovely cover, with Gilbert
expertiser handstamp. Gilbert was an expert residing in Paris,
who catalogued and dispersed the famous Ferrary collection
in 1921-1925. Small tear on back flap, else very fine and
scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $100

395

*/ Collection of About 130 Carrier Stamps and Local Issues, with some that were pasted long ago on three old time
pages plus a double-sided stock sheet. Presumed to be reprints but may reveal some surprises. Catalogue value for
original stamps would be enormous, and so inspection is recommended. Also includes over 20 cut squares and C.S.A. 
.................................................................................... Est $150

Turkey
391

*/** #841/1054a Four Mint Souvenir Sheets, 1940-1952,
with #841 and 1054a mint never hinged and #915a and 933
mint with hinge remnants, all very fine. 
..............................................................................Scott U$310

Vatican

United States

x396
396
x392
392

** #19/34 1933 Definitives, part set of 13 stamps, mint
never hinged. Includes #19, 21-25 and 28-34, all fresh, very
fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$619

/ #11/26 1855-1861 3c Washington Issues Used
Collection, includes #s 11 and 11A (x23), 25 and 25 (x4),
plus a #26 on a folded letter sheet from Boston to New York
(APR.10.1861). Condition is overall nice for the era, with a few
faults, still useful for the expert, with several town cancels,
shades, etc. 
.............................................................................. Scott U$571

x397
397

393

** #35-40 1934 40c to 3.70 Pope Pius XI, mint never
hinged set of 6, 2.55l is #38a, all fresh and very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,680

* #77 1866 15c black Lincoln, mint, with what appears to
be full original gum, hinged. Straight edge at right and with
Alfred Diena expert signature in pencil on back. Fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,750

53

Western Australia

398

400

/*/** Worldwide Lot of Over 90 Forgeries. Includes
Canada, USA, Turks, French colonies, Korea, and Japan. Produced by a range of forgers including Spiro and Fournier. Useful reference group, fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 #5 1854-57 1sh pale brown Swan Imperforate, Swan
Watermark, used with socked on the nose “2” in grid obliterator. Four margins, close at left, tiny corner crease at upper
right (visible in fluid only), fine-very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$400

Cinderellas and Forgeries

x401
401

The Grand Trunk Pacific Telegraph Company, 1911 to 1914,
set of four company cards from 4 consecutive years, with GTP
logo, numbered and unused. Very fine and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x402
402
399

** 1988 30c black on orange Par Post Inc. Type II, with 20
sheets of 32 stamps each, mint never hinged and very fine.
.................................................................... Lafreniere $1,920

Group of Seven Canadian Stamp Reproduction Advertising
Cards, mostly from stamp dealers advertising their sales,
with 2c Map, various Admirals, 3c Jubilee, 10c SD (in brown),
etc. We note company advertising from cigarette and cigar
companies from Cape Town, London, Maryland, Belgium, etc.
Rare and mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Subscribe To Our Mailing List
Are you getting announcements of future auction dates and other important news? We
send out e-mails fewer than a dozen times a year, so you will only get reminders about
upcoming sales, and important information on what’s new with us. We will be glad to
sign you up, just send us an e-mail with your address.
You can also manage your own mailing list subscription on our site. Go to sparksauctions.com and look for the menu link under About Us or “Join Our Mailing List” in
the right side-bar. If you have chosen “don’t send me e-mails” in your Stamp Auction
Network account, or you have unsubscribed to the mailing list in the past, we cannot
change your settings for you, and you will have to follow the link to do so yourself. Contact us for help if you’re having problems.
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Canada Stampless Covers

501

 1843 Erieus to Montreal Folded Letter, mailed Erieus U.C.

505

 #16 1859 10c black Consort on Cover from Montreal
to U.S.A., mailed in Montreal on JUL.29.1859 (nice free strike
double broken circle datestamp), with stamp tied to cover
with two strikes of a grid cancel. Back of cover has some repaired tears but is complete. No U.S. receiver as usual. A few
minor stains to front. Accompanied by 2016 Greene Foundation certificate. A scarce item used in period.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,500

506

 #24, 35a 1871 2c LQ + 1c SQ Mixed Franking Cover, mailed at Kincardine UC (double broken circle dated
JUN.29.1871) addressed to Clinton (next day double broken
circle receiver on back) and franked with a 2c green LQ plus a
1c orange SQ, both cancelled by a fancy cork cancel. Opening
faults at top, still a very fine and colourful cover.
.................................................................................... Est $150

507

 #25 1869 3c Large Queen Fire Insurance Cover, mailed

(broken circle MAR.1.1843 in bright red) to Montreal, with a
small “PAID” (underlined) in red, above a manuscript “1N6”
rate. Inside includes a long letter written by Thomas Pardo of
Raleigh, Kent county. Horizontal fold across top else very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

502

 1842 Lachute to Duke of Wellington, stampless cover
(outer part only) mailed at Lachute L.C. (lovely double circle
in red with manuscript date) rated ½ Stg and addressed to
the “Duke of Wellington , Commander in Chief of Her Majesties Forces in Great Britain”. There is a red receiver dated
NOV.30.1842. File folds, still a presentable item and useful to
the Québec or Queen Victoria collector.
.................................................................................... Est $100

503

 1890 Letter Written & Signed by Lord Minto, Governor
General. Marked “Private” at upper left and has the crest of
the Governor General’s office embossed at top middle. Letter
has been folded in quarters.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Canada Regular Issues (19th Century) pre-1900

Halifax (duplex dated DEC.10.1869) and addressed to Newport NS (faint next day receiver on back). Very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

504

56

 #14 1864 Folded Printed Circular, mailed St Thomas
(partial datestamp tying 1c QV adhesive) to Luton (Elgin county). The circular deals with agricultural issues requested by
the Legislative Council. Paper tears along folds, still overall
fine
.................................................................................... Est $120

508

#27 1870 Canadian Packet Cover to Glasgow, Scotland, with “Glasgow Packet/Paid/SP 27/1870” handstamp
on front. Mailed SEP.18.1870 at Newmarket, ON. 6c Large
Queen is just tied to the cover with a clear star shaped fancy
cancel. No receiving marks on the back. A few minor creases
and minor opening faults at top, otherwise very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

509

 #35, 37 1887 Hochelaga to Paris France SQ Cover,
mailed JUN.7.1887 to Paris, then redirected, with two different RPO transit datestamps. The cover is franked with two 1c
SQ plus a 3c SQ, paying the 5c UPU rate. Very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

510

511

 #39, 41a 1888 21c Small Queen Cover Toronto to
Wardsville, mailed on NOV.22.1888, this cover contained Militia papers and was posted at the First Class rate. 21c pays
the 7x rate of 3c per ounce. Franked with a strip of three 6c
yellow brown and a 3c. Some edge faults as is to be expected
with heavy covers. Scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $250

512

 #41 1891 Letter Re 4th Duke of Richmond’s Death in
1819. Sent to Henry Morgan in Ottawa. Includes an 1891 letter from London with particulars of death sent by his grandson the 6th Duke. Also a letter to Morgan in a 3c Small Queen
envelope from Belleville.
.................................................................................... Est $100

513

 #42 1894 Halifax to Bohemia Cover, mailed Halifax
(squared circle dated OCT.24.1894) to Bohemia, with a
NOV.6.1894 receiver on back. A lovely John Peters & Co. embossed corner card, illustrated with a deer, in gold, very fine
and fresh.
.................................................................................... Est $200



 #37 1882 Lovely Hand Illustrated Cover, mailed at Chatham (FEB.21.1882 duplex) to Hespeler (same day broken
circle on back, in blue). This #10 size cover is professionally
hand drawn, with many characters, including a dark-faced
man signing “Oh Allie an’ I love you so, Don’t I wish I were
your Beau” and lots more. Bit of aging on edges and back,
plus a few tears at right and left, still a scarce and appealing
offering.
.................................................................................... Est $200

57

Canada Regular Issues (20th Century) 1900 and on

514



#42 1888 Hamilton to Paris France Seeds Advertizing Cover, with all-over Evans Seeds advertizing, mailed
on AUG.21.1888 (duplex) and addressed to Paris, with
SEP.1.1888 receiver on back and same day RPO on front
from Calais. Franked with a 5c SQ (light toning around perfs).
Illustrated on back as well, showing the Evans building (warehouse) with activity showing horses and horse-drawn carriages. Bit of toning on back, still very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

517

 #90b 1913 2c KEVII Booklet Singles on Illustrated
Cover, mailed at Montreal on SEP.12.1913 and addressed to
Brooklyn, NY, this Windsor Hotel illustrated cover was franked
with a horizontal pair (with tab at left) of the 2c KEVII booklet
pane issues. Slightly reduced at left, with small tear on back
and corner crease, still a difficult franking on cover.
.................................................................................... Est $100

518

/PC #90b Lot of 25 KEVII Booklet Stamp Frankings, on

mostly picture postcards, with a good assortment of postmarks, destinations, etc. Overall fine or better.
...........................................................................Unitrade $250

Canada Airmail

515

 #75 1899 Standard Silver Co. Advertising Private Postcard, with 1c QV Numeral tied by AUG.14.1899 Toronto flag
cancel addressed to London with London AUG.14.1899 backstamp. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x519
519

516

58

 #86 1899 2c Map Issue Cover, mailed Wallaceburg Ont
(lovely squared circle dated PM/NO 3/99) to Windsor Ont
(same day receiver on back) franked with a 2c Map stamp
(bit of toning on perfs). A mostly clean Bank of Montreal to
Merchants Bank cover, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

/*/** Maritime and Newfoundland Airways Ltd. and
Wayzata Advanced Collection, all neatly displayed and
written-up on 34 large Lindner quadrille pages. This collection is strong on historical and description write ups, lovely
hand-drawn maps, and contains lots of scarcely seen stamps
and covers. Starts with Maritime and Newfoundland Airways
official proofs (in black over silver) both imperforate and part
perforated (6 different, including a block with the mis-spelled
OFFICAL), plus a number of the issued stamp, in different
colours, papers, configurations, three different sheets of 25
plus 15 covers with the stamp, all but one being first flights
(mostly different in some ways) signed by pilot, with different
routes, cancellations, cachets, etc. The last 6 pages are devoted to the Newfoundland Wayzata issue and has four mint
stamps (one with re-entry lower left of frame line), a cover
franked with the stamp but not postmarked, what appears to
be a copy (?) of a telegraph authorizing the Minneapolis Bureau of Engraving to print 400,000 of these stamps, finishing
off with a full pane of 20 of this $1 stamp (appears NH but
has overall gum glazing due to storage). Last but not least is
a folder full of articles, write-ups, photocopies, etc from these
fascinating issues. A lovely collection and ideal or the specialist. Owner’s retail value is $3,086 for the lot.
.................................................................................... Est $750

520

 1928-1933 Group of Three Better First Flight Covers, with #2803h flown from Red Lake to Rolling Portage
JAN.25.1928, #2805a later flight from La Malbaie to Port
Meunier MAR.30.1928 and a #3339 flown AUG.2.1933 from
Fort McMurray to Coppermine and returned. This one was
signed by the postmasters of both Coppermine and Cameron
Bay. Scarce item. Overall nice trio.
............................................................................. Airmail $250

521

 1928-1939 Group of Canadian and Newfoundland First
Flight Covers, with 38 from Canada, including 1928 Prairie
FF, a 1939 Shediac to Botwood plus a few others, as well as
22 later flight covers from the FEB.19 to MAR.18.1928 winter
flights in the Maritimes between Moncton, PEI and Grindstone
Island. Unfortunately, many have tape stains in on the front,
or other minor faults. Also includes four Newfoundland First
Flights, including St John’s to North Sidney, NS. Also FF31 and
FF40 covers. Most are fine or better with three having tape
marks on front.
.................................................................................... Est $100

522

528

 1869 St Mary’s 2-Ring 41 on Cover, mailed St Mary’s
CW on OCT.27.1869 to Stanford Ont. (next day receiver on
back) and franked with a 6c Large Queen (very fine copy) paying double the weight rate. The stamp is properly tied by a
2-ring #41 (RF 3 in Unitrade). Opening tears at top and missing backflap, still a nice use of the two St Mary’s postmarks.
.................................................................................... Est $300

529

 Group of Over 75 Saskatchewan Covers, with registered,
missent, air cards, postcards, mostly between 1901 to 1970,
with a good assortment of postmarks, with duplex, c.d.s., broken circles, etc. We note the earliest recorded date for the
Abbey duplex (JUN.20.1916). Overall fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

 Collection of 200+ First Flight Covers, 1928-1998, with
strength in the late 1930s and 1940s. Mostly fine or better,
with only 5 #10 size covers. Note 2 or 3 foreign flights, balance is Canada.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Canada Postmarks
523

524

525

526

527

 Binder Full of Saskatchewan Postmarks on Piece, plus
a few covers, with about 60 pages, each containing between
10 and 15 cancels, all from the 1970s and mostly on the
Caricature issue. We note many types of cancels, with c.d.s.,
duplex, MOTOs, etc., rollers, a few machines, with many small
towns. Nice lot.
.................................................................................... Est $100
 Collection and Accumulation of RPO Cancellations, fairly
disorganized in 102 cards (these mostly described and retail priced) and filling a stockbook with thousands, including
about a dozen covers and some on piece, from Small Queens
to the 1950s. Also includes some non-RPO cancels. Overall
fine or better, inspect for better trains, etc.
.................................................................................... Est $300
 Collection of Circular Date Stamps, filling a double-sided
16 page stockbook with mostly socked on the nose c.d.s.
cancels, from Small Queens to modern. Majority are choice
strikes and owner has counted over 850 stamps. Also note
a strip of four 3c SQ with 4 nice strikes of the 2-ring numeral
40. Nice collection, difficult to assemble in this quality.
.................................................................................... Est $500
 Extensive Collection of Toronto Postmarks, Small
Queens to modern, including split rings, orbs and other c.d.s,
squared circles, roller, pre-cancels, etc,. Many street cancels
and subs. A few hundred items in all.
................................................................................... Est $100

 Group of 41 QV Era Covers and Cards from Prince Edward Island, with the majority being covers franked with Leaf
and Numeral issues, and we note c.d.s., duplex and broken
circles including some smaller towns. Overall fine or better
and all items are sleeved or in glassines.
.................................................................................... Est $100

530

 Group of 10 Assiniboia Covers and Cards, we note Maple
creek, Francis, Lang, Grand Coulee, Arcola, Yorkton, Summerberry, Whitewood, Wapella and Canora postmarks. All sleeved
with prices and descriptions, with some faults, but mostly fine
or better.
.................................................................................... Est $100

531



532

 Group of Flag Cancels, 1890s to 1910s, on about 50
covers, cards and cut-outs, mostly Bickerdikes, mostly Toronto (a few others), includes some International slogans, a
hubless Bickerdike impression, etc. Includes about 20 cover
fronts, but still very presentable, as the strikes are mostly
nice and there are many nice corner cards, some illustrated.
...................................................................................... Est $75

533

 Group of Approximately 250 Maritime R.P.O. Covers
and Cards, 1870s-1970s. Note Small Queens, incoming
international mail, etc. Mostly sorted and identified in glassines. Also a bundle of 80+ registered covers from the 1950s
and 1960s with R.P.O. cancels on the backs. Mostly fine or
better.
.................................................................................... Est $300

534

 Old Time Wentworth County Collection, 1842 to 1980,
filling a thick 3-ring binder. Starts with a West Flamboro U.C
folded letter (SEP.24.1842 the earliest recorded date for
this postmark), Westover cover (NOV.29.1860 the earliest
recorded date for this postmark), a SQ cover from Carlisle
(MAY.6.1878 being the only recorded strike of this postmark)
with a backstamp of Aldershott (latest recorded date for this
postmark). a card with Bullock’s Corners ONT (JUN.6.1878
the earliest recorded date for this postmark), a Hayesland
ONT (AUG.02.1901 the latest recorded date) and many more
from Small Queens to modern, with a variety of different postmarks including duplex, c.d.s., broken circles, et. Almost no
Hamilton, mixed condition - inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $300

Collection of Haliburton County Postal History, with
about 70 covers and cards, with a variety of towns and postmark types (many seldom seen), etc. QV to 1990s, mostly
very fine lot.
.................................................................................... Est $100

59

x540
540

 #34/45 Group of Postmarks on Small Queens, with 22
stamps plus two blocks of six. We note Crowns, squared
circles (including one in purple, RPO, c.d.s., corks, including
coloured (we note a “1880” cork), etc. We also note a 2c and
a 6c with diagonal SPECIMEN handstamp, both mint hinged
with original gum. A useful lot.
.................................................................................... Est $150

541

 #85 1898 2c Map, used with socked on the nose squared
circle cancel from QUE. & Camp. M.C. Local, No. 20 Hammer
II, 3rd state with the tops of “20” in “no 20” disfigured. Strike
is dated JUL.12.1899. RF60. There were no examples of this
postmark on a Map stamp in the recent Kerzner sale. The
Squared Circle Cancellations of Canada 5th edition only reports 7 examples of this cancel on Map stamps.
...................................................................................... Est $75

x535
535

 Slogan Cancel Collection with A Few Hundred Covers,
1912 to 1960s. Note many better including WWI patriotic flag
cancels, censored mail, advertising covers, blackout cancels,
postcards, etc. There is much from the Admiral era. Note a
few cut squares , a few cut down #10 envelopes and a few
fronts, otherwise mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $500

536

/PC Group of Simcoe Postal History with about 53 items,
including registered, receivers, many closed offices, many
postmark types, majority is from the QV era, etc. Includes
about 20 fronts, still a useful lot and overall fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

537

/PC

538

PC 1896 Montreal Experimental Straight Jack Flag Cancel,
a full and sharp Type 2 impression dated APR.13.1896 on a
post card addressed to Waterloo (squared circle receiver on
front). This is a scarce cancel, only used for 12 days, in an experimental manner. There is a light corner crease at top right,
still a lovely example and very fine. Thorne catalogue value is
$300.
.................................................................................... Est $150

539

60

Collection of 93 Perth County Duplex Cancellations, all identified as per duplex number, with some inverted
indicia, earliest and latest recorded dates, frankings, etc.
Some duplication of towns, still a useful lot and mostly fine or
better. Ex. Cloutier collection.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 #54, 58, 60, 89 Group of Six Mid Value Jubilee and Edward Issues with Squared Circle Cancels, from an old stock,
with Nanaimo 2d State on 5c Jubilee (PM/SP 9/97), Nanaimo
2d State on 1c Edward (AM/AU 20/08), Victoria on 5c Jubilee
(PM/AU 14/97), Halifax on 5c Jubilee (1/FE 19/98), Kingston
on 15c Jubilee (unrecorded in handbook, 3/OC 1/97) and St
Thomas on 50c Jubilee (PM/AU 28/99). A scarce group, fine
to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x542
542

 Flags 1 Toronto 7-16 Bickerdike Flag Cancel dated
AUG.10.1897 showing a “15” Time Mark, on a P16 1c Jubilee postcard sent to Fort William with an AUG.12 receiver
on back. Although the card has some light creases and slight
aging, this rare flag cancel was used for just 2 days on August
10th and 11th. This example has one of the earliest known
time marks for the correct use of this cancel, as when it was
used with a “13” time mark on August, it employed an AUG 01
error date rather than the correct AUG 10. An almost full impression of this rare cancel on a very good to fine P16 should
be worth Thorne’s CV of $400, especially with its clear image
of the “G” and its rather early use on the first day Bickerdike
canceling machines were used at Toronto.
.................................................................................... Est $400

x543
543

544

545

547

 Bankers Box with Over 1,000 First Day Covers, 1950s to
2000s. Mostly cacheted and mostly Canada Post issues. Do
note House of Commons, Senate and other private cachets.
Note values up to the $2 as well as blocks, plate blocks and
souvenir sheets. Earlier material mostly addressed. Mostly
very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

548

 Collection of First Day Covers, 1957-1979, with many
hundreds of covers in 3 cover albums plus a large box. Mostly
cacheted and a mix of addresses and unaddressed. Lots
of Canada Post but also note Rosecraft, Cole, Harford, N.R.
Covers, House of Commons and other cachet makers. A nice
clean lot.
.................................................................................... Est $250

549

 Collection of Over 1,600 First Day Covers, 1970 to
2010 with singles, blocks, plate blocks, souvenir sheets, high
values, etc. Appears to be all different. Very fine and mostly
fresh lot.
.................................................................................... Est $500

550

 First Day Cover Accumulation, 1947-2009, with about
400 covers. A few earlier, but the vast majority are from Canada Post from the 1970s and onwards. Includes Lunar New
Year, etc., mostly all different.
.................................................................................... Est $100

551

 #192 Collection of 1932 3c Imperial Economic Conference Issue FDC, with a total of 25 FDC, all dated JUL.12.1932,
with different postmarks, destinations, etc. Very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

552

 #192-194 Collection of 1932 Imperial Economic Conference Issue FDC, with five complete sets of 3 stamps, for
a total of 15 FDC, all dated JUL.12.1932, with different postmarks, rates, destinations, etc. Very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

553

 #195-201 Collection of 1932 Medallion Issue FDC,
with five complete sets of 7 stamps, for a total of 35 FDC, all
dated DEC.1.1932, with different postmarks, rates, destinations, etc. Very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $910

554

 #203 1933 20c Harvesting Wheat Overprint Group of
FDC with four different, addressed to three different US addresses plus one to Strathroy, Ont. All were posted at Regina
Saskatchewan on JUL.24.1933 and all are very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

555

 #C4 Collection of 1932 6c on 5c Air Mail Issue FDC,
with ten different covers, all dated JUL.12.1932 and mostly
all to different addresses, from mostly all different towns, one
is postage due 2c, etc. Very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300



Flags 2 Collection of 11 Different Type 43-1 to 44-2
1927 Diamond Jubilee of Confederation Flag Cancels, also
a 45-1 1930 Manitoba Diamond Jubilee flag cancel and a
46-1 1934 Port Arthur Semi-Centennial celebration flag cancel, 10 covers with corner cards and a cut square. The 1927
Diamond Jubilee flag cancels are complete, with the rare Regina 43-9 flag cancel (not listed in the Richardson flag cancel
catalogue), tieing a #145 12 Map of Canada stamp to a cut
square, with a June 29th first day cancel. The very scarce
Charlottetown 43-2 is a normal weak strike on a corner card
cover, but all of the other cancels are generally in above average condition. Most of the covers have attractive corner cards
which are rather scarce for some of these cancels, normally
found on postcards from some cities. The 46-1 is a complete
strike on a blue Marshall-Wells cover while the very fine 45-1
is on a Knights of Columbus stationery cover. There are a
few minor cover faults but most covers are in fine to very fine
condition. Coutts CV is approximately $375 based on a modest $60 CV for the Regina cut square, of which only about 2
cards/covers and 6 cut squares are known, making it one of
Canada’s rarest flag cancels.
.................................................................................... Est $300

 Collection of Halifax, NS Postmarks, 1879 to 1970s, all
neatly mounted on 9 double-sided pages, starts with duplex
(1879 to 1881 on UX2 cards), International machine cancels
on Edward covers (x5), then a group of 30 Admiral covers
mostly with clear machine cancels, then another 33 between
1927 and 1934 (including three slogan R-360 covers), two
FFC both Halifax to Sydney and back experimental flights, six
sepia cards of Halifax scenes (#103-108), plus a few more
cards and cut outs, etc. A nice collection.
.................................................................................... Est $100


Collection of Nova Scotia Broken Circle Postmarks,
1882-1935, all neatly displayed on 11 double-sided pages,
with 115 covers and cards, apparently containing 70 different
towns and up to 6 of some towns (different years). Includes
11 QV post cards, one Edward post card, rest are covers.
Overall good condition and mostly easily readable strikes.
.................................................................................... Est $100

First Day Covers
546

 First Day Cover Collection, in 6 small FDC albums, rest
are mostly in two-row, double sided Vario sheets filling 4 thick
binders. We note about 210 covers dated between 1947
and 1971, from various cachet makers such as Rose Craft,
Cole and NR Covers. Rest (up to 2011, and with several hundred covers) are chronologically arranged, and include some
special items, such as the 1976 Olympics issues with Kingston Ontario special Olympic datestamps (plus other special
Kingston postmarks), signed covers by people such as Anne
Murray, etc. Also includes a binder with about 50 modern unused postal stationery covers. A nice, clean collection.
.................................................................................... Est $200

61

Newfoundland
556

 Lot of 85 Corner Card Covers, from the 1940s, with different frankings and rates, mostly all addressed to St John’s
from many different towns, less than 10% are from St John’s,
with broken circles, c.d.s. and machine slogans, etc. Overall
nice quality.
.................................................................................... Est $100

560

 #28 1871 12c pale red brown Queen Victoria Cover to
England, mailed St John’s on FEB.8.1871 arrived Liverpool
by British Packet on MAR.9.1871 and arrived at final destination of Poole on MAR.10.1871. Hinge remnants on back and
minor corner fault by the stamp otherwise very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

561

 #28 1871 12c pale red brown Queen Victoria Cover to
England, mailed St John’s JUN.25.1871 and arrived by British
Packet in Liverpool on JUL.5.1871. Stamp is stained and has
faults at top right and on the upper right side, otherwise a
very fine cover.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

562

 #28 1871 12c pale red brown Queen Victoria Cover to
Scotland, mailed at St John’s on DEC.26.1871 and arrived
Liverpool by British Packet on JAN.16.1872, then at Crieff
Scotland on JAN.17.1872. Most of the backflap is missing and
opening faults at top, else a very fine cover and one of only a
very few to an address outside of England. Accompanied by a
2002 APS certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x557
557

 World War II Collection of 50+ Items. Includes 9 Ferry
Command items, 16 items from CAPO’s 1-5, 7 U.S. items including APOs 801, 862 and 863 and 20 Avalon covers with
c.d.s. cancels or postage paid triangle handstamps. Scarce
group. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $500

558

559

 #28 1871 12c pale red brown Queen Victoria Cover to
England, mailed Fogo on MAR.21.1871, through St John’s
(APR.24.1871 c.d.s. on back, normal long transit time for this
time of year)Arrived Liverpool on MAY.16.1871 (British Packet
c.d.s.). Minor edge faults otherwise a very fine stamp cancelled with the 10 bar Fogo oval grid obliterator.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

 #28 1871 12c pale red brown Queen Victoria Cover to
England, mailed St John’s OCT.28.1871 (red c.d.s.) and arrived Liverpool by British Packet on NOV.16.1871 (red c.d.s.),
then Portsmouth on NOV.17.1871 (black c.d.s. on back). A
nice, clean cover with a small tear at top middle, otherwise
very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

62



More scans of these
Postal History
lots and others can be
found online.

563

 #28 1905 12c pale red brown Queen Victoria on a Drop

566

Cover, mailed to and from St John’s on SEP.9.1905, this is the
latest reported usage of the 1870 printing of this stamp. Must
have been overweight to justify the 12c rate. No backstamps
and has some very minor edge faults and a couple of light
stains, still a nice cover.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

564

565

 #28 1871 12c pale red brown Queen Victoria Cover to
England, mailed St John’s on DEC.26.1871 and arrived Liverpool via British Packet on JAN.16.1872, and reached Poole
the next day. Another cover from the Waterman correspondence, with its contents (a long one page letter). Very minor
corner fault at top right, still a very fine cover. Accompanied by
a 2001 APS certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

 #28 1872 12c pale red brown Queen Victoria Cover
to England, mailed at Twillingate on MAR.9.1872 (nice
black c.d.s. on front), with St John’s transit c.d.s. on back
APR.15.1872 and reached Liverpool via British Packet on
MAY.19.1872. Few edge creases and minor corner faults,
stamp is a real jumbo (with small faults), else a very fine
cover. Accompanied by a 2002 APS certificate not mentioning
the small faults.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

 #28 1872 12c pale red brown Queen Victoria Cover
to England, mailed at Greenspond (lovely black c.d.s. dated
JAN.29.1872), via St John’s (c.d.s. on back) and arrived at Liverpool via British Packet on MAR.25.1872 and finally reached
Poole on the next day. Back of the cover is quite grubby and
has some small pieces missing. Front has some minor edge
faults. The stamp has deep colour and shows part of the plate
inscription at bottom.
...........................................................................Unitrade $200

x567
567

 #28a 1868 and 1869 12c pale red brown Queen Victoria on thin yellow paper Covers to England, includes an
OCT.15.1868 cover (front only) St John’s to Poole Dorset, with
British Packet Liverpool NOV.2.1868 receiver. Also a faulty
JUN.23.1869 cover St John’s to Gloucestershire, one of 3
known to this address. It has an JUL.11.1869 Liverpool receiver on front and a JUL.12.1869 Stroud Glos receiver on
the back. Edge faults plus top left corner missing also part of
back missing. Accompanied by the owner’s write-ups.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

568

 #28a 1869 12c pale red brown Queen Victoria on thin
yellow paper Cover to England, mailed “St John’s Newfoundland PAID” APR.30.1869 (in red) with a Paid Liverpool Packet
MAY.18.1869 receiver (in red) on front. Also a Poole receiver
on back MAY.19.1869. Trimmed slightly at left and a few minor edge faults plus a light stain on front. Accompanied by
owner’s exhibit page write-up.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

63

569

 #28a 1869 12c pale red brown Queen Victoria on thin
yellow paper Cover to England, mailed SEP.25.1869 as per
pen notation at left, and entered postal system at St John’s
on SEP.29 (red c.d.s.). Probably carried by favour on a waterman supply boat to St John’s. Arrived Liverpool OCT.8.1869
and has a Poole part receiver on back. Trimmed slightly at left
and has edge faults.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

570

572

Covers -- Collections & Accumulations
573

 Fredericton New Brunswick Postmaster Official Documents and Correspondence, all belonging to the family of
Postmaster Donald Frederick Cameron, who retired in 1945
after 41 years in service at the Fredericton Post Office. Included are official documents given to him in thanks for this
service, including a Post Office Department certificate signed
by the Postmaster General (Ernest Bertrand), a letter from the
Deputy Postmaster General (P.T. Coolican) also congratulating him on his 41 years of service. On April 30th, Cameron
received The King’s Silver Jubilee Medal from Coolican for his
“faithful service during a period of thirty years”. This Silver
Medal is included in the lot (in its original red box), as well as
an official copy of the speech given by “the Hon. Arthur Sauvé
to the Post Office Department Recipients of Jubilee Medals”
(with its free-franked P.O.D. envelope dated May 23, 1935).
Also included is a box with over 300 small sized covers, being
a correspondence addressed to D.F. Cameron, from 1930 to
1936, from a wide variety of New Brunswick towns (ideal for
collector of NB town postmarks) plus a few letters from overseas discussing the trade of postage stamps.
.................................................................................... Est $300

574

Lot of Used Cheques From 1934 to 1942, with about 700
in total, mostly all franked with either a 3c blue Excise stamp,
a 3c carmine Mufti or a 3c carmine Medallion. Also includes
about a dozen court documents from 1858-1859 from Eastern Ontario.
.................................................................................... Est $100

575

 Box of Covers, etc. starting with a group of 150 covers,
all franked with a single #191 (3c on 2c Arch Provisional), all
mailed from the province of Québec, and mostly from all different towns. We note broken circles, c.d.s., slogan machines
and duplex cancels from mostly 1932 and 1933. Unchecked
as to surcharge varieties, dies or extended moustaches, and
as received, with a few opening faults, etc. Overall fine or better. Lot also includes a group of 19 CAPEX 1978 museum
covers, each franked with one tagged (ex. pane #756) and
one untagged (ex. souvenir sheet #756i) $1.25 stamp, all
tied with June 10 CAPEX FD Ottawa cancels. Also, a selection
of early Canada Post new stamp issue pamphlets, 1963 to
1974, with a few other publications, some rarely seen. Lastly
is a collection of France FDC from 1959 to 1972 containing
over 200 very fine covers with colourful cachets.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 #28a 1869 12c pale red brown Queen Victoria on thin
yellow paper Folded Letter to England, mailed St John’s
NOV.25.1869 (in red), with Liverpool DEC.12.1869 receiver
on front and Poole receiver on back DEC.13.1869. There is
a “via Halifax” notation on front. Stamp is damaged and the
damaged outer wrapper of this folded letter has been repaired with tape.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

571

64

 #29, 44, 55, 60 1898 Multi-Franked Parcel Wrapper,
mailed from St John’s East on JAN.12.1898, this large piece
(size of a #10 envelope) is franked with four different stamps
including the 12c brown Queen Victoria 1894 printing, to pay
a 22c rate to Harbour Grace. The piece was folded horizontally and vertically in order to be displayed, still a nice and
colourful franking on a domestic item.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 #32A, 34 1875 5c Double Weight Cover to Harbor
Grace, franked with #32A x3 and #34, all tied to cover with
a cork cancel. With a Harbor Grace OCT.9.1875 c.d.s. on the
front. The cover has been rebacked and therefore has no
backstamps. 6c pays for a cover weighing over ½oz, but less
than 1oz.
.................................................................................... Est $100

582

 Accumulation of Approximately 100 Covers, 1910s to
1960s, includes registered and military mail, postage due
covers, advertising covers, postal stationery, with some printed to private order and slogan cancels, that includes 4 type 4
1837/Victoria/1897 flag cancels, two each from Ottawa and
Montreal. Unfortunately, all with faults. Also note 2 Admiral
coil covers, one with #126i paste up pair in a strip of 3. Note
a number of fronts, as well as other faults. Some #10s, but
mostly smaller. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x576
576

577

*/**/ Strike, Courier and Local Post Collection, all neatly
displayed and written-up on 45 large Lindner quadrille pages.
Includes 1,000 Islands, Messagerie, Juan de Fuca Despatch,
Metro Emergency, Maclean, Montreal Parcel, Post-Par, Royal
Hudson, Stern, Vancouver Canphil and Winnipeg-Pembina (8
diff. complete sheets). We note stamps, covers, sheets and
panes. A most lovely collection, with many scarcely seen
items and a good candidate for completion in order to exhibit.
Owner’s retail value for the lot is $1,857.
.................................................................................... Est $350

x583
583

 Accumulation of a Couple Hundred Covers Housed in
12 Cover Albums, Victoria to Modern, includes military, censored, RPOs, advertising, slogan cancels, postal stationery,
registered mail, squared circles, first days and first flights.
Most albums are not full , one with fronts only. Condition is
mixed. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $300

584

 Two Envelope Boxes with Approximately 900 Covers,
1950s to 2010s, mostly commercial mail and the large majority being #10 envelopes. About half are addressed to the
Dept of Immigration in Ottawa, note a few first days. Mostly
fine or better. Also a small postcard album with duplicated,
mostly British Columbia postcards (unused).
...................................................................................... Est $50

585

 Accumulation with Several Hundred Covers, 1860s to
2000s. Note stampless, censored, blackouts, flags, registered, small town cancels, foreign destinations, etc. Mixed
condition, inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $150

586

 Banker’s Box Full with Hundreds of Covers, 1865 to
1980s. Strength in postcards, but also Newfoundland, registered mail, military, precancels, meters, censored mail, Small
Queens, flag cancels, patriotic advertising covers and postal
stationery. A diverse group. Mostly fine or better. See scan on
page 86.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

587

 Small Accumulation of a Few Hundred Covers, 1870s to
1970s, with a few hundred covers. Includes a box of, mostly
#10 size covers to the Workman’s Compensation Board in Toronto. Note A.R. covers, R.P.O. cancels on the back and lots
of different registration markings. The other half of the covers are sorted by postal stationery, advertising, precancels,
meters, military, patriotics, Newfoundland, etc. Condition is
generally mixed. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $250

 Cover Lot in Small Carton, 1920s to 1980s, with a few
hundred covers. The majority being first days from the 1950s
to 1970s, no Canada Post. A mix of private cachets (many better) and uncacheted, also commercial mail, postal stationery,
etc. Note a few earlier. Mostly fine or better. Also a few ration
booklets.
.................................................................................... Est $150

578



579

 Carton of Ontario Covers, KGVI to QEII, with probably a

3,000+ Covers to “CARE” from the late 1980s. Note
Klussendorfs, split ring, MOON cancels, etc. Includes space
shuttle hologram stamps on cover and more. A few cut
squares, mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100
few thousand in all, mostly small size, and with emphasis on
clear postmarks, including machines, slogans, duplex, c.d.s.
and broken circles. Overall fine or better. A nice lot.
.................................................................................... Est $100

580

 Group of 80 Advertizing Covers, mostly KGVI era, with a
good variety of corner cards, many illustrated, many in colour,
some window envelopes, mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

581



Lot of 65 Ontario Registered Covers, mostly from the
1940s to the 1970s with many frankings, town postmarks,
rates, etc. Some opening faults, still a useful lot and overall
fine or better. Includes a few others not counted.
.................................................................................... Est $150

65

596

 Queen Elizabeth Coronation Cover Collection, with approximately 200 covers. Includes military, registered advertising, United Nations Emergency Force mail, censored, overseas rates, postcards, etc. Mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $350

x588
588

 Cover Album with Collection of 57 Different Illustrated
Advertising Covers, 1909-1958. From across Canada depicting hotels, buildings, flowers, vehicles, clothing, etc., including a repaired 1909 “The Pedlar People” cover from Montreal
with a large illustration and a 1938 HBC multi-colour ‘Flag’
cover from the Edmonton retail store. Collection includes 5
telegraph covers, 4 covers with perfins, a few covers with
multi-coloured advertising and advertising on both back and
front, plus many covers with slogans, including a 1914 Saint
John S-1460, which has a CV of $18. There are some mostly
small faults, but overall covers are generally clean and in fine
or better condition and would be a useful group for those collecting these types of covers or for an internet seller, as they
are all different.
.................................................................................... Est $150

589



590

 1908 Mineral Springs Train Crash Photo Group, of 8
photographs plus some research material. All very fine. Mineral Springs is in Wentworth County.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x597
597

 Quebec Postal History Collection in Small Box, 1873
to 1980s, with approximately 100 items. Note military mail,
postcards, postal stationery, registered mail, first flights, advertising covers and more. Mixed condition, inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1936 Eastern Arctic Patrol Covers, matched set of 8
postal stations for August to September, 1936 season. All with
type written address. No Nascopie markings. All very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

591



Hamilton & Area Collection, Admiral era to QEII, of
cards and covers. Includes Bullocks Corners (front only) and
a singed postcard with a manuscript “accidentally burnt in
stage coach” notation. Also note advertising covers and
more. Mixed condition. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $250

592

 World War II Era Rates Collection, includes postcards,

x598
598



Meter Cover Collection, 1930s to 1972, with approximately 150 covers. Includes illustrated advertising covers,
Bell WWII, patriotics, O.H.M.S. and more. Mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $400

registered mail, special delivery, advertising covers, airmail
rates, OHMS perfin covers, A.R. cards, etc. Mostly sent within
Canada, but also a few to the U.S.A. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $400
593

 World War II Era 1c Rate Cover Collection, includes illustrated, precancels (16 are MOON #s) as well as a few 2c
double weight rate items. Includes postcards, postal stationery, #10 size covers, etc. Interesting group. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $300

594

 Small Box of Postal Stationery, Victoria - 1970s. Mix of
mint and used, includes postal cards, P.T.P.O. Ontario Hydro,
CN cards, envelopes, etc. Mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $100

595

66

 Collection of Western Canada Covers, 1900s to Early
QEII, includes Carnduff and Summerberry, Assa, Lawrence,
Alta, 1907 East Calgary sub office No. 1, Arthurville, Alta, Seymour, Alta MAR.01.1911 on postcard with Ovenstown, Sask,
Maple Bush, Sask and Corine, Sask DEC.08.1921 (opened
October 1, 1908) and more. Mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $500

x599
599

 Collection of Ontario Postal History, 1852 to 1970s.
Many hundreds of covers which includes lots of postcards,
registered mail, patriotics, etc. Includes Ardtrea, Boston,
Brock Road, Broughdale, Cowal, Dollar, Elm Grove, Falkirk,
Griffins Corners, Morinus, Owen Sound (1862), Philipsburg
West, Pratt Siding, Snyder, Stewart Hall, Wyton Station, etc.,
etc. Mixed condition, inspect.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

600

 Canadian Telegram Collection, 1900-1959, with 58 CPR

606

telegraph items including some from WWI and WWII. Includes
39 covers of which 30 are franked with CPR perfin stamps.
Some of the earlier material with opening faults, etc. Ex. Covert.
.................................................................................... Est $100
601

 Cape Breton Island Cover Collection, 1900s to 1950s,
from 43 different post offices. Of the 43, 37 are from closed
post offices. Note Dominion #4, Caledonia Mines, Dominion
#6, Irish Cove, McKays Corners and more. Scarce group. A
few with faults, but mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x602
602

603

Military Postal History
607

World War I Ephemera Collection, includes rare pamphlets,
booklets outlining battles, etc., soldiers handbook, letterheads, Civil re-establishment and more. Inspect for full depth.
.................................................................................... Est $200

608

 Collection of QEII Military Postal History, mostly mounted on pages in a binder, with mostly very nice strikes of various military cancellations, including small and large c.d.s.,
some identified, etc. We counted just under 100 covers,
mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $100

609

 Group of 26 Mostly WWI and Prior Militia Camp Covers
and Cards, with covers, cards, picture postcards, postmarks,
different camps, etc. Some faults but a useful lot with some
better postmarks. All sleeved.
...................................................................................... Est $75

610

 Small Box of Pre-WWII Military Covers, with about 90
covers, with all sorts of cancels, censored, deceased, field
service, etc. Faults but mostly fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

611

 1941 Thames Valley Summer Camp MPO 102 Air Mail
Registered Cover, mailed on AUG.26.1941 (with lovely c.d.s.
and green boxed registration) and addressed to Montreal
(next day receivers on back). A scarce postmark, with the
camp only being in operation from Aug 17 to Sep 3. Very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

612

 1946 Monteith Prisoner of War Camp Card, mailed on
MAY.22.1946 (POW 23 c.d.s.) to Buffalo, NY with red censor
handstamp. Typical edge wear, overall fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

613

 1943 Gravenhurst Prisoner of War Camp Air Mail Postal
Card, mailed on JUN.30.1943 (POW 20 c.d.s.) and addressed
to Germany, with green VII and red AV handstamps, tiny corner creases but mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 Group of 53 Covers, 1845 to 1973. Owner’s retail is over
$2,000. Note two #15 covers from 1859 and 1867, #14 strip
of 5 on an 1859 cover (with faults), #203 FDC, large and
Small Queen covers, Special Delivery, etc. Mostly #8 size or
smaller, mixed condition, but much are fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $250

 Lot of Several Thousand Mostly Modern Covers, a shoebox with about 700 late 1970s early 1980s Hamilton area
redirection of mail cards, most if not all franked $1 to $1.50
with many different cancels, over 500 Bank of Nova Scotia
covers from the 1980s with various cancels, frankings, a
shoebox full (over 500) of 1993-94 small sized commercial
covers with c.d.s. (including 30mm) and Klusendorf cancels,
etc. a box with about 500 #10 covers (mostly 2000s with
spray-on cancels, machines, many stationery, etc.), two more
boxes with over 1,200 covers, 3/4 are #10 size, saw many
Klusendorf cancels on one of the boxes, etc. Also some FDC,
including two albums, one with 1977-78 Anniversary Flight
covers and the other with FDC from 1964-76. A good lot for
the modern cancel collector.
.................................................................................... Est $100

604

/PC Shoebox Full of Covers and Cards, QV to KGV, with
many different postmarks, frankings, about half and half covers and cards, including picture post cards. Mostly fine or better with a few faults, still a useful lot.
...................................................................................... Est $75

605

/PC Shoebox Full of Covers, Post Cards, Stationery, etc.
with unused Newfoundland stationery, Canada stationery
cards and covers (both mint and used), international reply
coupons (mint and used), letter cards, wrappers, a few Small
Queen covers, group of UN FDC, a correspondence addressed
to Quebec City from the 1910s, from Madagascar, France, Italy, Switzerland and many more countries. The previous range
in quality from very fine to very faulty. Also a group of mostly
fine Edward and Admiral picture post cards, mostly addressed
to the US, with some postmark interest, including slogans, a
House of Commons free frank, etc.
.................................................................................... Est $100

PC Postal Card Collection KGV to 2013, with most of the
value in 190+ unused postcard factory international rate post
cards, which are mostly different. Earlier material is a mix of
used and mint cards. A nice clean lot which includes Chinese
Lunar New Year cards.
.................................................................................... Est $100

67

614

 1941 Canadian Postal Corps No. 4 Special Delivery Air
Mail Cover, mailed Fredericton SEP.26.1941, through Canadian postal Corps (SEP.28.1941 c.d.s. on back) to the Artillery
Holding Unit in England. Very fine and scarce.
...................................................................................... Est $75

618

 1902 Boer War Cover to Toronto, mailed at Army P.O. 44
South Africa on JUN.05.1902. Also with Heilbron JUL.4.1902
O.R.C. c.d.s. on front as well as a triangular “passed by censor” handstamp. Toronto JUL.06.1902 receiver on back.
Some edge faults, otherwise very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

619

 1917 Canadian Contingent Killed in Action Cover, letter
from Barrie to a soldier in the 216th Battalion who was killed at
Givenchy May 25, 1917. Sent to the Record Office Jul 30, 1917
and returned to sender. Barrie AUG.23.1917 c.d.s on back.
.................................................................................... Est $100

620

 1915 St. Jean D’Iberville Military Camp Postmark, on
a picture postcard only a partial cancel with “CA.../St. Jean
D’Iberville P.Q.” showing clearly. Rare and one of only 2
known. Card has some creases at corners and minor stains.
.................................................................................... Est $500

x615
615

 WWI Canadian Military Overseas Cover Accumulation,
with approximately 400 items. A good variety of postal and
censor markings including some rare F.P.O.s. Many postcards
with interesting messages, mostly from France or elsewhere,
very little U.K. material. Mixed condition as usual. Inspect.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

616

 Small Box with Approximately 360 Covers, 1950s to
1970s, includes a vast array of MPO, NPO, CFPO, FPO cancels
from Canada and Canadian Offices Abroad including UN Peacekeeping Forces. Includes registered, postage due, re-purposed,
re-directed, air forces letter and more. A collector’s hoard.
.................................................................................... Est $250

617

 Snowbird Pilot Signed Cover Collection, 1999 to 2013.
The Snowbirds are the Canadian Air Force air demonstration squadron. This collection includes covers signed by all
9 pilots from the years 2003 and 2005-2013 inclusive (10
covers) and sets of 9 covers, each signed by an individual
pilot from the years 1999, 2001-2003, 2005, 2007-2013
(108 covers). These covers are no longer being produced, so
are getting scarcer. Also includes a number of Snowbirds brochures. Original cost was over $700.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Interested in consigning your material?
Please contact Stéphane Cloutier at:
stephane@sparks-auctions.com
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628

 WWI Group of Canadian and Overseas Y.M.C.A. Material, includes 15 covers with different logos or illustrations,
7 picture postcards from the U.K. and 3 letter heads. Typical
mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $150

629

 WWII 14 Piece Correspondence, includes 7 letters from
Camp Borden (with 1 Salvation Army and 1 Y.M.C.A.), a Canadian Legion cover with contents from the U.K. and 6 air letters
that includes one from Nigeria and 2 from the Middle East.
Usual mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $150

621

 1916 Camp Borden Machine Cancel on Postcard, the

630

 Two WWI Royal Flying Corps Postcards, includes card
showing a Borden plane crash at the Collingwood shipyard
and a second with an R.A.F. return address at Camp Borden.
Scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $150

631

 1908 Quebec (Parc Savard) Date Stamp on Postcard,
only 3 of this cancel are known in private hands. Struck on
message side of card. Still rare and desirable. Also a 1908
postcard regarding troop inspection by Lord Roberts and Earl
Grey. Minor faults, creases to both cards.
.................................................................................... Est $200

632

 1900 Canadian Contingent Boer War Cover, mailed
through the British Army South Africa and 1d postage paid by
two ½d orange Queen Victoria issues. Canadian Contingent/
South Africa/ APR.23.1900 handstamp in middle. Numerous
faults, still a scarce item.
.................................................................................... Est $300

633

 Quebec Militia/Military Group of 3 Items, 1908-1933,
includes a postcard datelined Camp Rimouski, 1916 cover
with enclosure printed “Militia and Defense Canada” and a
Savard Camp postcard with x2 ½c Quebec Tercentenary issues. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $150

scarce cancel with Ontario spelled out in full. Some minor
stains on card but a scarce cancel.
.................................................................................... Est $100
622

 Group of Six WWI Flying Crops Items, includes picture
postcard of cadets and planes, a cover to a cadet at Camp
Taliferro in Texas and 3 other items. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $200

623

 WWI Era Postcard Collection, with 17 postcards, all from
the Hamilton area. Also 2 Hamilton wreck photos and a 1930
Christmas card from the “Royal Hamilton Light Infantry”.
Cards include a number of real photo cards, but condition in
mixed.
.................................................................................... Est $350

624

625

 WWI Military Hospital Postcard Collection, 18 cards of
Woodcote Park Convalescent Hospital in Epsom. Includes 9
photo cards. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $200
 WWI and WWII Group of 10 Items, includes 3 WWI Xmas
cards, including a 1916 Medical Corps card, 2 WWII covers,
including #1 Hospital Orderly Room cover, 4 picture postcards
related to the Medical Corp and an “in camp with the Canadian Contingent” letter card. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x626
626

 WWI Group of 14 Items, includes 10 photo cards showing nursing sisters, a Catholic Army hut illustrated cover, a
pair of postcards of the Niagara Camp and a mourning card
(not postal) in memory of Sgt. A. Hall K.I.A. 29/9/18. Mixed
condition, with much fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $150

627

 WWII M.P.O. Cancels, on 30 cards/covers, all mailed in
Canada. Note Debert machine cancel on a Red Cross cover,
as well as Knights of Columbus, Legion, YMCA covers. Nice
clean group, mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

69

x634
634

 WWI Royal Flying Corps Collection, of 42 photographs.
A scarce group, some with faults.
.................................................................................... Est $300

635

636

637

x639
639

 WWI London Militia, includes 2 postcards datelined
“Carling Heights”, a postcard with a 1915 fair strike of London Militia hammer #1 and a cover, with enclosure that has a
poor strike of the same. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 World War I London Militia Hammer B on Cover and
Postcard. Includes a very fine strike on postcard JUN.22.1921
and a poor strike from AUG.21.1918 on a faulty O.H.M.S. cover. Scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $250

640

 WWI London Militia Group of Seven Items, includes
2 postcards with hammer 1 cancels. A very fine strike from
MAR.16.1917 and a fair strike from JUL.12.1918. Also a
JUL.7.1916 postcard with a partial small London Military
Camp, Ont c.d.s. and 4 collateral items (registered cover is a
front only). Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 World War I Aldershot Militia and Camp Postmark
Group, includes 5 postcards with Aldershot Camp small split
ring (one very fine) and 4 items with the large Militia handstamp. Includes one very fine cancel on a postcard plus one
fine with a lovely Y.M.C.A. enclosure.
.................................................................................... Est $250

641

 World War I Sussex Militia Camp Cancels, on a postcard
with very fine JUL.7.1911 cancel and a registered cover with 5
strikes from JUL.25.1918. A lovely exhibit piece.
.................................................................................... Est $200



Within Canada WWI Military Grouping, includes a
Welland Canal Force cover (with great research), illustrated
letterheads, postcards, including photo cards plus some Edward VII era military. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $500

x642
x638
638

70

 Collection of WWII Era International Rate Covers, interesting collection of 45 items. Note 4c and 5c rates to Algeria, 3c, 5c and 14c rates to Brazil, 1c and 5c rates to Cuba,
4c and 6c rates to South Africa, as well as covers to Ceylon,
Mexico, Nigeria, etc. Mostly surface rates. Fine to very fine
condition.
.................................................................................... Est $500

642

 World War I Canadian Troops in Bermuda Collection,
includes a censored Bermuda letter card to Ottawa written up
on an album page, a postcard and a cover back to Canada,
both with triangle censor handstamps and 5 photo cards including one spectacular one showing the troop ship to Bermuda leaving Halifax Harbour. All fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $400

643

 Petawawa Military Camp Collection, 1906-1940, of 22
cards and covers. Includes cancels from 1911-1912, 19141917, 1927-1930, 1933-1937, 1939-1940. Some photo
cards amongst the postcards. Some with faults but mostly
fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $300

644

 1912 and 1913 Calgary Militia Cancels on Two postcards, includes a good strike JUN.21.1912, the earliest reported and a partial strike on a JUN.24.1913 card. Some minor creases otherwise very fine.
................................................................................... Est $200

645

 1915 and 1916 Vernon Militia Camp Cancels on Two
Postcards, includes 2 strikes from JUL.6.1916 on a photo
card, with one of the strikes lovely and clear and a poor strike
on SEP.6.1915 card. Both cards appear very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

653

 World War II Benevolent Societies Cards and Covers,
includes Canadian Legion covers (one from U.K. branch),
Knights of Columbus (2 with contents), Salvation Army, Red
Cross, etc. Nice group of 20 pieces. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $150

646

 World War I Calgary Militia Group, of 2 covers (one with
contents on Y.M.C.A. letterhead) and a postcard. Both covers have Militia Field Service Department/National Council
Y.M.C.A./Calgary, Alberta corner cards. Both mailed in 1915,
one with a Militia Camp handstamp. Also a fair Militia strike
on a scarce photo card of the camp. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $150

654

 Group of 17 World War I Benevolent Societies Cards
and Covers, includes a Red Cross certificate, Church Army
Recreation Hut and letterhead, Catholic Army Hut covers
and cards, Scottish churches, Connaught Home, Canadian
Field Comfort’s Commission, Salvation Army, letterhead from
“Brotherhood of St. Andrew” and more.
.................................................................................... Est $250

647

 World War I Canadian “Postal Despatched” Covers.
Both covers to soldiers in the U.K. and redirected numerous
times. One has a circular “Canadian Record Office / NO 10 16
/ Postal Despatched” handstamp. The second has an oblong
“Canadian Contingent / MR 23 1916 / Record Office / Postal
DSPD” handstamp. Typical condition for well travelled envelopes, one with a vertical fold.
.................................................................................... Est $150

648

 World War I Group of Seven Different Y.M.C.A. Handstamps, on 8 covers or postcards. Postcards mostly fine
or better. The covers mostly with opening or other faults. A
scarce group.
.................................................................................... Est $300

649

x655
655

 Group of Five World War I Canadian Military in the U.K.
Covers, with assorted handstamps. Includes cover with 2 different “Army Post Office / 2 Can Sec” c.d.s. cancels on back,
front has “128 Batt / Canadians / B.E.F. “ handstamp. Also
cover with oval “Records Registry / C.E.F.” handstamp, 2 covers with M.D.2. Concentration Wing / Kimmel Park” handstamp and lastly cover with “unable to identify / in O.M.F.C.”
handstamp. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 World War II Group of Three Registered Mail Items, includes a 15c package tag from Camp Borden, a 14c rate cover from Victoria H.M.C. Dockyard and a much reduced cover
from Windsor, N.S. M.P.O. 620 30c rate cover.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x656
x650
650

 World War I St. Jean, Quebec Military Covers, includes
cover from France to St. Jean that was re-directed to London
with a rare “Canadian Grenadier Guards” handstamp and a
1916 Y.M.C.A. corner card cover mailed at St. Jean. Minor
faults.
.................................................................................... Est $150

651

 1915 and 1916 Valcartier Militia Cancels on Card and
Cover, postcard has a light strike JUL.26.1915 and cover has
a fair strike JUL.21.1916. Has a “Khaki League Club / Quebec” corner card. Both strikes from hammer 2. Cover with
creases, card appears very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

652

 Group of 19 Militia Related Items, 1880s to 1912, includes covers and postal stationery cards. Note squared circle cancels, corner cards, material to and from soldiers, etc.
Mixed condition, some have suffered from rough opening.
.................................................................................... Est $150

656

 Red Cross Cover Collection, 1940s and 1950s, includes
a group of 9 with the same Red Cross meter from different cities in the 1950s plus a group of 19 mostly World War II era covers and cards with corner cards, meters, etc. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $200

657

 World War II Naval Cover Collection, includes 11 items
that identify the ship including H.M.C. M.L. Q101 - a motor
launch based in Bermuda and a 1942 cover from Trinidad
from H.M.C.S. Prince Henry. 12 items in all plus a brochure
on Naval censorship marks. Note 9 with DB/N censor handstamps. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $100

658

 Group of Naval Covers, 1940s and Early 1950s, includes
6 letters with enclosures and 3 air letters. Makes for some interesting reading. Many with DB/N censor handstamps. Note
identified ships, etc.
.................................................................................... Est $200

71

659

 World War I Canadian Corps Collection, includes 78
items with much researched and written up on pages. Includes boxed handstamps, “Not Canadian Corps Y.M.C.A.”,
registered mail, many enclosures, etc. Typical mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $700

660

 Collection of 16 Foreign Exchange Control Board Covers and Related Items, includes a 1943 cover with rare
“Prices on this invoice have been changed in accordance with
the instructions on the wartime prices and tradeboard” handstamp, a border travel permit and more. Mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $250

661

 Collection of 10 Niagara Camp Cards and Covers, 19091940, includes single items from 1909, 1910, 1913, 1914,
1916, 1922, 1938 and 1940 and two items from 1915. Usual mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $250

x667
667

 World War I Occupation of Germany Collection, includes 73 items, 58 of which are researched and written up
on pages. Includes photo postcards. Typical mixed condition.
Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $500

668

 World War I Canadian Corps in Occupied Germany,
1918-1919 Material, includes 68 items, with a letter from
Vinnie Greene (Greene Foundation), cards all written up on
album pages and includes other research material. Mostly
fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $500

669

 World War I Canadian 2nd Division Collection, with 32
items. Most well researched and written up on pages. Note
registered mail and an illustrated Church Army huts cover.
Good assortment of F.P.O.s and censor markings.
.................................................................................... Est $250

x662
662

663

 Collection of 50 World War II Patriotic Covers, includes
5 different Offices of the “Farm Service Club”, some special
delivery, some slogans, some M.P.O.s, some hand drawn.
Includes many seldom seen and rare cachets. Some with
faults, but mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $300

670



671

 World War I Canadian Forestry Corps Collection, with
53 items. Much of the material has been researched and written up on pages. Includes cover from Black Battalion (unique
in Canadian Military history), 11 orderly room handstamps,
Germany P.O.W. card - attached to the C.F.C. Five items have
enclosures, 12 photo postcards and 3 printed postcards. A
scarce group.
.................................................................................... Est $800

 “One Soldiers War” World War I Exhibit, shows a correspondence between Lt. McRuer and his girlfriend Mary Dow.
Everything is nicely researched. Includes 75 items (no enclosures) from 1915 to 1919. Typical mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $350

664

 World War I First Division Collection, nice group of 41
items, mostly researched and written up on album pages.
Typical mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $300

665

666



World War I First Contingent Collection, of 44 items.
Includes real photo cards, registered, G.N.W. telegram with
cover advising of wounded son June 2nd, 1915 and lots
more. Mostly written up on pages, with lots of research. Typical mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $400

 World War I Cavalry Brigade Collection, with 40 items
with much being written up on album pages, some with enclosures. Typical mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $400

72

World War I Canadian 3rd Division Collection, with
43 items that includes 5 registered covers. Mostly well researched and written up on pages. Typical mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $350

672



673

 World War I 4th Division Collection, with 38 items, most-

World War II Era Collection, with advertising covers,
postcards, meter mail, patriotics, Red Cross, etc. A nice little
collection.
.................................................................................... Est $150
ly researched and written up on pages. A good assortment of
F.P.O.s and censor markings. Typical mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $250

674

 World War II Patriotic and Illustrated Meter Cover Collection, includes many spectacular covers, scarce items such
as Raymond Alberta meter and many scarce-rare patriotic slogan meters. Mostly fine or better. A nice group.
.................................................................................... Est $350

x675
675

679

 World War I Military Hospitals Postcard Collection, Nice
group of 47 items, mostly in the U.K. Includes 25 photo cards
(9 of unidentified hospitals or people) and 22 printed cards
(6 unidentified hospitals or people). Mixed condition but with
most fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $250

680

 Group of Canada and Overseas World War II Era Covers,
includes a large correspondence plus assorted other material. Includes censored, F.P.O.s, etc. Also a group of letters
without envelopes. Mixed condition. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $150

681

 World War I Overseas Cover Collection, 36 items, all
with contents. Some are multiple covers forming a correspondence, but counted as 1 item. Good assortment of censor
and F.P.O.s. Typical mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $350

 World War I Royal Canadian Navy, with 55 items, much
of the material being written up on pages. Includes scarce
boxed censor handstamps and double circle markings, cards
with ship named, different “No charge to be raised” markings,
card addressed to Abu Zabal, Cairo (R.N. Radio Station). Many
items with messages/enclosures. Many rare items. A seldom
offered group.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

x682
682



683

 World War I Canadians in the U.K. Collection of 60+
Items. Includes some scarce Wyke Regis Camp and others.
Mostly picture postcards, many with interesting messages as
much was not censored. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $250

x676
676

 Hamilton & Area World War I Soldiers Mail, with letters

677

 World War II Rates to Foreign Destinations Collection. Nice
group of 26 items which includes mail to Europe, Newfoundland,
Bermuda, Australia, Mexico, Barbados, China (A.R. card) and
New Zealand. A few with faults but mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $200

both to and from. Written up on pages. Includes photo cards,
photos, a 1917 Xmas card and more. Usual mixed condition,
but much fine or better.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

World War II Group of 58 Identified Ship Covers, includes air letters, covers, etc. Most with DB/N censor markings. Includes airletter, 13 with contents. Typical mixed condition of military mail.
.................................................................................... Est $400

x684
684

 World War I Canadians in the U.K. Postcard Collection,
with approximately 100 items. Includes 80 photo cards, 2
postcards of German P.O.W.s, photos and more. Mixed condition, but much is fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $500

685

 World War II Orderly Room Handstamps on 78 Items, note

x678
678

 Collection of 68 World War I Canadian Railway Troops
Covers, includes 2 from Palestine (one with enclosure) plus
a nicely illustrated 1917 Xmas card, pilot postcards, orderly
room handstamps, registered and a 1918 Xmas card. Mostly
written up on pages. Typical mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $700

some censored items, mixed condition from poor to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

73

686

 World War II Naval Cover Collection, with approximately
200 items. Note airgraph, patriotics, censored - many with
DBN #s, some journals & pamphlets, large O.H.M.S. cover
used to forward mail to H.M.C.S. Portage on the Great Lakes
and much more. Typical mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $300

x691
691

 Group of 5 World War I Royal Flying Corps Postcards,
nice group all from the same airman overseas to his mother.
Dates range from March 27th, 1919 to April 28, 1919. Includes 2 cards with “Orderly Room / No. Squadron R.F.C. /
No..../ Date....”, one of the cards has squadron #123 added
in manuscript. These are very rare. Other 3 cards mailed
through British Post Office. One card is stained otherwise
mostly fine or better.
................................................................................... Est $500

692

 1918 Camp Borden Militia Cancel Cover with R.A.F.
Logo, with a thick enclosure. R.A.F. logo on back flap plus 2
different R.A.F. logos on the enclosed letters. Return address
is 44th wing Camp Borden, ONT. The envelope has some
edge faults from being so full.
.................................................................................... Est $150

693

 World War I Royal Flying Corps Group of Three Cards/
Covers, includes cover with a partial strike of the Long Branch
militia c.d.s. , a postcard with manuscript Long Branch mailed
at Port Credit plus a postcard showing view neat Long Branch
cadet camp. Some minor faults.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x687
687

688

 World War I Overseas Medical Related Covers and
Cards. The 54 items includes Hasler Camp Hospital, postcards, censored, Y.M.C.A. covers, British Red Cross Society,
etc. Mostly written up on pages. Also a couple letters/forms.
Some with faults, but mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $250
 Group of 135 World War II Air Letters, includes 8 large
correspondences and 5 lesser. Many were mailed form Africa.
Note one letter to APO 183 in the Mariana Islands. An interesting group. Some with faults but much is fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $500

689

 World War II RCAF Cover Collection, in a small box with
approximately 50 items. Includes orderly room handstamps,
postcards, censored mail, tobacco cards, etc. Mixed condition, inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x694
694

 World War I Medical Corps plus Group of Four Items, includes 2 items from Salonika with one being from No. 5 Can.
Gen. Hospital. Also a Salonika view card at A.P.O. 527 Malta
and a card from a seaman at Alexandria who is transferring to
his majesty’s hospital ship Assaye at Suez. All fine or better.
................................................................................... Est $150

695

 World War I Group of 10 Items, includes a 7 letter correspondence to Mrs. MacFarlane of MacDonald College, P.Q.,
a letter to a mother regarding her dead son and a letter from
G.A. Robinson, serving in the Boys Battalion. Also a postcard
marked “On Active Service” to Ontario.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x690
690

74

 World War II Collection with Hundreds of Covers, includes both Canada and overseas. Includes FPO3 Iceland,
postcards, series of Petawawa photos (not postcards), airgraph and a good assortment of ephemera that includes
pamphlets, handbooks, etc. Some material is quite rare.
.................................................................................... Est $750

696

 World War I P.O.W. Cards and Cover, with 3 items, includes a scarce 1916 P.O.W. parcel receipt to Berne, a Geneva Red Cross cover to Calgary and a Serbian P.O.W. cover
to Ontario. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $100

697

 Group of 8 Rockcliffe Range Postcards, 1905-1916, includes card with an AUG.2.1905 oval Rifle Range handstamp,
3 manuscript return addresses, 2 photo cards and 2 printed
cards. A scarce group, some minor edge creases otherwise
very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

698

 World War I Observers School of Aeronautics, cover and
letter from one of the 12 Canadian cadets who were trained
as observers for the Canadian Air Force. Nice printed letter
head. A couple minor faults to envelope.
.................................................................................... Est $100

703

 1917 Cover from Canada to Gunner H.R. Bullmer, to the
Royal Naval College, Greenwhick. Re-directed many times, including to the Royal Naval Air Service where the rare boxed
handstamps “G.P.O. / Not Known in R.N.A.S. / Return to
Sender”. Finally returned to the D.L.O. in Ottawa.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x704
704

 1915 and 1918 Re-Directed Medical Corps Covers, includes 1915 cover to soldier at Woodcote Park Convalescent
Hospital redirected to him at 10th Reserve Depot and a 1918
cover from London to a soldier at 14th Can. Gen. Hospital and
re-directed 4 times. Condition mixed.
.................................................................................... Est $150

699

 World War I Aircraft Carrier Cover, from H.M.S. Furious.
This was Britain’s first aircraft carrier and carried 4 short flying boats and 6 Sopwith pups. Scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $100

700

 World War I Airplane Photo Cards, showing a Farnham
Type 305 and a B.E. Type 205. Both with Renault 70 h.p. engines. Neither card has been mailed.
.................................................................................... Est $100

701

 World War I Royal Flying Corps Group, includes 2 photo

705

 Canadian P.O.W.s in Holland, 1918, 3 items includes 2
cards and 1 envelope to Canada. All from Scheveningen in
Holland. Two noted as Canadian and 1 British soldier. This
was part of a prisoner exchange for German P.O.W.s. Fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

706

 Two World War II Interned Japanese Workers Daily Work
Sheets from 1942, from worker in Southern Ontario doing
haying and thinning beets. Both workers from the Centralia
Camp. Scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $150

707

 1917 and 1918 Royal Naval Air Service Covers, includes
covers from R.N.A.A. E.M.S. (Eastern Mediterranean Station)
and No. 2 Wing R.N.A.S. Both written up page with research.
Some minor faults.
.................................................................................... Est $150

708

 World War I Royal Flying Corp Photo and Postcards, 6

cards of R.F.C. cadets at Hastings, England and 2 1918 R.F.C.
covers mailed at Hastings to Canada with different Royal Flying Corps logos on the back flaps.
.................................................................................... Est $100
702

 1900 Mourning Cover from Windsor Castle to Lt. Colonel

items includes a photo showing a fatal crash at Camp Borden,
real photo postcards show Long Branch Camp (2), R.A.F. Airfield at Clamarais in France, a plane in flight and Lt. Reginaud
Lloyd Houldings. Some minor creases, etc.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Panton in Belleville. Colonel Panton was with the 15th Regiment (Argyll Light Infantry). Enclosed letter is signed “Argyll”
probably from the Duke - the regiments honourary Colonel.
.................................................................................... Est $100
709

 Group of Three World War I Royal Flying Corps, includes
envelope from A.P.O. 4 Calais France, R.N.A.S. (Armoured
Cars), a cover with contents from A.P.O. S. 41. 49 Squadron
R.A.F. and a March 1919 postcard mailed at Halifax from Lt.
H.R. Kitchin, R.A.F. A nice clean group.
.................................................................................... Est $200

75

710

 Group of 3 World War I Royal Flying Corps Cards/Covers, includes a November 1916 postcard from Kalafrana
Air Station, Malta to Canada, a cover from A.P.O. S72 at Arqueues, France, December 1918 and a cover from A.P.O. S.69
November 1918. All researched and written up on pages.
.................................................................................... Est $150

711

 Two World War II P.O.W. Covers, includes a P.O.W. post-

717

 Group of 25 World War I Medical Corp Cards and Covers, includes cover from Kitchener Hospital, Brighton, Dental
Corp, covers from Crowborough, Shorncliffe and a cover to
Army Dental Corps, London re-directed to A Dental C(oy). All
covers have assorted orderly room handstamps, usual mixed
condition.
.................................................................................... Est $500

718

 1919 Royal Flying Corp Cover, to Lt. P.H. Take at Hooton

card from camp at Petawawa to the U.S.A. and a free-franked
P.O.W. air letter to a Canadian P.O.W. in Germany and re-directed to the Canadian Personnel Reception Center (3 PRC)
as the P.O.W. had been liberated.`
.................................................................................... Est $100
712

 World War II Group of 10 Naval Covers, includes a
nice registered cover from N.P.O. 317 and a meter cover
from “Medical Stores Depot / H.M.C. Dockyard, Esquimatt
/ MAR.16.1944. Both very fine and scarce. Also 8 other assorted items.
.................................................................................... Est $150

713

 Two 1919 Covers from Lt. Mitchell, includes a British registered letter envelope mailed at A.P.O. SX22 and a cover mailed at
F.P.O. 80. Lt. Mitchell served in Salonica and South Russia.
.................................................................................... Est $100

714

715

 World War II Group of 28 Items, includes 11 items with
overseas medical orderly room markings, 2 Xmas cards and
15 assorted items that includes photos, postcards, etc. Mixed
condition but mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Air Station. Re-directed to Fleet Post Office at Scapaflow and
finally sent back to Canada. D.L.O. handstamp on back.
.................................................................................... Est $100
719

 Group of 5 Royal Navy Air Service World War I Covers,
includes covers from Ramsgate (231 Squadron), Zuyschoote,
Belgium to R.N.A.S. Station Walmer, Kent, Greenwich (Royal
Naval College), Cassel area, France (29 Squadron) and Belfort area. All with much research. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $200

720

 World War I Royal Flying Corp Group of Four Covers, includes Aldingbourne cover from office with 78 Home Defense
Sqaudron at Tangmere, a cover mailed Cramlington from 36
Home Defense Squadron, Newcastle, a letter mailed Sheringham, probably from a Lt. in the S1 Home Defense Squadron
and a cover from Sunderland, 36 Home Defence Squadron.
Usual mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $100

721

 World War I Royal Flying Corp Training Camp Covers,
with 5 covers includes cover from Salisbury - No. 11 Training Depot (with enclosure), from Scamptoncamp Lincoln to
Canada 1918, from the Armament School at Uxbridge (with
enclosure), to 2nd Lt. Barton, R.F.C. Oxford and re-directed
to 27 reserve Squadron, Gosport and a postcard with return
address “No. 1 School of Instruction, R.F.C. Reading”. Some
faults but mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $250

722

 Group of 23 World War II Naval Covers and Cards, in-

 World War I Camp Borden Plane Crash Postcard and
Photo, photo shows crash of Plane T:C194 in a field and postcard (not mailed) shows plane T:C202 crashed on the roof of
a building.
.................................................................................... Est $100

cludes several covers with enclosures, including one correspondence, 2 postcards, an N.P.O. 617 meter and an assortment of N.P.O. cancels, including N.P.O. 409. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $150
723

716

76

 1918 Dead Letter Office Cover to Long Branch Militia
Camp, has 2 Field Post Office / Canada Militia / Long Branch
ONT / OCT.20.1918 and NOV.20.1918. Numerous handstamps on front. Lots of faults/creases, but a very scarce item.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 World War I Military Overseas with Orderly Room Markings, interesting group of 25 covers and cards. Orderly room
strikes vary from weak to very fine, mixed condition, inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $250

x724
724

 Group of 10 Militia Covers and Cards, 1849 to 1892, includes an 1849 mourning cover from U.K. to Major Gordon in
London, Canada West, an 1863 cover with contents to Ensign
C.A. Molly in the Wardsville Vol. Infantry, a militia corner card
cover Toronto to Hamilton and an 1892 cover from London,
ON to Capt. Geo. Stewart with an enclosure datelined “Brights
Camp, Carling Heights. Also 5 covers/cards to a Capt. Otty in
New Brunswick. All in poor to mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $200

725

 Group of 11 Militia-Related Items to Lt. Col. O’Malley,
1870s to 1880s, in Wardsville, Ontario. Five items with enclosures. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $100

726

 Group of 9 Items with Ship handstamps, World War II
to 1946, includes 5 covers (one with enclosure) and 4 fronts.
Mostly fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

727

x730
730

 World War II Group of 8 Illustrated Christmas Airgraphs,
and one illustrated air letter (Italy Xmas 1944). Airgraphs include 3 from Italy, one from New Zealand to Victoria, one from
Ceylon, one from the U.K. to Canadian Forces in Italy, one
from North Africa and one from the U.K. All to Canada except
as noted. Also a few plain airgraphs not counted. Only 2 with
envelopes, some with faults.
.................................................................................... Est $300

731

 World War I Group of 8 Covers and Cards, all with correspondence. Includes 2 Red Cross letters to volunteers,
both with nice illustrated letterheads, cover from Bramshott
Camp with printed letterhead, tatty 1919 cover from London,
Ont with illustrated letterhead for the Canadian Army Dental
Corps, faulty cover with lovely illustrated and rare letterhead
from “Sportsmen’s Patriotic Association Soldier Club”. Also a
military Orthopedic Hospital cover and 2 postcards, one from
Veterinary Hospital and other from a dentist. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $250

732

 1916 and 1917 Canadian P.O.W.s in Germany Covers,
includes an August 1916 cover from Bischofswerda/Sachsen
and a February 1917 cover from Soltau. Both sent back to
Canada. Minor faults and creases.
.................................................................................... Est $100

733

/PC Lot of Canadian WWI Fieldpost Postal History with
52 various items, from covers, to picture post cards, with censored, postmarks, etc. Condition varies , still a useful lot.
...................................................................................... Est $75

734

PC Barriefield Military Camp, two circular datestamps
JUN.14.1916 (Bailey & Toop #M7-2, RF D), tying a pair of 1c
green Admiral stamps on a picture postcard to Kingston. The
card has edge faults and a minor bend, still a scarce postmark.
...................................................................................... Est $75

 World War I Royal Flying Corps Group of Four Cards/
Covers, includes a 4th Squadron R.C.F. cover from France
(plus an additional cover), an A.P.O. 58 military postcard, an
A.P.O. 53 cover to Canada from 46 Squadron R.F.C. and a
cover from 2nd L. T.J. Young mailed at Plymouth where he
was probably on convoy and anti-submarine patrols. Lots of
research. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $200

728

 World War I Group of Four Royal Flying Corps Pieces
+ Research Material, includes postcard with manuscript
Beamsville Camp and stamps cancelled with a Beamsville duplex, mailed before Beamsville Militia cancel was issue. Also
postcard (U.S.) mailed in Victoria from an aero engine fitter,
an air ministry letter thanking Lt. Robinson for this valuable
assistance and a cover sent by Flt. Lt. VanBuskirk R.N.A.S.
Usual mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $100

729

 World War I Group of 6 Royal Flying Corps Covers and
Cards, includes 2 small letter cards by F. Lt. Selwyn Franks,
torn cover from A.P.O. S. 46 from Lt. O. St. Charles Harris
R.A.F., 1919 cover from Flt. Lt. Godard R.A.F. awaiting repatriation to Canada, an F.P.O. D.Z., 5th Army Aircraft at Park
R.F.C. and a postcard with return address R.A.F., St. Patricks
Hall, Reading. Scarce group. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $250

77

Worldwide
735

 Australia Collection of 100+ Covers, 1910s to 1990s,
includes first flights, first days, commercial mail, airmail, postal stationery, military and censored mail plus 2 aboriginal
postcards. Nice group, mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x740
740

x736
736

PC Austro-Hungary Group of 85 World War I Field Post Office Post Cards, with many military cancels, censors, etc. We
note some picture post cards, mostly stationery cards, etc.
Overall fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

737



738

 Central America Collection of 100+ Covers, 1890s to
1990s. Includes material from Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Ecuador, Guatemala, Honduras,
Mexico and Panama (including Canal Zone). Note first flights,
censored and registered mail, Wells Fargo Express envelopes,
postcards, postal stationery (mint and used) as well as Official mail and airmail. Mostly fine or better with lots of nice
material.
.................................................................................... Est $100

British Commonwealth 1937 Coronation First Day
Cover Lot. Lot of 34 different common design issues FDC,
plus 2 duplicates and 7 different other 1937 Coronation covers including Newfoundland and a few other covers. Includes
Hong Kong, Falkland Islands and Ceylon. All are no. 8 size and
many are registered. Few with small stains else fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 China Group of Seven Covers, Shanghai to Canada,
1935-1937, all from a recently discovered private correspondence between a Ms. Kathleen Browett, from Dodwell & Co,
a British Merchant firm at its Shanghai offices to Mr. David
Savage in Grand Mêre, Québec. The lot consists of 4 registered covers, an unregistered cover and a picture post card.
3 covers still have their contents, which describe some Chinese stamps that Ms. Browett was sending him, with prices,
etc. sometimes in exchange for Newfoundland and Canadian
stamps. One letter describes details of her attendance of the
George VI Coronation festivities in June 1937. A nice lot, with
different frankings, routings (Montreal, Three Rivers, etc.) and
ship travels (SS Empress of Canada, SS Empress of Russia,
SS Shanghai Mane). A few small insignificant faults, still a
desirable lot, with mostly clear and readable dispatch and
transit postmarks.
.................................................................................... Est $250

x741
741

x739
739

78

 China Three Covers from Shanghai to New Mexico,
USA, 1934-1935 all addressed to Staplin and Staplin Oil and
Mining Brokers in Santa Fe, New Mexico, with a 1934 registered cover from Chengu (Shanghai), franked with Scott #s
299, 317 and 321. A 1935 AR registration receipt card from
Shanghai and a 1935 AR registered cover from Shanghai,
franked with six #317 stamps (small tear at top). All three are
very fine and have clear dispatch and receiving cancels.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 China 1938 Registered Cover from Shanghai with Important Historical Content, mailed on APR.28.1938 from
Kathleen Browett (a British ex-pat), who worked for Dodwell
& Co, a British Merchant firm at its Shanghai branch to Mr.
David Savage in Grand Mêre, Québec. The cover is franked
with a #303 and 321, was sent via the SS Empress of Canada
and has fairly clear dispatch, transit and arrival postmarks.
The contents are composed of a lengthy letter, typed on two
double-sided pages, which describe the political and social
events surrounding Ms. Browett and her husband at the time.
Some of what she describes is of a bombing that she survived, which “killed 1,500 Chinese refugees and wounded
2,000 more and killed foreigners”. She goes on to say there
is propaganda blaming the Japanese but she assures the
reader it was the Chinese. She describes how difficult it is to
go out of town because of “interference” from the drunk Japanese soldiers. She describes also “some of them [Chinese]
are betraying their own people to the Japs for money, selling
their own women to the soldiers, giving secrets, etc.”. A most
fascinating letter, which we have scanned in its entirety on
our website. Very fine and see the other lot we offer from the
same correspondence.
.................................................................................... Est $200

742

 China Group of Nine Covers, Mostly to Canada, 19331947, one cover was mailed from Canton to Huntsville, Ontario (with Chinese address literally translated to say “Red Hair”,
a nickname for Canada), 5 covers are from a correspondence
to Sing Lee (dry cleaners) in Kelowna, British Columbia (one
of these is a franked back only, with 1945 Ottawa and Kelowna cancels and one of them has a censorship tape). Also a
franked cover back with Canton postmarks and air mail label,
and a 1947 air mail cover from Peiping, China to Montreal,
Canada. Also a mid-1930s cover mailed from Shanghai to
Chinkiang, air mail, with request to “please deliver on board
SS Suiwo”. An interesting group, with some faults varying
from small to major, still a good variety of frankings. Also included is a used block of four of a Chinese stamp with large
postmark, and an article explaining how to decipher certain
Chinese dates, sometimes by adding 11 to the year to get a
Gregorian year.
.................................................................................... Est $150

743

 Eastern Europe Accumulation of Approximately 250
Covers, 1830s to 1990s. Includes material from Czechoslovakia, Bohemia & Moravia, Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Hungary,
Poland(including WWII General Government), Romania, Russia and Yugoslavia. Note first flights, first days, military mail,
registered mail, postcards, postal stationery, with much used,
stampless, etc. Mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $250

744

 Europe Modern Philatelic Covers, Framed Prints, etc.
Covers mostly from Europe and are all oversize. Six framed
prints (8”x10”) include Queen Victoria, Churchill, Elvis, Paris
train Wreck, Wolves and duplicated Canadian Wildlife Conservation sheetlets (5 from P.E.I. and 5 from Saskatchewan).
.................................................................................... Est $100

745



France 1940 World War II Dunkerque Overprint on
Cover Front, mailed Dunkerque Nord on JUL.12.1940 and
franked with a 1fr red Peace issue, cancelled by a rectangular
“Besetztes Gebiet Nordfrankreich” handstamp. Maury-Spink
catalogue no. 5, with a value of €750 on cover, plus an added
100% for an intact cancel (this one is very close). The cover
has three expertizing handstamps, one of them being a Roumet handstamp.
.................................................................................... Est $200

746

 France Group of Approximately 90 First Day Covers,
1950s to 1980s, which includes a few event covers as well.
Nice group with silks and semi-postals. Note 13 covers priced
to sell at $20 or higher. Mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

747

 France Group of 54 Maxi Cards, 1940s to 1980s, with
many better earlier cards. Note 16 cards priced at $20+, with
catalogue values up to €38. A few with minor faults, but mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

748

 French Africa Collection of 90+ Covers, 1928-2009,
with material from Benin, Cameroon, French Equatorial Africa, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Senegal, Somali Coast and
more. Note airmail and registered rates, first flights and more.
Most from the 1940s to 1960s and mostly to Europe or North
America. Fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $100

749

 French Colonies Postal Stationery Collection, 1890s
to Modern. With approximately 100 items. Includes postal
cards, letter cards, envelopes and aerogrammes. Vast majority 1940s and earlier and not used, with much being “Peace
& Commerce” issues. Includes material from Benin, French
Equatorial Africa, Guadeloupe, Madagascar, Martinique,
Middle Congo, Obock, St. Pierre & Miquelon and more. Note
some with tape stains, but mostly fine or better with retails up
to $40. Later material has some used.
.................................................................................... Est $100

750

Germany 1936 Berlin Summer Olympics Pamphlet Program, a folded 6 folio brochure issued for the Olympic Games
in Berlin, with illustrations and lots of information such as
competition venues, locations, etc. A very scarce pamphlet, in
very fine condition save for some very minor creases and two
staple holes. Owner paid €200 at a Feldman auction.
.................................................................................... Est $250

751

 Germany Group of 24 World War I Cards and Covers,
with mostly fieldpost stationery cards and covers, with many
different postmarks, also some picture post cards, mostly
fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

752

 Germany 1936 Berlin Summer Olympic Issue Sets on
Two Covers, each cancelled by special Olympics commemorative date stamps, AUG.9.1936 from Hotel Bristol in Berlin to
Canada and AUG.13.1936 registered to Munchen (pressedout creases). Oversize and very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

753

 Germany Group of About 70 Covers and Cards, 1870 to
1940s, with a nice variety of frankings, postmarks, and other
interesting markings, etc. Overall fine or better lot.
...................................................................................... Est $75

754

 Germany Group of 19 Prisoner of War Cards, all sleeved
and with a variety of postmarks, camps, etc. Overall fine or
better.
...................................................................................... Est $75

755

 Germany Group of 80 Germania Issue Franked Covers,
with different postmarks, values, destinations, mostly commercial corner card covers, European size and overall fine or
better.
.................................................................................... Est $100

756

 Germany Group of 18 WWII Prisoner of War Covers, with
different postmarks, camps, destinations, etc. Overall fine or
better.
...................................................................................... Est $75

757

 Germany Cover Lot with 200+ Pieces, 1820s to 1990s,
includes mint and used postal stationery (including private
post), WWI and WWII military mail, postcards, 1936 Olympics
material, 3rd Reich covers and cards, inflation period covers,
international rates, Deutsch-Amerikanisch-Seepost covers
from the Bremen and much more. Note a few D.D.R. items as
well. Mostly fine or better, with many better covers.
.................................................................................... Est $250

79

758

 Germany Medium Carton with Hundreds of Covers,
1930s to 2000s, we note a shoe box full of #10 size stationery covers, each with colourful stamps and clear postmarks
from the 2000s, a cover book with a few dozen Berlin FDC
from 1962-63, also a few hundred various covers, with mostly
commercially used but includes a few FDC, DDR, most were
mailed to Canada and the US, etc. Overall nice quality.
.................................................................................... Est $100

759

PC Germany World War II Anti-Semitic Propaganda Post
Cards, group of two different cards, first is a stationery
card with a NOV.1937 Munich cancel “Der ewige Jude” (not
mailed) and the second is franked with a pair of 3m stamps
cancelled by a Vienna Austria slogan duplex “Der ewige Jude”
in OCT.1938 and mailed. Both cards have the same picture
but have different messages at bottom. Quite striking and
scarce, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

760

PC Germany Small World War I Fieldpost Real Photo Post
Card Album, with German flag on cover, marked “Feldpostkarten”, containing 20 real photo post cards mostly depicting soldiers and ravaged buildings, etc. Nice overall condition
and interesting.
...................................................................................... Est $75

761

 Germany and States Shoebox Full of Mostly Unused
Early Postal Stationery Cards, with Bayern (over 100 different unused), another Bayern group of 50 unused), Wurttemburg (about 50 different unused), early Reichpost (about 100
different unused), and another 50 or so various used and
unused. Not commonly offered and mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

762

 Great Britain 1843 Numeral 2 in Maltese Cross on a
Folded Letter, mailed to Liverpool and received there on
APR.22.1843 (datestamp on back). A lovely and clear strike
of the numeral 2, properly tying a 1p red imperforate. Vertical
fold and reinforcing of back, still a very presentable cover to
show off this cancel.
...................................................................................S.G. £550

764

 Great Britain 1843 Numeral 8 in Maltese Cross
on a Cover, mailed to Camberwell (?) with two different
OCT.14.1843 datestamps on back. A clear and almost complete strike of the numeral 8, properly tying a 1p red imperforate. Small opening tear on wax-sealed backflap, still a very
presentable cover to show off this cancel.
...................................................................................S.G. £450

765

 Great Britain 1843 Numeral 10 in Maltese Cross on
a Folded Letter, mailed to Dungarvan, Ireland and received
there on APR.8.1843 (datestamp on back). There are two different additional datestamps on back, applied during transit
(APR6 and 7), one of them in Maltese Cross form. A clear and
almost complete strike of the numeral 10, properly tying a
1p red imperforate. Light horizontal fold and missing inside
of letter, still a very presentable cover to show off this scarce
cancel, in its first week of usage.
............................................................................... S.G. £1,000

766

 Great Britain First Day Cover Collection with Over 100
Covers, 1934 to 1994. Includes covers with catalogue values
up to £60 in Booth, the Great Britain FDC bible. Note the good
Wedgewood booklet pane cover, the 1963 and 1964 Lifeboat
and Shakespeare covers, 1940 1d black Centennial, Peace
issue and 3 different cacheted covers from the 1957 Boy
Scout Jamboree as well as locals and lots, lots more. Some
with creases but mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 Great Britain 1843 Numeral 4 in Maltese Cross on a
Reused Folded Letter, mailed to Folkingham and received
there with a lovely datestamp APR.27.1843. Originally mailed
from London to London on NOV.18.1842 (two datestamps on
reverse), stamp removed then remailed. This letter has a few
opening tears on back, which do not detract from the scarceness of this cancel, and the fact it has two clear strikes, each
properly tying two 1p red imperforates. Stanley Gibbons lists
the #4 on cover at £2,000 and on stamp at £600 (making
only the stamps here cataloguing £1,200). A most unusual
way to show the rarest of the numeral Maltese Cross cancels
on cover.
............................................................................... S.G. £2,000


80

763

More scans of these
Postal History
lots and others can be
found online.

767



Great Britain Military Cover Collection, WWI and Onwards. With 50+ covers and cards that include 2 Christmas
Island atomic bomb test covers, WWI, WWII and Korean War
covers, naval mail, airgraphs, a submarine and other postcards, a 1918 Greetings from France colour Christmas card
and some modern anniversary covers. Mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x768
768



Great Britain #5 1854 Cover to the U.S.A. with 1847
1sh pale green. Mailed Glasgow FEB.03.1854, Liverpool
FEB.04.1854 transit c.d.s. on back and Boston Br. Pkt Paid
FEB.18 receiver on front. This folded outer letter sheet has a
vertical fold down the middle. Stamp has two margins but cut
into at top and at right. Scarce on cover.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,275

x770
770

 India Collection of 13 Queen Victoria Covers to England, 1863 to 1875, all on old-time pages with descriptions
of the routings, postmarks, some illustrations, etc. We note
many different frankings and many interesting postmarks
throughout, some are registered, etc. Condition varies drastically from fine to quite torn, but a wealth of good study material for the specialist.
.................................................................................... Est $150

772

 Italy Collection of 170+ Covers and Cards, 1820s to
1980s. Includes stampless, postal stationery, first day covers, squared circle and flag cancels, postcards, WWI and
WWII military mail and more. Some with faults but mostly fine
or better. Note items priced up to $30. Nice lot.
.................................................................................... Est $150

773

PC Japan Large Lot of Old Postcards, with about 600 items,
all mailed, some are stationery cards, some have postage
stamps affixed, etc. A lovely and scarce group, with a wealth
of different postmarks, probably interesting messages, destinations, etc. Quality is overall nice, with no apparent faults.
.................................................................................... Est $200

774

 Japan Engraved Japanese Postcard Plate, made in the
U.S.A. Copies an Vtamaro woodblock print.
.................................................................................... Est $100

775

 Middle East Collection of 170+ Covers, 1908-1990,
with material from Algeria, Dubai, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan,
Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Syria and Tunisia. Includes mint and used postal stationery, air mail, Syria covers
with better postal tax stamps, censored and registered mails,
postcards, first flights, etc. Note better rated, etc with covers
up to $40 retail. Mostly 1940s and earlier, mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $150

776

 New Zealand Collection of 90+ Covers, Queen Victoria
to 1980s. Includes postcards, postal stationery, first flights,
military mail, commercial mail, etc. Note much material
priced at $10 and up. A nice clean group. Mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $150

777

 Polar Regions Collection of Covers Having Been in Polar Regions, with 200 covers, mostly cacheted and from the
USA. We note many postmarked in Alaska, US Navy covers,
“U.S.S....” postmarks and cachets, many US Coast Guard covers (owner was in the Coast Guard), Operation Deep Freeze
covers, some Greenland flights, Australian Antarctic Territory
FDC, some Paquebot Posted on the High Seas covers, Also a
few non-related covers, such as a 1934 cover mailed Airmail
from The Harley Davidson headquarters (with corner card) in
Milwaukee, etc. Also includes a box containing covers with
cachets such as Top of the World Communications last day of
operation (in quantity), several dozen covers with a Polar Bear
cachet “Alaska Reise 1973”, several dozen different Alaska
duplex cancels on unmailed covers, about a dozen stationery
covers mailed from Russia, mostly aboard Russian ships such
as Nuclear Icebreaker Arktika, etc.
.................................................................................... Est $250

778

 Rhodesia 1965 Independence Issue on Registered Covers. Wholesale lot of 67 covers all sent to same address registered from Union Avenue Salisbury 1 Feb 1966 and marked
boxed “STAMPS NOT VALID” and “MORE TO PAY” by the London PO. Stamps were declared invalid by the British Authorities when they did not recognize the unilateral Declaration of
Independence by the Rhodesia Government. Very interesting
history. A few toned else very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 Great Britain Collection of Mostly WWI and WWI Military Covers, but does include other earlier and later material
as well as some foreign. Note registered, airmail and censored covers, postal stationery, etc. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

769

771



Iceland First Day Cover Collection, 1948-1971, with
96 covers. Better items include #261, 273, 274-77, 284-86,
323, 378-79, B12-13 and C27-29. All very fine. Catalogue value is for used stamps only, no premium added for first days. A
seldom seen group.
..............................................................................Scott U$438

81

784

 United States Small Stockbook with Perfins, 719 stamps
plus 11 cover/fronts. Includes 23 precancels (including a
Special Delivery), 54 commemoratives (including several National Parks), 81 multiples (including a block of 10 of #563),
64 1923 $1 and $2 definitives. Several “ornate” designs
noted.
...................................................................................... Est $50

x779
779

780

 South Africa Group of Over 180 Covers, 1910s to 1990s,
includes military and official mail, first flights and first days,
postcards, mint and used postal stationery, Royal Visit covers,
short paid mail, JIPEX souvenir sheet covers and more. Some
with faults, but mostly fine or better. Note lots of $10 and up
retail material, up to $50.
.................................................................................... Est $250
 South America Cover Collection with Over 160 Items,
1890s to 1980s. Includes material from Argentina, Bolivia,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and
Venezuela. Note censored mail, airmail (including South Atlantic to Europe), mint and used postal stationery, postcards,
registered mail, first flights, diplomatic mail, mail to Europe,
Canada and U.S.A., advertising covers, etc. Many better rates,
mostly fine or better. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $150

781

x785
785

 United States 1890-1934 Group of 19 Covers to Germany, includes postal stationery, registered mail, AR mail,
postage due, return to sender, etc. Nice assortment of rates,
including air mail. Note Columbian Exposition issues on cover,
some with minor faults or slightly trimmed but most are fine
or better. Owner’s retail is over $500.
.................................................................................... Est $150

786

 United States 1897-1941 Group of 7 Covers to Foreign
Destinations, including an 1897 5c UPU rate cover to New
Zealand, a 1913 5c UPU rate cover to Australia, a 1910 17c
rate cover front (probably from a parcel) to Australia, 1900
and 1909 5c UPU rate covers to Argentina and two 20c air
mail covers to British Honduras from 1940 and 1944. Mostly
fine or better, but do note the odd small fault or toning.
.................................................................................... Est $100

787

 United States 1949-1950 Group of 4 Dog Sled Covers,
all mailed from Wainwright, Alaska (with duplex cancels). One
is dated Nov. 1949 to New York, and three July 1950 to Montreal. A scarce and very fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $100

788

 United States Box of Mostly US Covers, with 6 special
collections in binders, The Official Birds and Flowers of Our
Fifty States, The Flags of the Fifty States, two binders of
Postal Commemorative Society U.S. First Day Covers & Special Covers (1982-1985) and two binders of Postmasters of
America Philatelic First Day Covers (1976-1981). Also a box
with personal correspondence and miscellaneous covers
from the world, including one from Qatar (registered 1997),
some Greenland FDC, etc.
...................................................................................... Est $75

789

 United States Two Cartons with Accumulation of Several Hundred Covers, 1910s to 2000s, lots of commercial
mail with various frankings as well as postal stationery, first
day covers, registered mail and more. Inspect for better items,
mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $200

790

 United States Military Mail Collection, 1917 to 1960s,
with 90+ items. Includes blue envelopes, cigarette cards, Umail, postcards, submarine mail, ship launch covers, Crosby
covers, censored mail, WWII & WWII APOs, etc. WWII includes
both Pacific and European theatre mail. Mixed condition.
Note a scarce APO 816 cover (crease).
.................................................................................... Est $100

 Southern Rhodesia Flight Cover Collection. Group of 8
on album pages with notes including 2 crash covers from the
Jan 1932 flights and 6 other covers flown 1932 to 1937 plus
an incoming cover from England 1935. Fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x782
782

783

82

 Spain Spanish Civil War Censor Cover Collection, group
of 75 covers with censor markings from: Barcelona, Bilbao,
Hvelva, Madrid, San Sebastien, Santa Cruz de Teneriffe, Sevilla, Valencia, Valladolid, Vigo, Vizcaya and more. Good assortment of censor tapes and handstamps. Note mail to Belgium,
Brazil, Canada, England, France, Germany, Portugal and the
U.S.A. With most to the U.S.A. Usual mixed condition for war
time censor mail. Great start for a collection on this era of
Spain.
.................................................................................... Est $350
 United Nations Collection of First Day Covers, 1950s
and 1960s. Hundreds of items In 2 shoe boxes. With New York
first days and large assortment of Geneva “blue” and Vienna
“white” philatelic exhibition souvenir cards. Mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

791

 United States Group of 70+ Postal Stationery Items,
1860s to 1950s, includes envelopes, letter sheet envelopes,
postal cards including reply cards, air letters and officials that
includes the War Dept. note #UX1, UX18 to Germany, U27,
U161 and U379 to South Africa all postally used and #UX6
and UX7 mint. Note WWI and WWII censored items, revalued
pieces and a number to foreign destinations. Good internet
seller lot.
.................................................................................... Est $100

792

 United States Boot Box Full of Hundreds of Covers,
1920s to 2000s, includes military, first flights and first days,
postcards, postal stationery, registered mail and flag cancels.
Good variety of rates, including mail to Canada. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $100

793

 United States Military Cover Collection, WWI to the
1970s, with a couple hundred covers with a large variety of
material. Includes military mail (some with enclosures), many
ship mail covers and markings, censored, postcards including B&W photo, postal stationery, advertising covers, etc. Also
note a few Canada and Great Britain.
.................................................................................... Est $500

794

 United States Carton Crammed Full of Covers, 1880s
to Modern, with several hundreds of commercially used #10
sized (these mostly from the 1920s to the 1980s), then several hundreds of commercially used #8 covers and FDC, with
a wide assortment of different rates, postmarks, air mail,
registered, destinations, etc. We also note about 100 covers
from the 1880s to the 1920s and some interesting covers
such as a 1969 signed Apollo 8 cover (with signatures from
three astronauts), a Bicentennial Proof Silver coin cover, a few
US Navy covers, some ship covers, a 1934 air mail special delivery cover to Switzerland (reduced at left) and more. Some
faults on the earlier material, rest are overall fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $150

795

 United States #U311 Winchester Repeating Arms Co,

797

 Worldwide Cover Accumulation, 1860s to 1980s, with
approximately 150 covers, including first days, censored mail,
South America, Western Europe, Japan, Canada and USA.
Note an 1866 Nova Scotia cover with 2x 5c blue Victorias,
a 1926 Russian registered cover to the USA, and lots more.
Canada includes first day covers 1932-1983 which includes
50c Oil Wells and $1 Totem, both cacheted. Much is from
1880s to 1910s but condition is very mixed and many have
tape marks on the front. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

798

 Worldwide Accumulation of a Few Hundred Covers,
1940s to 1970s, includes a nice selection of Great Britain
first day covers from the 1960s. Includes Scott #379-81, 385400 which catalogue over £200 in Booth. Also later G.B. first
days, commercial mail, an assortment of foreign mail and a
selection of U.S. and U.N. covers, many being first days, but
not cacheted. Note Europa covers, postcards and censor
mail.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x799
799

 Worldwide World War I and World War II Censor Cover
Lot, nice group of 170+ covers that includes censored mail
from Aden, Algeria, Argentina, Bermuda, Barbados, Bahamas,
Belgian Congo, British Guiana, British Honduras, Bulgaria, Canal Zone, Curacao, Ecuador, Egypt, Greece, Ireland, Jamaica,
Netherlands Indies, K.U.T., Lebanon, Malta, Malaya, Nigeria,
Norway, Palestine, Philippines, Slovakia, Southern Rhodesia
and Yugoslavia as well as the more usually seen countries.
Vast majority is WWII material, where there are multiple covers from a country, censor marks and labels are all different.
Contains a great assortment of different censor labels and
handstamps, mostly #8 size or the larger European size. Only
a few oversize. Mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $350

800

 Worldwide Carton of Postal History Covers, from all over
the world, we note many France, GB, and more, with probably
over 2,000 covers in all. We note different sizes and some
with opening faults, else a mostly fine group.
.................................................................................... Est $100

801

 Worldwide Large Carton with Thousands of Covers, note
worldwide first days, 2 Canada precancel covers (1 with contents), registered and more. Inspect.
...................................................................................... Est $50

802

 Worldwide Group of Approximately 50 Covers, 1880s to
1970s, strength in U.S.A. Also note Switzerland, great Britain,
censor mail, etc. Nicest item is Great Britain #33 plate 213 on
a cover from Aberdeen to the Isle of Wight (missing backflap).
Also note 1937 Coronation covers and more. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $100

showing famous rifle. New York 1890 duplex on 2 cent green
Washington postal stationary, very attractive cover. Backstamped Buffalo NY. Clean intact and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150
796

 Worldwide 1897-1843 Group of Six Interesting Covers
or Cards, with Newfoundland #75 on an 1897 cover to Cape
Breton (cat. $80 in Unitrade), 1931 Newfoundland First Flight
post card (#FF-41 in AMCN cat $30), a Canada CL48 First
Flight Cover (cat $50), 1939 Tonga tin can mail cover, 1943
Switzerland postal stationery card to the UK with both German and British Censor handstamps and signs of chemical
testing, plus a P34j 2c green Admiral post card (used with
1926 RPO cancel). Overall nice condition.
.................................................................................... Est $100

83

803

 Worldwide First Day Cover Accumulation, 1950s to
1970s, housed in 5 albums and includes covers from Sweden, Austria, Great Britain, Switzerland, Greece, U.S.A. and
United Nations. Also some other odds and ends including
a stockbook of assorted worldwide stamps with 1937 KGVI
Coronation labels, etc. Mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

804

 Worldwide Accumulation of Covers in Large Cartons,
1920s to 1990s, several hundred covers with strength in
France, Great Britain, Germany, Italy as well as Latin America,
Asia and more. Mixed condition, inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

805

 Worldwide Mixed Carton As Received, includes Canada
Wildlife Conservation sheets (x15, duplicated), modern science fiction art prints (11”x17”) and a variety of oversize
worldwide modern philatelic covers.
.................................................................................... Est $100

806

 Worldwide Bulging Carton with Modern Philatelic Covers, mostly from Europe, virtually all with stamps including
many souvenir sheets with lots of high postal rates and denominations. Includes 7 Dick Lamb Special Offer Catalogues and
x10 Canadian Wildlife Conservation sheetlets (duplicated).
.................................................................................... Est $100

807

 Worldwide Group of Registered Mail, within or to Canada with approximately 100 covers, about 40 being Canadian
from 1935 to the 1960s. A nice variety of rates.
.................................................................................... Est $100

808

 Worldwide Small Accumulation of 100+ Modern Covers, with mostly from East and West Germany (in 2 photo albums) as well as some others, a pack of used Germany and
Saar on stock sheets and other odds and ends.
.................................................................................... Est $100

810

 Worldwide Accumulation of Several Hundred Covers
and Postcards, includes group of a couple hundred Canada
first day covers mostly from private cachet makers we note
Cole, H&E, Rosecraft and more, a group of a couple hundred
worldwide postcards, mostly unused with a good assortment
of Canada and Great Britain, 80+ U.S. first day covers along
with a small assortment of commercial mail and event covers.
Overall fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x811
811

 Worldwide Accumulation of a Few Hundred Covers,
1900s to 1990s, includes censored mail, P.O.W. covers,
airmail, postmarks, postal stationery and more. Some with
faults but much is fine or better. Note only 1 China cover, 1
U.S.A. cover and no Great Britain.
.................................................................................... Est $500

812

 Worldwide Lot of Specialty First Day Cover Collections, with twelve albums in all, with The Story of Canada in
2 volumes (Excelsior Guild), various US collections from the
1970s-90s, a Franklin Mint Silver Jubilee FDC collection, two
UN FDC collections, two large Stamps of All Countries collections from 1979-84, and three volumes of the Royal International Gold Collection from the 1980s (Excelsior Guild)
Majority of the covers in this lot are fully described and neatly
written-up and many have slip cases, etc. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x809
809

84

 Worldwide Collection of About 100 Different WWII Era
Civil Censor Covers and Cards, showing different types of
censor tapes and handstamps from about 30 countries or
colonies. Some faults but mostly very good to very fine with
only 4 long covers. Includes many better items such as a Swiss
card that was chemically tested by the Germans; cover censored by Great Britain, U.S.A., France and Germany; and 15
covers that were double censored including Aruba/U.S.A., Brazil/Canada, Cuba/Canada, Curacao/U.S.A., India/U.S.A., Ireland/Great Britain, New Zealand/U.S.A., Spain/U.S.A., South
Africa/U.S.A., etc. Also note a single censored covers from British Honduras, Barbados, Bermuda with terminal tape, Canada
with an apparently unlisted Canadian tape, Egypt, French
Levant, Jamaica with an unlisted Type L9 tape, Kenya, Malta,
Palestine, a U.S.A. “released by...” handstamp, etc. Inspection
should be rewarded, as each cover seems to be in some way
different, with only 10 one country censored covers/cards examined by Great Britain and 11 by U.S.A. censors.
.................................................................................... Est $350

x813
813

 Worldwide Collection of 100+ Covers, 1813 to Modern.
Includes early Great Britain (1813) and Ireland (1836) stampless covers, a nice group of France covers with #11/28 all
individually used on covers, postcards, postal stationery and
first flights. Note Great Britain #4 on cover (2) plus strength in
Germany and Palestine/Israel. Mixed condition, inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $300

814

 Worldwide Box Full of Mostly European Covers, we note
a binder with 72 covers mailed from Hungary to Calgary, all
airmail, some registered, all with colourful stamps from the
1980s, a box of US FDC, a group of 100 covers mailed from
Poland to the US in the 1980s, a group of about 100 covers from Czechoslovakia and Czech Republic, half mailed to
Canada, half FDC, again mostly from the 1980s, a box full
of Austria FDC and presentation folders from the 1970s, a
shoebox full of New Zealand, half commercially used and half
FDC, also a binder full of interesting, mostly “fabricated” covers, a group of covers from the Protectorate of Bohemia and
Monrovia and another group of misc worldwide covers.
.................................................................................... Est $200
x817

Postcards
817

PC Collection of Naval Postcards, with approximately 100
postcards. Mainly ships, mostly Naval but some liners, etc.
Also note cards of sailors and aircraft. Note some are photos,
not postcards. An interesting group, with includes some censored. Would be hard to reassemble. Mixed condition.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

x815
815

PC Postcard Collection, 1900s to 1950s, mostly being from
the 1950s and earlier and most have been mailed. Note
holidays, birthdays, buildings, patriotics, street scenes, ships,
etc. About 500 cards in all. Mixed condition. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x818
818

PC Collection of Approximately 500 Used Postcards,
1900s to 1910s. With some scarce material. Includes Canada, U.S.A., foreign and holidays. Note humorous greetings, patriotics, novelty. Some photo cards, street scenes, etc. Note a
good selection of New Brunswick cards. A nice group, mostly
fine or better.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

x816
816

PC Collection of 800 Postcards, 1900s to 1990s. Mix of
mailed and unused. Note real photo cards, patriotics, military,
ships, censored, etc. Lots of WWI or earlier. Inspect for better
items.
.................................................................................... Est $800

x819
819

PC Collection of Approximately 1,000 Postcards, 1900s
to about 1950s. Note military, patriotics, street scenes, etc.
Mostly Canada but some foreign cards mixed in. A nice lot
with mint better cards, mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

85

Literature
Canada
828



829

 Canadian Revenues catalogue by Edward Zaluski, in
7 spiral bound volumes. Print dates range from 1st edition
1988 to 1994, depending on volume. An excellent reference
set for the collector or dealer, in like-new condition with many
illustrations and a lifetime of useful information. Very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

830

 Carton of Better Philatelic Literature, includes a book

x820
820

821

822

823

PC Group of Five San Francisco Earthquake Post Cards,
with 4 in colour. Backs are identified as “Compliments of New
York Sunday American & Journal”. None have been mailed
and all have minor faults such as creases or a pin hole. The
5th is a black and white and has a message on back but must
have been sent as an enclosure. It has some toning spots.
.................................................................................... Est $100
PC Collection of Muskoka Lakes Picture Postcards, with
41 items, 36 in colour and 5 in black and white, with a few
used. Includes a very early (circa 1900) Hamill’s Point colour
postcard. This lot includes a very useful reference, The Companion Guide to Muskoka District Post Offices, 1861-1999 by
Susan M. Sheffield, 272 pages with many illustrations.
.................................................................................... Est $100
PC Collection of 160 Montreal Picture Post Cards, all displayed on black pages in an album, with virtually all of them
accompanied by a matching open match book of the same
provenance as the picture post card (matches removed). Avery nice collection, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150
PC Lot of 300 Ontario Picture Post Cards, almost entirely pre-WWII era, with many early 20th century cards, no
Chromes, mix of used and unused, with some postmark interest, etc. Mostly very fine lot.
.................................................................................... Est $150

824

PC Small Carton with Hundreds of Postcards, 1900s and
Onwards. Much earlier material but does include some more
modern. Much Canada but also an assortment of foreign.
Note street scenes, comic, holidays, etc. A mix of mailed and
mint. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

825

PC #Boy Scouts Box Full of Mint Scouting Collector Card
Packs, with over 200, each still in a sealed plastic bag. Each
pack contains six collector cards, produced by Vintage Guild
Productions in Calgary in 1993. These are “The Formative
Years” Heritage Series 9301 and each contains a numbered
bookmark “congratulations Scouts Canada on your Eighth Canadian Jamboree CJ’93”. Very fine and fun lot.
.................................................................................... Est $100

826

827

86

PC France Collection of 100 Picture Post Cards, mostly preWWII, many used, with town views, etc. Nice overall quality
and mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100
PC Worldwide Lot of Over 1,000 Unused Picture Post
Cards, apparently all purchased by a family as they travelled
the globe, with cards from a wide variety of countries, saw
many from Japan, France, etc. The variety of subjects is enormous and quality is very fine. Many are still in their original
paper bags from purchase.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Collection of Québec Postal History Literature, with
9 books in all, brand new from the publisher La Société
d’histoire postale du Québec. Includes postal history books on
Trois Rivières (Nolet, 999 pages), Boucherville (Gagné, 139
pages), Berthierville (Nolet, 678 pages), and L’Assomption
(Nolet, 286 pages). Also La première route postale au Canada
1763-1851 (des Rivières), Les bureaux de poste du Québec
(Walker, 291 pages), Les flammes mécaniques du Québec
(Daplé, 511 pages), Répertoire des cachets postaux à cercle
interrompu du Québec (Bélanger, 442 pages) and Les oblitérations COLOP (Beaupré). A wealth of information for the
postal historian. High retail value.
.................................................................................... Est $150

on World War I censorship operations, Ludlow R.P.O. catalogue, Duplex Cancels catalogue, 3 volumes of BNAPS Canadian Military mail study group, 1 volume of World War II study
group material, a book on WWII censor markings, etc. and
a Canada Post First Day Cover catalogue. From a smoker’s
home.
...................................................................................... Est $50
831

 Assorted Military Philatelic Literature. Includes books
on the Canadian Forestry Corps, British Military Cancels WWI, Attestation papers, Royal Flying Corp in Canada and
Texas, King George VI and Military study group journals as
well as assorted service records, that includes nursing sisters. From a smoker’s home.
...................................................................................... Est $50

832

 Carton of Assorted Literature, includes set of 7 Brigham
auction catalogues, Ontario Post Offices, 1981 Squared Circle catalogue, 2002 Belgium & Colonies catalogue, a 2010
Unitrade catalogue, a 2005 Scott Classic catalogue and the
3rd edition of the Canada Post First Day Cover catalogue. Also
some other odds and ends.
...................................................................................... Est $50

Canada Auction Sales (including “Name” sales)
833

 Canada and BNA Auction Catalogues, filling a Banker’s
box, with L.C.D. Stamp Co. Inc. (1975-1988, sales 1-111, 81
different), Brigham Auctions Ltd. (1999-2004, 15 different),
Robert Laird (1981-1983, 6 different). Also a group of Saskatoon Stamp Centre catalogues (50 lists, between #135 and
250), a group of three Holme’s Specialized catalogues (8th,
9th and 10th eds.).
...................................................................................... Est $50

Canada Handbooks
834

 Canada Colour Guide for the Pence to Queen Victoria
Numeral Issues, not the best colour reproduction but a useful tool for early Canada colour identification. Also some other
assorted information.
...................................................................................... Est $50

Canada Periodicals and Study Groups
835

843

 Very Nice Lot of Worldwide Name Sale Catalogues, filling a Banker’s Box, with four deluxe felt-bound special catalogues such as Feldman Greece (2005), Feldman “The Lady
Hope” Cape of Good Hope (2003), and two MonacoPhil catalogues from 2002 and 2004. Also some hard bound specialized catalogues such as Siegel plate block 1918 24c Inverted
Jenny sale (2005), a “Histoire Postale de Genève 1843-1882”
(undated, by A. Giorgino, with over 500 colour illustrated lots),
etc. Majority of the rest is comprised of about 70 books either
being important name sales (from many different popular
countries) or older (1930s to 1960s) Robson Lowe Annual
Reviews (x24) or Harmers (x7). Last but not least is a set two
of France “Trésors Philatéliques franco-britanniques” (1993)
and a Canadian National Postal Museum deluxe publication
for its 1974 inauguration, with 11 engravings by the CBNCo
and the BABN. Quite a useful and difficult to assemble lot.
.................................................................................... Est $150

844

 Extensive Collection of Worldwide International Phila-

845

 Complete Set of 2014 Scott Catalogues in 6 Volumes,
also a 2014 Unitrade Specialized, all gently used.
...................................................................................... Est $75

 Small Lot of 19th Century Periodicals, with The Stamp
Collector’s Magazine volume II, 1864, London, England. Hard
bound in green cloth with gold lettering, this 192 page publication is the world’s first philatelic magazine. The inside of
the binding is unglued but still attached, still fine and rare.
Also The Dominion Philatelist, being the review of the Canadian Philatelic Association (RPSC). An almost complete set
from 1889 to 1895 (#s 1-74), missing only #63. Very good
condition.
...................................................................................... Est $50

USA
836

837

 The Identifier for Carriers, Locals, Fakes, Forgeries and
Bogus Posts of the United States, by Larry Lyons, Volumes 1,
2 and 3. Published in 1998, hardbound and in like-new condition. Profusely illustrated, including colour plates, very useful
and very fine trio.
.................................................................................... Est $100


American Philatelic Congress Books, 1979/2002. 7
books includes the following years: 1979, 1982, 1986, 1987,
1990, 1997 (issued stamps affixed inside, postmarks and designer signed) and 2002. Each volume has original outstanding articles, new condition.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Worldwide

telic Exhibition Literature, containing catalogues, palmares,
exhibit lists and a wealth of other publications pertaining to
each exhibition. There is no duplication here and the lot includes 1936 to 1960 (x4), 1983 to 1989 (x58) and 1990 to
2006 (144) for a total of 206 items. All very fine and difficult
to assemble. A very heavy lot contained in three boxes - we
offer no shipping on this.
...................................................................................... Est $50

838

 Group of Airmail Related Reference Material, includes
30 books, catalogues and auction items. We note Sanabria’s
Air Post Catalogue 1948, OAT and AV2 Markings 2d ed. by
Murray Heifetz, a book on Transatlantic air mail (in German)
by Beveren (signed and one of 500 printed), and a number of
American Air Mail catalogues, etc. Overall fine and useful.
...................................................................................... Est $40

846

 The History of Telecommunications on Stamps in Five
Volumes by J.F. Ross. Books are all hardcover and published
between 1976 and 1978 by Harry Hayes in the U.K. Some
minor condition issues, but overall very fine. Also a 1956 soft
cover Radio Philatelia by Herbert Rosen, published by Audio
Master Corp.
.................................................................................... Est $100

839

 Box of Mostly WW Catalogues, etc. with about 40
books, including Stanley Gibbons Specialized GB in 4 volumes (between 3d and 6th editions), a set of Fundamentals
of Philately, sections 1 to 5, by Williams 1963, various European catalogues, a Flash card game on Philately, etc.
...................................................................................... Est $40

847

 Complete Set of 2005 Scott Catalogues in 6 Volumes,

848

 Four Philatelic Books, includes Collect British Postmarks
3rd edition by Whitney, Carrying British mail Overseas by Howard Robinson, published in 1964, The Dictionary of Stamps in
Colour by James Mackay, published in 1973 hardcover, 296
pgs and Stamps, Posts and Postmarks by Angus published in
1973.
...................................................................................... Est $50

849

 #Egypt The Nile Post, Handbook and Catalogue of
Egyptian Stamps, by Joseph H. Chalhoub with expansive contributions from Charles F. Haas, published in 2003, 784 pages, hardbound with dust jacket, in like-new condition. A must
have reference for the Egypt collector, includes “listings of the
Egyptian issues for Palestine and Sudan, as well as those of
the French Consular Post Offices in Alexandria and Port-Said”.
Profusely illustrated, with several colour plates and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

850

 Spain Two Important Spain Publications, the first being

840

841

842



Box of Interesting WW Literature, with well over 50
books, including Norfolk Island, Herst Nassau Street, First
Federal Issue 1798-1801 by Combs, couple of Robson Lowe
Reviews, James Chalmers inventor of the Adhesive Postage
Stamp, and much more.
...................................................................................... Est $40

 Group of Maurice Burrus Collection Public Sales Cata-

logues, with 25 different catalogues from as many countries
or areas. These sales were held by Robson Lowe and Harmer
Rooke between 1962 and 1967 and comprise material collected by Maurice Burrus, considered to be one of the foremost collections ever assembled. All appear to have prices
realized and accompanied by an article written on these catalogues, with a listing of the 75 catalogues which exist from
this sale. Very fine condition, one has a dedication in pen.
...................................................................................... Est $50

 Lot of Philatelic Publications Books, with a large bound

index to the Collector’s Club Library (NYC), hardbound in 1974
with a complete listing of their holdings, searchable by author,
title, subject, etc. As new. Also a group of Philatelic Literature
Review (107 different between 1953 and 2007), the Index to
Harry Hayes Philatelic Literature Auctions in 5 soft-bound volumes compiled by Raymond Price in Adelaide Australia, with
lot numbers and realizations in £.
...................................................................................... Est $50

gently used.
...................................................................................... Est $50

a set of four Prefilatelia Espanola in four hard bound volumes
(totaling 1,576 pages) by Manual Tizon, published in 2004.
Very advanced catalogue of Spanish stampless-era postmarks, all illustrated in colour, with rarity factors (with a table
of their equivalent Euro valuations). In Spanish and in likenew condition. Also includes a large First Postage Stamp of
Spain auction catalogue by Afinsa Auctions, which took place
in 1997, in both Spanish and English. A lovely and profusely illustrated catalogue, 288 pages, in full colour, with many foldout photo plates and prices realized. Hard bound with a clothcovered slip case and accompanied by an article describing
this as “more than just an auction catalogue”. Extremely fine
and useful lot for the specialist.
.................................................................................... Est $100
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Canada Collections
1001

** Canada Post UPU Presentation Box, presented “with
compliments of the Canadian Delegation on the occasion of
the XIX Congress of the Universal Postal Union held in Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany from June 18 to July 27,
1984”. Contains 5 annual collection books (with all stamps)
from 1979 to 1983. Mostly very fine, with slight edge wear on
box. Scarce, and the first we have handled.
........................................................................................Est $50

1002

** Collection of Uncut Press Sheets, 1996 to 2011, with
29 sheets in all (22 different), which cost new at post office
$1,132, and we estimate around $500 or more in face value
alone. Very fine, with many signed, topical interest.
........................................................................ Unitrade $2,775

1003

** Accumulation of Coils, Plate Blocks, etc. Includes War
issue coils #263 (x34), 264, 266 (x15), 267 (x6) and matched
set of plate blocks of #492, 511a, 522i, 926A along with other
mint blocks including #411 UR block of 4. Also 21 Canadian
Wildlife Conservation sheetlets of 4 (10 different issues). All
stamps are mint never hinged, mostly very fine.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1004

1005

1006

1007

1008

1009

90

** Mint Never Hinged Dealer’s Stock in Red Box, All issues
are identified, priced and sorted in glassines. Some early material such as Small Queens, Jubilees, Maps, etc, but the vast
majority is Centennial issues. Some post-Centennial material
as well as back of book material included. Lots of duplication
in the Centennial issues with singles, blocks and plate blocks.
Owner states all is never hinged but not checked by us.
..................................................................................... Est $250
** Dealer’s Stock in Red Box, with booklets, postage dues
and fly-speck varieties. Booklets range from BK32-BK98 with
duplication. Stamps in 102 cards or glassines are identified
and priced. Owner states all is mint never hinged but not confirmed by us.
..................................................................................... Est $200
** Collections of Mint in Five Kabe Hingeless Albums, 1927
to 1989, with overlap in the albums. The stamps appear to be
all mint never hinged (spot checked by us) and includes Jubilees, Numerals, Admirals, KGV, etc. The collection is sparse
through the earlier issues, but leaves lots of room for continuation and also has a good batch of postage, the last 2 volumes
we total at $209+ in usable face. Mostly fine-very fine or better. Scott CV for 2 of the first volumes alone is $5,700.
..................................................................................... Est $750
** Dealer’s Back Up Stock, 1932-1976, sorted in glassines.
Includes Centennial low values (to 8c), postage dues (mostly
Centennial issues), airmails, semi-postals, as well as regular
issues. Includes some better such as #211 and 268. Appears
to be all mint never hinged but not checked over by us. With a
good range of low value postage values.
..................................................................................... Est $250
*/** Collection of Mint Plate Blocks, from 1934 to Mid1970s, with about 1,290 plate blocks, probably mostly different either for plate numbers or positions. We note better plate
numbers and stamps, including a NH block of #209, Suzor
Coté matched set, Centennials and Caricatures, etc. We note
many plate blocks of 6, 8 and some larger, such as the Caricature, which are all in top of sheet blocks. Majority is NH but
we noted a very few hinged in the margins. Also includes some
non-plate stamps, not counted in total. A nice lot for completion and with nice quality.
..................................................................................... Est $300
*/** Two Volume Mint Collection, 1930s to 1990s, mostly mint hinged to early QEII, then NH thereafter. Strength in
blocks, miniature sheets and booklet panes. Nice OHMS and
G Officials including $1 values. Overall fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1010

*/** Mint Collection in Unity Album, 1870-1951, includes
Small Queens, low value Jubilees, Admirals including coils,
etc. A good selection of other KGV issues, KGVI complete,
airmails, etc. Mix of mint hinged and never hinged. Centering
ranges from fine to very fine. A nice collection for continuation.
Note some minor faults and a few unused (no gum).
........................................................................ Unitrade $4,789

1011

*/** Back of The Book Dealer’s Stock, 1906 to 1978, in
102 cards and housed in three small dealer binders, etc. Includes booklets, airmails, Special Delivery, Postage Dues, War
Tax, Wildlife Conservation stamps and Officials. Note plate
blocks, 4-hole OHMS perfins, #O2 UL plate No. 4 block, O23
plate block and EO1 plate blocks (x2). A mix of mint hinged
and never hinged. Centering is mostly fine or better. High catalogue value but lots of duplication. Also a stockbook of Revenues, mostly Federal issues and mostly used, though has a
good selection of mint Postal Note issues.
..................................................................................... Est $500

1012

*/** Dealer’s Stock of Mint Issues, 1908 to 1992, first
binder with issues #96/135 with a good selection of Québecs
and Admirals to the 10c value, second binder with of Admirals
to early QEII with varieties such as jump strips, tagging errors,
colour varieties, etc. and two binders with material 1951-1992
with $120+ of postage including $1 and $2 values. 1951 and
on appears to be all mint never hinged. Mixed condition in the
earlier material. High catalogue value.
..................................................................................... Est $400

1013

 Heavy Box Full of Used Canada, 1950s to 1980, in many
formats: bundleware in zip lock bags, stock in stockbooks,
sorted issues in clearly identified envelopes and glassines,
and loose (some sorted by issue) in sandwich bags. We note
many high denominations, postmarks, lots of Centennials with
potential for varieties, etc. Many hundreds of thousands of
stamps in here. Overall nice quality.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1014

 Large Carton with Framed Prints and Used Stamps, prints
include Queen Victoria, KGV, Elvis, patriotic, train wreck,etc.,
two envelope boxes of Canada Sc. #593 and 604 all used
on piece, clipped for western Canada postmarks, as well box
of Canada Sc. #549 loose stamps also with western Canada
postmarks and 18 WWI to WWII art prints of 15 posters and 2
maps in a 3-ring binder. Includes 6 Vimy Ridge related prints.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1015

 Used Accumulation Sorted in Envelopes, 1898-1999,
organized by Scott catalogue number. Many envelopes with
dozens of stamps. Note 7c Edwards, 8c-20c Numerals, Map
stamps and lots more. Includes some back of the book material. Overall fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1016

 Seven Albums with Used Stamps and 8.5 Kgs of Used on
Paper, also a Quarterman reprint of Boggs Stamps of Canada.
The 7 albums are quite sparse, and include some Newfoundland.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1017

 Carton with 9.5kgs of Used On Paper, KGV era and onwards, though mostly QEII, all measured in half kilo bags.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1018

 Used Accumulation in Carton, includes 10lbs of stamps,
many sorted by issue or year, plus a small assortment of covers, etc.
........................................................................................Est $75

1019

 Two Volume Specialized Centennial Collection, housed
in Lighthouse albums with LB sheets (polystyrene). Very complete with coils, booklet panes and singles, miniature panes,
fluorescence, tagging and perforation varieties, etc. Overall
fine-very fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1020

 Accumulation of Perfins on Stock Pages, with a few hundred items, some sorted by perfin, others are unsorted in glassines. Good variety of types, issues, positions and cancels.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1021

 Large Accumulation of Used Back of Book Issues, in 2
shoe boxes. Includes Semi-postals, airmails, special delivery,
postage dues and Officials sorted in glassines by issue. Many
thousands of stamps in total.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1022

 Used Accumulation of Coils, Blocks and Booklet Panes,
thousands of stamps in shoe box. Includes blocks and plate
blocks #142/1804, coil singles and strips #181/1194c and a
few booklet panes #249b/1188a.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1023

1024

1025

1026

1027

 Mostly Used Stock in Eight Stockbooks, each filled with
hundreds to thousands of stamps, from Queen Victoria to
modern, with Admirals, high denominations, some back of
the book including a page of overprinted officials and a page
of perforated officials, etc. The duplication is kept to below
a few dozens of some. One stockbook contains a collection
(with duplication) of booklet pane singles and multiples (also
some straight edge non-booklet stamps), ex. Bill McCann and
sold for $200 in 2004 (some booklets removed since). A fairly
clean lot and mostly fine to very fine.
..................................................................................... Est $150
 Group of Used Collections, in seven binders, stockbooks
or albums, with mostly postage stamps, plus some back of
the book, revenues and more, from QV to modern, one binder contains hundreds of sets in 102 cards (mostly different)
with a little duplication, we note an almost new Lighthouse
Hingeless album with pages to 1979, bit of Newfoundland, a
Scott album, etc. Overall fine or better, with likely thousands of
stamps.
..................................................................................... Est $150
 Quantity of Used Canada Stock, mostly all sorted by issue in envelopes and/or glassines filling 7 medium boxes. One
has nice modern (1980s-90s), all displayed on a few hundred
black stock cards, another has thousands of modern (1990s2000s) all sorted, another similar for 1970s-1980s, another
starts in the Edwards and Admirals to the 1980s, with cancels, high denominations, etc. Others are a mix of sorted /
unsorted, on and off paper, with several thousands in all.
..................................................................................... Est $100
/*/** Large Plastic Tub of Mostly Canada, with many better items such as early mint (f-vf Quebec set, Maps, back of
the book Admirals and mint and used Edward set. $1,400),
a yearbook of 1996 Australia, A page of early GB specialized
postmarks, a complete sheet of 50c Suzor Coté plus others
such as a complete sheet of 1978 EXUP overprints, a better
quality UV light in its box, a book full of UN FDC, a shoebox full
of mint Canada in glassines, mostly pre-1980 with some plate
blocks, matched sets, etc., a topical paintings collection, a
collection of Canada tagging varieties (cost owner $136) and
more.
..................................................................................... Est $500
/*/** Accumulation of Canada in Albums, etc. Includes
a Canada collection in “100 Years of Canadian Stamps” book
with early Cents issues, Large and Small Queens, Leafs, Numerals and Edwards all used, plus later issues to 1950 which
are mixed mint and used. Note some Newfoundland and
B.N.A. along with some revenues, as well 5 albums with 1c-3c
Small Queens, that include precancels, squared circles cancels, etc. Lot includes approximately $200 in mint face value
stamps, mostly 1c to 15c values in plate blocks which includes
the $1 Exports and all the 1967 Centennial issue high values.
Inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1028

/*/** Lot of Mostly Early Canada, starting with six mint
Map stamps (4 are NH, 5 are vf and one has faults, Unitrade
$925), a sheet margin block of 6 of 1934 Jacques Cartier (one
has a tear, one has gum disturbance so Unitrade for 4 VFNH
is $48), a glassine with 33 x SQs on paper, a glassine with
over 110 used Map stamps (about a quarter are on paper,
some dated cancels), a large quantity of used low value QV
Leafs and Numerals, appears unpicked for cancels (probably
several hundred in all, some are on paper). Also a box of older
worldwide on and off paper, some Princess Diana covers and
stamps, and lastly, a group of 6 different yearbooks 1984 to
1989 with all their stamps (face for these totals $110).
..................................................................................... Est $150

1029

/*/** Mostly Used Accumulation, 1859 to 1999, housed
in 8 albums and 5 stockbooks. Two stockbooks with better
issues that include #14, 15, 21, 25, Small Queens, Jubilees,
etc, one stockbook of mint with Large and Small Queens, Jubilees, Québecs, Back of Book issues, Revenues, etc. Also some
Newfoundland and a shoebox of bundleware and $1 Totem
Pole issues. Note a small amount of mint including some NH,
lots of nice cancels on the used, etc. Inspect for better items.
..................................................................................... Est $400

1030

/*/** Collection and Accumulation in Carton, includes
an album with stamps 1899 to 1980, a stockbook and 2 small
file boxes with mint stamps to the 30c era, with values from
1c to $2. Also 1979, 1980 and 1981 annual collections, loose
album pages with used stamps, in glassines, etc., an envelope
of Revenues and a small assortment of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland. Overall fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1031

/*/** Accumulation in Three Albums and a Stockbook,
1900s to 2000s, includes a mint hinged collection, mostly
1950s to 1980s, a stockbook of used from KEVII to the 51c
era, a 1950s to 1970s collection in Lighthouse springback
album and a modern used collection with lots of duplication. Also a small box with accumulation of mint and used in
glassines and dealer cards with material ranging from Small
Queens to the 1980s. Overall fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1032

/*/** Collection on Album Pages, 1859 to 1960s, mix of
mint and used in crystal mounts. Includes #20 used, #14 and
26 unused (no gum) and #50-60 and 96-103 mint hinged.
Also #126a block of 6 mint NH. Possibility that other mint
stamps are never hinged. Earlier material is mixed condition,
balance is fine or better.
......................................................................... Scott U$10,782

1033

/*/** Box of Odds and Ends Stamps and Covers, etc.
with covers including unused stationery (older and newer),
commercially used covers of all sorts, FDC from the 1960s, a
complete set of 1999 FDC, leather postcard, two “damaged by
fire” covers, plus another 500 covers, many having Philatelic
Canada Sarnia datestamps, mostly from the 1980s, plus other
Sarnia cancels of the time, Postmaster signed, also much correspondence sent to the owner in Sarnia, mostly from Canada,
etc. Also includes a collection of 10 covers mostly franked with
Jubilee , Map, SQ (incl 10c), QV, and other frankings (all but
two are used out of date). The lot also contains many mostly
older stamps, from Large and Small Queens to the 1960s in
glassines, 102 cards, auction pages, some in quantities, etc,
with better or higher values throughout, but faults on some of
the older material. Also some mint and used Newfoundland,
two ration books with stamps, and more. Inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $150

91

1034

1035

/*/** Balance of Dealer’s Stock Unsorted in Large Box,
includes mint and used stamps in glassines, on stock pages,
in folders, etc. With stockbook of mint hinged with Jubilees,
to #852, 3 binders of back up stock on manila pages, ranging from #208 to early QEII, many topical collections made
up of Canadian stamps including ones for Sports, Olympics,
Ships, Art, etc. Lots of large blocks and sheets, some still in
Canada Post packing, precancel sheets, a sheet folder of Centennial strips and sheets with lots of varieties, a shoe box with
loose stamps and includes coils, 50c booklets, etc. Should be
a good amount of mint never hinged postage, though mostly
lower values, in this lot.
..................................................................................... Est $350
/*/** Lot of Used Stock, all neatly sorted in #10 envelopes (then within glassines inside) filling three envelope
boxes. Starts with Cents issues then several hundreds of
Small Queens (1c to 5c with many shades a few cancels, etc.),
then hundreds of Leafs and Numerals and on until about the
1980s. We note early high denominations, four Bluenoses, for
example, lots of back of the book with Officials, Revenues, Air
Mail, etc. Also saw some mint from the 1920s-on, used blocks
and coils and more. Many thousands in all, and a better than
usual lot of this kind. Inspect for a better appreciation of the
value.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1036

/* Carton with Thousands of Loose Stamps, including mint
plate block of #198 (CV $350); on piece includes 1.5kg of
commemoratives, Christmas and high value definitives. Also a
group of 34 exhibition catalogues.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1037

/* Dealers Stock of Mint and Used, includes 2 binders of
used with stamps ranging from the Small Queen issues to the
34c era, arranged on manila stock sheets, with lots of duplication. Also 2 small dealers binders with mint hinged stamps in
102 cards. Includes Arch issues, War & Peace sets, as well as
back of the book material, etc. Mostly fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1038

Group of Uncut Press Sheets, etc including two of Birds, one
of Year of the Tiger, one of Canadian Forces Snowbirds (#909
of 1,000) plus other various stamp posters including Canada
Reflections and a numbered and signed Lake Louise print.
........................................................................................Est $40

1039

**/(*) Accumulation of Mint Sheets, Large Blocks, etc. Includes #66 (x379), 74 (x146) and 96 (x295). All mint never
hinged but catalogued as hinged as some stamps with toning
or other minor gum disturbances. Also note #169, 173, 211,
241, 246, 252, 256, 268, 299, 345, C3, CE1, E8, assorted
Centennial postage dues in quantities of 9 to over 200. Also an
assortment of precancels, etc. Mostly fine but includes better.
.........................................................................Scott U$18,154

1040

1041

92

*/**/ Mostly Mint Collection in Stockbook, to about the
1970s, starting with a few used Cents Issues, then mainly mint
from Jubilees to the end, including much NH. We note blocks,
corner blocks, some plate blocks, multiples, high values, 8 covers, back of the book issues and more. Catalogued by Scott
Classic, with no premium added for earlier NH material. A good
collection for continuation, and fine or better overall.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,900
/*/** #4/90 Dealer’s Stock in 102 Cards in Small Binder, with used Pence issues including #4 (x4) , Small Queens,
low value Jubilees, ½c Leaf issue in blocks of 6 or 8 (x7), 20
mint NH Map stamps and more. Lots of duplication of some
issues. High catalogue value, worth a look.
..................................................................................... Est $350

1042

 #14/20 1859 Stock of Used First Cents Issues, with #s
14 (x 11), 15 (x 55), 17 (x 11), 18 (x 12), 19 (x 3) and 20 (x3).
The obviously faulty stamps were set aside on a manila sheet
and not counted, those counted are mostly fine centered, with
a few better and some may have small faults. A nice lot for the
specialist.
............................................................................Scott U$7,762

1043

 #14/25 Group of Early Used Issues, with #s 14 (x3), 15
(x2), 17 (x2, including an imprint copy), 18 (x3, including a
socked on the nose 4-ring #11), 19 (x2), 20 (x2), 21, 22, 24a
and 25. A nice group, with shades and mostly sound except for
a few small faults. Overall fine with some better, catalogued as
all cheapest shade and paper.
............................................................................Scott U$2,415

1044

/* #14/411 + B.O.B. Red Box of Mostly Used, 1859 to
1950s, identified and price in 102 cards. Includes used Cents,
Large and Small Queens, Admirals, etc as well as back of the
book material. Some light duplication of some issues. Overall
fine, some faults to be expected on the early material. Inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1045

/* #14/503 Collection of Mostly Used in a Minkus Album, starting with Cents (very nice 17c), Large and Small
Queens (these with good value, some have faults), Jubilees
to the 15c with 6c and 8c mint, complete Leafs and Numerals (mix of mint and used),complete Admirals, including many
good coils, then mostly complete (missing cheap stamps here
and there as well as some back of the book), and includes
complete sets, overprinted and perforated officials, air mails,
etc. We note many nice c.d.s. cancels and overall fine or better.
High catalogue value collection.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1046

/* #15/90, C6, C9ii Binder with an Extensive Re-Entry
Collection, most re-entries are mounted on a piece of paper
with a diagram of the stamp with the variety outlined. Also includes a few other constant plate varieties such as retouches
and hairlines. About 200 items of which 185 are re-entries.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1047

*/** #21- Mostly Mint Holding in a Binder, with mostly preQEII issues, starting with a few #21, few SQ, block of four 3c
Jubilee with bottom stamps NH, Leafs, Numerals, Québecs to
the 5c, Maps, many Admirals, Arch and Scroll issues, coils, air
mails, special delivery, some Newfoundland including #221,
225 and four 1932 $1 blue air mail issues, some mini panes,
G and OHMS overprints, and much more. Mix of hinged and
never hinged, with some duplication, and with a high total
catalogue value. Some of the stamps have faults, some have
no gum, a few are used, still an overall nice lot.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1048

 #21-30 1868 Stock of Used Large Queen Issues, with #s
21, 22 (x 6), 23 (x 4), 24 (x 11), 25 (x 20), 26 (x 2), 27 (x
10), 28 (x 3) and 29/30 (x 30). The obviously faulty stamps
were set aside on the back of one of the stock sheets (placed
sideways) and not counted, those counted are mostly fine centered, with a few better and some may have small faults. All
stamps were catalogued as cheapest variety, and we did not
take into account the many shades, papers (several thin papers), perforations, etc. We note some better postmarks, such
as a nice 2-ring #6, some cork cancels, some dated cancels,
etc. A nice lot for the specialist.
........................................................................... Scott U$8,045

1049

 #21iii/84 1868 to 1900 Group of Used Queen Victoria Issues, with seven Large Queens: #21iii, 22b (with 2-ring #12),
24b, 25-27 and 29b (with SEP.2.1870 c.d.s.), all fine centered
except for Half Cent which is very fine. Note the odd short perf,
else a nice group. Also includes a group of better used Queen
Victoria Numeral and Leaf issues, with #s 71, 73 and 80 to
84. The 20c is missing a corner, rest are mostly sound and
have been catalogued as all fine although a few are very fine
centered.
............................................................................Unitrade $785

1050

1051

1052

 #25- Collection / Stock of Used, 1880 to 2011, all neatly
displayed on album pages and home made pages in 12 binders, with sometimes up to several of some issues. Starts with
Small Queens, including the 20c and 50c, then on to the end
with a high degree of completion (starts to be much more complete in the 1950s), including coils, high values, some blocks
(saw an $8 Bear block), souvenir sheets, a 20c Jubilee with
unusual “SLSCA...” perfin, some back of the book including
revenues, and more. Worth a look, with thousands of stamps,
overall fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1057

*/ #25/53 1868-97 Group of Early Classics, with 31
stamps, hinged onto an old time quadrille page. The lot includes used #s 25 (x3), 37/41 (x7), 39 (x3), 40 (x2), 43 (x2),
44 (x5), 45 (x2), 46 and a block of four #53 (with neat Halifax
squared circles. Also mint hinged #s 45 and 47. We note interesting items such as a dramatically misperforated #37, some
nice fancy cancels, shades, etc. Overall fine or better.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,890

 #34/47 Old Time Large Stock of Used Small Queens, all
sorted by denomination, filling stock sheets within two Scott
Specialty albums. We counted the following: #34 (x 34), 35 (x
339), 35a (x 4), 36 (x 257), 37/41 (x 2,850), 37a (x4), 38 (x
3), 39 (x 28), 41a (x17), 42 (x 28), 43 (x 17), 44 (x 40), 40/45
(x 30), 46 (x 20) and 47 (x 18). First album is unsorted as to
postmarks and has most of the high values, the second has
mostly postmarks such as c.d.s., flags, targets, corks, a few
RPO, etc. Contains a few unused (no gum) counted as used.
All the 3c were catalogued at $1 each to account for half #37
and half #41, and all 10c were catalogued as #45 but includes
many #40. We note a great many shades, mostly counted as
cheapest (such as the 8c values), unchecked by us as to varieties, perforations, etc. Many faults as is usual with such a lot,
still great for the specialist.
......................................................................... Scott U$12,891

1058

*/** #28/317 + B.O.B. Mint Collection in Minkus Album,
1868-1952. A nice, predominantly mint hinged collection,
with a few never hinged scattered throughout. Includes mint
* 12½c blue Large Queen with what appears to be o.g. (but
two small tears), also note Jubilees including #59-60, Edwards
(#94 unused no gum), Quebec Tercentenary set (missing
#100), Admirals, the KGV Scroll and Leaf sets. Also a good
selection of back of the book including #E1 NH. A nice old time
collection.
......................................................................... Scott U$12,276

(*)/* #34/47 Stock of Mint Small Queens, 1870 to 1897,
mostly with gum and hinged, with a few having no gum. We
catalogued these as follows: #34 (x7), 35a (x1), 35 (x25), 36
(x11), 37 (x3), 37a (x2), 39 (x4), 41 (x15), 42 (x2), 43 (x2),
44 (x14), 45 (x4) and 47 (x2), counting some shades or printings as cheapest. We note pairs, blocks and multiples, mostly
all fine centered with some very fine. There are several small
faults, mostly to perforations, but also to gum and a few creases, still many sound and useful stamps. Huge catalogue value,
inspect.
......................................................................... Scott U$16,922

1059

*/** #34/87 Group of Early Mint Issues, with a block of four
of #34 (NH, with heavy printing offsets on back), NH block of
#66, three blocks of four of #74 (including, but not counted
re-entries on one NH block, and the rest either are hinged
or have album adherence), blocks of four of #s 85, 86 and
87 (heavy hinged to hinged). Also two horizontal pairs of #41
(one pair hinged, one pair NH but with light disturbance). Catalogued as all cheapest paper, shade, etc., only.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,130

1060

 #35/2705 Large Stock of Used, all neatly arranged and
identified on clean manila pages in 43 3-ring binders. We note
booklet singles and multiples, coils, perforation varieties, high
denominations, many town postmarks (especially in the early
material) and much more. A very clean collection, with sparse
early issues, but starts to be plentiful from Edwards to modern, with often hundreds of each issue. A very nice coverage of
different issues and overall a much nicer assemblage of used
Canada.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1061

 #35/120 Used Accumulation, Small Queens to Admirals,
up to several hundred of each sorted in glassines by issue.
Note large quantities of #91 and 92. Also #113 sorted by year
1912 to 1922. Mostly fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1062

/(*) #37/167a, O261 Group of Better Early Used, starts
with a 1880s 3c Small Queen (unused, no gum), ½c Leaf (x4),
1c, 5c and 6c Leaf (latter x2), 8c Leaf (x23), 8c Numeral (x4),
10c Numeral (x2), 1c and 2c Jubilees, two 7c Edwards,12c
Scroll (x12), $1 Scroll Parliament, and a perfin OHMS 50c Munitions, plus a few more. Also includes a 5c QV Nova Scotia
on cover from Dartmouth to Annapolis, October 1865 (missing back flap). Overall fine or better group and high catalogue
value.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1053

/* #29ii/715iv, C5ii Group of 14 Varieties on Album Pages, including #29ii 15c Large Queen with Pawnbroker variety,
lightly used, fine-very fine, a few short perfs (CV $337) and
#C5ii molting wing variety (mint *, very fine, CV $150). Others
are fly specks varieties on more modern stamps.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1054

/*/** #34- Two Volumes of Varieties, all in 102 cards,
each described and retail priced at over $3,500. We note
Small Queens, Admirals to modern, with perfins, printing varieties, papers, tagging, ink blotches, under and over inking,
and more.
..................................................................................... Est $400

1055

/* #34/40 Small Queen Collection to the 10c, 1870 to
1879, on homemade pages. As identified by owner, includes
#34 (x15), 35 (275), 35d (48), 36 (150), 36e (4), 37 (62), 37e
(17), 38 (37), 39 (11), 39b (5) and 40 (2). All used except for
5 of the #35. Includes pairs, strips of 3. A great assortment of
shades and cancels. Ideal for the specialist.
............................................................................Scott U$4,335

1056

* #34/44 Group of 10 Small Queens, 1870-1888, all stamps
are mint hinged, mostly fine or better, note toning on one 3c
and the odd short perf.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,130

Interested in consigning your material?
Please contact Stéphane at:
stephane@sparks-auctions.com
93

1063

 #50-53 1897 Stock of Used Low Value Jubilee Issues, filling three double-sided stock sheets with ½c, 1c (x 1) (x 64), 2c
(x 1), 3c (x 144). This is an old time stock and contains many
nice postmarks such as rollers, c.d.s. many dated, many fancy
flag cancels, squared circles, orbs, etc. The obviously faulty
stamps were taken out (were not counted), includes some
mint and are included on a manila sheet. Overall fine or better
lot.
............................................................................... Scott U$997

1071

*/** #66-73, 87 1897-98 Stock of Mint Queen Victoria
Leaf Issues, with hinged: ½c (x 20), 1c (x 4), 2c (x 4), 3c (x 2),
5c (x 2), 6c (x 5), 8c (x 2), 10c (x 5) and 2c on 3c provisional
(x 10). Also some never hinged: 2c (block of four and pair), a
6c single and two 2c provisional singles. Overall fine centered
group, with the odd better centered and includes some not
counted because of faults or heavy hinging (placed sideways
on back of stock sheet).
............................................................................Scott U$6,855

1064

* #50-54 1897 Stock of Mint Low Value Jubilee Issues, all
mint hinged, with ½c (x 3), 1c (x 7), 2c (x 12), 3c (x 12) and
5c (x 10). The obviously faulty stamps were pulled and not
counted, and are set sideways on the back of the stock sheet.
Faults on those vary from no gum, to creases, to paper hinge
remnants, etc. Those counted are mostly fine centered, with a
few better and a few may have small faults. Inspect.
............................................................................Scott U$2,050

1072

 #66-84, 87-88 1897-1902 Stock of Used QV Leaf and Numeral Issues, with #s 66 (x 13), 67 (x 49), 68 (x 37), 69 (x 46),
70 (x 26), 71 (x 2), 72 (x 4), 73 (x 1), 74 (x 32), 75 (x 32), 76
(x 63), 77 (x 47), 78 (x 27), 79 (x 65), 80 (x 1), 81 (x 3), 82 (x
45), 84 (x 3), 87 (x 18) and 88 (x 13). Centering varies from
fine to very fine and there is postmark interest such as c.d.s.
etc. Expect faults, as would be usual for this type of lot.
........................................................................... Scott U$4,412

1065

/*/** #51-54 1897 Group of Jubilee Blocks and Multiples, all mint, except where noted, with 1c: two blocks of
four (3 NH stamps), 2c: upper right corner block of four (2 top
stamps NH) and right sheet margin block of four (all 4 stamps
NH), 3c: block of four (one stamp is NH and one stamp has a
small thin), 5c: vertical pair with sheet margin at right (both NH
but with natural gum bends) and a used block of four (wrinkle
on one stamp). Fine to very fine group.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,680

1073

* #66/88 1897-1899 Queen Victoria Group of Mint Issues,
all fine hinged, with #s 66-70, 74-79, 85 and 86b plus 87-88.
We note lovely fresh colour on the two Map stamps.
............................................................................Unitrade $416

1074

*/** #74/84, 88 1898-1902 Stock of Mint Queen Victoria
Numeral Issues, with hinged: ½c (x 10), 1c (x 1), 2c purple (x
1), 2c carmine (x 4), 3c (x 4), 6c (x 2), 7c (x 2), 8c (x 1), 10c (x
2), 20c (x 2) and 2c on 3c provisional (x 5). Also a never hinged
2c provisional single with sheet margin at bottom. Overall fine
centered group, with the odd better centered and includes two
not counted because of faults (placed sideways on back of
stock sheet).
............................................................................Scott U$4,260

1075

 #75-78 Queen Victoria Numeral Study Lot, all on black
stock pages, some are neatly sorted and identified as per
shades, cancels (incl. precancels, towns, corks, machine,
orbs, Ottawa duplex, parcels, RPO, squared circle, and many
more). Includes the 1c to 3c issues, overall fine or better, including many very fine and a few jumbos.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1076

/*/** #77bs/1163c Collection of Mint and Used Booklet Panes and Singles, all in over 300 white envelopes, all
identified as per Scott number. A specialized collection, with
early issues mostly used up to QEII, then mint and used, with
complete panes and singles in quantities of a few panes to
several dozen pane singles. We note mint and used (FD cancels) 1969 Bileski Christmas panes with varieties (described)
in quantity, a great many different Centennial panes with varieties, tagging, etc, and much more. Owner’s catalogue value
(from about 1990) was $4,053 (perhaps 5% were not priced
by him).
......................................................................... Owner’s $4,053

1077

/*/** #85-86 Stock of Mint and Used Map Stamps, including different shades (about half and half #85 and 86),
with 7 mint NH, 7 mint hinged and another 21 used stamps,
with various cancels such as c.d.s., flag, etc. Overall fine or
better.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,204

1078

*/** #86, 203, 209 1898-1934 Group of Three Mint Blocks
of Four, with #86 (includes 1 VFNH, 1 VFH, 1 FNH and 1 FH).
Also #203 (VFNH but minor gum disturbances, catalogued as
hinged) and #209 (VFNH).
............................................................................Unitrade $875

1079

* #89-93, 90A 1903 King Edward VII Part Set, mint hinged,
to the 10c only, with an additional imperforate 2c issue. Catalogued as all fine centered only.
............................................................................Unitrade $535

1066

 #54-60 1897 Stock of Used Mid Value Jubilee Issues,
with 5c (x 6), 6c (x 1), 8c (x 2), 10c (x 1), 15c (x 7), 20c (x 5)
and 50c (x 8). The obviously faulty were pulled, not counted
and placed sideways on the back of the stock sheet. We note
dated cancels, mostly fine centered with some better.
............................................................................Scott U$4,495

1067

*/ #54/61 1897 Jubilee Group of Four Stamps, with a
used 8c (very light cancel), plus another 8c, a 5c and a $1,
all mint hinged. The $1 has significantly disturbed gum. Catalogued as all fine centered.
............................................................................Unitrade $720

1068

* #55-60 1897 Stock of Mint Mid Value Jubilee Issues, all
hinged, with 6c (x 6), 8c (x 8), 10c (x 4), 15c (x 7), 20c (x 3)
and 50c (x 5). The obviously faulty stamps were pulled, not
counted and placed sideways on the back of the stock sheet.
These contain faults such as no gum, heavy hinging, creases,
etc. Those counted are mostly fine centered, with a few better.
Some may still have small imperfections.
............................................................................Scott U$7,685

1069

 #61-65 1897 Group of Used Dollar Value Jubilee Issues,
with $1 (x 3), $2 (x 4), $3 (x 1), $4 (x 4) and $5 (x 1 with very
light crease). Most have roller cancels and centering ranges
from fine to very fine. Also includes some with faults (usually
thins) which were not counted, and placed sideways at the bottom of the stock sheet.
.........................................................................Scott U$11,100

1070

94

 #66- Old Stock of Mostly Early Used, with a binder full of
QV Leaf and Numeral issues (low values on 12 double-sided
stock pages, with lots of cancel interest, appears mostly unpicked (about half are on piece) and probably about 1,000
stamps. Also a binder with used stock on 19 manila pages,
with QV Leafs to modern, first 5½ pages are QV and Edward
issues in quantity. We note a bit of cancel interest, a page half
full of G overprints on 20c paper industry, etc probably over
1,000 stamps. Lastly, a small box full of used in glassines,
sorted by issue, from QV to about WWII, with several hundreds.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1080

1081

1082

1083

1084

1085

1086

1087

1088

1089

* #89-94 1902-04 Stock of Mint King Edward VII Issues, all
hinged, with 1c (x 5), 2c (x 10), 5c (x 2, both have small faults),
7c (x 4), 10c (x 2) and 20c (x 3). Also some imperforates, with
a marginal pair, pair and 5 singles. Overall fine centered group,
with the odd better centered and includes five not counted because of small faults or no gum (placed sideways on back of
stock sheet).
............................................................................Scott U$6,015
 #89-95 1902-04 Stock of Used King Edward VII Issues,
with 1c (x 64), 2c (x 76, including booklet singles), 5c (x 50),
7c (x 68), 10c (x 27), 20c (x 6) and 50c (x 6). Centering varies
from fine to very fine and there is some postmark interest such
as c.d.s., etc.
............................................................................Scott U$2,523
*/** #96-103 1908 Stock of Mint Quebec Tercentenary Issues, with hinged singles: ½c (x 20), 1c (x 5), 2c (x 11), 5c (x
6), 7c (x 3), 10c (x 4), 15c (x 2) and 20c (x 6). Also includes
multiples of ½c (pair, strip of 3, block of four and plate 1 block
of four, with 7 hinged and 6 NH stamps), 1c (two blocks of 4,
one has extensive hairlines, 6 hinged, 2 NH) and 15c (sheet
margin block of 4 with one NH stamp and 3 hinged). Overall
fine or better centering and unchecked by us for re-entries.
............................................................................Scott U$6,215
/(*) #96-103 1908 Stock of Used Quebec Tercentenary
Issues, with ½c (x 6), 1c (x 20), 2c (x 16), 5c (x 4), 7c (x 13),
10c (x 2), 15c (x 3) and 20c (x2). Centering varies from fine to
very fine, and we have included some unused (no gum) stamps
counted as used. Also included is a group of (mostly mint, with
a few used) stamps not catalogued because of faults, to varying degrees (placed sideways on a separate sheet).
............................................................................Scott U$2,958
*/** #104/109 Collection of Mint Blocks of Four, from
the 1c to the 3c, with different papers, wet and dry printings,
shades, etc. Centering is generally fine or better, and there
are more never hinged stamps than hinged. Catalogued as all
cheapest paper, shade, etc. only.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,790
 #104/120 Old Time Used Admiral Collection in Springback Album, neatly annotated with detailed identification of
dies, hairlines, retouches, Marler Types, relief breaks, guide
lines, wet and dry printings, re-entries, retouched spandrels
and more. A very clean collection, assembled by a collector
with a keen eye for detail. Overall fine or better and high catalogue value.
..................................................................................... Est $300
** #104/230 Selection of KGV Stamps on Stock Page,
1911-1935, with approximately 60 stamps, all mint never
hinged and includes Admirals, coil, some issues with duplication, mostly fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $100
*/**/ #104a- Collection of Mostly Mint Booklet Panes,
with mint (hinged and never hinged, but early all catalogued
as hinged) and a few used. Includes Admirals, Arch, Mufti,
War, and QEII. Some duplication and overall fine or better.
Catalogue value is estimated at over $600.
...............................................................................Scott U$600
*/** #104a/109a Group of Mint Booklet Panes, with never
hinged: #107a (x2), 105b, 106a and 107b. Also some hinged:
104a (x2), 105a (x3, one has separation of selvedge), 105b
(x3, plus another faulty not counted), 106a (x3), 107b (x2) and
109a (x2). Fine to very fine centered group.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,307
** #104b/139 Group of Mint Never Hinged Admirals, with
#a 104b, 106, 107e, 109, 110, 110d, 111, 112, 113, 114b,
115, 119, 139, MR1, MR4 and MR5. Centering varies from
fine to very fine and all are fresh and never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade $1,706

1090

** #105/184 Group of Mint Never Hinged Admiral Blocks
of Four, with #s 105, 109, 109a, 110b, 112, 112a, 112ii,
117a, 118, 120 and 184. Most are fine, some are better and
all are fresh and never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade $3,478

1091

*/** #107/184 Collection of Mint Blocks of Nine, with
a block each of #s 107, 109, 114 and 184. Each block has
only one lightly hinged stamp, rest are NH. Catalogued as all
cheapest paper, shade, etc. only.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,535

1092

*/** #110/117 Collection of Mint Blocks of Four, from the
4c to the 10c. Centering is generally fine or better, and the
stamps are mostly never hinged. Catalogued as all cheapest
paper, shade, etc. only.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,934

1093

** #112a/184 1916-1931 Group of King George V Block
and Plate Blocks, all stamps are never hinged, with #s 112a
(fine, hinged in selvedge, part plate inscription at top), 113
(fine, hinged in selvedge at top), 171 (very fine never hinged,
UR Plate 1) and 184 (very fine late 1 block of six). A nice, fresh
group.
............................................................................Unitrade $920

1094

/*/** #126/184, MR4b Stock Page of Admirals, with
mint and used imperforates, an unused (no gum) imperforate
margin single MR4b, some coil singles and pairs, etc. Overall
fine to very fine and a mix of hinged and never hinged.
............................................................................... Scott U$907

1095

 #135/400 Used Accumulation of Thousands of Stamps,
sorted in 3 shoe boxes by issue in glassines, up to a few hundred of each issue.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1096

/*/** #140/300 Dealer’s Stock in Three 102 Card Binders, stamps are virtually all mint, with much being never
hinged. Only used item is a block of 4 of the Bluenose issue,
fine with c.d.s. cancels. Note better mint never hinged #157
(2), 183 paste-up pair, 227 (2), 244 (3), 261 block of 4, 262
(2) and more, hinged includes #149-159, 176, 226 plate
block, etc. Mostly fine, but much is better.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1097

** #143/301 Collection of Mint Never Hinged Plate Blocks,
1927-1951, with 26 plate blocks in all. Mostly fine centering,
but some better. Note #154, 198 (F-VF), 203, 220, 226, 272
(NH) and 301 with fine centering unless otherwise noted. Note
the odd minor gum bend.
.........................................................................Unitrade $2,674

1098

*/** #149a/306b Collection of Mint Booklet Panes, from
KGV to KGVI, with a mix of hinged and never hinged, we only
catalogued up to #233a but contains many more including
better in period. Some duplication of up to 3 of some.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,021

1099

**/* #162/334 Mint Collection on Lighthouse Pages,
1930 to 1954, complete in period minus the coils and booklet panes, all never hinged. Also includes the back of the book
from this period, including both Official overprints, dues, special delivery and air mail, again all never hinged except for the
postage dues. Includes a few duplicate examples, mostly all
fresh and on average fine-very fine or better.
............................................................................Scott U$3,723

1100

* #174-177 Group of Mint High Value KGV Leaf Issue, with
#s 174, 175, 176 (x2, one with very light toning at top) and 177
(x2). Overall nicely centered group with fresh colours, hinged.
...............................................................................Scott U$780

95

1101

** #178/216 Group of Mint Never Hinged, with Arch coil set of
singles, plus part set of pairs and another group of commemoratives in blocks of four or six. Fresh group, fine to very fine.
............................................................................... Scott U$774

1102

** #246/528, C6, E11 Collection of Better Mint Sheets,
Part Sheets, etc., 1939-1970. Includes sheets of #C6 plate
1, 1970 Christmas 5c and 6c sheets (both folded), but not
through the centre blocks), also blocks #521i and 522i by
themselves. Also half sheet of #E11 and sheets of #246-248,
253, 288-293 and 306. Many of the sheets have some perf
separation, mint never hinged and a mix of fine and very fine
centering.
........................................................................ Unitrade $3,190

1103

** #268, CE1, CE3 Group of Three Mint Panes of 50, CE1
and CE3 both with plate blocks at lower and upper right, 268
(8c Peace issue) with plate block at lower left. All very fine mint
never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade $1,009

1104

 #321/2808 Used Accumulation of Dollar Values, with
thousands of stamps sorted in glassines by issue. Includes
singles and blocks with lots of nice cancellations noted
throughout.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1105

** #454ii/544ii 1971-1972 Centennial Issues Matching
Sets of Plate Blocks Collection, all mint never hinged, with
P.V.A. gum and light fluorescence, includes #s 454iii, 455ii,
457iv, 458v, 460f Plates 1 and 2, 544ii, 462iv, 463iii, 464iii
and the two scarcest, the 50c 465Aiv (cat. $150 for the
matched set) and 465Biii (cat. $250 for the matched set). All
very fine and ex. Bileski with his write-ups.
............................................................................Unitrade $705

1106

** #522i 1970 5c Christmas Center Blocks, wholesale lot of
21 blocks, all mint never hinged and very fine, except for one
block which is fine.
............................................................................Unitrade $840

1107

** #1172d/1250ii 1989-1990 Group of Three Better Plate
Blocks or Corner Blocks, mint never hinged and very fine, with
#1172d (LL corner block, perf.13.1), 1174i (UL plate block on
Slater paper, perf. 14.4 x 13.8), 1250ii (LL plate block).
............................................................................Unitrade $650

1108

/*/** #14/500 Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1970
hinged on quadrille pages in a Frank Godden album. A very
clean collection, mostly used up to 1931 then mostly mint and
complete to the end, with mostly NH in mounts from 1950on. Nice condition throughout (including early material), with
many complete sets, better stamps, shades, tagging, etc. We
catalogued up to 1950 only, counting cheapest shade or variety only if not listed in Scott.
............................................................................Scott U$6,807

1109

1110

96

/*/** #14/899 Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1981
hinged in a Jarrett album. A very clean collection, mostly used
up to 1940 then mostly mint and complete to the end, with
mostly NH in mounts from 1955-on. Nice condition throughout (including early material), with many complete sets, better
stamps, shades, back of the book, tagging, etc. We catalogued
up to 1938 only (including back of the book), counting cheapest shade or variety only if not listed in Scott.
............................................................................Scott U$4,265
/*/** #14/899 Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1981
hinged in a Jarrett album. A very clean collection, mostly used
up to 1940 then mostly mint and complete to the end, with
mostly NH in mounts from 1955-on. Nice condition throughout (including early material), with many complete sets, better
stamps, shades, back of the book, tagging, etc. We catalogued
up to 1938 only (including back of the book), counting cheapest shade or variety only if not listed in Scott.
............................................................................Scott U$3,587

1111

/*/** #14/899 Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1981
hinged in a Harris album. A very clean collection, with a mix of
mint and used up to 1940 then mostly mint and complete to
the end, with mostly NH in mounts from 1950-on. Nice condition throughout (including early material), with many complete
sets, better stamps, shades, back of the book, tagging, etc.
We catalogued up to 1950 only (including back of the book),
counting cheapest shade or variety only if not listed in Scott.
............................................................................Scott U$6,258

1112

/*/** #14/899 Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1981
hinged in a Ryerson album. A very clean collection, mostly
used up to 1948 then mostly mint and complete to the end,
with mostly NH in mounts from 1955-on. Nice condition
throughout (including early material), with many complete
sets, better stamps, shades, back of the book, tagging, etc.
We catalogued up to 1948 only (including back of the book),
counting cheapest shade or variety only if not listed in Scott.
............................................................................Scott U$3,435

1113

/*/** #14/899 Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1981
hinged in a Scott Specialty album. A very clean collection,
mostly used up to 1948 then mostly mint and complete to
the end, with mostly NH in mounts from 1948-on. Nice condition throughout (including early material), with many complete
sets, better stamps, shades, back of the book, tagging, etc.
We catalogued up to 1950 only (including back of the book),
counting cheapest shade or variety only if not listed in Scott.
............................................................................Scott U$6,815

1114

/*/** #14/899 Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1981
hinged on quadrille pages in a Frank Godden album. A very
clean collection, with a mix of mint and used up to 1940s
then mostly mint and complete to the end, with mostly NH in
mounts from 1960-on. Nice condition throughout (including
early material), with many complete sets, better stamps, coil
singles and pairs, shades, back of the book, tagging, officials,
etc. We note better such as Cents, LQ, SQ, QV (all of these with
many shades), Jubilees to the $5 (mix of mint and used), mint
Quebec set, good Admirals, and much more. We catalogued
up to 1950 only (including back of the book), counting cheapest shade or variety only if not listed in Scott. A very nice collection with great value.
......................................................................... Scott U$19,135

1115

** #303/356 Plate Block Collection, all neatly displayed
and identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different plate
numbers, mostly all matched sets. Very fine never hinged and
includes owner’s inventory and catalogue value.
............................................................................Unitrade $833

1116

** #325/329 Plate Block Collection, all neatly displayed
and identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different plate
numbers, many better, mostly matched sets, some tagging
or paper varieties, Officials, etc. Very fine never hinged and
includes owner’s inventory and catalogue value.
........................................................................ Unitrade $2,693

1117

** #337/363 Plate Block Collection, all neatly displayed
and identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different plate
numbers, mostly matched sets, some tagging or paper varieties (these not all plate blocks), Officials, etc. Very fine never
hinged and includes owner’s inventory and catalogue value.
........................................................................ Unitrade $3,932

1118

** #357/400 Plate Block Collection, all neatly displayed
and identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different plate
numbers, mostly matched sets, some tagging or paper varieties, etc. Very fine never hinged and includes owner’s inventory
and catalogue value.
........................................................................ Unitrade $1,201

1119

** #401/436 Plate Block Collection, all neatly displayed
and identified in like-new Vario 4-pocket sheets, with different plate numbers, many matched sets, some tagging varieties (these not all plate blocks), etc. Includes a matched set of
#411 plus 5 plate blocks of the fluorescent paper #411i (UR
comes with 2009 Gratton certificate). Very fine never hinged
and includes owner’s inventory and catalogue value.
........................................................................ Unitrade $2,909

1120

** #410/453 Plate Block Collection, all neatly displayed
and identified in like-new Vario 4-pocket sheets, with different
plate numbers, mostly matched sets, some tagging varieties
(these not all plate blocks), etc. Very fine never hinged and
includes owner’s inventory and catalogue value.
........................................................................ Unitrade $1,346

1121

1122

1123

** #469/542 Plate Block Collection, all neatly displayed
and identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different plate
numbers, mostly matched sets, some tagging or paper varieties (these not all plate blocks), etc. Very fine never hinged and
includes owner’s inventory and catalogue value.
........................................................................ Unitrade $2,778
** #552/585 Plate Block Collection, all neatly displayed
and identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different plate
numbers, mostly matched sets, some tagging or paper varieties, etc. Very fine never hinged and includes owner’s inventory
and catalogue value.
............................................................................Unitrade $907
** #B1-B12 Plate Block Collection, all neatly displayed and
identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different plate numbers, mostly matched sets, some paper varieties, etc. Very fine
never hinged and includes owner’s inventory and catalogue
value of Unitrade $475.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1127

/*/** Hoarder’s Lot Very disorganized accumulation of
Canada and Provinces. Note better items we found including
Newfoundland C13-C15 on a First Flight Cover, 11A (VF MNG),
C2 (FU), Proofs 27P, 32TCix, 184c, 186c, 189ai and 245a.
Nova Scotia 2 VFU and New Brunswick 2 x 2 FU. Includes revenues and 7 ration books. In a stockbook, mounted on loose
pages and in envelopes. Few thousand that need some work.
Condition varies but many fine.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1128

/* Mint and Used Collection on Pages, with Newfoundland, Nova Scotia and PEI, mix of mint and used, overall nice
quality (these catalogue $687). This lot also includes a separate mint Newfoundland collection on smaller quadrille pages,
with fresh colour and nice quality. These alone catalogue
$972.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,650

Newfoundland Collections
1129

Canada Postage Lots
1130

** Collection of Year Books, complete set of from 1977 to
2012, missing only 2004 and includes the Millennium Collection. Collections from 1997 to the end are still shrink-wrapped
(except for 2009 which was opened by us to count the face
value), and the early ones still have their original plastic envelopes. Face value for all P stamps calculated at their value
during issued period, and not current value, so will be higher.
...............................................................................Face $1,058

1131

** Group of Canada Post Quarterly Packs, 1999 to 2015,
mostly with two of each pack, except for 2014/2015 (one of
each), all unopened and appears to be complete in period. A
very useful postage lot, or excellent for completing mint never
hinged modern collections. Very fine, never hinged.
............................................................................... Face $2,035

1132

** Shoebox of Modern Postage, mostly in booklets, sheets
and panes, majority from the 45c era, with many dollar values,
for example with three panes of 4 of the $8 Bear, etc. Some
of the 17c era souvenir books, etc were not counted. A very
useful postage lot. Very fine never hinged.
.................................................................................. Face $870

1133

** Collection on Stock Pages, all on black or manila stock
sheets, with fairly modern material, mostly in the 40c to 80c
values, including many P and dollar values, many in souvenir
sheets, blocks, singles, panes, booklets, etc. Also includes
about $80 worth of 5c to 30c era material and a few G overprints and older stamps (not counted). A useful postage lot.
...............................................................................Face $1,100

1134

** Box Full of Canada Post New Issues, 1980 to 1988, with
mostly commemoratives, all still in yellow CPC envelopes, with
sealed packs of matched plate blocks, and mostly large blocks
or multiples, some sheets, souvenir sheets, as purchased directly from the post office. Most envelopes also contain contemporary FDC of the same issues (not counted in face value).
Denominations are mostly 30c to 37c, with many 60c to 72c
and only a few dollar values. All mint never hinged and fresh.
............................................................................... Face $1,763

Canada Back of the Book Collections
1124

1125

/*/** Two Stock Pages of Mostly Mint, with a page full of
NH Special Delivery Airmails CE3/4 and a block of four NH E9,
three VFNH blocks of four of Air Mail stamps C1, C3 and C4,
three mint hinged and one used E2, two mint hinged E10, two
used E10 as well as four mint E1 (these not counted as they
have faults).
...............................................................................Scott U$784
/*/** Valuable Collection / Stock of Back of the Book,
filling two stock books and a binder with a little of everything,
including air mails (good stock of mint issues in singles, blocks
and plate blocks), special delivery, postage dues (incl. blocks
and plate blocks), federal and provincial revenues (all sorts,
including many better), duck stamps, Christmas stamps , officials (incl. many mint blocks and plate blocks, perfins, etc.),
and more. An interesting lot, well worth careful inspection.
High catalogue value and overall nice quality.
..................................................................................... Est $200

BNA Collections
1126

/*/** Collection of Newfoundland, New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia and PEI, with a mix of mint and used, mostly on album
pages. PEI catalogues $99, NS catalogues $554, NB catalogues $1,721 (includes a mint block of 10 of #8 and a mint
block of 6 of #6) and NL catalogues $352 (we note #30 used,
84 mint hinged, a few part sheets, etc). A few small faults as
expected, still an overall nice collection.
............................................................................Scott U$2,726

/*/** Collection on Album Pages, 1880-1923, nice group
of mostly used material. Note c.d.s. cancels, etc. Includes
some early mint/unused (no gum) with minor faults including
#42, 47 (x2), 48, etc. Mixed condition on early issues, mostly
fine or better.
...............................................................................Scott U$653

97

1135

1136

1137

1138

1139

1140

98

** Large Stock of Mint Never Hinged, 1960 to 1980, mostly
filling a thick binder, on 35 stuffed manila pages. We note
singles, blocks and plate blocks, with many having potential
higher catalogue value, as we noted different taggings, better plate blocks, Centennials, etc. We counted $610 in face
value for only those denominations above 25c. This includes
a large quantity of 50c, $1 and $2 stamps, mostly in plate
blocks. Also included are 4 Annual Collections in their boxes,
from 1984 (x2), 1986 and 1987, (these add up to an extra
$68 in face value) plus a quantity of G overprinted stamps
as well as some postage dues and other odds and ends. Very
high catalogue value, very fine and fresh.
..................................................................................... Est $500
** Collection of Modern New Issue Plate Blocks and FDC,
1982 to 2000. A very nicely arranged and displayed collection, in 14 thick binders containing what looks to be all stamps
issued in period (except Millennium stamps), with one or more
FDC plus a (usually) matched set of plate blocks for each issue, or souvenir sheet, or part sheet, booklet, etc and sometimes a New Issue pamphlet. The FDC are mostly displayed
in Hagner 2-row sheets (and often have many combinations
of stamps, sometimes blocks, some are signed by artist, etc.)
and the plate blocks or other stamps are mostly all in black
mounts on album pages. A few corner blocks have no plate
inscriptions. We counted the postage only for those stamps
denominated 10c or higher, which totals $3,659. A most useful postage lot for all its high denomination stamps, but could
also be a great basis for continuation. Huge original purchase
price and even higher catalogue value.
...............................................................................Face $3,659
** Collection of Annual Collections, 1976 to 2013, complete in period, but missing 2011 and 2012. Includes Millennium collection. There are also two copies each of 1979, 1980
and 1981. Also includes a number of special issue year or thematic items such as volumes 1 to 5 of the Queen’s Jubilee
Keepsake Folders, Royal Wedding Keepsake, etc. Face value
for all P stamps calculated at their value during issued period,
and not current value, so will be higher.
...............................................................................Face $1,062
** Collection of Mostly Plate Blocks, 1950s to 1980s, plus
a number of more recent and many singles, some booklets,
all in 11 stockbooks or binders, with denominations to about
the 32c era. The total face value of $1,380 is for only those
stamps denominated at 10c or more (we did not count those
below that). Of this total, there is $505 worth in the 50c to $5
range, and about $350 worth in the 30c to 48c range.
...............................................................................Face $1,380
** Collection of Mostly Plate Blocks, all in 5 small binders with slip cases, mostly from the 1980s in the 17c / 35c
era with some $1 and $2 values as well. Most are matched
sets, but some are single plate blocks as well. Also includes a
Minkus album with 1980s era plate blocks (17c / 35c) and another Minkus album with a collection of singles and blocks, including plate blocks, these mostly from the 1970s and 1980s.
We counted only the denominations 10c or over.
.................................................................................. Face $955
** Collection of Mint in Six Red Lighthouse Albums, 1950s
to 2013, all with slipcases. A very nice and clean collection
which has all the souvenir sheets, most of the booklets, sheetlets, and more. We note many of the items present in two or
more examples. We only counted the face value of denominations above 10c, and the 249 “P” stamps were counted at 85c
each. Very fine and all never hinged. A very useful and high
catalogue collection, either to complete (already very close to
complete) or use as postage, etc.
............................................................................... Face $2,232

1141

** Collection of Modern Sheets and Souvenir Sheets, with
the great majority of the face value being comprised of over
50c values, including many in the 80c-90c and $1, $2 and $8
sheets, including some P values, etc. A very useful postage lot,
all very fine mint never hinged.
.................................................................................. Face $385

1142

** Mint Collection in Three Hingeless Shaubek Albums,
1980 to 2009, with three slip cases included. We note singles, sets, souvenir sheets, booklets, better perforation issues, sheets and sheetlets, 99% complete Millennium collection, self-adhesives and more. A useful postage lot, or a great
start towards a complete collection for period. Appears to be
all mint never hinged and very fine.
............................................................................... Face $1,357

1143

** Collection of Year Books, with 1979, 1981 to 2003, 2005
to 2007 plus the Millennium collection, for a total of 28 different books. Twelve (mostly the most recent ones) are still
unopened, and the rest all have their stamps.
...................................................................................Face $765

1144

** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged, with a Minkus album
containing pages for 1956 to 1979 and stamps mostly in the
6c to 10c era, with a few higher. Some souvenir sheets from
the 1990s and quarterly packs from the 1980s and finally two
stockbooks containing stamps from mostly the 6c to 38c era,
with some $1 to $5 values tossed-in as well.
.................................................................................. Face $308

1145

** Collection of Modern Souvenir Sheets, mostly in the 46c
to 57c range, also with P values and several sheets each of
$1, $2, $5 and $8. A very useful postage lot. Also comes
with a used Canada collection in a Harris album from Small
Queens to the late 1980s, with good coverage but no expensive stamps.
.................................................................................. Face $668

1146

** Mint Never Hinged Sheets and Part Sheets, housed in
18 sheet files. Includes 1c up to 30c-era values, all mint never
hinged, clean and fresh.
...............................................................................Face $1,546

1147

** Postage Lot in 11 Stockbooks, with plate blocks, singles,
etc. Values range from 1c to $1.25, with most of the value in
the 5c to 15c era. A nice clean lot, appears to be all mint never
hinged.
...............................................................................Face $1,672

1148

** Useful Collection / Stock of Plate Blocks, 1979 to 1990,
filling a thick binder, with mostly all plate blocks but also
blocks and a few singles in the 17c to 40c era. We note for example 17c (x 700), 30c (x 333), 34c (x 421), 32c (x 515), 37c
(x 363), etc. A useful postage lot, with a few being of higher
denomination as well. Also included are 14 Historic Vehicles
souvenir sheets from 1994 (#1527).
...............................................................................Face $1,032

1149

** Collection of Year Books, 1977 to 2014, with 1977,
1978, 1979 (x2), 1980, 1981, 1984, 1985 (x4), 1986 (x3),
1987 (x4), 1988, 1990, 1991, 1992 (x3), 1993 (x4), 1994
(x2), 1995-1997, 1998 (x3), 1999, 2000 (regular) and 2004.
All appear to have their stamps and all very fine.
.................................................................................. Face $930

1150

** Box of Modern Postage, from mostly the 1980s and
1990s, with some up to 2010. Includes booklets, miniature
sheets, quarterly packs, souvenir sheets, full and part sheets,
blocks, plate blocks, etc. Majority is in the 17c to 40c era, with
many dollar values and P stamps as well.
...............................................................................Face $1,001

1151

** Canada Post Annual Collections, 1975/1999, plus some
assorted souvenir items. With 19 annual collections ranging
from 1975 to the Millennium collection.
...................................................................................Face $273

1152

** Postage Lots of Sheets, Large Blocks, etc. in 6 mint
sheet files. Most of the value is in 3c to 8c sheets, but does include some higher values. All are mint never hinged, but some
noted with disturbed gum.
...............................................................................Face $1,214

1153

** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, with matched sets (several still in Canada Post packaging), plate blocks, sheets, souvenir sheets, etc. Includes duplicated cello paq sheets of 3c to
5c values, #756a (x60), and lots and lots more postage value
in the 4c to 10c (Sc. #343/649) era which we did not count.
...............................................................................Face $1,589

1154

1155

1156

1163

** #1630/1926 Plate Block Collection #16, all neatly displayed and identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different
plate numbers, mostly matched sets, etc. Very fine never
hinged and includes owner’s inventory and catalogue value of
Unitrade $2,023.
.................................................................................. Face $770

1164

*/** Postage Lot in Four Binders/Stockbooks, mostly in the
5c to 17c era, but some higher values included, the vast majority is never hinged. Also includes approximately $90 in QEII
precancels.
.................................................................................. Face $329

** #1673/1694 Plate Block Collection #12, all neatly displayed and identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different
plate numbers, mostly matched sets, some varieties, etc. Includes $1 to $8 high value plate blocks. Very fine never hinged
and includes owner’s inventory and catalogue value of Unitrade $886.
.................................................................................. Face $266

1165

** #839/1671 Collection of Modern Postage, all neatly
arranged in black stock pages in 7 binders, with mostly unopened Canada Post matched sets of corner block packs,
booklets, sheets and sheetlets, usually with one to three of
each, a few with more. The range of denominations in this period was 30c to 45c, but there is a large quantity of higher
values. A great postage lot.
............................................................................... Face $3,790

** #1932/2228 Plate Block Collection #15, all neatly displayed and identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different
plate numbers, mostly matched sets, some varieties, high values, etc. Very fine never hinged and includes owner’s inventory and catalogue value of Unitrade $1,757.
.................................................................................. Face $688

Foreign -- Collections & Accumulations

** #606/680 Plate Block Collection #14, all neatly displayed and identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different
plate numbers, mostly matched sets, many varieties, etc. Very
fine never hinged and includes owner’s inventory and catalogue value of Unitrade $2,151.
.................................................................................. Face $209

1157

** #681/780 Plate Block Collection #13, all neatly displayed and identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different
plate numbers, mostly matched sets, some varieties, etc. Very
fine never hinged and includes owner’s inventory and catalogue value of Unitrade $1639.
.................................................................................. Face $238

1158

** #705/924 Plate Block Collection #19, all neatly displayed and identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different
plate numbers, mostly matched sets, some varieties, most
of the face is in high values, etc. Very fine never hinged and
includes owner’s inventory and catalogue value of Unitrade
$4,268.
.................................................................................. Face $940

1159

** #813/916 Plate Block Collection #10, all neatly displayed and identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different
plate numbers, mostly matched sets, some varieties, etc. Very
fine never hinged and includes owner’s inventory and catalogue value of Unitrade $1,137..
.................................................................................. Face $295

1160

** #917/1165ii Plate Block Collection #11, all neatly displayed and identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different
plate numbers, mostly matched sets, some varieties, etc. Very
fine never hinged and includes owner’s inventory and catalogue value of Unitrade $999.
.................................................................................. Face $165

1161

** #954/1154 Plate Block Collection #18, all neatly displayed and identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different
plate numbers, mostly matched sets, some varieties, high values, etc. Very fine never hinged and includes owner’s inventory and catalogue value of Unitrade $3,227.
.................................................................................. Face $775

1162

** #1195/1629 Plate Block Collection #17, all neatly displayed and identified in black 4-pocket sheets, with different
plate numbers, mostly matched sets, some varieties, includes
two #1292d ($700), etc. Very fine never hinged and includes
owner’s inventory and catalogue value of Unitrade $3,213.
.................................................................................. Face $856

1166

/*/** Arab countries Binder Full of Mostly Used, plus
some mint, in 16 manila pages, with a wide variety of different
countries and issues, with duplication of some. We note nice
postmarks, some are on piece. Probably a high total catalogue
value on this lot. Nice overall quality.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1167

/*/** Asian Countries Collections of Mint and Used,
Early to 1990s, starting with China (thick small approval book
with mostly early material plus provinces, plus an album of
used on quadrille pages, mostly 1960s to 1980s), Korea (collection of 88 mint stamps, 54 different, plus 146 used stamps
45 different with an older catalogue of $739), also Japan (collection and stock of a few thousand in stockbook and on black
stock pages, the latter with an older cv of $792). Overall nice
quality.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1168

/*/** Australia #1/1479 Dealer’s Stock in Red Box,
1890s to 1990s. Stamps are identified and priced in 102
cards. Includes States, A.A.T. etc. The early material is used,
with the later being mint with much of it being never hinged.
Some light duplication as to be expected. Note early used
Kangaroos, mint * #147-149, 163-165 and mint NH #11321134, etc.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1169

** Australia #2133/3119 Stockbook with Mint Never
Hinged, 2003-2009, all fresh mint never hinged and very fine
sets, blocks, strips and souvenir sheets.
................................................................................Face A$339

1170

 Australia and States Used Collection in Two Albums,
one is a Stanley Gibbons album with stamps from 1915 to
2006 and the other is a thick binder with Australia stamps
from 1913 to 2006, plus other countries such as Christmas
Islands, Cocos Island, AAT, Norfolk Island, plus the Australian
States. A nicer than usual collection, quite strong in modern
issues, with little duplication (in each album) and overall good
quality. Thousands in all and a strong basis for continuation.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1171

/*/** Australia and New Zealand Hoarder’s Lot on Loose
Pages and in Stockbooks. Includes better items hidden
throughout. Saw nice South Australia on pages with some
postmark interest. Australia # 60a thin “1” variety MH in a
block. Lots of back of the book including revenues and a few
cinderellas. Needs a lot of organizing. Condition varies but
mainly fine.
..................................................................................... Est $250

99

1172

/** Australian Antarctic Territory Collection of Mint and
Used, mostly sorted and identified in glassines, with used
from #L1 to L55c, and mint never hinged from 1957 to 2014.
The mint part is mostly complete from 1957 to about 1997
(including sets, singles, souvenir sheets, etc), then has many
sets after that. Many sets are in quantity of up to 4 of some, as
purchased from the New Issues service directly.
...............................................................................Scott U$790

1183

/*/** Belgium Collection Filling a Thick Stockbook,
1880s to 1979. Starts with mostly used with several nice
postmarks, then becomes mostly mint never hinged from
1962 to 1979. Half of the stockbook is filled with semi-postals,
mint in the same period as the regular stamps. Last several
pages have back of the book issues and there is an envelope
on the back cover with many NH souvenir sheets. A nice collection.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1173

 Australian States Collection of Used on Eight Stock Pages, with every State well represented, about 600 stamps in all,
including some duplication but also many town cancels, numeral cancels, shades, and more. A nice collection, with faults
in the very early material, rest appears overall fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1184

/*/** Belgium Advanced Collection in Three Lighthouse
Albums, 1849 to 1990, a very nice collection which took years
to assemble, rich in classics as much as in high value singles
and sets throughout. First two volumes have a mix of mint and
used, with semi-postals inter-leaved with the regular issues,
virtually complete from 1960 to 1980 and not far from complete before that. Third volume is full of various back of the
book. Quality is high and used stamps often have nice c.d.s.
cancels, etc. A very valuable collection, worthy of continuation
by a Belgium enthusiast. Viewing is recommended in order to
truly appreciate.
..................................................................................Est $2,500

1185

/*/** Belgium Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock Sheets,
1860s to 1993, early material is mostly used, with the later
a mix of mint and used and the more modern material mostly
mint never hinged. Includes a good selection of semi-postals,
precancels and railway issues (mostly used). Broken and part
sets in the early issues with some duplication. Note #10831103 (x2 sets NH CV $59), etc.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1186

/*/** Austria Hoarder’s Lot in a Very Full Banker’s Box.
On loose pages and in 2 stockbooks and 4 albums. Thousands of stamps from early to modern. Also a few hundred
covers ranging from stampless, military, postal stationary to
modern FDC. Needs a lot of organizing. Condition varies but
mainly fine.
..................................................................................... Est $150

/* Belgium Mint and Used Collection, 1850s to 1993, all
neatly displayed on 107 double-sided home made pages in
a thick binder. Over half of the binder has semi-postals and
back of the book issues. This is a high quality collection, with
many complete sets, key issues, souvenir sheets, mostly mint
hinged, but the used have nice c.d.s. cancels, etc. Overall
clean and very fine.
............................................................................Scott U$5,700

1187

** Belgium Collection of Mint Never Hinged on Lindner
Hingeless Pages, 1981 to 1990, very close to complete in
period, all fresh and very fine.
..................................................................................... Est $250

 Belgium, France Dealer’s Red Box of Stock, with a mix of
mint (some NH) and used. Note #449a NH, B631-637 used.
Fills just over half a box.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1188

*/** Bohemia and Moravia Old Time Album Full of Sheetlets of 16, 1939-1941, with Scott #s 20/51 in various quantities of sheetlets, ranging from one example to twenty, all in
clear mounts on quadrille pages. We note many which have
separation, many with small hinge marks in margins (a few
sheetlets have stamps affected by this). Scarce offering.
........................................................................................Est $75

1189

*/** British Antarctic Territory Collection of Mint, from
1963 to 2015, appears mostly complete in period. Early issues are mixed hinged and never hinged, becomes all never
hinged in the 1980s and until the end (most were purchased
through a New Issue service and are still in their plastic pouches). We catalogued only those that are identified in glassines,
therefore 1963 to about 1997 at $2,174. For all the issues
after that we calculated a total face value at roughly £230.
(catalogue value would be much higher). A fresh lot, almost
complete in period including many souvenir sheets, complete
sets, as well as about 75 stamps denominated at “airmail
postcard and airmail letter” (these not counted). Some duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1190

** British Commonwealth 1948 Silver Wedding, 13 mint
sets includes Ascension, Bahamas, Barbados, British Solomon Islands, etc, all mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
...............................................................................Scott U$267

1174

/*/** Austria Stockbook with Accumulation of Mostly
Mint, 1910s to 1991, mostly never hinged, but a few earlier
issues are either hinged or used. Overall fine or better. Owner
calculated Scott CV to be approx. $750.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1175

/*/** Austria Collections of Mint and Used, 1850s to
1990s, in four stockbooks plus an album. The album contains
mostly classics to 1940s with back of the book,etc. The stockbooks contain mint and used with quantities up to dozens of
some. Many thousand in all, inspect for possible better material. Overall fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1176

1177

1178

/*/** Austria Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock Sheets,
1860 to 1992, includes 2 binders of regular issues and a third
with semi-postals, airmails and other back of book material
Early material is mostly used with some mint hinged, the later
issues a mix of used and mint, with most being never hinged
after the late 1970s. Good topicals, but lots of duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1179

*/** Belgium Mint Mostly Never Hinged Collection, 19581971, all on Lindner hingeless album pages, with not much
missing to be complete in period. Overall very fine and fresh.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1180

 Belgium Collection and Stock of Used in a Stockbook,
1869 to 1993, a nice lot, with many clean dated postmarks,
with two pages full of advertizing tab stamps, singles and sets,
high values and more. A nice, clean lot with high catalogue
value.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1181

 Belgium Collection of Used King Leopold Issues, 1849 to
1863, with #s 1, 2, 4, 6a, 7, 7a, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 14a,
14c, 15, 15c and 16e. Overall fine or better.
...............................................................................Scott U$846

1182

/*/** Belgium Collection of Mint and Used, all neatly displayed in a Lighthouse stockbook, starting with advertizing tab
issues up to the 1990s. Mostly used with nice, clean c.d.s.
cancels, with mint here and there, including never hinged,
plate blocks and generally clean and very fine material. There
is duplication of some material, and no big catalogue valued
stamps, still one of the neatest collections of this type we have
recently seen.
..................................................................................... Est $150

100

1191

** British Commonwealth 1977 Queen Elizabeth II Silver
Jubilee Collection, in White Ace album. Stamps appear to be
all mint never hinged but not all checked by us. Owner’s Scott
CV $193.
...............................................................................Scott U$193

1192

** British Commonwealth Accumulation of Souvenir
Sheets, etc., 1970 to 1990s, note lots of great topicals - flowers, royalty and more. Appears to be all mint never hinged.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1193

* British Commonwealth Collection of 1937 Omnibus Issues, all in a small stockbook, mint hinged (a very few are
used) with 178 different issues (no Newfoundland but includes Hong Kong), plus another 12 duplicates. Mostly fresh
and fine to very fine.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1194

* British Commonwealth 1948 Silver Wedding, 10 sets that
includes Sierra Leone (x2), St. Helena, Pitcairn, Northern Rhodesia and Cyprus. All mint hinged, fine-very fine.
...............................................................................Scott U$351

1195

/*/** British Commonwealth Bankers Box Full of Mint
and Used Material, Queen Victoria to 1980s. Includes used
in envelopes, glassines, etc, Canada Post souvenir items,
used blocks, sheets, revenues, a stockbook with dealer’s
stock in 102 Cards, 1840s to 1980s. This with strength in
Great Britain, including #2 (cut into), 4, 45 and 223 plus lots
more. Also West Indies, India, New Zealand, Newfoundland,
and a small album with collection of Australia, 1913 to 1962,
mostly used but with a good selection of KGV heads and Roos.
High catalogue value, but mixed condition. Early stamps are
mostly used, the later a mix of used, mint hinged and mint NH.
Inspect for better items, overall fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1196

/*/** British Commonwealth Large Stockbook of Mint
and Used, Queen Victoria to Early QEII. With sets and singles.
Not checked for watermarks, etc. Catalogued as lowest priced
varieties. Note Bermuda, B.N.A., Falklands, Hong Kong, etc.
Owners Scott CV U$2,816.
............................................................................Scott U$2,816

1197

/*/** British Commonwealth Box with Dealer Stock and
Collections, we note dealer counter books full (two with an
assortment of countries), one with Australia, one with New
Zealand and one with GB. Also some collections on pages,
such as British Honduras (retailed at $395), New Zealand collection, stockbook full of “T” countries, etc. Appears to be good
value in this lot - inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $500

1198

/*/** British Commonwealth Three Red Boxes with Dealer’s Stock, strength in Great Britain, India, Australia, Hong
Kong, British West Indies, etc. Mostly low value items.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1199

/*/** British Commonwealth 1949 U.P.U. Omnibus Issues, 181 stamps which includes mint NH, hinged and used.
Note 44 complete sets including Hong Kong and Falkland Islands. Mostly fine-very fine.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1200

/*/** British Commonwealth A-G Dealer’s Stock in Four
Full Red Boxes, 1890s to 1990s, all identified, priced and
sorted in 102 cards and glassines. The early material is mostly used, with the more modern being mint, and much being
never hinged. Note strength in Bahamas, Falkland Islands,
Gibraltar and Grenada.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1201

/*/** British Commonwealth India - Samoa Dealer’s
Stock in Four Full Red Boxes, 1890s to 1990s, all identified, priced and sorted in 102 cards and glassines. The early
material is mostly used, with the more modern being mint, and
much being never hinged. Note strength in Ireland, Jamaica,
Malta and New Zealand.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1202

/*/** British Commonewalth St. Kiits - Zimbabwe Dealer’s Stock in Three Full Red Boxes, 1890s to 1990s, all
identified, priced and sorted in 102 cards and glassines. Early
material is mostly used, with the more modern being mint,
and much being never hinged. Note the third box is British
Commonwealth Omnibus issues as well as a small amount of
United Nations.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1203

/*/** British Commonwealth British Royal Family Collection, 1937 to 1980s. Includes 1937 Coronation Omnibus
issues plus others including the Newfoundland long set, all
mint hinged (CV $150) as well as stamps from QEII Silver Wedding (CV $182), Princess Anne’s Wedding and Royal Family
birthday and anniversary’s including QEIIs 65th birthday (CV
$327). Except for the 1937 issues, all mint never hinged except for a few used foreign sets.
...............................................................................Scott U$703

1204

/*/** British Commonwealth Hoarder’s Lot in a Banker’s
Box. On loose pages and in stockbooks. Better items hidden
throughout. We noted nice Falklands, Rhodesia #138, a few
1948 Silver Wedding high values, etc. Needs a lot of organizing. Condition varies but many fine.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1205

/*/** British Commonwealth N-Z Dealer’s Stock in 102
Cards, 1860s to 1990, in small dealers binder. Includes
material from New Zealand, Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland,
Newfoundland, Singapore, Zululand and more. Early material
is mostly used with some mint hinged, later is mint with much
being never hinged, the majority of the stamps are in sets.
We note Northern Rhodesia #25-45 hinged, Nyasaland #6367, 68-81 hinged, St. Helena #140-152 NH, Tristan da Cunha
#42-54 NH, etc. Early material mixed condition, but lots of
fine-very fine or better stamps.
..................................................................................... Est $500

1206

/*/** British Commonwealth C-F Dealer’s Stock in 102
Cards, 1860s to 1960s, in small dealers binder. Includes
material from Cape of Good Hope #2, 6a, 12 (2), 13 (3) all
used, Ceylon, Cook Islands, Cyprus, Falkland Islands, Fiji and
more. Early material is mostly used with some mint hinged,
later is mint with much being never hinged. We note Cape of
Good Hope # Ceylon #49, 53a, 55c, 56a, 100, 212b, 213 all
used, Cook Islands #67-68 mint *, Cyprus #8 and 11 mint
hinged, Falkland Islands #107-120 and 166-179 mint *, Fiji
#147-162 mint NH. Stamp identification not check by us. Early
material mixed condition, but lots of fine or better stamps.
..................................................................................... Est $500
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1207

/*/** British Commonwealth G-M Dealer’s Stock in 102
Cards, 1860s to 1970s, in small dealers binder. Includes material from Gambia, Grenada, Great Britain, Hong Kong, India,
Ireland and more. Early material is mostly used with some
mint hinged, later is mint with much being never hinged. We
note Gambia #28-36 mint *, Gibraltar #24b used 29-38 mint
*, Great Britain #137a mint *, Hong Kong #131-153 x2 mint
NH, India #50-52 mint *, Lesotho #14a “Lseotho” error mint
NH, Malaya-Kedah #46-54 mint *, etc. Stamp identification
not checked by us. Early material mixed condition, but lots of
fine or better stamps. Owner’s retail is $5,300.
............................................................................. Retail $5,300

1215

*/**/ China Specialized Collection of Mint and Used,
1878-1949, all beautifully displayed on well over 100 quadrille pages, with each stamp identified by Scott number and
all the never hinged or rare stamps in black mounts. We note
many better early issues, different printings, cancels, perfins,
and much more, with a high degree of completion and almost
no duplication. This is one of the nicest collection we have
handled and would be ideal for the specialist or collector seeking quality stamps. Accompanied by owner’s complete inventory of the approximately 1,100 stamps, by Scott number and
2016 value.
............................................................................Scott U$5,051

1208

/*/** British Commonwealth A-B Dealer’s Stock in 102
Cards, 1860s to 1990, in small dealers binder. Includes material from Australia, Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda,
B.E.A., B.C.A. and more. Early material is mostly used with
some mint hinged, later is mint with much being never hinged.
We note Australia #177-179 NH, Bahamas #85-89, 100-113,
118-129 all used, Barbados #70-78 mint *, B.E.A. #96-98,
100 x2 all used, B.C.A. #37 and 38 used, British Antarctic Territory #1-15 mint NH, etc. Stamp identification not checked
by us. Early material mixed condition, but lots of fine or better
stamps.
..................................................................................... Est $350

1216

*/**/ China Collection and Stock of Mint and Used,
1900-1949, starts with a collection on pages (665 different
stamps, mostly catalogued and/or identified by date), then
there is a stockbook containing 440 stamps (with duplication), well organized and identified by Scott number. Last but
not least we have a folder containing different items such
as a page of Shanghai 1880 and 1893 issues, some Hong
Kong, Macau, a stock sheet of unidentified stamps and an unopened Canada Post souvenir folder for Year of the Ox.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1217

*/**/ China (Manchukuo Province) Collection of Mint
and Used, 1932-1942, with 117 different stamps all neatly
displayed on 11 quadrille pages, with stamps identified by
Scott numbers and watermarks. A lovely collection, with clean
postmarks and nice quality throughout. Also includes a stock
page with about 50 extra stamps, not included in catalogue
value
...............................................................................Scott U$255

1218

/*/** China (People’s Republic) Collection of Mint and
Used, 1949-2000, all neatly displayed on well over 100 quadrille pages, with each stamp identified by Scott number, and
with the never hinged or rare stamps in black mounts. We note
a high level of completeness, with several better singles or
sets such as #s 30, 542-559, 946, 1007, 1211-1214, 1483
(souvenir sheet) and more. The used mostly have nice clean
c.d.s. cancels and overall quality is high for this country. A lovely collection for the specialist or collector seeking nice quality.
Accompanied by owners inventory by Scott number and 2016
value.
............................................................................Scott U$3,863

1219

*/**/ China (People’s Republic) Collection and Stock
of Mint and Used, 1949 to 2008, includes a neat collection
on pages, plus 5 stock pages full. Owner’s count for these is
over 1,000 stamps, mostly different with a little duplication
and most stamps identified by Scott number. Also includes a
double-sided stock page with mint provinces, with East China
(90 stamps) and North-East China (30 stamps).
........................................................................... Scott U$1,500

1220

*/**/ China (People’s Republic Provinces) Collection
of Mint and Used, 1947-1950, with 150 different stamps
all neatly displayed (some in black mounts) on 18 quadrille
pages, with stamps identified by Scott numbers. A lovely collection, with clean postmarks and nice quality throughout. Includes Northeast China, North China, Northwest China, East
China, Central China South China and Southwest China. Includes owner’s complete inventory by Scott number and 2016
valuation.
...............................................................................Scott U$390

1209

/* British Honduras #1/17 Group of 14 Stamps, 18661887, mix of mint and used with more than one copy of some,
#3 and #17 faulty and not counted in the catalog value, else
very good to very fine.
...............................................................................Scott U$800

1210

*/** Brunei #13/602 Mint Collection on Stock Pages, with
63 different stamps, most are NH including #101a-112a, 194209, 591-602, etc. Overall fine-very fine.
............................................................................... Scott U$191

1211

/*/** Burma Collection of Mint and Used, all neatly displayed in a small stockbook, plus a stock page. Mostly KGVI
issues, with a good variety of different issues, with some duplication and overall nice quality, and includes Officials, and
a few more recent issues. Includes owner’s inventory, with a
catalogue value for the used of $224 and mint of $539.
............................................................................... Scott U$760

1212

/*/** Caribbean Area Mint and Used Collection in a
Binder, all on home made pages, with a mix of mint and used.
Countries include Bahamas, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, Antigua, Barbados, Dominica, Grenada, St Kitts, St Lucia, St Vincent, Trinidad & Tobago,
etc. A nice, clean collection with several hundred different.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1213

1214

102

** Channel Islands Guernsey, Jersey, Isle of Man Dealer
Stock, 1969 to 1992, on stock pages in two binders. Includes
sets, souvenir sheets booklet panes and a few covers. Appears to be all mint never hinged but not all checked by us.
Lots of usable face value, with duplication. Inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $150
/*/** China Collection of Mostly Mint, filling 10 black
stock pages with mostly modern commemorative sets and a
few singles, from China, Republic of China and People’s Republic of China. We note sets up to 2012, majority are MNH
and nice quality throughout.
............................................................................... Scott U$376

1221

*/**/ China (Provinces) Collection of Mint and Used,
1927-1949, all neatly displayed (many in black mounts) on
quadrille pages, with stamps identified by Scott numbers.
A lovely collection, with clean postmarks and nice quality
throughout. Includes Taiwan (60 diff stamps $260), Yunnan
(29 diff stamps $275), Szechwan (29 diff stamps $225),
Manchuria (15 stamps $32) and Northwestern Provinces (80
diff stamps $60). Also includes a number of duplicates and
extras in stock pages, with Sinkiang (95 stamps), Taiwan (50
stamps), Northeastern Provinces (about 200 stamps) and 28
more stamps from various other provinces. These 375 extras
catalogue over $250 alone.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,102

1230

/*/** Denmark Collection in Schaubek Album, 18511976, early material is mostly used and includes #2, 11-13,
25-34 and 65-69. The later material a mix of used and mint
hinged, the more modern appears to be mint never hinged or
used. Owner’s calculated Scott CV at $2,857.
............................................................................Scott U$2,857

1231

/*/** Eastern European Countries Collections and Stock
of Mint and Used, Early 1990s, with a total of 11 binders
and stockbooks, with stamps from Yugoslavia, Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania, Hungary, Liechtenstein, Poland and Bulgaria. Many
thousands of stamps, overall nice quality, inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1222

*/**/ China (Republic of) Stockbook Full of Mint and
Used, 1950-1998, owner’s count is of 675 stamps, with 500
different. All stamps are identified as per Scott number, and
catalogue value is from the 2016 Scott. Overall nice quality.
...............................................................................Scott U$420

1232

1223

*/**/ China (Sinkiang Province) Collection of Mint and
Used, 1915-1945, with 155 different stamps all neatly displayed in black mounts on 19 quadrille pages, with stamps
identified by Scott numbers. A lovely collection, with clean
postmarks, nice quality throughout and a high degree of
completeness. We note Official perfins (with article explaining
these), different printings, overprints, etc. Includes owner’s
complete inventory by Scott number and 2016 valuation.
...............................................................................Scott U$881

/*/** Eastern Europe Mint and Used Collection in Five
Thick Binders, with a mix of used and mint (these usually in
black mounts) neatly displayed on home made pages. The
collection comprises thousands of different stamps for each
of the following countries: Germany (DDR), Hungary, Poland,
Romania and Czechoslovakia. Also includes three new “Ersttagsblatter” albums containing new issue presentation cards
for Berlin from 1958 to 1990. A nice, clean collection.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1233

/*/** Egypt Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock Sheets,
1879 to 1992, in two binders. A good selection of airmails, officials and occupation issues along with regular issues. Mostly
used to the early 1960s, mix of used and mint hinged to 1972
and then mostly mint never hinged.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1234

 Europe Two stockbooks with Over 2,070 Perfins. Countries include Yugoslavia (5), Portugal (14), Poland (2), Czechoslovakia (21), Luxembourg (11), Sweden (23), Bulgaria (4),
Greece (6), Norway (76), Italy (124), Switzerland (61), Romania (61), Hungary (40), Spain (154), Denmark (141), Belgium
(218), Austria (91), Netherlands (105), France (342 high catalogue value), Germany (542, including several better inflation),
Bavaria (27) and Wurttemberg (2). Condition is overall fine or
better.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1235

/*/** Europe Accumulation in Glassines housed in
3-Drawer Metal File Box, left side drawer is full of France and
includes regular issues and book of the book, right drawer is
strong in Germany, but also Monaco, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Austria and Czechoslovakia. Lots of duplication, with lots
of material in blocks.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1236

/*/** Europe Collections of Mint and Used, 1850s to
1990s, with Portuguese Colonies in a Scott Specialized album
containing hundreds of clean stamps (older cv of $800), Spain
mint and used on pages, from 1909 on, and Switzerland in
two stockbooks and an album, mostly modern used with nice
cancels. The album houses a collection starting with early issues (these with nice postmarks), then on to modern used in
quantities.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1237

/*/** Europe Hoarder’s Lot in a Banker’s Box. On loose
pages and in stockbooks. Includes two collections of Iceland
in albums plus a page of nice cancels, Greenland including
FDC, Luxembourg, Liechtenstein including souvenir sheets
such as 159a NH and 1961 stamp show sheets, lots of Switzerland including souvenir sheets, Sweden, Denmark, Norway
and Netherlands. Better items hidden throughout. Needs a lot
of organizing. Condition varies but many fine.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1224

1225

1226

1227

*/**/ China Provinces Occupied by Japan Collection of
Mint and Used on Pages, 1941-1945, all carefully and neatly
identified by owner (with Scott numbers), with his count of 356
different stamps. Also includes a double-sided stock page of
extras. Accompanied by a complete inventory with catalogue
numbers and 2016 Scott values. A very nice collection.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,856
/* Columbia Collection in of Several Hundred Stamps in
Three Stockbooks, 1888-1991. Comprehensive collection,
not often seen, is mostly used, with some mint hinged. Note
some stamps with short corners, perfs or other small faults.
Great for continuation. Inspect for full breath. High catalogue
value.
..................................................................................... Est $200
/*/** Czechoslovakia Collections and Stock of Mint and
Used, Early to 1990s, in six thick stockbooks, etc. We note
used, mint (including much NH), sets, duplication of up to a
dozen or so, souvenir sheets, topical interest, and more. One
of the collections was catalogued long ago at $1,263 (has
1,200 different with strength in back of the book up to 1947).
Many thousands in all, appears to be all nice quality.
..................................................................................... Est $200
/*/** Czechoslovakia Thick Davo Stockbook Full of
Mint and Used, 1966 to 1972, with 6,245 stamps counted
by owner (including 966 different) and 9 souvenir sheets. We
note back of the book, blocks, part sheets, and more. Owner’s
catalogue value of $3,190 dates back to 1997.
........................................................................... Scott U$3,190

1228

/*/** Czechoslovakia Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock
Sheets, 1918 to 1990, in two binders. Stock is mostly used to
the late 1970s and then mostly mint with much never hinged.
Includes back of the book as well as Bohemia & Moravia. Duplication, especially in the earlier material.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1229

/*/** Czechoslovakia Leather Attache Case Full of Mint
and Used Stamps, plus Covers, all in envelopes, glassines,
several album pages, auction pages, etc. Several thousands in
all, with duplication but with many singles and sets, souvenir
sheets, FDC, etc. Totally unchecked by us as to better items,
inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $100
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1238

/*/** Europe Dealer’s Stock in 102 Cards, 1850s to
1980s, in two small dealers binders. Includes stamps from
Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Greece, Greenland, Hungary, Luxembourg, Norway, Netherlands, San Marino, Spain, Switzerland and Russia. The early material is mostly
used or mint hinged, condition is mixed, some of the later material is mint never hinged. We note Austria #B138-141, C269271 mint NH and #C58 used, Belgium #6-8, 9, 17, 70-75 all
used and B558-560, B561-566 mint NH, Denmark #6 used
and C1-C3 mint * (2), Greece #128 used, Hungary #B1-B17
mint NH, Norway #B1-B3 mint *, Sweden #C8c mint NH, Netherlands #3 used, Poland #1 used and #B31 mint NH, Russia
#718-720, 1449-1457, 1584-1585 mint NH, Spain #28 used
pair, #76, 92, 100 all mint *, Switzerland #8, 8a, 17, 26, 64,
68, 92 used (early Swiss, etc should be examined for forgeries
or forged cancels). High retail value.
..................................................................................Est $1,000

1239

/*/** Europe Albania - Italy Dealer’s Stock in Six Red
Boxes, 1890s to 1990s, all identified, priced and sorted in
102 cards and glassines. The early material is mostly used,
with the more modern being mint, and much being never
hinged. Note strength in Austria, Belgium (full red box), Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Hungary (full red box) and
Italy which includes colonies and states.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1240

/*/** Europe Liechtenstein - Turkey Dealer’s Stock in Six
Red Boxes, 1890s to 1990s, all identified, priced and sorted
in 102 cards and glassines. The early material is mostly used,
with the more modern being mint, and much being never
hinged. Note strength in Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco,
Poland, Russia (2 red boxes full), Spain, Sweden and Turkey.
Also a small amount of Central and South America included.
..................................................................................... Est $400

1241

1242

1243
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/*/** Europe, etc. Mint and Used Collection in Five
Binders, with a mix of used and mint (these usually in black
mounts) neatly displayed on home made pages. The collection comprises many hundreds of different stamps for each
of the following countries: Sweden, Malaysia (and surroundings), Belgium, Portugal, Ireland Norway and the Vatican. Also
includes stamps from Jersey, Guernsey, Alderney, Isle of Man,
Scotland Wales, United Nations and Belgian Congo. A nice,
clean collection.
..................................................................................... Est $200
*/** Falkland Islands Collection of Mint, from 1892 to
2015. Early issues are mixed hinged and never hinged, becomes all never hinged (and mostly complete) after about
1980s and until the end (most were purchased through a New
Issue service and are still in their plastic pouches). We catalogued only those that are identified in glassines, therefore up
to #510 (1989) at $1,552. For all issues after that we calculated a total face value at roughly £390. (catalogue value would
be much higher). Also includes dependencies stamps (mostly
complete, mix of hinged and NH, with duplication of sets) with
a total catalogue of $864. A fresh lot, almost complete in period including many souvenir sheets, complete sets, also about
30 “airmail postcard or airmail letter” rates not counted.
..................................................................................... Est $400
/*/** France Collections of Mint and Used, 1850s to
1990s, all on stock pages and in binders, with some duplication, complete year runs, nice postmarks, etc. A part of this lot
was catalogued long ago at over $1,300. Overall fine or better
with several hundreds in all.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1244

/*/** France Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock Sheets,
1876 to 1992, housed in 6 binders, includes 4 binders of
regular issues, 1 of semi-postals and 1 with airmails, postage dues, precancels, other back of book material plus some
French Offices and French Polynesia. Early material is mostly
used, the later a mix of mint and used with the mint mostly
never hinged. All identified by Scott. Overall high catalogue value. Semi-postals have some better material, but not the better
post-WWII items. .
..................................................................................... Est $750

1245

/*/** France Dealer’s Stock in Three Binders, 1964
to 2006. Includes mostly souvenir sheets and booklets and
mostly mint never hinged. Lots of nice topicals material, but
some duplication. Also note some French Polynesia and other
colonies. Check for better.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1246

/* France #1/63 Dealer Stock of Mostly Used, 18491876, stamps are in 102 cards in a binder. Each card has
Scott number, and dealer’s retail asking price. Compared to
current Scott catalogue values, these retail price range from
full catalogue to a small fraction, depending on condition. We
note several faults (not all accounted for in the price), and the
imperforate issues are mostly 3 or less margins, still many
nice stamps throughout and a few postmark interest.
...........................................................................Retail $19,100

1247

 France #3/108 Collection of 69 Used Classics, 18491900, includes #3, 5, 6, 7 and 9 (thin), 42, 45, 46 and 47,
etc. Better than average quality for these early issues. Owner
has calculated the Scott CV to be over $3,000.
............................................................................Scott U$3,000

1248

/*/** France #15/3438 + BOB Dealer’s Stock in Four
Red Boxes, 1890s to 2000s, identified, priced and sorted in
102 cards. Three boxes of regular issues and back of the book
material, the fourth box is French Colonies. Early material is
mostly used, then mint with the more modern material being
never hinged. Some duplication as expected.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1249

/*/** France #66/1100 Dealer Stock of Mint and Used,
1876-1964, stamps are in 102 cards in a binder. Each card
has Scott number, and dealer’s retail asking price. Compared
to current Scott catalogue values, most stamps in this binder
are priced at full current catalogue or a little under. We note
several nice cancels, a few sets, many never hinged and more.
Overall nice condition.
.............................................................................Retail $6,100

1250

/*/** France #B1/B669 Dealer Stock of Mostly Mint
Semi Postals, stamps are in 102 cards in a binder. Each card
has Scott number, and dealer’s retail asking price. Compared
to current Scott catalogue values, most stamps in this binder
are priced at full current catalogue or a little under. We note
many complete sets, including Famous Men, Red Cross booklets, Louvre Museum souvenir card, many never hinged and
more. Overall very nice condition.
............................................................................. Retail $3,232

1251

/*/** France & Colonies Dealer’s Stock in 102 Cards,
1890s to 2005, includes France with strength in airmails,
T.A.A.F., French Polynesia, St. Pierre & Miquelon and assorted
other colonies. Early issues mostly mint hinged and later issues are mostly never hinged. Owners retail is over $4,600.
Better items noted include France used #C17, J2, J7, C23-27
and C32 mint *, T.A.A.F. C1-C2 (x2) mint *, French Polynesia
#28, C54-C56, C88 mint NH and C15 mint *, St. Pierre &
Miquelon #412-414 mint NH, French Sudan #14-19 mint *,
Gabon #30, 31, 32 mint * and lots more. Early material is
mostly used and mixed condition, with the more modern is
mint with much being never hinged.
..................................................................................... Est $600

1252

** France and Colonies Stock Sheet with Mint Sets, Etc.
Includes a few sets, both perforated and imperforate stamps,
as well as 13 “Imprimerie des Timbres-Poste” cards. All are
mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................................Est $75

1253

** French Andorra Collection of Mint Never Hinged on
Stock Sheets, 1970-2005, a nice clean collection that is
virtually complete for the period. Owner catalogued at Scott
U$1,000+.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1254

/*/** French Community Collections of Mint and Used,
Early to Modern, with Belgium (two collections of mostly earlier used material, plus stock in a thick stockbook), Monaco
(mostly NH collection of 265 stamps, 1960s to 1970s on 3
stock pages, older cv of over $430), Laos (52 mint stamps
with 34 diff. plus another 2 stock pages with 330 mint stamps
and an older cv of $455), Lebanon (stock page full with older
cv of $60), Cameroon (mint hinged #343-351a, C38-C46),
Cambodia (mint 1960s to 1970s with older cv of over $200),
Mali (page with older cv of $130), Mauritania (page with older
cv of $94). Overall nice lot.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1255

1256

1257

1258

1259

1260

** French Southern & Antarctic Territory Dealer’s Stock in
102 Cards, 1979 to 2012, includes year sets for issues from
1995 to 2012 which have a retail value of over $1,500, as well
as individual stamps and souvenir sheets. Appears to be all
mint never hinged and very fine, but not checked by us.
..................................................................................... Est $300
*/** French Southern & Ant. Terr. Collection of Mint, with
an almost complete showing of Air Mail issues (these alone
catalogue $1,974) and includes an extra 25 imperforate
stamps (not counted). The regular issues run from 1955 to
about 2003 and we catalogued only up to #126 (1987) which
comes to $1,369 and there is a lot of value after that (fairly
complete in period and not counted). Includes better items
such as key issues #28 and 30, plus some (not counted) souvenir books from 1999 to 2003 (these catalogue between
$60 and $90 each).
..................................................................................... Est $400
*/ German States Collection in a Stockbook, with a
mix of mint and used issues for Baden, Bavaria, Bergedorf,
Brunswick, Hamburg, Hanover, Oldenburg, Prussia, Saxony,
Schleswig-Holstein, Thurn & Taxis North and South, Wurttemberg and North German Confederation. All appear different,
a few with faults but overall nice collection. Owner paid $350
in 1996. Also included is a dealer book of States (and a bit of
early Germany) in 102 cards with a late 1990s catalogue value of $2,012 (current values 20-30% higher in most cases).
..................................................................................... Est $500
 Germany Lot of New Issue Presentation Folders, 1975 to
1991, (Ersttagsblatt, or ETB’s) for Germany and Berlin, with
each card having one or more new issue postmarked with a
first day cancel and write-up of the issue. We count over 50
separate year sets, and there may be duplication, but not
much. All very fine and would have been expensive to buy new.
..................................................................................... Est $150
/*/** Germany Mint and Used Collection on Homemade
Pages, 1872-1960s, with several hundred stamps, mostly
used and mint hinged but do note a few NH stamps mixed in.
Note a few early stamps with faults, otherwise fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $250
/*/** Germany Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock Sheets,
1920 to 1993. Includes 3 binders of regular issues, 1 binder
of semi-postals, airmails, etc and another binder of Berlin.
Mix of mint and used throughout, though early mint is mostly
hinged, with the more modern being never hinged. Lots of duplication. Good selection of 3rd Reich material. Mostly lower
catalogue value material.
..................................................................................... Est $400

1261

/*/** Germany Hoarder’s Lot in a Banker’s Box. Very
disorganized but we note better and possible finds. We saw
two official binders with slip cases that are full of 1992-2007
Post Office issued souvenir panels with stamps attached and
special postmarks (approx 60 different). Pages of modern
mint in blocks. Many pages or envelopes with owners original
purchase prices. We also note nice Saar and some states. Includes FDC, souvenir sheets and some revenues. Many fine.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1262

/*/** Germany Dealer’s Stock in 102 Cards, 1864 to
1987, in small dealers binder. Includes German States, Germany, D.D.R., Saar, Berlin, etc. Owner’s retail from around
2007 is over $6,600. Note Saar #C12 used, Memel #N66,
N67 used, Germany #25, B49-B57 used and lots more. Mixed
condition, with some duplication.
............................................................................. Retail $6,600

1263

/** Germany Collection of Mint and Used in a Thick
Stockbook, apparently complete from 1st quarter 1983 to
4th quarter 1995, all neatly displayed in a full 32 page stockbook, and includes souvenir sheets, etc. Most issues are displayed both mint and used side by side. A very neat and clean
collection and all very fine.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1264

 Germany (DDR) Complete Collection 1969 to 1990, all
presented in individual year packs from Kenmore Stamp Company with matching illustrated album pages and an album for
East Germany to put them in. Very fine and fresh collection.
Dealer had this retail priced at $400 long ago.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1265

/*/** Germany (DDR) Collection and Stock of Mostly
Used, starting with a collection of used in a Borek album, in
black mounts, close to complete between 1968 and 1975,
then two stockbooks full of used (one is a non-duplicated collection from 1979 to 1989, and the other is a duplicated stock
of used from 1982 to 1995), then another full stockbook with
a mostly non-duplicated and mostly mint (incl. much NH) collection from 1948 to the 1980s. Very nice quality throughout.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1266

 Germany (Thurns and Taxis) Group of 12 Different Early
Used Issues, with #s 8-10, 15, 17, 19, 29, 30, 43, 49, 52 and
63, with various cancels, etc. Overall fine or better.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,235

1267

/*/** Germany - Berlin Collection on Scott Album Pages,
1948 to 1990. The early material is a mix of used, mint hinged
and some never hinged, the later appears to be all never
hinged. A nice collection that includes #9N35-41, 9N42-9N60
and 9N61-63 all used. Overall fine or better.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,613

1268

/*/** Germany and area Three Mint and Used Collections with a Berlin MNH collection in a Lighthouse hingeless
album, 1948 to 1981, about 3/4 complete from 1960-on,
with many stamps before as well. A mint and used collection of
Germany in a KA-BE album, 1949 to 1980, virtually complete.
Also a mint and used collection of Germany in a stockbookstyle album (also includes a bit of Austria). Overall nice quality
collections.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1269

/*/** Germany and area Lot of Ten Stockbooks of Mint
and Used, with a little of everything including mostly Germany
but also Berlin, DDR, occupation, etc. Duplication of up to dozens, especially with some definitives, but many have little or
no duplication as well. Mix of mint and used, with many thousands in all - inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $200

105

1270

/* Germany and Area Collection in Four Behrens Albums,
with West Germany (1949 to 1979), West Germany with colonies and occupations, West German States to 1944 and West
Germany Berlin. Mostly used but includes some mint. Several
hundreds in all, overall fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1277

** Great Britain Collection of Modern Mint, with about 70
mostly different Royal Mail stamp packs plus 10 different
year books (in slip case) from 1985 to 1995 (mostly “Special
Stamps” books). Very fine never hinged and owner’s face value of £338.
.................................................................................. Face £338

1271

/* Germany and area Five Stockbooks of Mostly Early Material, with Germany, Occupation and States, including many
nice postmarks, many better stamps and sets, some are in
quantity, interesting back of the book and revenues, majority
is used and nice overall condition, with several hundreds, to
thousands in all. High catalogue value.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1278

** Great Britain Collection of Mint Never Hinged Souvenir
Sheets and Special Issues, all neatly displayed in a large
stockbook, with each item described by catalogue number,
Scott value and year. Nice and clean.
............................................................................... Scott U$470

1279

** Great Britain Collection of Mint Never Hinged in an Album, 1991 to 1999, all neatly displayed in black mounts on
home made pages in a thick binder. Mostly mint never hinged
commemoratives in period and last third of album is full of
Machins (including Regionals) and postage dues. A nice and
clean collection with many better items throughout. Owner’s
count of face value alone is £144.
............................................................................... Scott U$947

1280

** Great Britain Collection of Mostly Mint Never Hinged in
an Album, 1988 to 1999, all neatly displayed in black mounts
and described on home made quadrille pages in a spring back
binder. Mostly mint never hinged commemoratives in presentation packs, singles and sets, some stamp cards, booklets,
souvenir sheets, etc. Owner’s count of face value alone is
£189. Overall very fine and fresh.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1281

** Great Britain Collection of Mostly Mint Never Hinged in
an Album, 1999 to 2010, all neatly displayed in black mounts
and described on home made quadrille pages in a spring back
binder. All mint never hinged commemoratives in presentation
packs, singles and sets, souvenir sheets, etc. Owner’s count of
face value alone is £110. Overall very fine and fresh.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1282

 Great Britain Stockbook with Approximately 1,800 Perfin
Stamps, also includes 3 covers. Includes 20 early stamps with
plate numbers (noted #33 (x5), #58, #64 pl. 11), 255 surface printed (several true/unfaded colours) and 97 better KGV.
The aforementioned 372 stamps catalogue over $5,100. The
remaining stamps include commemoratives (#185-186 and
#208 (x2) noted), multiples and 172 Machins. Lots of variety
but needs inspection for quality.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1283

 Great Britain 1857 Penny Red Sheet Partial Reconstruction on Album Pages, stamps are all described as being from
plate 52, but this has not been checked by us. Corner letters
from AA to TH with a total of 292 stamps. Condition is mixed,
note many with trimmed edges, short perfs, etc. Great collection for continuation.
............................................................................Scott U$3,358

1284

/*/** Great Britain Collection in Several Albums, starting with two green Lighthouse albums with slipcases, contains
mostly mint never hinged. Appears mostly complete for commemoratives from the 1970s to 1997 (plus some older), plus
46 different NH sets of the 1937 Omnibus series (including
Hong Kong), 32 different NH sets of the 1946 Omnibus series,
and more. Also three red binders full with mint and used on
pages, in black stock sheets, Collector Packs from the 1980s
and 1990s, a mint and used collection from 2000 to 2007.
Also a stockbook full of used duplicates and two small albums
full of used in black mounts, 1934 to 1979. Overall fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1272

/*/** Germany and States Collection of Mint and Used,
1832 to 1945, all neatly written up on just under 100 quadrille pages. A very nice and clean collection which starts with
States which includes nice early stampless covers from Prussia (1832 to London), Saxony (1852 to Switzerland), cover
via Thurn & Taxis (1852 to Switzerland) and Berlin (1861 to
France). Next is a Germany collection from 1872 to 1945,
with very nice quality stamp and postmarks, includes 5 covers
(1872-1885), souvenir sheets, mint blocks, and more. Mostly
used, with some mint. The stamps alone were catalogued in
2009 at $2,200 and a quick comparison shows prices have
gone up by about 30%. A lovely collection for the quality enthusiast.
..................................................................................... Est $350

1273

/*/** Germany and States Lot of Mint and Used Odds
and Ends, starting with mint and used stock, neatly arranged
in 46 #10 envelopes, then in glassines within. Wide variety,
with many better values. Also a shoebox with many better Germany and States (and a few other countries) items purchased
by the owner and left untouched (with 1990s receipts totaling over $1,200) including used C43, C45, used 9N17, good
States and more. Also a shoebox of on-paper mix. Inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1274

/*/** Germany, D.D.R. & Colonies Collections of Mint
and Used on Album Pages, 1870s to 2000s. Includes accumulation of Germany 1870s to 1960s on album pages and
stock sheets which includes 230 perfins on album pages; a
collection of West Germany, Berlin and Unified Germany on
album pages, 1947-2003, almost all used in the earlier issues and in Berlin. Unified Germany includes a good selection
of used semi-postals including #B310, B316-317, B325-330
and B347; a Europa collection 1959 to 1984 all mint NH except for a couple C.T.O. blocks; East Germany collection on
album pages 1948-1990 with the vast majority being used or
C.T.O., this includes regular issues, back of the book issues
and Russia Occupation issues; a collection of German Colonies, Offices, etc, 1910s to 1950s, a mix of mint hinged and
used with strength in German East Africa, German Offices and
Occupation issues; also a group of about 30 cards/covers with
postal stationery, mostly used, registered mail, 3rd Reich material, etc. Overall nice quality.
..................................................................................... Est $500

1275

/*/** Germany, D.D.R., etc. Dealer’s Stock in Three Red
Boxes, 1870s to 1990s, all identified, priced and sorted in
102 cards and glassines. Includes Germany #5/1877, German States, Berlin and D.D.R. #49/2844. Early material is
mostly used with the more modern being mint, and much being never hinged. Some early issues may have fault, but generally fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1276

E/P Great Britain Red Box with Mint Dealer’s Stock, KEVII to
early decimal issues. Appears to be mostly never hinged, the
vast majority being QEII issues. Includes some early phosphor
tagged issues and a small amount of foreign issues.
..................................................................................... Est $150

106

/*/** Great Britain Collection of Mint and Used in 6
Volumes, with a mint and used collection on Stanley Gibbons pages, with 100s of stamps from KEVIII to 1988 (an
unchecked note pertains to a 2002 Scott of US$385). Also
three Stanley Gibbons springback albums full of well writtenup material (mostly stamps but also FDC) from 1952 to 2009
and a retail value of $515 (one of them an advanced study of
mostly Machins). Last but not least are two stockbooks, one is
full of used, from the 1860s to 1960s (retailed at $100) and
the other full of used and mint, including plate blocks, with
some high denominations, etc (this one retailed at $200). A
useful lot with overall nice quality.
..................................................................................... Est $400

1291

/*/** Great Britain, etc. Dealer’s Stock in Three Red
Boxes, 1920s to 1990s. Includes 2 boxes of Great Britain
which includes booklets, phosphor issues, wilding and Machin
definitives. The third box with Channel Islands. Some duplication, mostly mint with much being never hinged.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1292

/*/** Great Britain Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock
Sheets, 1860s to 1990s, in 2 binders. The pre-decimal era
is mostly used with some mint issues. Decimal era appears to
be mostly mint never hinged with approximately £100 in face
value. Early material mixed condition. Lots of duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1286

/*/** Great Britain Stockbook Full of Mint and Used,
Including Regionals, starts with a used #1 and a few more
pre-Elizabethan then goes on to commemoratives (including
some plate blocks), a page full of Royal Mail postage labels
denominated from 0.00½d to 0.16d, lots of mint Machin and
other Regionals, Channel Islands, etc. Overall nice quality,
some duplication, early may have small faults.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,700

1293

/*/** Great Britain Dealer’s Stock in 102 Cards, 1840 to
1970s, housed in 3 small dealer binders Includes 2 binders
of used material with the owner’s retail over $11,000. A third
binder of modern mints odds and ends not counted. Note better items such as used #4 (x3 pairs), 22, 26 (used pair), 28,
87, 94 (3), 96 (2), 108 (6), 173 (9), 180 (11), 179-181. Includes some unpriced material. Note some stamps with faults,
inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $750

1287

/*/** Great Britain Collection of Mostly Mint in an Album, 1840s to 1991, all neatly displayed in black mounts on
home made pages in a thick binder. High level of mint completeness (mostly commemoratives) from the 1950s to the
end and all fresh and very fine in that period. A nice and clean
collection with many better items throughout. Owner’s count
of face value alone is £212.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,996

1294

/* Great Britain Old Time Collection of Early Material,
1840 to 1953, displayed in black mounts on quadrille pages
in a SG binder. Stamps are described as per their plate numbers, watermarks etc. We note two copies of #1, six #2, two #3
and so on, with many high value stamps, with postmark interest and much more. A very nice collection for its type, and the
scans we show online are only a small representation. Overall
fine or better.
............................................................................Scott U$8,000

1295

/** Great Britain Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock Sheets,
1958-1981. First binder is to the end of 1970, most issues
have both mint and a used stamps. Includes better phosphor
items #395p-400p (CV +$95) and mint to the £1 value. Second binder is all decimal issues, with mint to the £5. Mostly
commemoratives, but some Machins included. We estimate
at least £200 in postage.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1296

*/**/ Great Britain Box Full of Mint and Used Stock, all in
nine volumes, with stockbooks, binders, approval pages, 102
cards, etc. We note mostly used, from the quite early, to mint
modern, with duplication, but many nice cancels and good variety and includes souvenir sheets and covers. A nice lot.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1297

 Great Britain Accumulation of Mint, Used and Covers,
includes a small stockbook of used from QV era through to
QEII, with a mint #33 plate 201 (CV $47.50). Also a box of
presentation packs from the late £.s.d. era to 1981, a cover
assortment with covers from 1841 and on though mostly modern which includes a selection of Forces first day covers. Also
a small amount of modern postage (mostly souvenir sheets)
and a used assortment in envelopes.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1298

 Great Britain #1, 57, 108 Four Early Used QV Stamps,
1840-1884 with two #1 Penny Blacks (one is intense black
with black MC, the other has a red MC, both 3 margins), #57
(thins) and a #108, also a few others not counted. Overall fine.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,495

1285

1288

1289

1290

/*/** Great Britain Collection of Mint and Used in Two
Lighthouse Albums, 1862 to 1989, with a mix of mint and
used up to 1957, then predominantly mint to the end. Includes many Machins including Regionals, back of the book,
souvenir sheets, booklets, etc. A good, strong basis for continuation and overall clean and fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $500
/*/** Great Britain Valuable Collection of Mint and Used
in a Hingeless Lighthouse Album, 1841 to 1970, starts with
strong Queen Victoria, including a mint 4-margin #3, a plate
collection of the #33 (missing only plate #s 77, 133, 211, 220
and 223-225), used #6 and 7 (both with deep shades and
embossing), a plate collection of #58 (missing only plate #s
1, 4, 8 and 9), #s 46-56, 98-107, 142 and much more. This
collection, which appears complete (for regular issues) from
1930 to the end, is composed of a mix of mint and used, and
contains many more high value stamps than usual, most of
which are in nice condition. A very clean collection, with a high
catalogue value and worthy of inspection to fully appreciate.
We have added 11 scans online which are only a small part of
what is included.
......................................................................... Scott U$18,000
/*/** Great Britain Collection of Mint and Used, filling
18 double-sided black stock sheets, with about 1,000 stamps
and 3 covers, including sets, part sets, perfins, high values,
blocks, etc. Appears to be all different and mostly fine or better. Owner’s approx. catalogue value is over $600.
..................................................................................... Est $150



Hundreds of more scans of these lots
and others can be found online.
Looking for more scans of a lot? Send us an email.
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1299

 Great Britain #3, 4, Collection of Numerals in Grid, Mostly
on Imperforate Pairs, with 10 pairs of #3, 1 pair of #4 a single
#3, plus a pair and two singles on piece of the perforated penny reds. We note mostly all different numerals, all readable,
one is blue, etc.
...............................................................................Scott U$810

1300

** Great Britain #382/1595 Collection of Mint Never
Hinged in a Large Stockbook, 1950s to 1995, owner counted 973 different stamps, all in complete sets, mostly mint
never hinged and with a total face value of £163. Appears to
be all very fine.
...............................................................................Scott U$800

1301

** Great Britain #2251/2614 Stockbook of Mint Never
Hinged, 2005-2008, with sets, blocks, strips and souvenir
sheets. All mint never hinged and very fine.
.................................................................................. Face £265

1310

/*/** Israel Dealer’s Stock on Stock Sheets, 1954 to
2010, stamps all arranged on manila or black stock sheets
housed in 3 binders. Two binders with material 1954 to 1991
on manila stock sheets plus a binder with new issues to 2010.
Also a good range of souvenir sheets. Note a few used (CTO)
souvenir sheet otherwise all mint and mostly never hinged
with duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1311

/*/** Israel Small Carton with 1940s Interim Period to
1990s Accumulation, includes sheets, part sheets in 4 mint
sheet files, a Judaica collection with Interim period stamps
and covers and 2 folders with stamps, souvenir sheets, etc.
Mostly mint never hinged.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1312

**/(*) Italian Colonies Mint Group of Better Issues, includes
Italian Colonies #1-12, 13-22, C1-C7, C8-C12, C28, Ethiopia
(Italian Occupation) #N1-N3, N6-N7 (gum disturbance), Tripolitania # C16-C20, C21-C26, C27-C28, CB1-CB10, etc. Most
stamps are mint never hinged, though a few unused (no gum)
noted, a few other small faults noted. Overall fresh and finevery fine.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,290

1302

/*/** Greece Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock Sheets,
1880 to 1992, includes some back of book issues including
Epirus. Stock is mostly used to the late 1970s and then mostly
mint never hinged. With duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1303

*/** Greece #321/617 Group of Four Better Sets, 19271957, includes #504-617 mint never hinged and #321-334,
338-343 and 344-361 all mint hinged and catalogued as
such. Nice group, mostly fine or better centering.
............................................................................... Scott U$577

1313

** Italy Collection of Mint Never Hinged in a Davo Album,
with stamps from 1979 to 1986, and pages from 1970 to
1992. Almost complete in period, all in clear mounts with very
few missing. Fresh and mostly very fine.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1304

/*/** Hungary Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock Sheets,
1871 to 1992, in 4 binders. A mix of mint and used with much
of the more modern material being never hinged. Lots of duplication in the early material. Note some of the earlier mint
stock is stuck down to stock sheets, especially in the back of
the book material Also a small binder with better stamps or
sets with retail values over $100.
..................................................................................... Est $400

1314

/*/** Italy Mint and Used Collection to 1979, neatly displayed in a thick stockbook, with no apparent duplication, appears to be mint only from 1964 to the end, mix of mint and
used before that. Overall fine or better.
...............................................................................Scott U$865

1315

/*/** Italy Collection of Mint and Used in a Shaubek Album, 1945 to 1982, with pages to 1993. Mostly used but includes some mint, including NH in clear mounts. A nice, clean
collection, with a high level of completeness in period and
overall fine to very fine.
............................................................................... Scott U$716

1316

/*/** Italy Collection of Mint and Used, 1860s to 1985
all neatly hinged onto home made quadrille pages, with a mix
of mint and used at first, then mostly mint hinged from 1950
to the end. A nice collection, with good quality and many better
stamps and sets throughout. Overall fine or better.
............................................................................Scott U$3,600

1317

/*/** Italy Collections and Stock of Mint and Used, Classics to 1990s, in four stockbooks and an album. One of the
stockbooks is quite thick (47 full manila pages of used) and includes States, quantities of up to 5 of each, many clean c.d.s.
postmarks, nice quality. The album contains three mostly used
collections, all on home made pages, with better early material. Overall fine or better, with many thousands.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1318

/*/** Italy Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock Sheets,
1865 to 1990, includes 2 volumes of regular issues plus a
third binder with airmails, Trieste, Italian Socialist Republic,
Colonies, etc. Mostly used to the late 1960s with some mint
hinged. 1970s and on is mostly mint with much never hinged.
Fair amount of duplication. Early issues with some faults. Inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1319

/*/** Italy Dealer’s Stock in 102 Cards, 1850s to 1992,
in small dealers binder. Owner’s retail is over $6,650 but
includes half the value in Roman States, of which excellent
counterfeits exist, not checked by us. Note better items such
as used #37-44, 58-63, 67-72, C99 and mint hinged #44, 81
(2), etc. Inspection is a must. Sold as is.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1305

/*/** Hungary and Poland Two Thick Stockbooks Full of
CTO Material, one for each country, with singles sets, lots of
souvenir sheets, some postally used and some NH, tons of
topical interest, many thousands in all. Overall very fine with
duplication of up to a dozen of some.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1306

* Ireland Group of Seven Mint Issues, with #s 74, 76, 96-98,
148 and 150, all mint hinged and fresh.
...............................................................................Scott U$440

1307

/*/** Ireland Collection in Minkus Album, 1922-1979,
appears to be all mint never hinged except #93 which is
hinged and #126-127 which are used. Includes #106-117,
147-150, 175-176, 206-213 in pairs and C1-C6. A nice clean
collection.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,426

1308

*/** Israel Collection of Mint in Three Lighthouse Hingeless Albums, 1950 to 1989, all with slipcases. Stamps appear to be all mint never hinged and with tabs. We note better such as #35-36, 44, 56-61 and 62-64. Virtually complete
1955 to 1989 (only 6 items missing). Nice collection for continuation. High retail cost for the albums.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1309

108

/*/** Israel Collection in Four Stockbooks, the first
three being a used collection starting with a page of Palestine #63-84 set (mint plus a large part set used), then Israel
used from 1948 to 1978, with many tabs (including some better), with light duplication of some. Fourth stockbook contains
mint (mostly NH) sets and singles from the 1980s, with tabs,
blocks, sheets, souvenir sheets, and multiples, plus a handful
of covers mailed from Israel to Hamilton Ontario in the 1970s.
A clean collection.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1320

1321

1322

/* Italy Collection of Mint and Used in a Minkus Album,
1862 to 1981, with a decent showing of early issues (mostly
used), and chock full of valuable singles and sets throughout.
Includes some back of the book, some of which has not been
counted in the cv. A nice and fairly comprehensive collection, overall fine or better with owner’s 2010 Scott cv of over
$4,300 (with many not counted).
............................................................................Scott U$4,300

1331

/*/** Netherlands Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock
Sheets, 1869 to 1991, in two binders. Stock is mostly used,
with some of the more recent and semi-postals souvenir
sheets being mint, with much never hinged. Also includes a
small selection of Netherlands Colonies.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1332

/** Italy Collection of Mint and Used in a Lighthouse Album, 1962 to 1995, mostly mint never hinged (all in black
mounts), with a few used near the end. Very nearly complete
MNH from 1962 to 1981, then sparse to the end. Fresh and
nearly all very fine.
..................................................................................... Est $250

**/(*) Netherlands #B50/B112 Group of Mint Semi-Postal
Sets, includes #B50-53, B54-57, B66-69, B77-80, B81, B8285, B86-9, etc. All appears to be never hinged except for one
set which is unused (no gum CV $28). All are fresh and mostly
very fine.
...............................................................................Scott U$986

1333

*/**/ Italy #9/2042 Mint and Used Collection in Minkus
Album, 1860s to 2012, with mostly used up to the 1960s,
then predominantly mint to the end, including NH in black
mounts. A nice collection worthy of completion.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,139

** Netherlands #873/1070, B692/B727 Collection of Mint
Never Hinged in Stockbook, 1995-2001, quite complete for
the period with regular issues, self-adhesives, booklets and
souvenir sheets. Very fine.
............................................................................... Scott U$487

1334

*/** New Caledonia Mint Collection on Two Stock Pages,
starting with a full page of mint never hinged Navigation and
Commerce issue, in blocks, strips and singles, usually with 7
of each, very fresh except for a few very small natural gum
defects (these catalogue $3,693 as NH). Also included is a
selection of mint hinged and NH from the 1960s to 1980s
(these cat. $318)
............................................................................Scott U$4,011

1335

/* New Zealand Collection of Mint and Used, all neatly
displayed on home made pages, starting with #130 and on to
the 1980s, with half the binder being B number Health issues.
Also includes Officials, etc. We note a large amount of souvenir
sheets complete sets, etc. Overall nice quality and clean collection.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,632

1336

/* New Zealand Collection of Mint and Used in 1967 “Tasman” Album, primarily used with decent light postmarks, balance mint hinged, generally fine or better and with a reasonable degree of completion from 1882-1967. The 7sh6d olive
gray postal fiscal and 5sh Mount Cook both with fiscal cancels
not counted in catalogue value. A very respectable collection
in a “childhood” album which originally cost 60 cents. Overall
fine or better.
............................................................................Scott U$3,003

1337

/*/** New Zealand # Back of the Book Dealer Stock of
Back of the Book in 102 Cards, filling three quarters of a
white 102 card box, with a mix of mint and used, mostly never
hinged, with sets, singles, with some duplication usually being 2 to 10 copies but some having 20 to 30 copies. We note
a nice variety of types of stamps, with Bs, AR, C, E, J, MR, O,
OY, P, OP, L, etc. All cards are identified as per Scott # and cat
value. Nice quality lot.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,886

1338

/*/** New Zealand #500/1150 Dealer Stock in 102
Cards, filling a red 102 card box, with 90% of the material being mint, mostly never hinged, with sets, singles, with some
duplication but usually well under ten copies. All cards are
identified as per Scott # and cat value. Nice quality lot.
............................................................................Scott U$4,688

1339

/*/** New Zealand #1151/2206 Dealer Stock in 102
Cards, half-filling a red 102 card box, with 90% of the material being mint, mostly never hinged, with sets, singles, with
some duplication but usually well under ten copies. All cards
are identified as per Scott # and cat value. Nice quality lot.
............................................................................Scott U$2,286

1323

** Italy #212/341, C52/J40 Mint Group of Mint Stamps, in
102 cards. Includes #212-214, 315-321, 374-375, C52-C55,
J28-J40, etc. Mostly mint never hinged though some unused
(no gum) noted, overall fine-very fine.
...............................................................................Scott U$851

1324

** Italy #870/1762 Stockbook of Modern Mint Never
Hinged, in singles and blocks of four, with some duplication
but a good variety of different issues. Also includes back of the
book special delivery and postage due issues. Mostly fresh lot.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1325

*/** Italy - Trieste #1/109, C1/J29 Mint Grouping of Better
Singles and Sets, on stock page. Includes never hinged #4244, 49, C7-C12, J5 and J29, mint lightly hinged include #1-14,
69, 109-110, C1-C6, EY3, etc. Overall fine-very fine.
...............................................................................Scott U$789

1326

*/** Korea #353/1311, B1/C43 Small Stockbook with
Mint Collection, 1962 to 1982, with about 300 stamps. Better include #493-504, 516-525, 552-563, 790-794a, C32C38, etc. Stamps are usually moderately hinged, fine-very fine.
...............................................................................Scott U$903

1327

** Libya #66/76, C19/CE2 Group of Mint Never Hinged,
includes #69, C30-C31, CE1 (x2), etc. One stamp with toning
spot on gum noted, otherwise appear to be fresh, fine-very
fine.
...............................................................................Scott U$614

1328

1329

1330

** Lundy Island Local Post 1982 10c to 23c Puffin Set of
Eleven Values, in full imperforate panes of 72, on gummed
paper, mint never hinged. If sold in pairs, there would be a
total of 396 pairs, at a retail of $20 per pair could yield just
under $8,000.
..................................................................................... Est $500
/*/** Monaco Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock Sheets,
1891 to 1993, in 2 binders. Early material is a mix of used
and mint hinged with the later, more modern material being
mostly mint with some never hinged and the most recent material is never hinged. Lots of duplication, note 3 mint NH sets
of #1505-1515 (CV $41), etc.
..................................................................................... Est $150
*/ Netherland Antilles Group of Japanese Occupation
Overprint Stamps, 1942-1945, with 11 stamps, all mint
hinged and one used. Footnoted but unpriced in Scott, and
came in dealer 102 cards with his total retail value of $574 for
the lot. All different, either by stamp issue, value or overprint.
A scarce lot.
..................................................................................... Est $100
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1340

/*/** Poland Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock Sheets,
1919 to 1991, in 3 binders. Mostly regular issues but includes some back of the book. Early material mostly used plus
some mint hinged, later material mostly C.T.O. then from the
late 1970s and on mostly mint with much being never hinged.
Nice topicals, some duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1349

/*/** Russia Lot of Odds and Ends, with mint and used,
plus covers, souvenir items, early, modern, an old John Talman
lot of 8 Space Covers with special cachets and pictorial cancels, etc., envelope full of souvenir sheets and other mint issues, a 16 page stockbook full of topical interest, with singles,
sets, souvenir sheets, imperforates, etc. Overall nice quality.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1341

** Polar Region Countries Lot of Mint Never Hinged New
Issues, 2005 to 2015, still in 44 original envelopes from a
dealer in Indianapolis, USA (all large envelopes lavishly franked for registered mail). The collector ordered new issues from
this dealer from countries such as Falkland Islands, Tristan da
Cunha, British Antarctic Territories, Ross Dependency, French
Southern and Antarctic Territories, South Georgia, and a few
more. The year range is from 2005 to 2015 and each envelope contains a tally slip for the total the dealer was charging,
which totals $4,637. All stamps are fresh, mint never hinged
and includes singles, sets, souvenir sheets, sheetlets, booklets, souvenir books and more.
............................................................................. Retail $4,637

1350

/*/** Scandinavia Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock
Sheets, 1850s to 1990. Includes a binder with Sweden, a
binder with Denmark, Faroe Islands, Aland and Greenland
and another binder with Norway and Finland. Early material
is virtually all used, later a mix of mint and used with material
from 1974 and on being mostly never hinged. Some duplication especially in the earlier issues.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1351

(*) Somalia #164-169, B38/B51, C1/CB10 Group of Mint
Sets, mostly unused (no gum) or hinge with gum disturbance.
Includes #164-169, B38/B51 missing B50 to be complete,
C1-C6, C7-C17 and CB1-CB10. Mostly fine-very fine.
............................................................................... Scott U$707

1352

/*/** South and Central America Nice Lot of Mint and
Used Stock, all neatly sorted in 128 #10 envelopes, then in
glassines within, filling two envelope boxes (one South and
one Central). Several thousands in all, with much early material, revenues, etc. Also comes with a third box filled with
a collection and stock of Argentina, with covers, cards, mint
and used stamps, on pages and in glassines, etc. (This Argentina box was purchased at a Brigham auction in the 1990s for
$150).
..................................................................................... Est $100

1353

*/** South Georgia Collection of Mint, from 1963 to 2015,
and only missing a few issues in the early period. Early issues are mixed hinged and never hinged, becomes all never
hinged after about 1972 and until the end (most were purchased through a New Issue service and are still in their plastic pouches). We catalogued only those that are identified in
glassines, therefore 1963 to 1997 (up to #218) at $938. For
all the issues after that we calculated a total face value at
roughly £321. (catalogue value would be much higher). A fresh
lot, almost complete in period including many souvenir sheets,
a few booklets, complete sets, etc. Some duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1354

*/** Spain Collection of Mint Stamps and Sets, mostly never hinged and includes #552-555, 557-571, 602-603 imperforate, C73-C87, C92-C96, etc. Also note a #516-523, 538-54
and a few others with Muestra overprints. Some issues duplicated, a nice grouping with a Scott CV of well over $600.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1355

 Sweden Used Collection on Quadrille Pages, 1858-2012,
all neatly displayed with some pages having a light pencil catalogue value by owner. We note almost all are c.d.s. cancelled,
with overall better than average quality. Includes good back of
the book, se-tenant multiples and booklets, a few stationery
items, etc. A nice collection.
............................................................................Scott U$2,800

1356

** Sweden #2047/2577 Mint Never Hinged Issues, 19942008, on 7 stock pages with 25 complete booklets, etc. All
issues are mint never hinged and very fine.
...............................................................................Scott U$703

1357

/*/** Switzerland Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock
Sheets, 1860s to 1992, in 2 binders. Early material is mostly
used and any mint is hinged, later material is still a mix of used
and mint but with the mint being mostly mint never hinged.
Note broken sets in the early semi-postals, later material includes complete sets. Note other back of book material as
well. Some duplication, inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1342

*/** Qatar Small Collection of Mint in a Stockbook, with
sets, souvenir sheets, imperforate issues, etc. with a mix of
hinged and NH and an owner’s catalogue value of €348 for
only some of the issues (rest not catalogued, so total will be
more).
..................................................................................... Est $200

1343

** Romania Lot of Early MNH Souvenir Sheets, in large
quantities, with #469 (x80), 488A (x160), 488B (x160), 488C
(x160), B169 (x3), B206b (x32), B210 (x2), B237 (x11), and
B238 (x8). Also some cards with assortments of different S/S.
All are quite fresh and very fine.
............................................................................Scott U$3,340

1344

/*/** Romania Mint and Used Collection and Stock, with
an album containing a collection (1870s to 1970s plus back
of the book) then two stockbooks with a variety of issues in
quantity, including some better. Lastly is a large quantity (hundreds) of NH blocks of four (many are sheet margin) of issues
from 1927 to 1941, including some imperforate blocks. All
quite fresh.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1345

** Ross Dependency Collection of Mint Issues, mostly all
mint never hinged, and complete from 1957 to 2015, missing
only two sets (L21 to L36). Most sets have up to three copies
of each, as these were purchased that way directly from the
New Issues Service. All fresh and mint never hinged except for
a few early which are lightly hinged.
...............................................................................Scott U$865

1346

1347

1348
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/*/** Russia Carton Full of Stamps and Covers, with a
wide variety of material, including souvenir sheets, lots of topicals, full sheets, used and unused stationery covers, albums,
CTO material, many older stamps, lots of commercially used
covers, many addressed to Canada, duck stamps, first day
covers and much more. Unchecked by us for better material or
catalogue value.
..................................................................................... Est $200
/*/** Russia Collection of Mint and Used, Mostly pre1960s, filling over 60 double-sided black stock sheets, with
about 3,000 mostly different stamps, sets, souvenir sheets,
panes, etc. Starts in the 1917 revolution period onwards with
lots of useful material, overall fine or better. Owner’s catalogue
value is over $1,750.
..................................................................................... Est $200
/*/** Russia Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock Sheets,
1860s to 1994, housed in 5 binders plus a binder of souvenir
sheets. Massive stock, with lots of duplication and high catalogue value. Early material is mostly used, later mostly mint,
with much being never hinged. Earlier issues in mostly part or
broken sets, the more modern material mostly in sets.
..................................................................................... Est $500

1358

** Thailand #427/898 Collection on Stock Pages, 19641979, with singles and sets, all mint never hinged, very fine.
We note #436-439, 788-791 and 895-898.
............................................................................Scott U$2,247

1359

/*/** Turkey Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock Sheets,
1865 to 1989, a good assortment of regular and back of the
book issues which includes Turkey in Asia. Early material is a
mix of used and mint hinged with the more recent issues being mint never hinged. Duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1360

/*/** United Kingdom Hoarder’s Lot. Includes Ireland
early overprints in a collection and loose pages, very disorganized but we did see a VF MH #13 and a VFU #78. Great
Britain from Victoria to Machins including a FU #87, VFU #96
x 2, group of 1937 Coronation labels mounted on pages, 41
copies of 5sh Seahorse. Also includes a small group of Jersey
and Guernsey. Condition varies but many fine.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1361

** United Nations Mint Never Hinged Collection in Kabe
Hingeless Album, 1996-2003, quite complete for the 3 Offices, except for the booklet issues. Stamps are mint never
hinged and very fine.
...............................................................................Scott U$690

1362

** United Nations Collection of Better Material, housed
on stock sheets. Includes Flag sets from 1980-1988, 19972001, 2013-2014 and all of the booklets (24) for 1995 to
2003. All mint never hinged and very fine.
...............................................................................Scott U$860

1363

1364

1365

1366

** United States Collection of Mint Full Sheets, in 14
mint sheet stockbooks, ranging from 1953 (#1022) to 1998
(#3210). Mostly all commemorative issues, with roughly 380
sheets total (a few have 2 copies). We note some better such
as 3 panes of the 1998 Bi-Color Trans-Mississippi $1 issue,
many face values in the 20c to 32c era, etc. All fresh and very
fine. Our estimate averages each sheet at $1.30 face value.
..................................................................................... Est $500
** United States Mint Plate Block Collection, in two Harris
Plate Block albums, with stamps ranging from 1935 to 1975
(and pages from 1901 to 1983), all in black mounts. Close to
compete from 1940 to 1958, with many blocks before and
after that, including some better and back of the book issues.
A spot check of a dozen revealed one block hinged but there
could be more. Also included are two cigar boxes filled with
more plate blocks (hundreds), which the owner never had time
to insert in the albums. These range from the 1930s to the
1990s and include plate number coils, imperforate, booklets,
over 50 mini sheets (29c to 33c era, plus a sheet of 20 x $1),
etc. Mostly fresh lot and high original purchase price.
..................................................................................... Est $500
 United States Collection of Mostly Used in a Liberty Album, from about 1901 to 1999, with a good level of completion in many periods, includes souvenir sheets, complete sets,
all with Scott numbers in pencil below the stamps. A clean
collection, with a few faults on some early material, with owner’s count of 1,650 different stamps and a catalogue value of
$600 back in the late 1990s.
...............................................................................Scott U$600
 United States Selection of Better Early Issues, all on a
black stock sheet with #s 11, 24, 30A (with lovely San Francisco c.d.s. dated DEC.8.1861), 65, 71, 78, 78a, 112, 113, 114,
121, 145, 148, 150 (nice appearance but tear and not counted), 153, 160, 191 (small stain), 214, 275, 283 and 427-440
(minus #439). Variety of cancels and a few small faults, still a
mostly sound and fine or better group.
............................................................................Scott U$2,910

1367

/*/** United States Mostly Used Collection in Two Thick
Binders, 1860s to 2000s, all on a mix of Minkus pages and
home made pages (for the mint, the extras, coil pairs, blocks,
precancels, etc.), with mostly used, but includes the odd mint
plus a few sheetlets, blocks, etc. Many thousands in all, and a
good way towards completion, especially in the 1930s to modern era. A nice, clean collection which also includes a third
binder of duplicates.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1368

/*/** United States Collection of Mint and Used, 1861 1990s, in two Harris albums, starting with a mix of mint and
used up to 1928 (catalogue is $1,455 up to there, not including B.O.B.), then predominantly mint never hinged to the end
(with a few used or hinged here and there). Appears complete
from 1926 to the early 1980s, with many stamps before and
after. Volume 2 contains large definitive sets, coils, and back
of the book, again with a lot of value included. Nice quality
throughout and quite clean and valuable. The owner had purchased more high quality early stamps ($250 worth, included)
which have not yet been added to the albums. The lot also
contains two wooden boxes full of glassines, with thousands
of mint and used stamps sorted by catalogue number. Also
included is a selection of modern souvenir packs, folders,
etc, including WWII collections (x8), Celebrate the Century
(x11), WWII remembered (x2). Lastly, included is a brand new
(empty) Harris album, with pages up to 2004 plus unwrapped
supplements up to 2014.
..................................................................................... Est $750

1369

/*/** United States Accumulation in 3-Drawer Metal File
Box, 1890s to 32c-era, some of the early material is used, but
most appears to be mint never hinged with lots of useful postage. Lots of duplication. Mostly fine or better. Also a grouping
of precancels on album pages, etc and some postage, face
value of $168 (but almost half with disturbed or no gum).
..................................................................................... Est $300

1370

/*/** United States Lot of Mint and Used Stock, etc.
Starts with three stockbooks filled with stock, from 1870s to
modern (probably thousands), then many envelopes and glassines full of a wide variety of material, mostly used but with
some mint. We note a stock of used blocks of four, a Zip Lock
bag full of precancels, etc. A Minkus album of UN (New York)
with 275 stamps, two large envelopes full of mint UN (New
York) in sheets, blocks, etc with a face value of $360. Lastly,
several large envelopes of mint USA, including a set of Souvenir Mint Sets from 1967, 1973 to 1982, plus a few envelopes
of mint sheets in the 6c to 8c era.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1371

/*/** United States Dealer’s Stock in Six Binders, 1890s
to 2000s, stamps arranged on manila stock sheets. Includes
3 binders of used from the 1890s to 1992. Note precancels,
Hawaii, postal stationery cut squares, etc. Lots of duplication.
Also 3 binders of mint 1935 to 2000. A mix of mint hinged
and never hinged, with the 1960s and on seemly all never
hinged. Note plate blocks, souvenir sheets, airmails, etc. High
face value. Also some Palau, Marshall Islands and Micronesia.
Worth a good look.
..................................................................................... Est $400

1372

/*/** United States Hoarders Lot. Very mixed lot that
needs some work, we saw some better such as a Duck stamp
collection with over $600 catalog including RW2, RW3 x2,
RW4 x 2, RW5 and RW10 x2. Also 115, 117, 155, 291 (NG)
C1, C3 (NG), C5, C6, PR19, PR20, PR121, PR123, PR124 and
PR125. Lot also includes a Philippines collection and some
Canal Zone and Hawaii. Condition mixed but a number of fine.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1373

/*/** United States Dealer’s Stock in 2 Small Dealer
Binders, 1847 to 1961, stamps all in 102 cards. Mostly used,
but the odd mint stamp scattered throughout. Note the following used #71, 73, 151, 166, 342. Early material is mixed
condition, note a number of faults. Inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $200
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1374

1375

1376

1377

1378

/* United States Collection in Throp & Martin Loose
Leaf Stamp Album (3 ring binder), beginning in 1870 (#146)
through to 1960 (#1145).Includes definitive and commemorative issues as well as “Back of the Book” issues such as Air
Mail, Special Delivery, Parcel Post, Parcel Post Due, and Postage Due. We noted a number of higher value items including
#311, #342 both perfins, #524, C2, C3, E4, Q7, and J34 – all
used. There are a few mint. Condition varies. Also part of this
lot are a number of coins and tokens both foreign and Canadian (some are pre 1900).
..................................................................................... Est $100
/* United States Mostly Used Collection in a Rapkin
Springback Album, all neatly hinged onto quadrille pages,
from 1855 to 1954, with many better items, including stronger
back of the book, complete sets, such as the 1938 Presidential issue, etc. Early issues have faults but overall a nice and
clean collection and mostly fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $150

 Worldwide Selection of 19 Used Blocks of Four with two
larger. We note countries such as Sudan, Australia, DDR, Germany, Northern Rhodesia, Venezuela , Allenstein, Spain and
Wurttemberg. Most have nice c.d.s. cancels and are very fine.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1384

 Worldwide Two Cartons with an Eclectic Array of Material. Note Japanese used sheets, Bosnia and Herzegovina collection (CV $230), accumulation of world cut squares, bag of
Ethiopia used, Great Britain used commemoratives on pages
(CV $165) and thousands of stamps on pages, loose and on
piece. Inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1385

 Worldwide Accumulation of Used in Shoebox, includes a
small album, as well as stamps in glassines and envelopes.
Note strength in U.S.A. including some mint NH from the
1930s as well as precancels, Germany and Canada including
precancels, KGV plate blocks mint (disturbed gum), revenues
and more.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1386

 Worldwide Stockbook with Over 3,900 Perfins, of these
3,475 are from Australia (lot of private perfins, not just government). The non-Australia include 50 countries. Single stamps
noted from Angola, Sierra Leone, Lebanon, Indo China, Monaco, French Offices in Turkey and A.A.T. Also noted Hong
Kong (21, including a “China” o/p, a SON “Shanghai” cancels,
a #52), Ireland (46 (including 3 o/p), Straits Settlement (53),
Ceylon (43), French Morocco (8), Thailand (2), Austrian Offices
in Turkey (#), Malay States (6), New Zealand (6), Egypt (22),
India (52), Japan (42) and China (12). A full list of included
countries can be found online or requested by email.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1387

 Worldwide Used Dealer’s Stock in Three Red Boxes,
1890s to 1990s, with stamps in old-time glassines. Includes
one box of U.S.A, the third box is a mix of countries. Dealer’s
prices on cards are outdated. Lots of duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1388

 Worldwide Album with Better Cancellations, filled with
46 stock pages containing stamps from a variety of countries,
mostly all with better cancels, such as c.d.s. town cancels, slogans, and more. Probably over 1,500 stamps in all and a nice
lot for the postmark aficionado.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1389

/*/** Worldwide Remainder of Estate Consignment consisting of 5 binders with used stock on manila pages (3 from
US plus one with US air mail and one with Australia NZ and
GB). Also an Ambassador album of WW with a few hundred
stamps, including some mint in mounts, an All American album with a few hundred stamps, an album full of mostly modern FDC, a box with stationery covers (used and unused), 4
boxes with a few thousand loose WW stamps, mostly soaked,
a box of misc covers, and two boxes with misc WW including
Millennium tin (with stamps), some Christmas seals, some
loose on and off paper, and more.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1390

/*/** Worldwide Estate Remainder in a Large Heavy
Box, includes a 1980 US 22kt gold replica collection, a few
hundred various covers (including many pre-1970 US and Canadian FDC), a 1985 hardbound collection of Australia, nice
US and GB used collections in stockbooks, and last but not
least a worldwide (and British Commonwealth) collection in 6
filled stockbooks, with thousands of stamps, many better and
overall nice quality (includes some duplication, especially in
Canada).
..................................................................................... Est $250

 United States Group of 23 Covers and Cards to Europe,

1884-1932. Includes 4 1890s covers to the U.K., a group of
4, 1884-1919 cards and covers to France, one with postage
due, 1906 and 1923 postcards to Holland, one with postage
due, group of 3 1903-1927 covers to Italy, 1930 airmail cover
to Czechoslovakia, 1900 cover to Ireland, 2 1907 items to Belgium (one a postcard), 2 1913 covers to Russia, both redirected and one faulty, 2 1919 covers to Denmark, both censored,
a 1902 postcard to the U.K. and a 1907 cover to France, both
redirected to Switzerland and a postcard to Austria. Some with
minor faults, mostly fine or better. Owner’s retail $500+.
..................................................................................... Est $150

/*/** United States #272/4214 + BOB Dealer’s Stock
in Three Red Boxes, all identified, priced and sorted in 102
cards and glassines. The early material is mostly used, with
the more modern being mint, and much being never hinged.
The stock runs to the 37c era with lots of good postage. Also
some BOB with Duck stamps, as well as Micronesia, Marshall
Islands and Palau.
..................................................................................... Est $400
/**/ United States Carton with Stamps and Auctions
Catalogues, includes 2 small boxes of used stamps on approval stock cards, box with mint NH on approval stock cards
(Face $60) and a range of 21 auction catalogues 1942
to 2000 which includes Christie’s, Frajola, Harmer Rooke,
Kaufmann, Kelleher, Robson Lowe, Siegel, etc. Inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1379

/* Vatican Collection of Mint and Used on Album Pages,
1931 to 1965, stamps are mostly mint hinged and includes
#41-71. Catalogue value up to 1940 is $445.
...............................................................................Scott U$445

1380

**/(*) Vatican #41-60, C1-C8 Group of Mint Stamps. Includes #41-46 unused (no gum), 47-54, 55-60 (x2) and C1-C8
(x2). Mint never hinged unless otherwise noted, some issues
with lightly disturbed gum, else fresh, fine-very fine.
............................................................................... Scott U$745

1381

E/P Worldwide Large Die Vignette, die sunk on card measuring 230 x 155 mm. The vignette depicts a winged goddess
sitting on a chariot, holding a basket of fruit and wheat, with
a background showing industries (smoke stacks) and a farm
scene). A lovely card.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1382

 Worldwide Thousands of Town Cancels on Stamp, all arranged in chronological order (by date of postmark) in 102
cards filling five 102 white boxes. A good start to a calendar
collection, with dates ranging from the 1890s to 1997. Good
variety of countries and overall nice condition.
..................................................................................... Est $100

112

1383

1391

/*/** Worldwide Carton Full of Worldwide Collections,
with 6 in all, including a very thick Citation album with thousands of used stamps, an Ambassador album with a few hundred, a 1930 Ka-Be album with hundreds, mostly German,
and three binders with a variety of stamps on home made
pages. Also includes an empty Canada and an empty White
Ace Ryukyu Islands album. Overall fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1392

/*/** Worldwide Estate Remainder in Two Cartons, with
a collection of 81 Canada Pictorial booklets (1987-89), two
binders of covers (mostly Canada and WW FDC, but includes
older items, interesting commercial mail, etc.), some philatelic
books, including three older (1912, 1919 and 1924) Scott
catalogues. A shoebox full of modern Canada FDC. Also tens
of thousands of used stamps sorted in envelopes or glassines,
by country and the Canadian by issue, going back to Small
Queens. Inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1397

/*/** Worldwide Dealer Stock of Mint and Used, Lot 3,
with a wide variety of different countries and issues from old
to modern and we note a great selection of topical interest
throughout and much never hinged. This dealer displayed his
stamps for sale on small cards, each fitted into hockey card
sleeves. Each card holds usually between 1 and 3 or more
stamps and over 95% of the cards are priced at between 10c
and 25c. This lot contains about 275 linear inches of cards, at
an average of 50 cards per inch makes about 13,750 cards,
all in 14 various boxes. We calculated an average of 2 stamps
per card, which would make about 27,500 stamps, estimated
at less than 1c each. Appears to be nice overall quality, and
ready to sell.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1398

/*/** Worldwide Dealer Stock of Mint and Used, Lot 4,
with a wide variety of different countries and issues from old
to modern and we note a great selection of topical interest
throughout and much never hinged. This dealer displayed his
stamps for sale on small cards, each fitted into hockey card
sleeves. Each card holds usually between 1 and 3 or more
stamps and over 95% of the cards are priced at between 10c
and 25c. This lot contains about 370 linear inches of cards, at
an average of 50 cards per inch makes about 18,500 cards,
all in 19 various boxes. We calculated an average of 2 stamps
per card, which would make about 37,000 stamps, estimated
at less than 1c each. Appears to be nice overall quality, and
ready to sell.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1399

/*/** Worldwide Thousands of Mint and Used Stamps in
a Box, with a stockbook half full, a thick “Planet Earth” album
filled with mint and used worldwide, a small stockbook with
mint Canada, FDC, etc, plus several envelopes with worldwide off-paper, some sorted by country, a small assortment
of worldwide in an album and a box with a few odds and ends.
Mostly 1940s to 1970s. Overall average quality.
........................................................................................Est $75

1400

/*/** Worldwide Estate Lot in Two Cartons, includes
Canada collection from the Small Queen era and onwards,
a worldwide album with some China, 6 sparse stockbooks,
small assortment of covers and postcards, worldwide stamps
with strength in Canada in an assortment of small boxes,
mostly on paper. Overall fine or better, inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $100

/*/** Worldwide Dealer Stock of Mint and Used, Lot 1,
with a wide variety of different countries and issues from old
to modern and we note a great selection of topical interest
throughout and much never hinged. This dealer displayed his
stamps for sale on small cards, each fitted into hockey card
sleeves. Each card holds usually between 1 and 3 or more
stamps and over 95% of the cards are priced at between 10c
and 25c. This lot contains about 500 linear inches of cards, at
an average of 50 cards per inch makes about 25,000 cards,
all in 18 hockey card boxes. We calculated an average of 2
stamps per card, which would make about 50,000 stamps,
estimated at 1c each. Appears to be nice overall quality, and
ready to sell.
..................................................................................... Est $500

1401

/*/** Worldwide Accumulation in Large Carton, includes
2 large boxes with stamps on and off paper plus 12 albums
and stockbooks of assorted sizes. Note stockbook of Great
Britain from imperf 1d reds into the 1970s, U.S.A. and old-time
world albums. Inspect for better items.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1402

/*/** Worldwide Accumulation in Five Stockbooks,
Mostly 1950s to 1980s, includes a stockbook with 25 of the
U.P.U. Omnibus issue, stockbooks of Belgium (mostly used),
wold, mix of mint and used and a mostly mint British Commonwealth assortment. Note a 1966 U.S.A. Berne U.P.U. presentation book and more.
..................................................................................... Est $100

/*/** Worldwide Dealer Stock of Mint and Used, Lot 2,
with a wide variety of different countries and issues from old
to modern and we note a great selection of topical interest
throughout and much never hinged. This dealer displayed his
stamps for sale on small cards, each fitted into hockey card
sleeves. Each card holds usually between 1 and 3 or more
stamps and over 95% of the cards are priced at between 10c
and 25c. This lot contains about 280 linear inches of cards, at
an average of 50 cards per inch makes about 14,000 cards,
all in 5 large hockey card boxes. We calculated an average of
2 stamps per card, which would make about 28,000 stamps,
estimated at less than 1c each. Appears to be nice overall
quality, and ready to sell.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1403

/*/** Worldwide Collection in a Stanley Gibbons Stockbook, with mint and used singles and sets from Burma, Nepal,
Southern Rhodesia, Afghanistan and a few Bhutan. Overall
nice quality, with over 450 different stamps.
...............................................................................Scott U$700

1404

/*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Collection Filling a Thick
Binder, all neatly displayed on 63 black stock sheets, 2/3 of
which are double-sided. We note nothing of great value, still
a great variety of different countries, loads of topical interest,
some sets and a little duplication of some. Mix of mint (including NH), used and CTO, with thousands in all. Nice overall quality and approximate cv of $1,000.
........................................................................... Scott U$1,000

1393

/*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Collection in Five Binders, with a mix of used and mint (these usually in black
mounts) neatly displayed on home made pages. The collection
comprises stamps from New Zealand (mostly used and quite
strong for 1960s to 2005), Cambodia (and Kampuchea), Indonesia, Greece, Nicaragua, Malta, Mexico and Japan. Two of
the binders are quite thick and are a worldwide collection from
A to Z (these are mostly mint, and/or CTO in black mounts). A
nice clean collection, with many thousands in all.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1394

/*/** Worldwide Dealer Stock of Mint and Used, in 45
x 3-ring binders. All the stamps are displayed and ready for
sale, each being on a small card inside a plastic sleeve, those
are then placed in 2-sided stock sheets (hockey card sheets?).
Each card has the country name and the retail price. We note
a good variety of different countries and issues, with the majority of the cards priced to sell at between 10c and 50c, with
some priced higher. We note a set of Canada War issue NH coil
pairs with a Scott catalogue of $48 priced at $25 being one
of the higher priced items. Consists mostly of mint and used
single stamps, part sets, blocks of four, a few booklets and
other various items, including lots of mint never hinged, with
probably many thousands in all. Inspect,appears to be nice
quality and good variety of different.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1395

1396

113

1405

/*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Collection Filling a Medium Binder, all neatly displayed on 31 black stock sheets,
half of which are double-sided. We note nothing of great value,
still a great variety of different countries, French Colonies, Africa, loads of topical interest, some sets and a little duplication
of some. Mix of mint (including NH), used and CTO, with probably many hundreds in all. Nice overall quality and approximate
cv of $800.
...............................................................................Scott U$800

1406

/*/** Worldwide Collection with Several Thousand Mint
and Used Stamps, housed in 5 homemade 3 ring binder
albums. Stamps are identified by Scott number and are in
hingeless mounts with most pages having page protectors. Excludes Canada and the United States but includes British and
French colonies.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1407

1408

1409

/*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Collection, consisting
of a collection in three Statesman albums, quite filled, with
many hundreds, if not thousands of stamps. Also a collection
of Berlin in a deluxe hingeless Borek album, containing perhaps a hundred stamps. A stockbook full of mostly used (probably several hundreds, mostly by country) and a collection of
mostly older used material on home made pages. Boxes of
off-paper worldwide in envelopes, mostly sorted plus some
unsorted on-paper plus covers. Last but not least are a few
catalogues plus a larger book “Where in the world?” to help
identify where stamps are from.
..................................................................................... Est $150
/*/** Worldwide Collection of Mint and Used, all neatly
displayed in 84 double-sided black stock sheets in a thick
binder. Not well organized but contains a wide range of countries, with many better stamps and sets throughout, including
early Australia (with Dues), lots of topical interest, Canada NH
#s 321, E2, 216, 294 (and more), some Small Queens to the
10c, page of fresh mint Newfoundland, Scandinavia pages,
mint German semi postals from the 1930s-on (3 pages), New
Guinea #29 (cat $120) and more. Overall fine or better, with
probably a few thousand stamps.
..................................................................................... Est $200
/*/** Worldwide Carton of Various Stamps, mostly filled
with on and off paper USA (many thousands) plus a few other
countries, but we note a stockbook with a little Norway and
Sweden, a group of 18 unopened stamp packets, a stockbook
filled with NH Russia sets from the 1970s, a small Japan collection, and lastly a plastic tub containing worldwide in glassines, neatly organized, with each showing Scott # and value
(half is Germany).
..................................................................................... Est $100

1410

/*/** Worldwide Heavy Box of Mint and Used Stock and
Collections, with 15 stockbooks or albums containing thousands of stamps, plus large quantities of Machins and an envelope with about 100 covers. We note many topicals, sets,
singles, souvenir sheets (including United Nations), and much
more. Inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1411

/*/** Worldwide Accumulation in Small Cartons, includes a stockbook of U.S.A. with mint stamps up to the 40c
values plus used and a few covers, sheet of 50 of the 20c
State birds, a few annual collections. Also a worldwide collection in an Ambassador album, an assortment of stamps in
baggies, envelopes, glassines. Inspect for better items. Overall
fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $150
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1412

/*/** Worldwide Carton with United Nations, Australia,
etc. United Nations in a small box with hundred’s of used including some large multiples, includes flags and 43 souvenir
sheets, United Nations collection mounted on Harris pages,
1951 to 1988 with mint and used stamps, 25 Australia Koala
Conservation souvenir sheets and approximately 40 modern
registered mail covers. Inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1413

/*/** Worldwide Dealer’s Stock in Red Box, with material
from Italy, Ivory Coast and Japan. Includes Italy #33 used (CV
$90), otherwise mostly lower value stamps.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1414

/*/** Worldwide Box with a Mish Mash of Material including Two Early Stamp Albums. Includes two rare early albums, Provincial Stamps of Canada and Stamps of Newfoundland, both by the International Stamp Co., Toronto for stamps
issued prior to 1872 (Canada) and 1937 (Newfoundland),
albums are mint, the Newfoundland one with small stain at
lower left. These contain no stamps. Other odds and ends include Bowen “TEN” Sale of 10c Small Queens auction catalogue, H.R. Harmer press releases, 1955-1973 with lots of
interesting reads, 20 Australia Koala Conservation sheetlets,
100 worldwide postcards and two framed prints - one of Angus
Shortt Canada Geese and the other CPR Station in Edmonton.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1415

/*/** Worldwide 3 Drawer Plastic File Tower with Assorted Collections, includes British Commonwealth, Europe,
the Americas, topicals, etc.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1416

/*/** Worldwide Accumulation in 3-Drawer Metal File
Box, includes a drawer of used Canada, Small Queens and
on, a drawer of mostly mint never hinged topicals, with flowers,
Scouts, Popes, animals, art and transportation. Also a drawer
of British Commonwealth from A-Z, again this is mostly never
hinged.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1417

/*/** Worldwide Accumulation in 3-Drawer Metal File
Box, mostly from the 1970s and 1980s. Strength in Israel
(many with tabs), Egypt, used Canada and arts, artifacts and
flower topicals issues. Mostly mint never hinged, fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1418

/*/** Worldwide Accumulation in 2-Drawer Metal File
Box, includes material from Europe, United Nations, Japan
and P.R. China, etc., strength in Russia, Vatican. Lots of duplication, mostly mint never hinged and very fine.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1419

/*/** Worldwide Dealer’s Stock in Six Red Boxes, 1890s
to 1990s, all identified, priced and sorted in 102 cards and
glassines. The early material is mostly used, with the more
modern being mint, and much being never hinged. Includes
stamps from Africa (one full box), South America and the Far
East. Note strength in P.R.C., Japan, Brazil, Cuba, Laos, Egypt,
Congo, one box with souvenir sheets from Great Britain, Israel
and United Nations and a full box of various topical issues.
..................................................................................... Est $350

1420

/*/** Worldwide Dealer’s Stock in Four Red Boxes,
1890s to 1990s, all identified, priced and sorted in 102 cards
and glassines. The early material is mostly used, with the more
modern being mint, and much being never hinged. Includes
good stock from Israel (many with tabs), Netherlands and
Colonies, Switzerland, Yugoslavia, Norway and Vatican.
..................................................................................... Est $400

1421

/*/** Worldwide Collection and Canada Christmas Seal
Collection, 1927-1999. Christmas seals appears to be all
mint never hinged. Up to 1953 Post 1953 material includes
blocks, strips and singles. A nice collection. The worldwide
collection in a CWS album with material from the 1930s to
late 1980s, minx of used and mint hinged, note Canada, New
Zealand, Bulgaria, etc but relatively sparse for most countries.
Mostly fine-very fine.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1422

/*/** Worldwide Lot of 24 Small Size Albums, with stockbooks, albums and binders, containing a wide variety of different countries, with sets, singles, bit of duplication, postmarks,
topicals, 2 stockbooks of Russia, 2 Bulgaria albums, couple of
old Strand albums, NH stamps, etc. Inspect for possible better
items.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1423

/*/** Worldwide Mint and Used Country Collections, with
Dubai and Um El Quain (both cv $203), stockbook of used
GB, collection of Venezuela States on quadrille pages (old cv
of $235), a nice collection of Rwanda and San Marino in an
spring back album (older cv was $190), Vatican City mint collection in Scott Specialized album, Spain 300 stamps in a 16
page stockbook, Ghana collection in a Minkus album with dust
jacket, containing mostly complete used from 1957 to 1969,
Ghana in a second binder, Mexico in a Minkus album, with
a few hundred mostly early issues, and Sweden in a binder,
mostly on Scott pages and stock pages, from early to modern
with coils, etc. Overall fine lot.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1424

/*/** Worldwide Lot of Seventeen Stockbooks, most
having hundreds, to thousands of stamps, some are sorted
by country, some not. Some have duplication, some are collections. One is full of mostly Br. Comm. souvenir sheets, plus 34
from Russia, with many NH. A few were catalogued long ago
with ranges from $400 to $600 each (latter for a collection
of French African countries). One has Dutch Indies (old cat.
$95) and Curacao (old cat. $245), one was bought in 2009 for
$125, wide variety of countries and lots of topical interest, etc.
Inspect for possible better material.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1425

/*/** Worldwide Lot of Ten Binders, each having hundreds, to thousands of stamps in Manila stock pages, some
are sorted by country, some not. A little duplication and some
are collections. Wide variety of countries and lots of topical interest, souvenir sheets, mint and used, etc. Also includes over
35 black stock sheets filled with various, including a collection
of Pakistan and Norway. Inspect for possible better material.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1426

/*/** Worldwide Lot of Sixteen Worldwide Collections,
with several thousands of stamps in all, mostly all pre-1990s,
with many on Scott Specialty pages or home made pages, etc.
We note several popular countries, many better stamps, lots
of topicals, good early material and more. Inspect for possible
better material.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1427

/*/** Worldwide Dealer Stock, 1948 to 1990s, in 4 binders. Stamps are in manila stock sheets. We note strength in
Japan, Egypt, Hungary, Poland (note #1078, B35), Belgium
(note B63 in a folded sheet of 10), Czechoslovakia, Germany,
Channel Islands, Netherlands and more. Good topicals including Europa and Cards. Mostly mint and with much never
hinged. All identified by Scott number.
..................................................................................... Est $400

1428

/*/** Worldwide Hoard with a bit of everything. Too
much hoarder chaos to examine everything in detail but we
did note better items like UPU Presentation Booklets for 1964
and 1966 Italy and 1957 Indonesia, a few interesting China,
Russian Zemstvos, revenue stamps, Japanese Tourist sheet,
11 stamp show souvenir cards, UN collection with FDC of
#38 souvenir sheet, collections or accumulations of Congo,
Mexico, Iran, Vietnam, Venezuela and St Pierre and Miquelon.
Stamps are in 8 stockbooks, 2 albums and many hundreds
of loose pages or envelopes. Many thousands of stamps that
need some TLC. Condition mixed.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1429

/*/** Worldwide Balance of Dealer’s Stock, with collections, sheets, souvenir sheets, covers, packets, etc. Mostly
modern material with strength in United Nations, St. Pierre
& Miquelon, Monaco, Great Britain, British Commonwealth,
Russia, France including an Art stamp collection, topicals and
more. Mixed condition. Inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $500

1430

/*/** Worldwide Dealer’s stock on Manila Stock Sheets,
1872 to 1992, includes a binder of Japan with issues from
1947 and on, a binder of Portugal, a binder of Vatican 19541991 with both regular and B.O.B. issues, a binder of United
Nations, a binder of Spain with both Liechtenstein and Luxembourg. Early issues are mostly used with some mint hinged,
the later tend to be mint with much being never hinged.
..................................................................................... Est $400

1431

/*/** Worldwide Dealer’s Stock in 102 Cards, 1860s to
1980s, in small dealers binder. Includes material from Japan,
Egypt, Samoa, Iran, Kuwait, St. Pierre & Miquelon, Argentina
and more. Owner’s retail value is over $5,600 but Iran and
Samoa should be inspected as they are probably reprints
and have not been checked by us. Better items include Japan
#508a, 517a and C14-C18 mint *, Kuwait #675-701 in blocks
of four mint NH, Egypt #5e, St. Pierre & Miquelon #79-109
and 136-159 mint *, etc. Early material is mixed condition
with a mix of used and mint hinged stamps. Later material
includes some never hinged.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1432

/*/** Worldwide Hoarder’s Delight, with several hundreds of thousands of mint and used stamps (a few covers)
from all over the world (lots of European countries), many are
in glassines, envelopes, bags , boxes, approval glassines, etc.
either sorted or not (many are). A great variety of material from
early to modern, with much topical interest, many are in approval glassines from Garcelon, Harris, etc. We note good Poland, Portugal, and much, much more. Only a small bag of onpaper (Canada) rest is off paper. Inspect, as we did not spend
much time on this one and there are likely to be many finds.
Also included is a box full of thousands of mint never hinged
Viet Nam sheets from the 1960s, mostly all tightly rolled-up,
some individually, some in stacks. Huge catalogue value.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1433

/*/** Worldwide Medium Suitcase Filled with Odds and
Ends. While we went through several hundred boxes from a
large consignment, we threw into this suitcase a variety of
interesting items, including a stack of new mint issues from
the 1970s still in their envelopes from a German dealer (high
catalogue), a collection/stock of Latvia (with many covers), a
box of “desk top cleanup lot”, stationery, covers, single stamps
and sets, by country in glassines, a few souvenir sheets, etc.
Inspect as there are bound to be some finds in this one.
..................................................................................... Est $150
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1434

1435

/* Worldwide Mint and Used Collection in 24 medium to
thick 3-ring binders. This collection is neatly arranged in alphabetical order of country, and most stamps are identified
by Scott number. This was a part time dealer’s personal collection, as he bought lots of large lots throughout many years,
kept all the different stamps for himself and sold the duplicates (offered elsewhere in this sale). We note a great variety
of different countries and many tens of thousands of stamps
from the classics to modern, with a mix of mint and used and
CTO. Unfortunately, most of the stamps were hinged onto the
pages with small pieces of clear tape, and a small proportion
of the stamps (less than 5%) show the tape glue through. We
have tried to carefully remove several stamps from their pages, and were able to then remove the tape with no residue apparent. Inspect, as time and attention could prove rewarding
with this collection.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1441

/* Worldwide Lot of Thirteen Worldwide Albums, with two
Ambassador albums, two Heritage albums, a Senior Statesman album, a Masterwork Deluxe Stamp Album (with S to Z
countries), a Standard album (with Dahomey to Germany) as
well as others. Some contain more stamps than others, but a
worthwhile lot, with thousands in all. Inspect for possible better material.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1442

**/*/ Worldwide Banker’s Box with Assortment of Covers and Stamps, includes modern Australia in approximately
150 “102” dealer cards, small tub of mixed modern stamps
and souvenir sheets (over $200 in face values), Canadian
postal stationery envelopes Webb #EN95b, U101h both mint
(unpriced as mint in either catalogue) and a variety of worldwide covers with stamps including many with souvenir sheets.
..................................................................................... Est $100

/* Worldwide Worldwide Accumulation in a Large Box,
containing 4 old time albums including an International Postage Stamp Album Nineteenth Century Edition by Scott, Simplex Junior Album by Stanley Gibbons containing Canadian
stamps mainly used, a second Simplex Junior Album containing British Colonies many of which are mint, plus a homemade 3 ring binder album, a small album and a small stock
book. Of particular note are a number of Imperial Japanese
stamps and post cards. Also included in this lot is the Canada
Millennium Collection (cv $120.00), zip lock bags of stamps
on paper and a couple of older Scott catalogues.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1443

**/ Worldwide Large Carton of Mixed Contents, includes
20 science fiction space art prints (12”x18”), 4 Year of the
Tiger CSDA posters, 20 CBN 5c Wood Duck trial colour cinderellas in 6 different colours, 20 Australia Koala Conservation
souvenir sheets (MNH) and about a dozen oversize worldwide
meter covers/packages.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1444

*/**/(*) Worldwide Stockbook of Mint Issues, 1930s and
1940s, with strength in Germany semi-postals. We note Reunion, Martinique #173-178 (*), Belgium #B225-232 NH
pairs, Bulgaria, Portugal #568A (*), Q18-25 NH, Thailand
#225-231 NH (no #232), Ireland #85-6, 88-9, 99-102 all NH,
Germany B134-136 (x3), Estonia #B24-27 NH, etc. Mostly in
sets or part sets, with lots of mint never hinged however also
includes issues with gum disturbance or unused (no gum). A
handful of stamps with small faults noted, some issues duplicated. Overall fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $250

1445

*/**/ Worldwide Mint Collection in Seven Thick Binders,
with a full array of countries from A to Z, the mint stamps neatly displayed in black mounts. Appears to be a mix of used, mint
hinged, CTO and never hinged, with a predominance of the
latter. We note a great many nice sets, tons of topical interest,
with no apparent items of great value, but tens of thousands
of stamps in all. A nice, clean collection, in very nice quality.
..................................................................................... Est $750

1446

/** Worldwide Mixed Carton As Received, includes Can-

1447

/**/*

1448

/**/ Worldwide Large Carton with Modern Philatelic
Covers, Used Canada, etc. Covers are mostly from Europe,
box of used Canada all in 102s from 1937 to modern, also
a retail book of modern used Canada and Canadian Wildlife
Conservation sheets from New Brunswick, P.E.I. and Saskatchewan (x8, duplicated).
..................................................................................... Est $100

1436

/* Worldwide Two Large Cartons with 27 Albums, etc includes 2 Shaubek albums, a Scott International and 2 “Round
the World” albums. Thousands of stamps in all, inspection recommended.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1437

/* Worldwide Old-Time Collection in Four Albums, 1860s
to 1969, with strength in Canada, U.S.A., British Commonwealth, Europe and South America. Good Belgium with souvenir sheets #B178, B179, B190 and B208, and B241-B248 all
mint hinged, Canada includes used #15, 46-47, 158 and mint
hinged plate blocks in the early QEII period , Italy and Colonies
with #1-12 and C1-C6. Worth a good look.
..................................................................................... Est $400

1438

1439

1440
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/* Worldwide Collection of Mint and Used to the 1950s
in Seven Binders, all hinged onto home made pages, with a
variety of different countries, arranged by continent. We note
very nice China and Japan, USA and Canada and more. Lots of
useful turn of the century era, etc. Condition varies, inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $100
/* Worldwide Lot of Seven Old Time Stamp Albums, with
an old home made album with European stamps by country
on quadrille pages, an Education Stamp Album with pages to
1948, a Strand Album (won as a first prize in 1931), an Aristocrat album from 1956, an Explorer album from the 1950s,
an 1897 Scott International album and an Ambassador album
from the 1970s. Album conditions vary, and each contains
hundreds to several hundreds of stamps. Inspect for possible
better material.
..................................................................................... Est $100
/* Worldwide Lot of Worldwide Stamp Albums, with
four Harris Statesman Deluxe albums (each with hundreds
of stamps), a 1936 Shaubek album for Europe (with strong
Germany as well as other countries), a Scott Specialty album
with “U to Z” countries (probably around 100 stamps), and a
Minkus album with Spain and area countries (close to 100
stamps).
..................................................................................... Est $100

ada Wildlife Conservation sheets, 2 framed prints of KGVI and
QEI, modern science fiction art prints (11”x17”) and a variety
of oversize worldwide modern philatelic covers.
........................................................................................Est $50
Worldwide Estate Remainder Lot, includes 12
Canadian Wildlife Conservation sheets, a Premier Worldwide
stamp album with stamps to 1954, appears to be unpicked
with France, India & States, early Mexico, Malaya States, etc
noted. Also 10 colour science fiction space art prints 12” x
18” in size, as well as a variety of worldwide modern philatelic
covers and loose on and off paper stamps.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1449

1450

1451

/ Worldwide Accumulation of Used, 1950s and Onwards. Mostly in plastic sleeves, with strength in Canada. Includes a collection of Prince William and Kate Marriage covers
with cancellations from around the country. Also an assortment of Canada Post items such as new issues bulletins, large
assortment of Details and Collections Canada Post magazines
and 40 or so display placemats showing new issues, used as
point of sale displays.
..................................................................................... Est $100
/ Worldwide Modern Philatelic Correspondence, 500
Used Canada #600 on Piece, etc. 150 modern stamped philatelic correspondences, 500 used on piece $1.00 Vancouver
stamps (CV $2.50 each) and 15 unused new philatelic journal
slip-case storage boxes (these were privately manufactured at
a cost of $10/each).
..................................................................................... Est $100
 Worldwide - A to G Countries Mostly Used Dealer’s Stock
in Red Box, stamps are all catalogued and in 102 cards and
appear to be mostly used. Some issues with duplicates but
mostly singles. Owner’s 2016 catalogue value is over $2,400.
Note early Australia, Denmark and Great Britain. Appears to
be all fine or better.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1452

/*/** Worldwide Stock and Country Collections, of mostly European countries with 20 different. Each country is in a
file folder and includes album pages plus some stock. Also
includes over 50 stock pages with various worldwide issues,
some not sorted plus various odds and ends. Thousands of
stamps in all, inspect.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1453

/*/** Yemen Collection and Stock in a Binder, all in
several stock sheets, with mint and used (including some on
piece), some nice postmarks, some duplication of some issues, includes souvenir sheets, imperforates, topical interest,
etc. Mostly very fine.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1454

/*/** Yugoslavia Dealer’s Stock on Manila Stock Sheets,
1921 to 1988, in two binders. Mostly used to the mid-1960s
then a mix of mint and used to 1979. 1980 and later in mostly
never hinged. Includes some back of book material.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1458

/*/** Flowers, Mushrooms Topicals in Five Small Dealers Binders, with stamps in 102 cards. Includes 3 binders of
flowers and 2 binders of mushrooms. Note sets and souvenir
sheets. Material is mostly mint and appears to be mostly never
hinged. Note items retail $20 and up, but mostly less expensive. Some minor duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1459

/*/** History Topicals in Seven Small Dealers Binders,
with stamps in 102 cards. Stamps are mostly mint and appears to be mostly never hinged. Includes sets, souvenir
sheets, booklets and a few covers. Note items priced up to
$20. Strength in Columbus material. Some duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $300

1460

** Horses Lovely Stamp Collection, of Horses in six green
specialty “Pferde” hingeless albums (in German), with four slip
cases. Three of these albums are empty, and three are full
of worldwide mint never hinged stamps, souvenir sheets, first
day covers, postal stationery, etc. A beautiful collection, which
would have been quite expensive to purchase new. Very fine
and a wide variety of countries and horse-related subjects. .
..................................................................................... Est $200

1461

Luftansa Collection of South Atlantic Luftansa Airmail
1934 -1935, part of which was once exhibited (thus includes
some write-ups). We counted about 17 pages full of material,
many double-sided, most of which is related to the “Deutsche
Luftansa” company, with colour labels, a schedule, some very
nice Art Deco advertizing cards, real photographs of aeroplanes, postcards of Luftansa aircraft carriers and floaters,
some stamps and air mail labels and more. A lovely collection with probably many scarce items included and mostly very
fine.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1462

/*/** Marine Life, Birds Dealer’s Stock of Topicals,
housed in 6 small dealer binders with 102 cards. Includes 2
binders with birds, a volume of Seashells and 3 volumes of
fish and marine life. Note better sets up to $25. Mostly mint
with much being never hinged, some duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1463

/*/** People Dealer’s Stock in Six Small Binders, with
stamps in 102 cards. Includes 2 binders of famous people, 2
binders of characters which includes Disney, 2 binders of costumes and 1 of entertainment. Best item is Iran #1015-1919
with a CV of $125. Includes sets, souvenir sheets, etc. mostly
mint and appears to be mostly mint never hinged. Some minor
duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1464

*/** Polar Regions Collection of Mostly Mint, with a wide
variety of stamps from Polar Region countries, or depicting
polar themes. We note much Russia, Argentina, some 1954
Antarctica Expedition labels, much Polar Wildlife, many singles
and sets priced in the $5 to $20 range (some higher), St Pierre
& Miquelon, New Zealand, long runs of Tristan da Cunha new
and old issues (several stock sheets full), and much more.
Worth inspecting.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1465

** Princess Diana Binder with “Tribute to Diana”, includes
40 different 1997-1998 souvenir and miniature sheets, all are
mint never hinged and very fine.
...............................................................................Scott U$338

Foreign -- Topical Collections
1455

1456

1457

** Art Dealer’s Stock of Topicals, housed in 4 3-ring dealer
binders with 102 cards. A nice assortment of issues, 2 books
are with French art stamps, the other 2 binders with worldwide. Appears to be all mint never hinged.
..................................................................................... Est $100
/*/** Columbus 500 Years of Columbus Collection,
1893 to 1992, all neatly displayed and written-up on 47 large
Lindner quadrille pages. Starts with a NH set of the USA 1992
Columbia issue, a FDC of the 1893 1c Columbian Exposition
issue (in a plate 159 strip of three), 17 used 1893 Columbian stamps (to the 15c), some mint sheets of USA and Italy
Columbus stamps, many WW souvenir sheets of the common
design 1992 USA stamps, and other ephemera items, including 1992 reproductions and reprints of commemorative items
and more. Nice and clean, and waiting to be added to and
exhibited. Owner’s Scott catalogue value for the stamps is
$1,092.
..................................................................................... Est $200
*/** Europa Dealer’s Stock in a Red Box, 1956 to 1995.
Stamps are identified and priced in 102 cards and sorted by
year of issue. Appears to be mostly mint never hinged, very
fine.
..................................................................................... Est $100
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1466

1467

*/** Radio EKKO and AWR QSR Radio Cinderellas in Two
Volumes, includes a 1924 EKKO Broadcasting Station stamp
album with 314 U.S. radio station stamps, 31 from Canada and
two foreign. Also C.S.C. cards and other cinderellas. Adventist
World Radio started issuing QSL stamps in the 1970s. This
collection contains one of only two known sets of proof sheets,
with sheets in orange, green and violet. Also a selection of
AWR stamps and part sheets, two full AWR stamp sheets of 64
stamps each. An amazing collection that would be impossible
to duplicate. See sparks-auctions.com/auction-24/extras for
PDFs of the collection.
..................................................................................Est $5,000
 Radio Eight Volume Collection of Radio in the Mail.
Amazing collection that includes stamps, cinderellas, slogan
cancels, postcards, QSL cards, first day covers, commercial
mail, etc. Runs from Afars & Issas to Zambia. Note specimens,
Adventist World Radio cinderellas and lots, lots more. See
sparks-auctions.com/auction-24/extras for PDFs of the collection.
..................................................................................... Est $800

1475

/*/** Various Assorted Topicals in Three Small Dealer
Binders, stamps are in 102 cards and includes binders of religion, uniforms, U.P.U., etc. Red Cross, Judaica, minerals and
Lions Club. Note retail values up to $30 with lots of sets, souvenir sheets, covers, etc. Mostly mint and much of it is never
hinged.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1476

/*/** Various Assorted Topicals in Seven Small Binders,
stamps are in 102 cards and includes 3 binders of Christmas,
2 binders of Royalty and 2 binders of Scouts. Best are the
scouts issues. Note Cyprus #226a souvenir sheet on a first
day cover (with stains), sets of Iran #1052-1053 NH, also Hungary B80-B87 NH but B89 with short corner, etc.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1477

/*/** Various Assorted Topicals in Three Binders, stamps
are in 102 cards and includes Space, with strength in Russia,
Sports including the Olympics, Wildlife, Royalty, etc. Strength
in souvenir sheets. Mostly mint never hinged but did note
some hinged and used.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1478

/*/** Various Assorted Topicals in Six Small Dealers
Binders, with stamps in 102 cards. Includes binders with science, trains, space, music, chess and the arctic and Antarctic.
Best is the Antarctic books with good British Antarctic Territory
incl. #16-19 Churchill and #39-42. Note sets, souvenir sheets
and a few covers. Mostly mint and most of that appears to be
never hinged.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1468

/*/** Radio A Listening to Radio Collection to Celebrate
the Centennial of Radio Broadcasting, on December 24,
2006. Includes stamps, souvenir sheets, meters, cachets
covers, radio cancellation, etc. See sparks-auctions.com/auction-24/extras for PDFs of the collection.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1469

//* Radio Large Collection Housed in Four Volumes
from the 1990s and On. includes stamps, souvenir sheets,
brochures, postcards, slogan cancels, postal stationery, first
day covers, etc. Lots of great material.
..................................................................................... Est $400

1479

** Royal Wedding Stockbook of 1981 Royal Wedding Mini
Sheets and Souvenir Sheets, all neatly displayed in a stockbook, mint never hinged and very fine. Each issue is identified
and catalogued. A nice clean collection.
...............................................................................Scott U$752

/*/** Various Assorted Topicals in Five Small Dealers
Binders, with stamps in 102 cards. Includes binders of maps,
flags, buildings plus 2 binders of stamps and coins on stamps.
Note sets, souvenir sheets, etc. Mostly mint with much never
hinged. Some minor duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1480

/*/** Wildlife Dealer’s Stock of Topicals, housed in 6
small dealer binders with 102 cards. Includes 3 binders of animals, both wild and domestic, a volume of prehistoric animals
and W.W.F. and binders of butterflies, insects and reptiles.
Mostly mint with much being never hinged, some duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $200

1470

1471

1472

1473

1474
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/*/** Sports Dealer’s Stock of Topicals, housed in 5 small
dealer binders with 102 cards. Includes Olympics, soccer, etc.
Note a few used sets, but mostly mint with much being never
hinged, some duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $200
/*/** Transportation Dealer’s Stock of Topicals, housed
in 8 small dealer binders with 102 cards. Two binders each
of ships and airplanes plus one each for cars, balloons, fire
trucks and motorcycles & bicycles. Mostly mint with much being never hinged, but do note some C.T.O. sets. Minor duplication.
..................................................................................... Est $250
/*/** Various Banker’s Box Full of Topical Stamps on
Stock Pages, hundreds and hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets, much being mint never hinged. Sorted into folders
they include arts, animals, birds, buildings, Christmas, Expo,
famous people, flags, flowers, Olympics, ships, sports, stamp
on stamp and transportation. Also a small assortment of used
Canada.
..................................................................................... Est $250
/*/** Various Group of Albums with Topical Interest,
starts with a Boy Scouts collection mostly written up on about
50 pages, including covers, sets, souvenir sheets, etc. Also
two binders with over 35 Manila stock pages separated by topical subjects, plus two other binders with misc material, mostly
topical in nature, plus a Lighthouse stockbook with hundreds
of Olympics topicals. Overall good quality lot.
..................................................................................... Est $100

Foreign -- Kiloware
1481

 Worldwide Large Box with Approximately 4.5kg of Used
Off Paper Stamps, lots of commemoratives and lots of variety.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1482

 Worldwide Banker’s Box of Used, Mostly On Paper, with
lots of Canada, also Great Britain and more, along with a
handful of covers/cards. Hours of sorting fun.
..................................................................................... Est $100

Newspapers -- British Commonwealth
1483

1859 The Family Herald Newspaper, printed in Montreal,
this is volume 1, no. 7, dated December 28, 1859. A complete
newspaper, which contains many hours of interesting reading,
including several Christmas poems, songs, stories, including
“Twas the Night Before Christmas”, plus news from “back
home” in England, Ireland, Scotland, etc. Interesting article on
how many vessels have arrived in Montreal in the year 1859,
where they came from, etc. Serious fold cracks in middle and
around the edges, still mostly readable and overall good condition.
........................................................................................Est $50

Collectibles and Memorabilia
1484

1485

1486

** Carton Lot as Received, includes 20 Canadian Wildlife
Conservation souvenir sheets, 10 each of Saskatchewan
and P.E.I., mint never hinged and 7 framed art prints. Include
Queen Victoria, WWII British bulldog patriotic, Churchill, Elvis
(x3) and Paris train wreck.
........................................................................................Est $50
Royal Family Books and Framed Prints, with 2 different QEII
books (original cost over $120), framed print of Queen Victoria
Widow in colour, framed print of KGV and framed print of WWII
bulldog, dreadnaught and Union Jack.
........................................................................................Est $50
Assortment of Various Memorabilia including from WWI, includes a photo album of assorted documents, modern battle
of Waterloo folder, Mekeels Stamp News assortment from
the 1940s, calendars, a service record, telegrams, pictures,
assorted pamphlets and more. Worth a look, a very eclectic
group.
........................................................................................Est $50

1493

Two Cartons with Binders, Supplements, etc. Includes empty binders, a stockbook, FDC and Plate Block albums, supplements and album pages from Lindner, Ka-Be, Scott, etc. Mostly 1980s, packs of blank album pages and an assortment of
Lindner T-blanko stock sheet pages.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1494

Two Cartons with Many Hundreds of Stock Pages, includes
Vario and Hagner brand with black, white and clear pages.
Mostly used, but some still new in packages.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1495

Lindner Hingeless Album Pages, includes 2 packs of Canada
1983-1991 pages and one pack of Newfoundland and the
other provinces. Title page has a small crease. High retail cost.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1496

Shoe Box with 50+ Packs of Mounts, mostly unopened.
Good selection of sizes with both black and clear mounts. Includes both Hawid and Uni-Safe.
..................................................................................... Est $100

Antiquarian Prints & Maps
1487

Seven Old Ontario County Maps, with one each for Grey,
Bruce, Dufferin, Waterloo, Wellington, Huron and Perth counties. Printed by the Burland Lithographic Co. in Montreal,
these maps are coloured in shades of green and yellow, with
the largest measuring 440 mm x 220 mm and the rest are
about half that length. A few folds and edge tears, still overall
fine.
........................................................................................Est $50

1488

Canada VIMY Ridge Memorabilia, includes 20 high resolution photographic “art prints”, the different postcard booklets
by Stubbs for Vimy Ridge, two booklets with 25 cards each,
another booklet with 22 postcards. These have great real photos of trenches, monuments, etc. Also a framed print of John
McCrae’s poem “In Flanders Fields” with decorative artwork
framing the poem.
..................................................................................... Est $100

1489

Interesting Group of Illustrations, Prints, etc. Includes 2
lovely colour “frontispieces” for Canada and USA produced in
1945 by Arthur Szyk. Szyk designed postage stamps and was
a top illustrator of his time. Also an art print of the 1895 train
wreck at Montparnasse, France, two original pencil cherubim
art etchings, both signed by artist and ten Australia $10 Koala
Conservation sheetlets.
..................................................................................... Est $100

Collecting Supplies
1490

Group of Five Dealer Travelling Cases, three are medium
size black (for covers), plus another large black and a large
silver case. Generally fair condition, one is missing a latch and
there are a few with damage to corners.
........................................................................................Est $50

1491

Group of New Regular & Hingeless Albums, Mostly Canada,
includes Lighthouse Vatican hingeless album 1929-1972,
empty Lighthouse DPS1 Canada 2-post binder, Davo regular
Canada album with pages to 1987 (x2) and a third with pages
to 1989, Schaubek Canada hingeless album in 2 volumes
with pages to 1988 plus supplements for 1990-1992 and a
regular Schaubek Canada album with pages to 1979. High retail value.
..................................................................................... Est $150

1492

Two Banker’s Boxes of Dealer Supplies includes binders
and pages for 102 cards, a large supply of small stock cards
and some magnifiers, etc. Also two boxes of 102 cards, mostly
white, but some are blue.
..................................................................................... Est $100
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
(Please read carefully)
1. The property described in this catalogue will be offered at public
auction by Sparks Auctions Inc. (Sparks) on behalf of various consignors. By bidding on any lot, whether in person, or through an agent, via
Stamp Auction Network, by mail, email, fax, telephone, website, or any
other means, the bidder acknowledges and agrees to all of the following Terms and Conditions of Sale.
2. The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall be the
buyer. The term “hammer price” means the last bid acknowledged by
the auctioneer. The purchase price payable by the buyer will be the
sum of the hammer price and a commission equal to 15% of the hammer price (“buyer’s premium” ), together with any sales tax which may
be due on the sale.
3. All bids are per lot as numbered in the catalogue. The auctioneer
shall regulate the bidding and reserves the right to reject any bid believed by him not to be made in good faith; to withdraw any lot prior to
sale; to divide a lot; or to group two or more lots and to act on behalf of
the vendor. In the event of any dispute, the auctioneer’s decision shall
be final. Sparks will execute bidding instructions on behalf of clients,
but will not be responsible for any errors in the execution of such bids.
4. Unless a bidder has established credit with Sparks prior to the sale,
Sparks must receive payment in full before the lots will be delivered.
Buyers not known to Sparks must make payment in full within five days
from the date of sale. Accounts more than thirty days in arrears will
be subject to a late payment charge of 2% per month. All expenses incurred in securing payment from delinquent accounts will be charged to
the defaulter. A fee of $100.00 will be charged for any cheque returned
for insufficient funds.
5. All sales are in CANADIAN FUNDS. Payment may be made by
bank draft, bank transfer, cheque drawn on a Canadian or U.S. bank,
Canadian or International postal money order, cash or credit card (VISA
and MasterCard only). Please note: Effective August 1, 2014, we will
be charging a 2.5% convenience fee to process Visa & MasterCard
payments. Payment in U.S. funds is acceptable at the same rate which
Sparks can purchase Canadian Funds at our bank (2.5% percent above
the mid-market rate). Contact us if you require the exact amount owed
in U.S. funds. Credit cards will be processed in Canadian Funds.

the mutually acceptable expertizing committee with a properly executed
application form within 14 days of the sale, (3) a copy of the application
form must be given to Sparks, (4) unless prior arrangements are made,
extensions are granted for a period of up to 100 days; (5) if in the opinion of the authority the lot is not genuine or was grossly misdescribed,
the purchaser shall receive a full reimbursement of the purchase price
plus costs of certification up to $100, and (6) lots back stamped or
marked are not returnable. It is the purchaser’s responsibility not to let
this happen.

SHIPPING INFORMATION
Unless specific other arrangements are made between the buyer and
Sparks Auctions, lots will be shipped in the following manner:

Within Canada:

a) Single or multiple lots that fit into one or more regular EXPRESS
POST envelopes will be shipped by that method with signature required.
These lots will be charged postage only but not a handling, packaging,
or insurance fee.
b) Cartons and larger lots will normally be shipped by parcel post or
FedEx with signature required. If bulky lots have a value in excess of
$1000 they will be shipped by EXPRESS POST with signature required.
This category of lots will usually be charged an additional handling or
packaging fee.

To the USA:

a) Single or multiple lots will be sent by Fed-Ex with signature required
and no extra handling, packaging, or insurance fees.
b) Cartons and larger lots will be shipped by UPS ground or FedEx
Ground with signature required. This category of lots will usually be
charged an additional handling or packaging fee.

Overseas:

a) Single or multiple lots will be sent by Registered or Xpress Mail with
signature required and no extra handling, packaging or insurance fees.
b) Carton and larger lots will be shipped by pre-arrangement only. We
reserve the right to not ship to areas of the world not served by Fed-Ex.

AGENTS
We can recommend the following 4 agents.

6. Buyers from Canada will be charged Federal GST or HST. Absentee
bidders resident outside Canada are not liable for Canadian taxes if
purchases are delivered outside of Canada. See shipping instructions.

John Beddows
705-495-3134
jlw@onlink.net

Peter Rennie
450-218-1616
peter.e.rennie@videotron.ca

7. Until paid for in full, all lots remain the property of Sparks on behalf
of the seller.

Doug Lingard
613-737-4864
lingardd@istar.ca

Nick Martin
nick@loveauctions.co.uk
(44) 012 0546 0968

8. The buyer assumes all risk for delivery of purchased lots and agrees
to pay for prescribed shipping costs.
9. Because the descriptions and scans of the auction will be available
in a printed catalogue, our website and on Stamp Auction Network,
there is a chance of technical error. In that event the auctioneer’s decision will be final. If discovered before the sale a notice will be posted
on sparks-auctions.com. Opening bids will be available on the websites
and will be updated. These are only provided as a service to bidders
and Sparks does not guarantee their completeness or accuracy.
10. Any lot, the description of which is obviously incorrect, is returnable,
but only if the lot is returned within 14 days of receipt. All disputed lots
must be returned intact with the original packing material. The following lots may not be returned for any reason: Lots containing ten or more
items; any lot described with “faults” or “defects” may not be returned
because of any fault or defect. No illustrated lots may be returned because of centering, margins or other factors shown in the illustrations.
11. All lots are sold as genuine. If a prospective purchaser wishes to
obtain other expert opinion from a mutually acceptable authority, an
extension may be granted on a lot prior to the commencement of the
auction provided that the following conditions are met; (1) the purchase
price of the lot must be paid in full, (2) the item must be submitted to
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Consignments
If you are planning to consign material, it is to
your advantage to do so early. This gives our lotting team sufficient time to properly lot, describe
and catalogue your property.
consign@sparks-auctions.com
613-567-3336
844-252-2032 toll-free

Notes on catalogue values and reference
Catalogue values are listed for most lots offered. These are
the best available guides to the retail price of a single stamp
or set provided that the item(s) are the same quality as the
standard described in the introduction to each catalogue.
Exceptional quality will often sell above the catalogue value;
inferior quality will sell for less; faulty stamps in a lot can
result in a sale price of a small percentage of the catalogue
price.
When cataloguing collections we use the value for the grade
specified. For Scott this grade is very fine. For Unitrade we
use the grade specified at the start of the textual description.
Thus a “fine” collection will have all stamps added at the fine
price. We do not count obvious forgeries, reprints etc. and
usually do not count faulty or ugly stamps. A lightly penciled
X under a stamp means it was not counted in the catalogue
value. We put a light pencil note beside more expensive
stamps and put a total catalogue value at the bottom of each
page to assist viewers.

The following catalogues have been used. If there is a variance, this will be mentioned in the text of the description.
The term “owner’s catalogue value” indicates a variety of
approaches and may include older versions of catalogues.
We will have inspected and reviewed the result but not
re-catalogued; hence we do not vouch for the exact total of
catalogue value.
2017 Scott Catalogue Volumes 1 through 6
2017 Scott Classic and US Specialized
2017 Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps
2016 Stanley Gibbons 1840-1970 (SG) values in £
2007 or later Michel Catalogues of the World (Mi) values in €
2009 The Canadian Revenue Stamp Catalogue
by E.S.J. Van Dam
Other Specialized catalogues as noted in descriptions.
The U.S. Specialized and the Scott Classic are referred to as
Scott interchangeably with the standard 6 volumes.

About Bidding
Please bid using these increments.
(All bids are in Canadian dollars.)
$5 - $100
$110 - $250
$275 - $750
$800 - $1500
$1600 - $3100

$5
$10
$25
$50
$100

$3200 - $7000
$7500 - $15,000
$16,000 - $30,000
$32,000 - $50,000
above $50,000

$200
$500
$1,000
$2,000
$5,000

1) Please bid using the increments above. All bids not
conforming to these increments will be lowered to the
appropriate amount.
2) You have the option to break ties or increase your bids
if needed by checking the appropriate box on the bid
sheet.
3) If you are bidding through the internet, after you have
entered your bids you will receive a computer generated email describing each lot you bid on and telling you
where you stand in terms of other bidders without divulging the high bid. You then have the option of updating
your bids. If you bid by mail or fax you have the option of
asking to receive this email by checking the appropriate
box and including your email address.
4) If you give your bids to Stamp Auction Network, or to
Sparks Auctions you will only pay one increment over the
second highest bid. Your top (maximum) bid will be used
only if another bid is one increment below yours, or exactly the same as your bid but was received after yours.
In the event of tie bids, the earliest bid received by us will
be successful. We do not accept “buy” bids.

5) The auctioneer may permit telephone bidding during
the auction. This must be arranged well in advance of
the auction starting time. Sparks reserves the right to refuse telephone bidding at any given time. Sparks will not
be held responsible in the event that a telephone bidder
cannot be contacted. Applicable telephone expenses will
be charged to telephone bidders.
6) OPENING BIDS will be available approximately one
week before the auction. (With one week to go most
of these will be well below the final price). New opening bids will be updated at least daily. If you see that
an opening bid is higher than you wish to bid for a lot
you would like to buy, this feature allows you to focus
on other lots of interest to you. Sparks will not be held
responsible in the event of errors in the opening bids
provided before the sale.
7) You have the option of limiting your purchases to a
specified dollar figure (e.g. $325), or to an approximate
figure. This feature allows you to bid with the confidence
that you will not be financially embarrassed if you are
very successful in the auction. It also allows you to use a
strategy of bidding just above the opening bid for many
lots with the expectation of winning only a minority of
these.
8) With currencies fluctuating as widely as they do it is
no longer practical to offer bidding in both Canadian and
U.S. dollars. However you can specify the limit of your
total purchases in US funds and it will be converted to
the appropriate amount on the day of the sale.
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How To Bid
Advance Bidding We accept bids in the time-honoured tradition: you
can mail us a printed bidsheet (available for download from our site),
or fax it to us at 613-567-2972, or call us at 613-567-3336 with your
bidding information. E-mail bids also work well; simply provide the lot
number and your maximum bid in Canadian dollars.
For the most satisfying and realistic experience akin to being on the
auction floor, you should become familiar with Live Internet Bidding.
Live Internet Bidding
Live bidding on the internet allows bidders anywhere in the world to participate in the auction. Sparks Auctions is pleased to make the auction
available through Stamp Auction Network, and we will do everything we
can for our customers to make the process simple, trustworthy and fun.
Connect to Stamp Auction Network at: stampauctionnetwork.com
Register once and create a user name, which will allow you to choose
auction firms to bid with, including Sparks Auctions. We will approve you
to bid as soon as possible during normal business hours. If your application was made more than one month ago, please re-submit.
The Approval Process
We will not extend credit terms to any buyer who has not made arrangements in advance of the auction. Payment must be made before lots
are shipped, preferably by credit card, but we also accept cheques,
money orders, etc. We need to confirm your account before you will be
able to place bids with us. For fastest bidder confirmation, please reference Ian Kimmerly, Sparks Auctions, or other North American auction
houses when you create your account. Other details that will help us
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quickly approve you for bidding include:
* Credit Card number (Visa or MC, with expiry date and CVC code)
* Philatelic references (including eBay reputations, BidStart etc.)
* Associations (APS, RPSC, BPA, etc.)
* Your own professional website (stamp-related or otherwise)
* A valid e-mail address (we will not approve you if your e-mail bounces)
* Call us at 613-567-3336
A complete bidder registration with many of these details included will
result in a speedy approval. We want your bids, but we do not want
“problem buyers!” NB: We do not normally check references from
banks, AMEX, individuals (non-philatelic), etc.
The On-Line Auction
Once you have been registered and approved by us, you can:
Keep track of lots you are interested in, and place bids on-line at any
time before the auction begins. This is similar to any other form of advance bidding (ie., sending us a bidsheet by mail, fax, etc.), but you will
receive acknowledgement of your bids once they are submitted, and, if
you wish, further confirmation by e-mail if you are outbid.
Comprehensive internet bidding instructions can be found at:
sparks-auctions.com/how-to-bid-with-us/

BID SHEET
Public Auction #24 — May 23rd & 24th, 2017

SPARKS AUCTIONS

1550 Carling Avenue, Suite 202, Ottawa, ON, K1Z 8S8
Telephone: (613) 567-3336 844-252-2032 toll-free FAX: (613) 567-2972
Email: info@sparks-auctions.com www.sparks-auctions.com
Your name and full mailing address:(please print):
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Daytime telephone______________________________________

I authorize Sparks Auctions to purchase on my behalf the following lots at
or under the limited stated. I agree to the terms of sale as printed in the
catalogue.
____________________________________________________
Signature
References:
____________________________________________________
Stamp Firm
Telephone
____________________________________________________
Stamp Firm
Telephone

Fax:___________________________________________________
Email:_________________________________________________

Lot Number

My Top Bid

Lot Number

A buyer’s Premium of 15% will be added to the hammer price and
becomes part of the total purchase price.

My Top Bid

Lot Number

PLEASE LIST ADDITIONAL BIDS ON REVERSE OR COPY TO LIST ADDITIONAL BIDS
Check appropriate boxes:
You may increase my bids by one increment to break a tie.
You may increase my bids by _______% if competition warrants.
Please bid using these increments.
(All bids are in Canadian dollars.)
$5 - $100
$110 - $250
$275 - $750
$800 - $1500
$1600 - $3100

$5
$10
$25
$50
$100

$3200 - $7000
$7500 - $15,000
$16,000 - $30,000
$32,000 - $50,000
above $50,000

See reverse for options such as limit bids, credit card payments* etc.

$200
$500
$1,000
$2,000
$5,000

My Top Bid

Lot Number

My Top Bid

LIMIT BIDS If you wish to limit the total amount of your successful bids (not including the 15% buyer’s premium) enter the
amount here. $_________
Your bids will be executed until this figure is reached.
I would like to pay by VISA or MASTERCARD. *Please note: Effective August 1, 2014, we will be charging a 2.5%
convenience fee to process Visa & MasterCard payments

CC # ________________________________________________ Expiry _______/_______
Validation number on back____________ (this must be provided)
Name as shown on card: ______________________________________________________
Authorizing Signature_________________________________________________________
Please check here if you have provided us with your email address and you would like us to enter your bids in the Stamp Auction Network system. You will receive email messages advising you of the status of your bids.

Lot Number

My Top Bid

Lot Number

My Top Bid

Lot Number

My Top Bid

Lot Number

My Top Bid
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Corrections & Updates
AUCTION #24 CORRECTIONS TO LOT
DESCRIPTIONS
Last updated Wednesday, May 24th, 2017 at 12:00pm EDT
LOT#

Correction

Lot
20

Accompanied by a 2002 V. G. Greene Certiﬁcate.

Lot
114

Block is hinged in top selvedge, causing a slight wrinkle (visible in
scan).

Lot

This stamp is the yellow ochre shade (NOT olive bistre), CV$240.

143
Lot
318

Withdrawn.

Lot
356

Catalogues €6,000 in the 2014 Michel catalogue.

Lot
378

5l has short corner.

Lot
386

With MUESTRA [SPECIMEN] overprint. Our Ediﬁl catalogue prices these
in NH condition at half of NH price for non-specimen stamps, (ie.
should be Scott CV$300).

Lot
532

There are 39 fronts. Almost all covers are fronts or cut squares.

Lot
586

Covers are in mixed condition, about half of the lot is postcards.

Lot
596

This is a military cover collection (not QEII Coronation covers).

Lot
740

There are six covers (not seven).

Lot
782

Includes covers up to the end of WWII.

Lot
1027

This lot is ﬁve albums, some of which contain Small Queens (not ﬁve
albums with only Small Queens).

Lot
1097

#154 is hinged in selvedge, a few blocks with toning.

Lot
1143

Withdrawn.

Lot

Withdrawn.

1144
Lot
1188

These are corner blocks of four, carefully arranged to appear as larger
sheetlets.

Lot
1281

Collection spans 2009-2010 (not 1999-2010).

Lot
1294

Collection includes six Great Britain #3 and two #4 (not six #2 and two
#3).

Lot
1334

Navigation and Commerce issues are forgeries (sold as is).

Lot
1358

Catalogue value is $227.

Lot
1407

Withdrawn.
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Lot#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Hammer
525
1,450
140
230
275
250
950
300
230
240
1,000
150
2,000
2,600
850
210
850
210
675
300
450
2,100
2,900
5,600
900
140
85
1,450
55
675
220
900
160
300
2,300
170
350
170
55
80
725
575
100
110
55

Lot#
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

200
725
850
500
400
900
400
1,900
1,000
850
45
210
550
500
120
450
4,800
400
1,200
1,250
475
1,900
725
325
475
120
325
525
2,000
140
60
65
120
240
600
60
300
90
250
1,200
100
220
140
180
90

91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

5,800
80
80
80
450
190
325
1,350
170
500
475
325
450
300
350
850
70
45
300
100
150
525
400
1,350
180
425
60
275
20
250
110
140
12,000
800
210
2,900
65
1,450
3,600
75
230
160
190
60
160

136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

325
350
140
55
325
190
1,700
220
325
240
80
325
140
70
50
210
120
65
500
375
425
1,400
180
4,800
80
140
575
750
625
45
70
55
65
450
3,800
600
110
130
45
130
170
85
625
525
60

181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225

675
130
60
5
450
65
35
150
40
275
230
220
170
85
250
130
130
65
150
675
160
130
45
40
120
95
60
110
110
90
170
30
40
120
95
60
75
45
250
120
85
350
350
130
80

226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270

190
45
100
60
110
150
65
65
65
65
65
65
140
300
500
30
110
170
95
15
25
230
25
5
140
210
190
45
130
2,700
1,150
475
1,300
2,300
1,600
140
625
6,400
375
950
50
65
50
1,050
300
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Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
319
320
321
322
323
324

425
35
1,800
6,800
1,400
90
300
170
80
40
190
70
250
250
200
120
130
150
70
75
4,400
1,350
80
70
70
70
50
55
35
210
25
25
170
35
60
80
180
30
30
40
40
220
140
1,100
120

325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369

110
350
475
70
190
20
250
65
400
120
425
180
160
200
140
300
160
150
200
140
90
120
190
140
60
50
85
150
100
50
150
325
40
525
220
300
85
55
55
375
160
55
275
100
55

370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512

35
50
30
25
160
75
40
20
450
100
275
180
275
325
60
375
70
150
210
190
110
20
85
575
80
230
95
1,050
110
40
100
90
100
85
150
160
90
1,000
80
30
85
40
110
65
160

513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557

120
90
60
120
55
40
900
55
55
150
35
550
350
60
200
40
70
190
50
20
300
325
300
80
75
190
130
140
120
275
250
25
150
200
170
100
250
80
45
65
170
55
55
60
325

558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602

80
120
80
80
80
55
425
230
110
210
170
75
200
60
65
40
15
80
350
190
55
140
110
120
70
210
5
180
650
170
110
20
15
65
180
160
35
300
95
110
110
675
90
130
350

603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647

110
75
75
95
65
40
65
80
35
60
65
50
850
85
110
75
180
65
35
55
55
110
90
75
25
80
25
65
230
190
85
170
40
30
300
250
40
30
130
325
130
25
45
10
30
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Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690
691
692

30
50
110
30
130
20
75
100
80
40
15
575
110
55
375
60
325
500
450
425
350
275
240
475
45
200
95
900
220
210
800
250
40
100
130
300
800
50
70
210
60
50
210
110
110

693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737

160
220
20
40
130
65
170
35
55
40
230
230
85
35
85
110
55
45
45
25
35
20
50
95
375
45
75
90
35
10
110
110
45
15
45
15
55
75
170
90
65
10
120
80
45

738
739
740
741
742
743
744
745
746
747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765
766
767
768
769
770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781
782

160
85
450
375
160
200
10
100
50
50
120
70
80
40
25
70
55
50
60
120
40
90
45
45
210
110
90
350
50
190
300
95
70
200
110
375
5
210
65
110
45
180
160
180
240

783
784
785
786
787
788
789
790
791
792
793
794
795
796
797
798
799
800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827

5
20
140
55
5
30
35
50
45
30
180
60
100
70
85
130
350
55
30
45
100
120
10
30
25
5
300
30
350
45
140
25
190
800
250
550
800
5
80
55
140
120
25
35
45

828
829
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841
843
844
845
847
848
849
850
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023
1024
1025

160
60
5
25
5
5
10
220
5
35
5
10
15
60
5
80
5
20
85
95
55
325
140
950
160
625
90
350
240
475
1,200
1,200
160
75
100
50
35
50
190
200
170
110
160
180
80

1026
1027
1028
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046
1047
1048
1049
1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069
1070

375
400
210
400
130
60
725
100
375
450
60
90
55
725
250
650
725
180
575
160
500
325
1,050
90
200
210
1,050
110
425
425
160
675
675
100
160
110
70
100
130
95
475
130
750
1,600
110
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Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

1071
1072
1073
1074
1075
1076
1077
1078
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1097
1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
1107
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115

325
130
75
250
90
450
110
50
50
200
85
425
160
130
190
65
70
110
140
500
180
170
130
120
100
275
300
180
300
110
60
275
90
140
300
55
120
450
300
200
375
210
450
2,300
80

1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1122
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1130
1131
1132
1133
1134
1135
1136
1137
1138
1139
1140
1141
1142
1145
1146
1147
1148
1149
1150
1151
1152
1153
1154
1155
1156
1157
1158
1159
1160
1161
1162

190
350
100
160
80
200
70
40
80
160
300
1,250
220
55
425
1,200
475
550
750
400
1,800
450
550
400
1,350
230
650
375
600
575
375
400
425
140
300
700
110
1,700
110
90
400
120
110
400
600

1163
1164
1165
1166
1167
1168
1169
1170
1171
1172
1173
1174
1175
1176
1177
1178
1179
1180
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1186
1187
1188
1189
1190
1191
1192
1193
1194
1195
1196
1197
1198
1199
1200
1201
1202
1203
1204
1205
1206
1207

400
170
400
150
190
180
180
110
600
230
65
90
100
90
170
65
90
90
85
50
130
800
110
625
40
35
575
130
25
55
70
110
325
140
300
180
65
700
750
350
70
700
800
575
475

1208
1209
1210
1211
1212
1213
1214
1215
1216
1217
1218
1219
1220
1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
1226
1227
1228
1229
1230
1231
1232
1233
1234
1235
1236
1237
1238
1239
1240
1241
1242
1243
1244
1245
1246
1247
1248
1249
1250
1251
1252

375
60
210
170
85
80
100
4,000
725
150
2,400
800
210
675
130
475
1,100
95
65
170
75
100
220
100
90
120
250
110
140
650
800
625
500
110
1,050
85
350
170
400
110
750
350
240
450
85

1253
1254
1255
1256
1257
1258
1259
1260
1261
1262
1263
1264
1265
1266
1267
1268
1269
1270
1271
1272
1273
1274
1275
1276
1277
1278
1279
1280
1281
1282
1283
1284
1285
1286
1287
1288
1289
1290
1291
1292
1293
1294
1295
1296
1297

180
160
725
725
300
65
75
230
170
475
65
95
100
120
150
170
80
110
275
450
220
250
425
140
250
110
130
140
90
275
100
230
95
150
190
130
1,000
35
300
100
525
525
110
100
20

1298
1299
1300
1301
1302
1303
1304
1305
1306
1307
1308
1309
1310
1311
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318
1319
1320
1321
1322
1323
1324
1325
1326
1327
1328
1329
1330
1331
1332
1333
1334
1335
1336
1337
1338
1339
1340
1341
1342

130
140
140
210
55
70
190
65
45
160
240
50
65
110
180
45
65
90
350
55
85
120
350
80
100
75
45
75
75
85
170
90
160
45
100
65
350
110
170
190
325
220
45
850
120
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Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

Lot#

Hammer

1343
1344
1345
1346
1347
1348
1349
1350
1351
1352
1353
1354
1355
1356
1357
1358
1359
1360
1361
1362
1363
1364
1365
1366
1367
1368
1369
1370
1371
1372
1373
1374
1375
1376
1377
1378
1379
1380
1381
1382
1383
1384
1385
1386
1387

120
120
220
60
425
220
50
150
35
160
400
130
210
90
150
65
110
275
50
65
325
275
85
325
55
325
110
90
90
300
240
110
120
130
450
15
80
30
55
40
15
55
55
625
100

1388
1389
1390
1391
1392
1393
1394
1395
1396
1397
1398
1399
1400
1401
1402
1403
1404
1405
1406
1408
1409
1410
1411
1412
1413
1414
1415
1416
1417
1418
1419
1420
1421
1422
1423
1424
1425
1426
1427
1428
1429
1430
1431
1432
1433

65
85
130
70
55
110
160
100
150
80
100
45
75
130
70
65
70
80
95
275
75
160
90
50
60
65
150
190
120
90
475
450
40
110
65
210
120
110
120
190
350
190
190
250
160

1434
1435
1436
1437
1438
1439
1440
1441
1442
1443
1444
1445
1446
1447
1448
1449
1450
1451
1452
1453
1454
1455
1456
1457
1458
1459
1460
1461
1462
1463
1464
1465
1466
1467
1468
1469
1470
1471
1472
1473
1474
1475
1476
1477
1478

375
120
130
400
85
60
95
140
75
35
220
150
30
35
15
10
5
80
25
75
25
65
140
160
180
190
180
110
230
120
180
60
4,600
800
35
70
40
120
180
170
95
130
180
65
160

1479
1480
1481
1482
1483
1484
1485
1486
1487
1488
1489
1490
1491
1492
1493
1494
1495
1496

60
210
130
30
5
5
10
30
45
10
5
25
5
120
50
130
35
95
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